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II.

COMMENTS

A.

NEED FOR THE PROPOSED POLICY

1. Meeting legal obligations
Comment 9.03:
There is no assurance in the policy that OTC will be ended or restricted appropriately at all,
given the inexplicit wording of compliance requirements and the lack of definition of many
enforcement measures, allowing power plant owners to exploit opportunities for delays
potentially indefinitely. The policy would therefore not comply with the 2007 Second Circuit
decision in the Riverkeeper case requiring use of Best Technology Available (BTA) for plant
cooling and ensure an end to the killing of aquatic life by stopping the use of bay, estuary and
ocean water for plant cooling by a time certain.
Response:
Section 316(b) requires that the location, design, construction, and capacity of cooling water
intake structures reflect the best technology available for minimizing adverse environmental
impact. Riverkeeper II provides additional direction on determination of BTA, noting that the
standard is technology-driven. Neither the statute nor Riverkeeper II requires cessation of the
use of cooling water by a time certain. The proposed policy requires measures designed to
make specific reductions in use of cooling water and thereby the impingement and entrainment
of organisms. The policy is to be implemented through National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permits, for which enforcement measures are set forth in the Porter-Cologne
Water Quality Control Act, Cal. Wat. Code §§13000 et. seq.
Comment 9.22:
The policy contains no legal precedent or guidance for development of the OTC policy and
ignores the 2004 (new plants) and 2007 (existing plants) Riverkeeper decisions by the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, which gave rise to the board's effort to adopt new OTC
policy several years ago. This omission is misleading because it conveys the notion that the
board's pursuit of a new policy is voluntary, not a legal obligation, hence less urgency. The
failure to mention any authority to guide exercise of best professional judgment is a serious
omission, allowing the potential for arbitrary and subjective findings in implementation.
Response:
The State Water Board has authority to develop and adopt state policy for water quality control
pursuant to California Water Code §13140. While the Commenter appears to claim that
adoption of the policy is a legal obligation, no authority for this argument is provided. The cases
cited concerned U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) regulations for new facilities
(Riverkeeper I) and existing facilities (Riverkeeper II). While the latter decision continues to
provide some legal authority for implementation of Section 316(b) at existing facilities, its
determinations as to the permissibility of cost-benefit analyses were reversed by the U.S.
Supreme Court. USEPA withdrew the regulations at issue in Riverkeeper II, and “best
professional judgment” now remains the applicable standard for determination of BTA for
existing facilities. Specific requirements contained in the policy reflect the State Water Board’s
exercise of best professional judgment in determining BTA. The Commenter has not clearly
identified specific aspects of the proposed policy that fail to reflect those portions of Riverkeeper
I and II that remain applicable.
Comment 11.56:
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The proposed Policy's effect, if not its express purpose, is to force the replacement, repowering
or retirement of existing OTC power plants. Neither CWA Section 316(b) nor the California
Energy Commission (CEC)'s policy on aging power plants supports that result or intent. The
stated purpose for the proposed Policy is the State's need to implement Section 316(b) in light
of the continuing absence of national uniform performance standards. Section 316(b) does not,
however, require elimination of OTC or favor repowering of existing OTC facilities. It simply
requires that cooling water intake structures reflect BTA. Nor do the CEC's recommendations
regarding orderly retirement or repowering of aging power plants, originally articulated in the
2005 Integrated Energy Policy Report (IEPR), support an OTC policy that seeks to eliminate
OTC plants because of their environmental impacts. Rather, the CEC's policy explicitly supports
the modernization of aging plants, recognizing that, in the absence of transmission upgrades,
existing OTC plant sites are needed for modem power plant generation to solve local reliability
needs Indeed, in recent years the CEC approved modernization projects at both Moss Landing
and Morro Bay that involved continued use of OTC after hearing much more extensive scientific
evidence regarding the impact of OTC and the feasibility of alternative cooling systems than the
State Water Board has considered in this proceeding.
Response:
The purpose of the Policy is to implement CWA Section 316(b) and to establish BTA for cooling
water intake structures at existing coastal and estuarine power plants that must be implemented
in NPDES permits. Staff realizes that there will be some plants that will decide to re-power and
in some cases even shut down, but that will be based strictly on business decisions by the
operators of those plants. The Policy clearly provides a Track 2 compliance path that would
allow a continuation of OTC as long as impingement and entrainment are controlled comparable
with Track 1.
Comment 11.65:
Paragraph G states that the intent of the Policy is to ensure that beneficial uses of the State's
waters are protected. Industrial use (e.g., cooling water) is one such legally recognized
beneficial use, yet the Draft Policy fails to explain how such use is protected by the Policy. The
Board must expressly recognize that industrial use is a beneficial use.
Response:
The State Water Board must implement the federal requirement for use of best technology
available to minimize adverse environmental impact from cooling water intake structures.
Moreover, while beneficial uses of ocean waters do include industrial water supply, the State
Water Board must also protect any more sensitive uses, such as those affecting aquatic life.
Comment 31.02:
The policy fails to explain why the Draft Policy is better than the current approach used by the
Regional Water Boards, and therefore does not appropriately meet the State Water Board's
obligations under Section 316(b) or its duties under the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA).
Response:
Staff has developed the Draft Policy using BPJ to determine BTA for minimizing adverse
environmental affects associated with use of once-through-cooling, in accordance with
requirements set forth in CWA Section 316(b). The Substitute Environmental Document (SED)
sets forth an analysis of impacts associated with continued use of OTC and examines
alternatives in accordance with the requirements of CEQA.
Comment 31.06:
RRI believes that the Draft Policy has been created without the requisite analyses and
information required by CEQA, fails the test of reasoned decision-making, and goes far beyond
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the stated objectives of adopting uniform technology-based standards to ease the administrative
burden of the Regional Water Boards for implementing Section 316(b) of the CWA. The Draft
Policy creates a BTA standard that ignores the primary purpose of Section 316(b) to regulate
cooling water intake structures, not generation technology, and that ignores more than 30 years
of consistent USEPA interpretation of this statue by creating a one-size-fits-fits-all Draft Policy
that offers alternate compliance pathways that in fact are unavailable to the great majority of the
affected plants. Indeed, State Water Board staff has explicitly stated in meetings that they do
not want the affected facilities to actually install the selected BTA; rather the intent is to force the
shutdown of the existing facilities. RRI believes that a reasonable OTC policy allows all of the
individual facilities to cost-effectively minimize environmental impact; not one that requires
achievement of the greatest possible reduction at a cost that is wholly disproportionate to the
benefits of compliance.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in further
detail in the commenter’s submission. Staff believes that the proposed Policy and supporting
SED meets the requirements of all applicable State and federal law, including CEQA, PorterCologne, and the CWA. The Policy clearly states that the purpose of the policy is to implement
CWA Section 316(b) and to establish BTA for cooling water intake structures at existing coastal
and estuarine power plants. Staff does not believe that the proposed Policy would force most
OTC plants to shut down, although some plants may decide to do so or re-power based on
business decisions by the operators of those plants. The Policy clearly provides an alternative
Track 2 compliance path that would allow a continuation of OTC as long as impingement and
entrainment are controlled comparable with Track 1. The Supreme Court in Entergy vs.
Riverkeeper, 129 S.Ct. 1498 (2009) found that a cost-benefit analysis is permissible for both
BTA determination and for setting variances, but not required. However, the State Water Board
staff has determined that the purposes of a wholly disproportionate analysis limited to plants
that have previously invested in combined-cycle technology can be more appropriately
addressed through a credit for prior reductions via Track 2. Nuclear facilities will be subject to a
separate compliance alternatives determination once appropriate studies are completed.
Comments 35.04 and 35.06:
The policy fails to assure that the existing coastal plants--some a half century old and the
epitome of technological inefficiency--will actually stop using bay, estuary and ocean water for
cooling. The policy is guided by an "Energy Agencies" staff report that states, "The State Water
Board’s mission is to create policy that guides OTC mitigation for existing power plants." That is
grossly misguided because the court-mandated mission is ending OTC.
Response:
Reports of the Energy Agencies are used in determining a compliance schedule that ensures
grid reliability. The State Water Board, in adopting the proposed Policy, is not acting under a
mandate from a court decision, but rather exercising BPJ in implementing Section 316(b). That
Section does not require elimination of OTC, but rather best technology available for minimizing
adverse environmental impact.
Comment 36.03:
The compliance requirements are so compromised with caveats and opportunities for evasion
that there is no assurance that termination of OTC at any or all OTC plants will actually occur.
For example, under the draft policy, if the owner of an OTC plant demonstrates to a Regional
Water Board that achieving compliance under Track 1 (virtually ending the fish killing) is not
feasible, the owner can seek compliance under weaker Track 2 requirements. Then, if the
owner believes that Track 2 compliance would be too costly, the owner can seek to comply with
"alternative, less stringent requirements.” And the Regional Water Board can grant that relief
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based on “any relevant information." For its part, the plant must reduce the killing of fish "to the
extent practicable.” How much the killing of fish would be reduced and how long the "less
stringent" requirements will be the standard for allowing the plant to operate are not addressed.
This seems to be a far cry from what the U.S. Court of Appeals had in mind when it handed
down a ruling which, in effect, banned the use of water from bays, estuaries and the ocean for
plant cooling. That ruling is the driving force and legal justification behind a new court-ordered
OTC policy nationwide. Yet that landmark decision is nowhere mentioned in the proposed
policy. That omission may help explain why the proposed policy does not comply with the
decision’s requirements and allows continued use of OTC by power plants, perhaps indefinitely,
given the loopholes contained in the policy's compliance requirements. We urge you to recast
the policy into a clear-cut and timely mandate for the 19 remaining power plants on our coast to
terminate OTC which will help our ocean waters to recover from the many years of destruction
that power plants have visited upon them.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 9.03. Staff has since revised the proposed Policy to
eliminate a feasibility test for eligibility to pursue Track 2 compliance. In addition, staff disagrees
that Track 2 represents a less stringent compliance option.
Comment 49.01:
Currently, there are no applicable nationwide standards implementing Section 316(b) for
existing power plants. Consequently, the Water Boards must implement Section 316{b) on a
case-by-case basis, using best professional judgment. Comment: This wording implies that the
Water Boards will implement Section 316(b) indefinitely' as supra powers, which is misleading
and inaccurate. The USEPA is in the process of developing new regulations to comply with the
Riverkeeper // decision (January, 2007) by the US Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit,
which stated that best professional judgment could be used by administrative agencies pending
revised USEPA regulations. But it also indicated that BPJ should be based on the decision's
rulings. Yet, reference to that decision is completely absent from the Policy. The USEPA's role
in adopting regulations that must be taken into account in regulating power plant OTC must be
stated to provide a fair and accurate description of how nationwide Section 316(b) standards will
be applied in California.
Response:
USEPA guidance issued following the remand of the Phase II regulations provides that permits
issued for existing facilities should include conditions for compliance with Section 316(b),
developed on a BPJ Basis. “Best professional judgment” is a term of art used in developing
technology-based limitations under CWA Section 402(a)(1)(B)(“such conditions as the
Administrator determines are necessary to carry out the provisions of this chapter”) with factors
set forth at 40 CFR Section 125.3. The commenter has not specified any manner in which the
proposed Policy is inconsistent with those aspects of Riverkeeper II that remain in effect
following the US Supreme Court’s decision in Entergy.
Comment 49.02:
This Policy establishes uniform requirements governing the exercise by the Water, Boards of for
the implementation of Section 316(b), using best professional judgment in the implementation of
Section 316(b) determining BTA for cooling water intake structures at existing coastal and
estuarine power plants that must be implemented in NPDES permits. Comment: This statement
requires identification of the authority under which the Board will establish uniform requirements
using best professional judgment. Also, best professional judgment needs to be defined.
Otherwise, it is too broad and ambiguous, and also leaves too much room for inappropriate
political influences and influence by the power industry. Also, best professional judgment,
without definition, could serve to extend old technology rather than stimulate use of best
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technology available. Moss Landing is an example of this; rather than require best technology
available, such as dry cooling, the Central Coast Regional Water Board stayed with the status
quo and allowed payment of money for habitat restoration as mitigation.
Response:
The State Water Board has delegated authority to administer and enforce the CWA in
California, including interpreting and implementing Section 316(b), as well as state law authority
to formulate and adopt state policy for water quality control. State policy for water quality control
includes a variety of principles, guidelines and objectives deemed essential for water quality
control. Following the remand of the Phase II regulations, USEPA issued guidance providing
that permits issued for existing facilities should include conditions for compliance with Section
316(b), developed on a BPJ Basis. “Best professional judgment” is a term of art used to
describe development of technology-based limitations under CWA Section 402(a)(1)(B)(“such
conditions as the Administrator determines are necessary to carry out the provisions of this
chapter”), consistent with factors set forth at 40 CFR Section 125.3, in the absence of any EPApromulgated standards. The most recent Moss Landing permit was adopted in the absence of
specific state or federal standards governing Section 316(b).

2. Reducing impacts to marine and estuarine life
Comment 3.03:
Coastal OTC power plants have been in operation for decades and present a considerable
threat to California’s coastal ecosystems. Today’s impacts are not reflective of the 40-50 years
of marine life impacts due to OTC, where adjacent ecosystems have suffered a long history of
entrainment and impingement. This is especially true for once-through cooled plants located on
enclosed bays and harbors, such as Haynes and Alamitos Generating Stations on Alamitos
Bay. It is estimated that these power plants take in the entire volume of Alamitos Bay every five
days. It is likely that the abundance and community structure of life in Alamitos Bay and other
source water areas for OTC have been significantly impacted by decades of water intake.
Ecological impact assessment based on current impingement rates does not reflect true
damages and rewards power plants that have caused long-term ecological impacts.
Response:
Staff agrees that OTC has caused serious and substantial harm to marine life for a very long
time, as the commenter suggests, approximately 40 to 50 years for many plants. Staff also
agrees that it is possible that biological community composition and structure have been
impacted not only in embayments but also in the coastal ocean, due to the overall effects of
OTC, both intakes and discharges.
Comments 3.04 and 26.02:
A 2005 study estimated that for the 12 power plants in the Southern California Bight, there is an
overall cumulative entrainment mortality of 1.4 % of larval fish in the Bight. Further, when
considering only recreational fish species, impingement was somewhere between 8-30 % of the
number of fish caught in the Bight. All of the federally listed and imperiled salmon species that
migrate in and out of the Sacramento and San Joaquin River watersheds, including the Chinook
salmon, Coho salmon, and steelhead trout, must pass the intakes for two aging power plants on
the San Francisco Bay-Delta Estuary (Pittsburg and Contra Costa) on their way in and out of the
Delta. Records for both of these plants demonstrate that they illegally entrain and impinge
endangered species, including the Delta smelt and the Chinook salmon. In bays such as the
Santa Monica, Monterey, and San Diego, and estuaries such as the Elkhorn Slough and the
Morro Bay National Estuary, the impacts from OTC can be more pronounced due to the high
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biological productivity of these areas. In Santa Monica Bay, three power plants using OTC
(Scattergood, El Segundo, and Redondo Generating Stations) cycle 13% of the Bay’s water
every six weeks.
Eliminating this significant impact on marine life may allow many depleted or “overfished”
species to recover to population abundance well beyond what we see in population
assessments today. In other words, the reduction of entrainment and impingement goes beyond
the value of saving the individuals entrained and impinged -- their survival and recruitment to
maturity can have an exponential benefit in restoring robust populations that may be currently in
decline or stabilized at far less than past levels of abundance.
Response:
Staff agrees that the OTC intakes have a detrimental effect on marine and estuarine life,
including listed or protected species such as the Delta Smelt. Reductions in IM/E can only help
marine and estuarine life, especially those species recovering from a multitude of stressors
including but not limited to fishing, habitat change (including fresh water withdrawals in the
Delta), and pollution.
Comments 3.05 and 26.03:
In a state where the foundation of our economic activity is fueled by the health of our coastal
resources, and in a state leading the nation in a strong commitment to sustainable energy, there
is no question that California has the right and responsibility to move past this antiquated
cooling technology. It has been over 35 years since the CWA first outlined requirements for
power plant cooling technology. We are long overdue for a clear, consistent statewide policy on
cooling water technology that protects marine ecosystems and advances greener and more
efficient energy production.
Response:
Staff agrees.
Comment 6.02:
The Ocean Protection Council (OPC) passed a resolution in 2006 calling on the State Water
Board to implement more stringent requirements on existing coastal power plants to achieve a
90-95% reduction in environmental impacts. Given the dire state of our natural resources and
our immediate need for new, clean sources of energy, it is imperative that we undertake this
effort immediately and begin the process of converting from OTC technology. The proposed
policy falls somewhat short of these goals. There are several exemptions, such as the wholly
disproportionate option, that fail to achieve the 90-95% reduction in impacts requested by the
OPC. The State Water Board should refine the policy so that it reduces environmental impacts
by the intended 90-95% without exception.
Response:
The OPC resolution in 2006 was based on the upper end of the USEPA Phase 2 regulation
performance standards in effect at that time, for entrainment (90%) and impingement (95%).
Since that time, the Phase 2 regulation has been rescinded. The State Water Board’s proposed
policy actually has more stringent BTA proposed, with Track 1 being 93% for entrainment and
virtually 100% for impingement (due to a restriction in velocity at or below 0.5 foot per second).
Track 2 must be comparable to Track 1. Staff has removed the WDD. Staff instead proposes
special conditions relative to combined cycle units, while nuclear plants will be subject to studies
and a separate compliance determination, based upon enumerated factors.
Comment 8.03:
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We fully support the State Water Board's effort to develop a clear OTC policy that will be more
protective of the environment and the public. The harms from OTC have been well-documented
over many years yet the adoption of a State policy has lagged.
Response:
Staff thanks the commenter for their support. We acknowledge that the development of this
policy has taken years but this is due to the complexities of this issue as well as changing legal
requirements (e.g., the RiverKeeper II and Entergy decisions).
Comment 9.01:
The State Water Board is to be congratulated in moving to enact a policy aimed at addressing
the use of OTC by power plants along the California coast and their widespread killing of
aquatic life, which the CEC in 2005 recognized in an IEPR report as a major source of
destruction to marine resources and the economies of coastal communities.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the support for the Draft Policy. Staff agrees that OTC has
major impacts to the State’s marine resources. When implemented, the Policy should
significantly reduce the harmful IM/E impacts of OTC on marine life.
Comment 11.04:
The SED is silent on both establishing the specific level of harm to various marine resources,
and quantifying the benefits to marine resources that are assumed to be achieved by the
proposed Policy. Such factual information is essential if decision makers are to make an
informed choice in weighing the trade-offs between the positive and negative environmental
consequences of the proposed Policy.
Response:
The SED provides an estimate of the larval fish mortality due to impingement and entrainment
from the OTC facilities. The benefit of the proposed Policy would be the survival of these larval
fishes. Note that there is absolutely no requirement that the State Water Board provide
quantitative technical information regarding fishery improvements achieved by the Policy. The
Water Board’s legal responsibility is to focus on the harmful effects (i.e. mortality) to marine life,
and therefore we have instead focused on reducing the number of organisms killed or injured.
Furthermore the Water Board is not required to consider population level impacts.
Comment 11.05:
With respect to marine resources, the SED only provides a superficial and conclusory
environmental analysis and completely ignores previous environmental analyses by CEC's
CEQA-equivalent process that included a robust analysis of potential impacts and mitigation
measures. Most significantly, the SED ignores the project-specific findings from the CEC's
power plant siting proceedings at both Moss Landing and Morro Bay that closed-cycle cooling
was neither feasible nor preferable to OTC at each of those sites. For example, at Morro Bay,
the CEC's Conclusions of Law included that: "There is no need to consider alternatives to oncethrough ocean cooling pursuant to CEQA because such cooling will not have a significant
adverse environmental impact pursuant to CEQA." Indeed, the CEC went so far as to state that
even if dry cooling were feasible and cost nothing, it would still not recommend dry cooling at
Morro Bay. These conclusions were reached after extensive site-specific hearings that relied
heavily upon the Regional Water Board staff and the same experts being relied upon by State
Water Board here. The SED's sweeping and unsupported generalizations regarding the impacts
of OTC (and the feasibility and merit of alternatives) cannot withstand an objective comparison
to the hearing record and determinations of the CEC for either the Morro Bay or Moss Landing
facilities. Any reasoned analysis consistent with CEQA must explicitly acknowledge these
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contrary findings and either accept them or explain in detail why the Board is reaching a
contrary conclusion. The SED does neither.
Response:
The Moss Landing and Morro Bay projects did not entail the initiation of OTC, but rather
evaluated the continued use of OTC for the new projects. Under CEQA, the base condition for
these projects would be OTC with its accompanying impacts. Since the projects would continue
to use OTC, there would be no “new” significant adverse environmental impacts “pursuant to
CEQA.” The purpose of the proposed Policy is to eliminate the environmental effects of OTC. A
comparison to prior analyses for projects with far different criteria would be inappropriate.
Comment 11.43:
We are mainly concerned that the proposed Policy fails to account adequately for the numerous
and variable site-specific considerations that determine the feasibility and impacts of cooling
water intake technologies at a particular site. The SED sweepingly concludes that OTC causes,
without exception, unacceptable aquatic environmental impacts at all coastal power plant
locations in California, with the only support being absolute numbers from impingement and
entrainment monitoring results. Impingement and entrainment monitoring results are meaningful
only in a site-specific context. OTC has been employed at numerous locations throughout the
State for decades yet there is no substantial evidence in this record of specific harm to species
populations attributable to such use at any site. The reality is that species populations in
locations where OTC is employed do not differ substantially from similar locations where it is not
employed. The Policy and SED fail to recognize the multitude of other factors impacting the
health of California's coastal ecosystem, such as over-fishing, sediment erosion, non-point
source pollution from urban and agricultural areas, sewage contamination, and exotic species
invasion. The Board's rush to judgment without any scientific support on an issue with such far
reaching implications for California is not only ill advised but also arbitrary and an abuse of
discretion. The Policy, for example, inexplicably ignores findings made in recent years through
extensive CEC permitting proceedings at Moss Landing and Morro Bay regarding not only the
infeasibility of closed-cycle cooling and the absence of significant adverse environmental impact
from OTC at each of those facilities, but also that closed-cycle cooling at Morro Bay would
cause greater overall environmental harm than continuing the use of OTC. While the Policy's
revised Track I and II approach is an improvement over the 2008 draft, it is critically important
that the Board provide additional flexibility that allows for consideration of all relevant sitespecific considerations. The State Water Board should use sound science to evaluate sitespecific environmental harm of OTC and the environmental impacts of alternative technologies,
including site-specific adverse environmental impacts associated with closed-cycle cooling.
Response:
The data from impingement and entrainment monitoring results are the best data available for
determining the effects of OTC. The Expert Review Panel (ERP) found, “Because it is
recognized that marine populations subject to entrainment and impingement may already be
altered by human activities, including those associated with power plants, it would be difficult if
not impossible to find comparable, unaltered (reference) sites to assess the magnitude of
alteration. Moreover, entrainment impacts are likely widely distributed, making it extremely
difficult to quantify impacts.” The ERP also states that “because of larval dispersal, the effects
on adult populations may occur in geographic areas separate from where entrainment occurs.”
Staff acknowledges that there are other factors affecting coastal ecosystems, but that does not
detract from the ongoing impacts from OTC.
Comment 12.04:
The proposed policy should be changed to account for site-specific environmental criteria,
including consideration of the environmental implications of various compliance options. For
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example, the environmental impact for RRI's plants is an insignificant fraction of the total
anthropogenic impact to coastal fish and wildlife resources, yet the policy would require
expenditure of over $200 million to comply with the proposed Policy. The Policy should be
tailored to address and minimize environmental impacts as required in Section 316(b).
Response:
This is a statewide policy and not tailored to individual plants. Section 316(b) requires the use of
BTA to minimize environmental impacts. The extended compliance schedule and integration
into the SACCWIS process is the approach the policy proposes to deal with cost and
effectiveness issues.
Comment 16.03:
I take issue with the people who studied the effects of warm cooling water on the aquatic life
near power plant discharge points. Will they explain why fishermen cast their lines in the warm
water discharge at river and seawater power plants? If there is an aquatic flora and fauna desert
there the fishermen would avoid rather than favor them. I suspect there may be change in the
nature of aquatic flora and fauna caused by the warm water discharge but as a ratepayer I want
to know if it is worth spending million of dollars for a cooling tower to avoid an insignificant
change?
Response:
The Policy is only intended to directly address intake effects, not discharge effects. The Policy is
intended to comply with an existing federal law, the CWA, specifically section 316(b).
Furthermore the intake effects of OTC are substantial and detrimental, and those are the
harmful effects that this Policy would reduce dramatically.
Comment 18.02:
Addressing the impacts of OTC is long overdue. OTC has decimated California’s marine and
estuarine ecosystems for decades. For example, all of the federally listed and imperiled salmon
species that migrate in and out of the Sacramento and San Joaquin River watersheds, including
Chinook salmon, Coho salmon, and steelhead trout, must pass the intakes for two aging power
plants on the San Francisco Bay-Delta Estuary (Pittsburg and Contra Costa) on their way in and
out of the Delta. Records for both of these plants demonstrate that they illegally entrain and
impinge endangered species, including the Delta smelt and the Chinook salmon. Coastal power
plants that use OTC also have devastating impacts to southern California coastal ecosystems.
The three power plants using OTC (Scattergood, El Segundo, and Redondo Generating
Stations) in the Santa Monica Bay cycle 13% of the Bay’s water every six weeks. A 2005 study
estimated that for the 12 coastal power plants in the Southern California Bight, there is an
overall cumulative entrainment mortality of 1.4% of larval fish in the Bight. Considering only
recreational fished species, impingement amounted to 8-30% of the number of fish caught
recreationally in the Bight in 2003. In enclosed bays as estuaries such as Alamitos Bay, San
Diego Bay and Elkhorn Slough, the impacts from OTC can be even more pronounced than in
coastal waters. It is estimated that the Haynes Generating Station and Alamitos Generating
Station take in the entire volume of Alamitos Bay every five days. In a state where our economic
activity is largely fueled by the health of our coastal resources and that leads the nation in a
strong commitment to sustainable energy, there is no question that California has the right and
responsibility to move past this antiquated cooling technology. It has been over 35 years since
the CWA first outlined requirements for power plant cooling technology. Multiple federal and
state agencies, including the USEPA, CEC, Ocean Protection Council, and State Lands
Commission, have recognized that OTC causes significant, ongoing devastation to our valuable
marine resources. Yet, this outdated technology is still broadly used along our coast; the 19
coastal power plants combined are permitted to withdraw up to 16 billion gallons of sea water,
and associated marine life, every day.
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Response:
Staff agrees and is intending to provide a solution to this problem with the subject policy.
Comment 18.07:
The persistent use of OTC at coastal power plants has clearly contributed to the loss of
biodiversity and the documented population decline of many marine species over the past 50
years. Although we support a simple approach to phasing out OTC along California’s coast, it
should be recognized that today’s impacts are not reflective of the 40-50 years of marine life
impacts caused by OTC, where adjacent ecosystems have suffered a long history of
entrainment and impingement. We cannot go back in time to gauge the true impact of these
facilities; however, we recommend the State Water Board ensure that reference location studies
are conducted to better determine ecological productivity in areas without impacts from OTC to
more accurately assess impingement and entrainment impacts. Accurate monitoring and
assessment of biological and resource impacts (both past and present) is critical, and the
subsequent information should be used to inform interim restoration requirements for coastal
generators.
Response:
Staff agrees that OTC has contributed substantially to detrimental marine life impacts for over
half of a century. However, staff does not believe that the identification of reference stations is
feasible, in that the entire coastal zone of California is no longer pristine and has experienced a
myriad of impacts such as from coastal development, pollution, and fishing. Unlike reference
areas for water quality studies, where locations may be found that do not experience serious
pollution, it will be difficult or impossible to find reference locations untouched by all of the
various stressors on coastal ecosystems, including current OTC impacts which are cumulatively
substantial over large stretches of the coast.
Comment 19.01:
We support the overall goal of the policy, which would require the owner/operator of an existing
power plant to reduce the intake flow rate at each power-generating unit, at a minimum, to a
level commensurate with what can be attained by a closed-cycle wet cooling system. We agree
that such a measure is necessary to reduce the harmful effects on marine and estuarine life
associated with cooling water intake structures and OTC.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the support for the Draft Policy. Staff agrees that OTC has
major impacts to the State’s marine resources. When implemented, the Policy should
significantly reduce the harmful IM/E impacts of OTC on marine life.
Comment 20.03:
As in the previous two scoping documents, the State Water Board has not presented any
quantitative technical information to describe the nature of fishery improvements that would be
achieved by the proposed policy. A recent analysis of cooling water system effects on
California’s nearshore fisheries determined that a large-scale conversion to closed-cycle cooling
may result in no measurable benefit to California fish populations (EPRI 2007). Multiple
investigations into nearshore fish populations in Southern California have demonstrated that
population sizes fluctuate independently of power plant operations, and population trends are
better explained by changes in oceanographic conditions, commercial/recreational fishing
pressure, or both.
MBC Applied Environmental Sciences (MBC), in collaboration with other scientists, has
published several documents in the last two years that provide some context for the entrainment
and impingement estimates presented in the draft SED. These include Section 316(b)
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Impingement Mortality and Entrainment Characterization Studies for eight coastal generating
stations submitted in 2007-8, the report Assessment of Cooling Water Intake Structure Impacts
to California Coastal Fisheries, and several peer-reviewed, scientific papers analyzing trends in
coastal fish populations in relation to climatic/oceanographic changes, as well as trends in
cooling water flow at coastal power plants. The Section 316(b) IM&E Characterization Studies
included impact assessments, addressing the underlying question of IM&E impacts. Where
possible, numbers of larvae were expressed in terms of (1) the numbers of adult fishes they
would represent had they survived entrainment, (2) the reproductive output of female fishes lost
as a result of entrainment, and (3) proportional entrainment, or the fraction of the source
population at risk of entrainment that was lost due to operation of cooling water withdrawals. In
many cases, losses were compared to long-term monitoring efforts to determine if there were
detectable effects due to operation of cooling water intake systems. Losses were also compared
with regional and/or statewide commercial and recreational fishing landings. All of this
information is available to the State Water Board, yet none of it appears to have been
considered in drafting the proposed policy.
Response:
There is absolutely no requirement that the State Water Board provide quantitative technical
information regarding fishery improvements achieved by the Policy. The Water Board’s legal
responsibility is to focus on the harmful effects (i.e. mortality) to marine life, and therefore we
have instead focused on reducing the number of organisms killed or injured. Furthermore the
Water Board is not required to consider only population level impacts. The RiverKeeper II court
decision clearly rejected the view that we only “regulate impingement and entrainment where
they have deleterious effects on the overall fish and shellfish populations in the ecosystem.”
Staff agrees that in general population trends are often better explained by oceanographic
conditions and fishing pressure. Still, other anthropogenic pressures such as habitat change,
pollution, and IM/E all contribute to harm to marine life and therefore should be minimized to
promote healthy ecosystems.
Comment 20.05:
Mitigation is discussed briefly on pages 75-76 of the proposed SED, but never taken into
account when discussing IM&E impacts. While some of the mitigation efforts undertaken to
offset IM&E losses are summarized, the IM&E losses presented in the document are never
presented in this context. Entrainment at SONGS accounts for nearly 40% of the statewide total
listed in the draft SED, yet the fact that these losses have been mitigated as required by another
state agency is never mentioned.
Response:
The Policy is intended to comply with CWA section 316(b). Mitigation may not be considered
BTA under Section 316(b) of the CWA. Mitigation may not be substituted for BTA in terms of
compliance with the CWA. Mitigation projects have been allowed by other agencies, but those
agencies were not bound to comply with the CWA.
Comment 21.01b:
A reference is made to a declaration by staff that once through cooling causes an adverse
environmental impact on coastal populations (reported to be on page 28 of the SED). This
requires further examination to better estimate the net effect of the proposed policy, and is
supported by two staff reports (CEC 2005; USEPA 2004). Neither document included reviews of
long-term data on population trends in coastal fish populations that would have provided
insights both into prior adverse environmental impact and the potential benefits to be realized
through the implementation of the State’s proposed policy.
Response:
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Staff never specifically declares in the SED, page 28, that OTC on its own causes declines in
coast-wide fish populations. While IM/E does undoubtedly cause mortality and therefore affects
populations, it is impossible to quantify the overall effect on regional standing stock for many
species. It is true that the CEC and USEPA references do not include long term population trend
data, but the Water Board is not required to consider population trends. Overall population
trends are influenced by a variety of natural and anthropogenic pressures, of which OTC is just
one of many. However staff does believe that OTC contributes to the overall degradation of
aquatic life and therefore does cause adverse impacts, particularly in the vicinity of the power
plant intakes and discharges. The SED (page 28) does cite (and staff generally agrees with) the
conclusion made by the CEC that OTC systems are “partly responsible for ocean degradation”
and contributed to declining fisheries and impaired coastal habitats through the intake of large
volumes of water and the discharge of elevated-temperature wastewater. Any reduction in IM/E
will protect fish and invertebrate species, and therefore will contribute to a healthier marine
ecosystem.
Comment 21.02:
When viewed in relation to OTC flow across the five facilities examined by Miller et al. (2009),
no relationship was detected between flow and plankton biomass. Furthermore, after the startup
of San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Units 2&3 in the early 1980s, the source of a marked
increase in OTC intake, OTC flow and zooplankton biomass indices have shown similar
declines. This indicates that the operation of OTC and zooplankton community dynamics were
unrelated. A lack of any prior relationship between zooplankton and OTC suggests that any
future alterations to OTC use, such as its cessation, will not result in a corresponding change in
the zooplankton community. (The commenter presented a figure showing plankton volumetric
biomass (ml) recorded by California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigations (CalCOFI)
cruises, and in King Harbor, Redondo Beach adjacent to the Redondo Beach Generating
Station Units 7&8 intake structure, and the total OTC flow in billion cubic meters for the five
southern California facilities, including SONGS.)
Response:
The plankton biomass information presented in the commenter’s figure from the CalCOFI data
is not relevant to OTC impacts, since it is based on collections well offshore and mostly not in
the source waters for the plant intakes. King Harbor plankton biomass is relevant only to the
Redondo Power Plant intake (and possibly to a lesser extent the El Segundo Power Plant), so
the intake levels for the other facilities are irrelevant. Since the OTC flow in the graph is
cumulative for five plants, and since the cumulative flow is obviously dominated by SONGS, the
OTC flows in the graph must be disregarded. Zooplankton in King Harbor is exposed to both the
Redondo Power Plant and replenishment from the open ocean. The fact that King Harbor
plankton biomass appears on the decline is due to a combination of factors, including plant
intakes and changing oceanographic conditions; staff does believe that the 1977 oceanographic
regime shift has obviously played a role in the decline. However, that particular oceanographic
regime lasted until the mid 1990s, yet plankton biomass in King Harbor remained depressed.
Staff believes that the Policy when implemented will reduce one stressor on King Harbor
zooplankton biomass, namely entrainment from the Redondo Plant.
Comment 21.03:
[The commenter presented a figure showing queenfish entrainment (“entrapment index”) for five
southern California facilities, and plankton biomass (1972 -2007). The commenter also
presented a figure showing mean monthly entrainment (“entrapment index”) at SONGS (19842007) and mean monthly sea surface temperature (1984-2007). The commenter stated that the
pattern exhibited by queenfish populations were found to significantly follow that observed in
nearshore plankton biomass, which has been previously described (Roemmich and McGowan
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1995) as a clear indicator of oceanographic conditions. The decline in both communities,
queenfish and plankton, has been in response to the environmental conditions present after the
1977 regime shift. Moreover, the pattern in each community shows no indication of any
alteration in the area due to OTC, such as the startup of San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station
Units 2&3 or the progressive decline in OTC water flow in southern California. Lastly, while
entrainment has been frequently identified as a principle vector for the reported impact of OTC,
the queenfish larval densities have continued to decline in King Harbor in samples taken
adjacent to the Redondo Beach Generating Station Units 7&8 OTC intake structure (the
commenter also presented graphs at the Sept. 16 hearing of queenfish larvae entrainment vs.
flow at Redondo Beach Power Plant and impingement results for queenfish at four Southern
California Power Plants).]
Response:
Staff understands that queenfish populations are dependent on nearshore plankton biomass,
and that both are definitely influenced by oceanographic conditions. However, OTC also has
some influence on both queenfish and zooplankton in nearshore southern California. Queenfish
entrainment and impingement according to the figures presented does appear to have declined
quite dramatically since the 1980s. There are many potential interpretations. For example one
interpretation is that the queenfish population may be depressed due to exposure to OTC over
the entire period. According to the Marine Review Committee for SONGS, loss in queenfish
standing stock due to entrainment at SONGS was considered to be substantial (Foster 2005).
At the Redondo Beach plant, while flows have decreased they are still substantial, and the
apparent reduction in queenfish larvae may be related to continued power plant intake. Another
contribution to a depressed queenfish population may be reduced plankton biomass. Staff
believes that these and other pressures are likely all contributing to the status of queenfish.
Comment 21.04:
Seven croaker species are impinged by the five coastal plants analyzed, but in highly variable
numbers. The population indices range from 905.1, on average, for queenfish to 0.8 for white
seabass. Entrainment sampling, recent and historic, has recorded few croakers other than white
croaker and queenfish, although spotfin croaker and black croaker were both abundant offshore
of Huntington Beach Generating Station in 2004. Cumulatively, the croakers accounted for 6%
of all entrainment recorded at four of the five power plants analyzed by Miller et al. (in review).
While the differences in the impingement abundances vary by greater than three orders of
magnitude, on average, the species exhibited remarkable similarity in their historic patterns,
consistent with oceanographic forces and commercial fishing practices regulating their
populations (Figure 3). Most notably was the depressed period in nearly all species circa 19821995, or the period during which the nearshore white croaker gill-net fishery operated (Miller et
al. in review). The data suggests this fishery, as either bycatch or the targeted species
(queenfish and white croaker), influenced all seven species’ population. After the fishery’s
closure in 1995, most species remained depressed while spotfin croaker and yellowfin croaker
increased. Comparisons with sea temperature, or a similar index such as the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation or North Pacific Gyre Oscillation, recorded significantly negative relationships
between a temperature index and four of the seven species while spotfin croaker and yellowfin
croaker were positively related to the temperature parameters….Patterns in the croaker
populations observed over the last 37 years, especially their similarities to oceanographic
conditions and zooplankton biomass, provides further insight into what may be expected from
the implementation of the State’s draft policy. Like the queenfish analysis, changes in OTC were
not evident in the croaker population analysis. Furthermore, the correspondence between the
populations and oceanographic conditions, specifically seawater temperature, pose the greatest
concern. (The commenter presented a figure showing population fluctuations in terms of an
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“index anomaly” (deviation from the mean ± 1 standard deviation) for sciaenid species for the
period 1972-2008.)
Response:
Staff agrees that oceanographic conditions like water temperature and food availability likely
have the greatest effect on Sciaenid populations, and that fishing pressure also has a great
influence. It should also be mentioned, however, that while fish species status correspond with
changing environmental conditions such as sea surface temperature, such changes have
occurred naturally over time. It is possible that anthropogenic climate change may be playing a
role, or may play a role in the future, but there is no incontrovertible evidence to date in
California waters of such an effect.
Since IM/E does not have as large of an effect on regional population levels as oceanographic
and fishing pressures, it may not to be reflected in regional population trends, especially those
provided by the commenter who appears to be based on the demographics of those species.
Such demographic approaches are not suitable to determining the role of OTC in population
effects. Still OTC has a tangible local effect (mortality) on those croaker species that are
entrained and impinged in the vicinity of the power plant. In addition, a different approach, the
Empirical Transport Model has been applied to OTC entrainment impacts and has shown been
shown to be substantial for certain species including queenfish. That impact must be curtailed.
Comment 21.05:
Twenty-one species cumulatively represent 98% of all impinged fishes recorded at five facilities
(Southern CA) examined. These include both forage and fished species (recreational and/or
commercial). Their patterns further illustrate a defining pattern of oceanographic forcing with no
clear relationship to changes in OTC use. These observed patterns are consistent with more
extensive longer term studies, such as the CalCOFI program. Each of the 21 species were
compared to a suite of oceanographic indices, all of which have some indication to coastal
productivity and/or temperature, including: sea surface temperature, seafloor temperature,
Pacific Decadal Oscillation, North Pacific Gyre Oscillation, and nearshore plankton biomass. Of
these 21 species, nine peaked during or before 1980, three from 1981-1990, while 10 have
increased since 1990 (The commenter presented a figure showing population trends in terms of
an “index anomaly” (deviation from the mean ± 1 standard deviation) for the 21 common
southern California marine fishes). Furthermore, nearly all those species with declining patterns
prefer cooler-water conditions (Miller 2007) or have biogeographic ranges extending further into
more northern latitudes. These data clearly show that while the rising seawater temperatures,
and associated effects of climactic forcing, has driven down the abundance of cool water affinity
species, a corresponding rise in warm water affinity species has occurred. The overall
community has declined due to the significant proportion of the historic catch constituted by
white croaker and queenfish. As with the croakers previously discussed, there is no
representation in the population trends of these 21 species to indicate that any changes related
to OTC use have occurred since 1972. The lack of such an indication in the past suggests that
any future changes, such as cessation of OTC use, will not result in a positive response on the
part of these species, including those targeted by recreational or commercial fisheries. (the
commenter also presented graphs at the Sept. 16 hearing of sciaenid and northern anchovy
larvae [from Moser et al. 2001] showing decreased abundance over time, based on warmer
seawater temperatures).
Response:
Again, staff does agree that oceanographic conditions have the greatest effect on fish
populations than OTC. For example it is clear that northern anchovies have declined and
sardines have increased in recent years. Population trends as depicted by the commenter are
relevant to larger regional pressures such as oceanographic change, but are not relevant to
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OTC impacts. Staff is not required to link impingement to population change, and in fact it is
unlikely that impingement influences regional population. Nevertheless impingement does
cause direct quantifiable mortality to these 21 species in the vicinity of the power plants,
affecting the marine community there, and must be reduced.
Comment 21.06:
A reference is made to a declaration by staff that the increased emission of greenhouse gases
(GHG) such as carbon dioxide as a result of the policy will have a “less than significant impact”
(Pg. 101 of the SED). Whether or not an adverse environmental impact is occurring as a result
of OTC use, the direct loss of marine life by the cessation of OTC use will occur. The principle
question is will the State’s draft policy result in a net benefit to the coastal marine resources.
When evaluated in total, the answer is no due to the dramatic increase in GHG emissions that
will result from the conversion to a less efficient technology. As written, the State’s draft policy
on once through cooling will force significant increases in GHG emissions statewide. Various
regulatory and scientific agencies have determined that anthropogenic GHG emissions,
including that from power plants, are accelerating climate change to previously unseen rates.
These changes are felt by the marine species through the variety of modifications to
oceanographic conditions, specifically water temperature, upwelling, nutrient concentration,
ocean acidification, etc….This, especially in light of AB32 and other pending State and Federal
legislation, cannot be considered “less than significant”.
Response:
Staff believes that there will be a net benefit to marine life and environmental protection by the
Policy. We know that OTC as currently practiced kills marine life at quantified and unacceptable
levels, and must be curtailed. While staff is very concerned about the potential effects of
increased GHG on marine life, such effects have yet to be quantified in California waters. Staff
believes the net effect of the Policy on GHG emissions will likely be between scenarios 1 and 3,
and probably closer to scenario 3. Staff believes most plants will be re-powering with air cooling
and more fuel efficient power generating technology, thereby producing less air pollution and
carbon dioxide per MGW of electricity produced.
Comment 23.01:
Mirant California, LLC indirectly owns three power plants in the San Francisco Bay Area:
Potrero Power Plant; Pittsburg Power Plant; and the Contra Costa Power Plant. Of the nine
operating units at Mirant's three plants, five use OTC: Potrero Unit 3, Pittsburg Units 5 & 6, and
Contra Costa Units 6 & 7. Together, Mirant's OTC units have a generating capacity of 1,509
megawatts. Mirant recently announced the settlement of a lawsuit with the City and County of
San Francisco that will lead to the retirement of Potrero Unit 3, subject to approval by the
California Independent System Operator (CAISO), shortly after the on-line date of the TransBay Cable, which is anticipated to occur during the first half of 2010. Mirant also recently
announced an agreement with Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) that will lead to the
retirement of Contra Costa Units 6 & 7 by the end of April 2013. After April 2013, Mirant will
operate only two units relying on OTC, down from its current total of five. These reductions
come on top of the previous retirement of nine OTC units at the Pittsburg and Contra Costa
Power Plants that occurred between 1995 and 2004. These developments buttress Mirant's
conviction that an OTC regulation as onerous as that proposed in the draft OTC Policy and draft
SED which effectively would mandate the retirement of OTC units is not only unnecessary, but
also would impose significant costs on California residents that substantially outweigh any
attendant benefits, at a time when the cost to combat climate change will certainly result in
increased costs for electricity. Without the interference of a regulatory mandate, market forces
influenced by overarching policy goals are accomplishing in an orderly manner the elimination of
OTC units in California.
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Response:
Comment noted. Staff commends Mirant for taking early steps to be in compliance with the
proposed Policy. Please see the responses to Comments 57.02 and 27.02.
Comment 23.02:
Given the paucity of any scientifically conclusive evidence that reducing water flow at these
OTC plants will benefit marine ecosystems, one must conclude that the real motivation for the
draft OTC regulation perhaps is to further climate change goals. However, this policy objective
is directly at odds with the AB 32 Scoping Plan, which incorporates a cap-and-trade system to
ensure that greenhouse gas reductions occur in the most cost-effective manner possible.
Instead of letting the cap-and-trade system identify efficient outcomes, the Draft Policy would
effectively seek to mandate the retirement of productive units that typically have low capacity
factors. For example, a recent PG&E filing estimated the cost to construct a 560 megawatt
facility at approximately $850 million. Using this figure as a ball park replacement cost for the
approximately 630 megawatts of capacity represented by Mirant's Pittsburg OTC units which
only run several weeks per year (about a 4% annual capacity factor), one wonders whether that
money could be better spent on developing renewables or building transmission. The cap-andtrade system would give us that answer, but the Draft Policy would prevent us from realizing the
intended benefits of the cap-and-trade system.
Response:
The compliance alternatives specified in the policy will allow an OTC to operate with mitigation
actions taken. Therefore, the operator of an older plant could participate in the cap-and-trade
program, if approved OTC mitigation has been made.
Comment 24.02:
Phasing out OTC is of great importance to California. California ocean habitats are among the
most productive and diverse in the world. For example, the Farallon Islands support a growing
population of the almost extirpated northern fur seals, threatened Steller sea lions, numerous
other marine mammals and the largest seabird colony in the continental U.S, with thirteen
different species breeding on the islands. The ocean economy generated about $43 billion for
the state in 2000. Uncounted in that number is the enormous contribution oceans make to our
quality of life and the high value of coastal real estate. 77% of Californians live in coastal
counties. California has the highest value ocean tourism and recreation sector in the nation.
The ecological, social, and economic value of California’s coast and ocean depends on
restoring and maintaining healthy natural systems. The State, private, and public supporters
have invested millions of dollars and tens of thousands of hours to protect and improve the
health of our ocean ecosystems, for example, through the implementation of the Marine Life
Protection Act (MLPA), which establishes marine protected areas (MPAs) throughout the state’s
waters. Multiple federal and state agencies, including the USEPA, CEC, OPC, and SLC, have
recognized that OTC causes significant, ongoing devastation to our valuable marine resources
and significant efforts to protect and restore these resources. Coastal power plants are
permitted to withdraw more than 16 billion gallons of cooling water daily and kill an estimated 79
billion fish and other marine life annually. In a state leading the nation in a strong commitment
to sustainable energy and where the foundation of our economic activity is fueled by the health
of our coastal resources, there is no question that the State Water Board has the right and
responsibility to move past this antiquated cooling technology. We are long overdue for a clear,
consistent statewide policy on cooling water technology that protects marine ecosystems and
advances greener and more efficient energy production.
Response:
Staff appreciates the support for the Draft Policy. We agree that OTC has major impacts to the
State’s marine resources, and believe that the Policy, when implemented, should significantly
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reduce these harmful IM/E impacts of OTC on marine life. Staff is working diligently toward
bringing this policy to the State Water Board for consideration as soon as possible. The Policy
was developed with input from many agencies and the public, which has considerably
strengthened and improved the Policy. Staff looks forward to the continuing support and advice
from many agencies through SACCWIS, the Review Committee, and other avenues during the
implementation phase of the Policy.
Comment 25.03:
The State Water Board's stated intent is to protect marine and estuarine life from the impacts of
OTC without disrupting the critical needs of the State's electrical generation and transmission
system. To assess potential impacts to marine and estuarine life at EI Segundo and Encina,
NRG conducted Impingement Mortality and Entrainment (IM&E) characterization studies in
2005 and 2006 and submitted the reports to the Los Angeles and San Diego Regional Water
Boards in January 2008. The 1977 USEPA guidance for assessing Adverse Environmental
Impacts (AEl) was used in evaluating the results of the lM&E characterization studies. The
information from these and other recent studies obtained from most of the power plant in
California addresses some of the questions regarding levels of significance and relative
magnitude of the impact at the California OTC plants raised by Board members. Based on the
findings from these recent IM&E studies at EI Segundo and Encina, there was no evidence that
OTC resulted in AEl to fish and shellfish populations using USEPA guidelines. We recommend
that results from these recent IM&E studies for EI Segundo and Encina and any other California
OTC plants be considered in the SED, where such results may otherwise not have been
analyzed. Furthermore, we recommend that such characterization studies need not be repeated
as part of the implementation of the OTC Policy.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 20.03. The Policy states that previous studies may be
used to determine baseline IM/E impacts if the discharger demonstrates, to the Regional Water
Board’s satisfaction, that prior studies accurately reflect current impacts.
Comment 27.01:
We have substantial concerns about the proposed OTC policy and do not believe the proposal
is reasonable public policy. The dominant concern driving the proposed policy appears to be the
impingement of fish and smaller organisms. According to a 2008 study conducted by MCB
Applied Environment Services, a generating station in our community had no detectable
adverse effects of its OTC operations. Their research indicated only a daily average of 12.25
fish and macroinvertebrates impinged during the plant's operations. This differs remarkably from
the State Water Board estimates of nearly 100 per day. Our point is that by implementing the
proposed OTC policy, energy supplies, dependability and costs would be significantly impacted
by unverified data.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff believes that OTC has major impacts to the State’s marine resources
based on prior studies. The IM/E data in the SED were produced and reviewed by an
independent expert review panel. The expert review panel’s findings were included as an
appendix to the SED. Staff therefore disagrees that the data were “unverified”. It is possible
that other or future studies will produce different results for individual plants; this will be
considered during the implementation phase if Track 2 is chosen as the compliance alternative
for that facility.
Comment 29.05:
PG&E strongly believes that as further work is done to quantify the benefits of compliance, sitespecific assessments of biological impact are required. Facilities such as Diablo Canyon have
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over 30 years of biological data available to demonstrate that there has been no significant
impact to fish populations since the commencement of plant operations. Further data from the
SED indicates that Diablo Canyon contributes a disproportionately small percentage of both
impingement and entrainment. These factors must be considered in quantifying the benefits of
policy implementation. Diablo Canyon is a base load facility that runs at nearly continual full
capacity. Based on the SED data of average flows from 2000 to 2005, Diablo Canyon circulates
roughly 22% of the state’s OTC flow. However, only 1% of the impingement and 8% of
entrainment are associated with Diablo Canyon. Thus, the location and design of the plant’s
cooling water intake system ensures that its impact, if any, is far less than its proportion of
cooling water flow. Diablo Canyon’s impingement impact is not just “less” than other plants – it
is virtually non-existent (totaling less than 1600 pounds per year) and was found by the Central
Coast Regional Water Board to be “so minor that no alternative technologies are necessary to
address impingement at DCPP, and the cost of any impingement reduction technology would be
wholly disproportionate to the benefits to be gained.” Additionally, Diablo Canyon has not
documented a single sea turtle or marine mammal death due to impingement. Diablo Canyon’s
entrainment is estimated at an average of approximately 11% of fish larvae in the source water
body. This must be understood in the context that over 99% of fish larvae do not reach
adulthood. Available data demonstrate that the operation of Diablo Canyon has not caused any
detectable impacts on adult fish populations in the region. As part of the plant’s biological
monitoring program, PG&E has collected data on fish populations at control stations in the
Diablo Canyon area since 1976 – ten years prior to plant operation. Graphs of this data
demonstrate that there have been no shifts in population that can be attributed to entrainment.
Further, a previously submitted study by researchers from California Polytechnic University
indicated no evidence of a declining trend for Rockfish along the Central Coast. This study
began in 1980 – five years before plant operation. If the operation of Diablo Canyon was
impacting rockfish populations, this study should have found declining populations of species
susceptible to entrainment. PG&E believes it is important to stress that the focus on fish and
shellfish is appropriate. USEPA has determined that phytoplankton and zooplankton do not
warrant assessment as there is a very low probability of impact given their extremely short
generation times, ability to continually reproduce, and abundance throughout California’s
coastal waters and beyond. Second, both Section 316(b) and Porter-Cologne recognize the
potential for some effects due to once through cooling. Section 316(b) requires that adverse
impacts be minimized – not eliminated. Thus, it is not appropriate to equate a fish kill from a
chemical spill or other non-compliance activity to impingement from a permitted OTC facility.
There is no direct evidence that OTC is causing adverse environmental impacts at all OTC
facilities. Impacts are site specific and should be assessed as such.
Response:
First, it must be noted that the State Water Board does not have to show population level effects
in order to adopt and implement this Policy. Furthermore it is the position of the staff that Diablo
Canyon’s OTC impacts are substantial. There is no test, nor is staff proposing a test, to base
this policy strictly on the relative impacts from one plant to another. All OTC plants must comply
with CWA Section 316(b).
Diablo Canyon has substantial entrainment impacts. For just nine taxa of rocky reef fish Diablo
Canyon entrainment impacts an average source water coastline length of 74 kilometers (46
miles) out to 3 kilometers (2 miles) offshore, an area of roughly 93 square miles. Other fish
species are also entrained, as well as the larvae of benthic invertebrates. The plant is
responsible for entrainment at least 1,481,948,383 fish larvae alone, annually.
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Based on the proportional mortality in the source water, and using Habitat Production Foregone,
it is estimated that the entrainment from the plant represents between 296 and 593 acres of
rocky reef larval production.
Comment 31.07:
The Draft Policy would clearly require considerable investment in transmission and generation
infrastructure, which would inevitably carry significant environmental impacts not even
considered in the SED - yet no specific benefits to the improved health of the marine
environment are even asserted, let alone demonstrated in the SED. In fact, the scientific
evidence in the record indicates that entrainment at OTC plants does not negatively affect
coastal populations. For instance, John Steinbeck, the biologist who wrote Appendix E to the
SED, which documents the estimates of impingement and entrainment on which the State
Water Board staff relied, pointed out during the September 16 Public Hearing, that the SED
provided no evidence of the ecological significance of the impingement and entrainment
numbers, and nothing about the benefits of the proposed Draft Policy. Mr. Steinbeck went on to
explain that benefits from reduced entrainment are limited for species such as gobies, which
make up 40% of the entrained larvae, which experience no apparent impact on the spawning
population. He further explained that the limiting factor is not the number of larvae but the size
of available habitat. Another experienced biologist stated that "it is not clear from the evidence
that OTC by coastal generating stations creates an adverse environmental impact on the
biological value of the southern California Bight. Clearly, the State Water Board should
understand and provide some evidence of ecological benefits of its proposed Draft Policy before
imposing billions of dollars of cost on California and its taxpayers.
Response:
First, it must be noted that the State Water Board does not have to show population level effects
in order to adopt and implement this Policy. However the SED is clear in that OTC has a
tangible and substantial effect (mortality) on species that are entrained and impinged. The
benefits of the policy in dramatically reducing those impacts are equally clear.
Staff appreciates John Steinbeck’s work on the ERP to develop the IM/E estimates, and the full
ERP has agreed with those estimates. However, staff disagrees with the premise that there is
no population level or ecological effect from OTC. To the contrary, there is evidence that
populations have been reduced due to OTC. Staff asserts that the available science does
indicate an effect on certain key populations. The SED highlights a study that modeled a
reduction in queenfish in the Southern California Bight.
The best available scientific approach, recommended by the ERP, is the Empirical Transport
Model (ETM). The ETM has been applied to OTC entrainment impacts and has shown that
entrainment can affect fish populations.
With regard to impacts on goby populations, staff does agree that in some cases their adult
population levels are likely not reduced because there is only so much habitat space for them to
occupy; their larval numbers far exceed what is necessary for replacement of adult stock.
However, that is not evidence as to the ecological effect of goby larval entrainment. Those
organisms that prey on goby larvae (and other entrained ichthyoplankton) are deprived of that
energy resource by entrainment. While there is no method or study currently available to
quantify that effect, there is still no scientific evidence to disprove ecological harm from goby
entrainment. Given the facts, and the lack of evidence to the contrary, staff must assume that
there are ecological consequences when such large numbers of gobies are entrained and
therefore removed from the predatory food chain. It is also very important to remember that 60%
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of the species entrained are not gobies, and the removal of those species also has ecological
consequences.
Comment 31.28:
At page 28, the SED statement that "the ongoing fish kills from the OTC plants essentially
constitute a de facto "take" permit from the State's coastal waters" is inflammatory and
unsupported. It appears to rely on a conclusory statement from the CEC that such plants were
partly responsible for ocean degradation. However, the CEC is not an environmental agency
capable or authorized to make a "take" determination. The SED also references the Phase I and
Phase II record at USEP A as support for this statement, but it fails to note that the EPA did not
find this a justification to establish closed cycle cooling as BTA for existing OTC facilities. The
tables on impingement and entrainment (IMIE) show that 6 plants account for 90% of the IMIE
problem. Why then is the focus of the Draft Policy to force the retirement of the other OTC
plants? If the purpose of the policy was to minimize adverse environmental impacts on
California's coastal waters as Section 316(b) calls for, then clearly the IMIE impacts of the
individual or closely-situated OTC plants should have been a consideration. The SED fails to
include information supporting its assumptions that all OTC plants contribute to decline of fish
populations. Furthermore, it appears this information does not exist and that the Draft Policy
was developed without that information as the SED indicates that a future study is needed on
the cumulative effects of all the closely situated plants.
Response:
The IM/E of fish does cause mortality. Impinged fish are removed completely from the
ecosystem and entrained organisms are largely rendered into detritus and therefore removed
from the predatory food chain. Therefore IM/E does absolutely constitute "take" from the State's
coastal waters.
Staff of the State Water Board, an agency with environmental science expertise and water
resource protection authority, agrees with the CEC that OTC contributes to ocean degradation.
While staff does use the USEPA rulemaking record as a reference in certain cases in the SED,
with regard to BTA the EPA’s Phase II rule was largely invalidated under RiverKeeper II. The
performance standards, based on a range of % controls (e.g. the reduction in entrainment by
60-90%) in that rule were found by the court not to comply with CWA Section 316(b)’s
requirement for BTA. In contrast the policy does set BTA as comparable to closed cycle wet
cooling. While impacts are not uniform from plant to plant, all of the OTC impacts, regardless of
plant, are still substantial. BTA once established must be applied consistently throughout the
State.
The State Water Board does not have to show population level effects in order to adopt and
implement this Policy. The SED does not state that all OTC plants contribute to declines in fish
populations. Instead the SED does describe the IM/E impacts, which are substantial, and does
give information on population effects where known in certain cases. Most importantly, all OTC
plants do contribute to the overall degradation of marine life through mortality from impingement
and entrainment.
Comment 31.58:
Previous and current studies for both Ormond and Mandalay show that while a variety of
species are impinged and entrained at the two facilities, the largest quantity are limited to a very
few marine species. At Mandalay, Drums and Croakers comprise 74.6% of all species
impacted. At Ormond, three groups of fishes, Specked Sanddab (41 %), Queenfish (29%), and
Drums and Croakers (17%) comprise 87% of all species impacted. These data reveal that
these two generating facilities have very little impact on the sport and commercial fisheries of
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the California coast. Furthermore, the Proteus Study (submitted) found that no endangered
species were impacted at either facility. A distribution of the species impinged and entrained at
each facility was prepared that formed the basis for monetizing their value in RRI's cost/benefit
analysis prepared by NERA (submitted). Based on the IM/E studies which determined the actual
flow annual eggs entrained for 2006-6007, the researcher, Mr. McCormick, estimated the adult
fish needed to replace the entrained eggs at Ormond and Mandalay. RRI used the "adults
needed to replace" estimates to form the basis of its determination that the $200 million dollar
cost for installing cooling towers at both facilities results in an effective cost of $3,000 per saved
fish. The study also concluded that neither facility has a significant adverse environmental
impact to the fish populations therein. Mr. McCormick concluded that the EI Nino-like water
circulation pattern in the northern Pacific that causes sea water temperature shifts has a
significant impact on the species that live in the California Bight. Another source of stress on the
health of the aquatic environment is municipal waste and other industrial discharge.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 31.07.
Comment 35.03:
The policy represents a significant opportunity to transform California's dependence on
pollution-emitting power plants--which the EPA has concluded imposes a severe risk to public
heath ranging from asthma to premature death in people with heart or lung disease—via the
placement of solar panels (photovoltaic) on rooftops, mainly on parking lots and warehouses,
the most practical, available and cost-effective sites. On June 17, the CEC recognized
photovoltaic's vast potential to revolutionize energy generation. The Commission's
groundbreaking ruling concluded that PV is a feasible, cost-effective alternative to conventional
gas-fired power plants, which means it now will be considered in the regulatory process of
selecting the most efficient, effective and environmentally safe ways to generate electricity and
serve California markets. As the Energy Commission's June 17 ruling elevating PV to its new
status as a replacement for gas-fired power plants may have come after the drafting of the
Board policy on power plant cooling, the policy should be revised in light of the CEC ruling.
Additionally, the policy Is based in part on a report by the "Energy Agencies" (CEC , CAISO,
California Public Utilities Commission) that focuses on means to avoid relying on existing power
plants in order to end use of OTC. But the report cites as a main way to accomplish this goal is
"to rely more upon remote generation." That means building more, very costly and
environmentally-damaging transmission lines, which PV on warehouse and vehicle shelters, as
well as home and business, roofs would not require because they would be in local areas where
power plants to be phased out are located. Therefore, this report has not taken localized PV into
account as a source of energy to replace that of power plants, a major omission. The Energy
Agencies report cites the lack of air credits to upgrade or replace gas-fired plants in the Los
Angeles Basin because of its poor air quality as a significant obstacle to replacing a large
percentage of plants now using OTC. It fails to recognize the potential of localized PV to sharply
reduce or eliminate the need for pollution-producing plants, making air credits irrelevant. The
newest and most promising alternative is PV, which also on a broader scale has the potential of
quickly reaching the state's widely-praised goal of converting its energy generation to 33%
renewables by the year 2020.
Response:
The State Water Board’s authority to require that the location, design, construction and capacity
of cooling water intake structures reflect BTA for minimizing adverse environmental impact does
not extend to specifying technology for electricity generation. Setting energy policy is outside of
the scope of this Statewide Water Quality Control Policy.
Comment 36.01:
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For many years, we have been deeply troubled about the killing of marine life in the Morro Bay
National Estuary by the Morro Bay Power Plant and the resulting impacts on the wildlife that are
directly affected by the loss of fish and other aquatic species. We also are concerned about
OTC impacts on estuary, bay and ocean water elsewhere on the coast. We cherish the
Estuary, but we are fearful that continued use of OTC could jeopardize its future as a healthy
water body, as has happened elsewhere. We were hopeful that the State Water Board would
seize the opportunity to adopt an OTC policy that would prevent these impacts and protect the
Morro Bay Estuary. We are particularly disappointed, therefore, that the draft policy seems to
provide no assurances that the more than 50 years of damage to the Estuary and its wildlife will
end, nor are there any reliable expectations that the impacts to other coastal waters and
communities in California will stop. Therefore, we respectfully request that you delay adoption of
this policy and devote your efforts to revising it into a regulatory document that will prohibit OTC
once and for all, and that the millions of residents of the California coast can be proud of.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the support for the Draft Policy. Staff agrees that OTC has
major impacts to the State’s marine resources. When implemented, the Policy should
significantly reduce the harmful IM/E impacts of OTC on marine life. However, note that the
primary goal of the Policy is not to phase out OTC; rather a primary goal of the Policy is to
establish a BTA for cooling water intake structures at existing coastal and estuarine power
plants to reduce IM/E impacts to acceptable levels.
Comment 40.01:
According to the March 2008 Scoping Document, the OTC plants impinge up to 9 million, and
entrain 79 billion fish and other organisms on an annual basis. This impact represents an
adverse effect to Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) as defined under the Magnuson Stevens Fishery
Conservation and Management Act (MSA), which NMFS administers for the conservation and
preservation of the Nation's fishery resources. Impacts to salmonids, as well as Delta smelt
listed under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), have been noted at the Contra Costa power
plant in San Francisco Bay (State Water Board 2008). NMFS supports the proposed policy
because it is expected to result in significant reductions in impacts to marine and estuarine
ecosystems affected by these facilities. We congratulate the State Water Board staff for their
hard work over the several years it took to research this topic, develop this policy, and work with
the other pertinent state agencies and entities to propose a regulatory system that will not only
protect the affected marine and estuarine beneficial uses, but does so in a manner that will not
compromise electrical reliability for the general public.
Response:
Staff appreciates your agency’s support of the Policy. The impingement and entrainment
estimates have been revised since the 2008 Scoping Document was released. In the Draft SED,
impingement of fish is now estimated at 2.6 million fish annually, and entrainment is estimated
at 19 billion fish larvae annually. These revised figured do not include invertebrates, nor do they
include IM/E for Contra Costa and Pittsburgh Power Plants. Staff has recently reviewed
documentation submitted to Regional Water Boards for Contra Costa and Pittsburgh Power
Plants; Delta Smelt is impinged and entrained at Pittsburgh, and is entrained at Costa Costa.
Comment 61.03:
Section 1.1 of the SED states that OTC presents a "considerable and chronic stressor…" to
aquatic ecosystems without presenting any evidence that this is true, other than statements that
the impacts are recognized as significant by state and federal agencies.
Response:
Staff stands by its position that OTC presents a considerable and chronic stressor to marine life.
The Marine Life Protection Act Science Advisory Team (SAT), made up of 20 scientists, in 2009
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identified three major water quality threats in the southern CA Bight with regard to placement of
Marine Protected Areas (MPAs), in order of priority, these were: 1) intakes/discharges from
power generating facilities, 2) storm drain effluents, and 3) wastewater effluents. In their
guidance on placement of MPAs, the SAT stated: “Intakes from power generating facilities are
the greatest threat because they operate year round or over many months and there is virtually
complete mortality for any larvae entrained through the cooling water intake system.”
Comment 61.05:
Section 1.1 of the SED states that the policy addresses an "ongoing, critical impact…" without
presenting any evidence to support the statement.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 61.03.
Comment 61.07:
Section 1.3 of the SED states that Section 316(b) includes a statement that BTA is required for
"minimizing adverse environmental impact." This seems to require some assessment of the
existence of an adverse environmental impact. Analyses of adverse environmental impact from
recent IM&E studies done in southern California indicate that there is no evidence of adverse
environmental impact using criteria established by USEPA.
Response:
Staff strongly disagrees that there is no adverse impact. Please see the response to Comment
61.03.
Comment 61.11:
SED, pg. 9, par. 2: The text here seems to imply that the threshold for determining adverse
environmental impact has been lowered due to the Riverkeeper I and II decisions by implying
that any cooling water intake structure results in some impairment or stress. Again, the
guidance on adverse environmental impact presented a reasonable approach for these
determinations and does not include showing as stated "that any impacts must be shown to
have deleterious effects..."
Response:
Staff stands by the statement: “The Riverkeeper I and II decisions affirmed USEPA’s approach
to determining what constitutes adverse environmental impact in both the Phase I and Phase II
rules. Following its own ecological risk assessment guidelines, USEPA concluded that it is
reasonable to interpret adverse environmental impact as “including impingement and
entrainment, diminishment of compensatory reserves, stresses to the population or ecosystem,
harm to threatened or endangered species, and impairment of State…water quality standards.”
Comment 61.13:
SED, pg.29 par. 2-4: Discussion of entrainment equates the small size of the organisms with
susceptibility to mortality. Also, the assumption used in most of the studies of 100 percent
mortality is discussed. Although this assumption has been used in most of the studies in
California, the assumption was meant to apply to fish eggs and larvae, which are soft-bodied
and particularly susceptible to many of the factors mentioned in these paragraphs. The
assumption was never meant to apply to other planktonic organisms, such as phytoplankton or
zooplankton, which have hardened shells. For these organisms, the rates of survival
undoubtedly vary among species but it could be very high. The EPA has correctly focused the
concerns regarding entrainment on fish and shellfish larvae which have much more limited
distributions and capacities for reproduction than phytoplankton and zooplankton. The logic of
this approach is based on the concept of adverse environmental impacts that-focus IM&E
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studies on organisms with some potential for adverse environmental impact and not on life
forms with little or any potential for adverse environmental impact.
Response:
The “shellfish larvae” mentioned in the comment are crustaceans zooplankton and have chitin
exoskeletons, making them no less or no more susceptible to mortality than other forms of
benthic invertebrate larvae in the zooplankton. There is no evidence that invertebrate larvae
have a better chance of survival than fish larvae. Staff stands by its opinion that entrainment of
all species results in 100% virtual mortality.
Comment 61.14:
SED, pg. 30, par.1: Impingement at the Diablo Canyon Power Plant not only is less than
impingement at SONGS but it also has the lowest estimated impingement rates of any power
plant in the state. The policy presents the entrainment effects based on estimates of habitat
production foregone (HPF) without any context as to why the effects are presented as area
instead of numbers. It is important to provide some context for the estimates since the
methodology includes several important assumptions. There is also no way to compare the
effects of Diablo Canyon with other facilities where estimates of HPF are not provided.
Response:
Staff agrees that Diablo Canyon has lower impingement than SONGS and this is clearly stated
in the SED. However Diablo Canyon does have greater impingement than several other plants.
See Table 3 of the SED. Regarding the remainder of this comment staff is unclear as to what is
being said. That section of the SED refers to source areas and proportional mortality at Diablo
based on a reference: “Diablo Canyon Power Plant Independent Scientist’s Recommendations
to the Regional Water Quality Control Board, Item no. 15 Attachment 1, Sept. 9, 2005 Meeting.”
HPF is not mentioned in the paragraph in question.

3. Promoting statewide consistency and conserving Regional Water Board
resources
Comment 31.30:
The SED recommends a statewide policy, arguing it achieves consistency among the Regional
Water Boards and is less burdensome to the agency's staff. The SED acknowledges that use
of BPJ allows for "more consideration of site-specific issues" but asserts that it is more costly
and labor-intensive to the agency. However, the Regional Water Boards have been making sitespecific BPJ determinations for many years, so they already have the expertise and resources
necessary to make site specific BTA evaluations. The SED erroneously over-simplifies the state
of the coastal environment, feasible intake structure technology, geographic locations, and other
local concerns (legal, social, and economic) when it asserts that there is "relative similarity
between most facilities." It also fails to provide any evidence that the proposed policy will either
achieve greater consistency or reduce the burden of the BPJ permitting process. The proposed
statewide Policy will result in enormous adverse environmental, economic and social impacts to
the State and should not be justified on the primary bases that it is needed for statewide
consistency and will be less burdensome to the Regional Water Boards' staff. Consideration of
site-specific factors is exactly what is required to properly balance protection of water resources
with other State goals and policies. Consistent statewide guidance to the Regional Water
Boards on the use of BPJ would be both effective and appropriate - and would be consistent
with the approach used in every other State in the country addressing once through cooling.
This would also have the effect of reducing the workload for the Regional Water Boards' staff.
Response:
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It is true that the Regional Water Boards have been making site-specific BPJ determinations to
the best of their abilities in terms of expertise and resources for many years. However, due to
the lack of guidance on how to reissue and modify NPDES permits for OTC plants with
requirements that will protect marine and estuarine life, each Region has taken their own
approach, leading to permittees being treated differently from Region to Region, varying levels
of environmental protection, and lengthy and contentious permit hearings. A statewide policy
will ensure consistency across Regions while providing the guidance necessary for the Regional
Water Boards to reissue and modify permits. The Regional Water Boards support this approach.
Furthermore, a statewide approach is necessary to ensure that issues that cut across Regions,
such as electrical grid reliability, air quality, and costs to the ratepayers, are identified and
addressed in a comprehensive fashion. Based on the SED’s analysis, staff disagrees that the
proposed statewide Policy will result in enormous adverse environmental, economic and social
impacts to the State. The Policy will reduce the impacts of OTC on the State’s marine
resources and will likely encourage more efficient power plants at reasonable cost to the
consumer. Please also see the response to Comment 61.03.
Comment 31.27:
The goals listed in the SED do not include the goal to shut down the steam boiler OTC units,
which was stated as a goal by State Water Board staff at the September 16, 2009 hearing.
Moreover, the SED does not explain how the stated goals will be achieved. For example, there
is no information to indicate the Draft Policy would either reduce the workload of the Regional
Water Boards, or improve the consistency of their decisions.
Response:
It is NOT the goal of the Policy to shut down the steam boiler OTC units; rather it is to
implement Section 316(b) of the CWA. Please see the response to Comment 31.30.
Comment 61.06:
Section 1.2 of the SED states that the existing BPJ approach represents a "considerable
resource burden…", but doesn't consider the economic burden the proposed policy places on
the utilities and citizens of California. No evidence is provided of the burden on resource.
Response:
Staff disagrees that the economic burden the proposed policy places on the utilities and citizens
of California is not considered. The costs of compliance are provided in terms of cost per MWh
in the SED: When based on 2006 net output, the costs are $11.34/MWh (1.13 cents/KWh);
when based on rated capacity, the costs are $4.48/MWh (0.45 cents/KWh). Please also see the
response to Comment 31.30.

B.

SCOPE OF THE PROPOSED POLICY

1. Addressing discharge impacts from OTC facilities
Comment 6.03:
The policy addresses only impacts from water uptake and not those resulting from plant
discharge.
Response:
The proposed Policy is only intended to directly address intake effects. Nothing in the Policy,
however, precludes the authority of Regional Water Boards to regulate discharges from existing
power plants through NPDES permits, consistent with water quality standards, including the
California Ocean Plan and the Thermal Plan.
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Comment 13.04:
As an OTC policy, the policy overall should target elimination of OTC discharges and intakes,
not merely reduction of intake. We are concerned that the policy does not have as a goal the
elimination of toxic OTC discharges, even though both state and federal law prohibit the
discharge of toxic pollutants in toxic amounts. Elimination of impacts from both intake and
discharge should be our goal and, thus, should be the goal of an OTC policy.
Response:
Please see response to Comment 6.03 regarding discharges of toxic wastes. The primary goal
of the Policy is not to phase out OTC; rather it is to implement CWA Section 316(b) and to
establish a BTA for cooling water intake structures at existing coastal and estuarine power
plants to reduce IM/E impacts to acceptable levels.
Comment 13.09:
An assessment of intake impacts should not trump assessment of discharge impacts. Our
Regional Water Board (and perhaps others) is attempting to hold off on any action on the
NPDES permits until this policy is adopted. However, the policy does not evaluate the discharge
impacts of these systems, meaning that the State Water Board's intake policy is effectively
trumping the regular required evaluation of the discharge impacts to surface waters. This is not
appropriate and should not be allowed to be the cause of the Regional Water Boards
abandonment of the NPDES process of re-evaluating discharges every five years.
Response:
NPDES permits for power plants impose both intake and discharge requirements, thus, impacts
of both are evaluated. The backlog in permit renewals is due to resource constraints and has
nothing to do with evaluation of discharge impacts or lack thereof.

2. Addressing carbon dioxide sequestration projects
Comment 7.03:
There are currently several potentially beneficial research projects that propose using power
plant OTC water to remove power plant atmospheric carbon dioxide emissions. For example,
Calera proposes to precipitate “green cement” by combining OTC water with power plant carbon
dioxide emissions. Unlike power plants converted to closed-cycle cooling, power plants with
subsurface intakes would not prevent the co-location of such carbon dioxide sequestration
projects. If successfully combined, the technologies (subsurface intakes and carbon
sequestration) could help California in its efforts to reduce or eliminate OTC impacts and to
meet greenhouse reduction levels (AB 32).
Response:
Staff believes the proposed OTC policy would not prohibit the use of seawater to make cement.
Subsurface intakes would eliminate both impingement and entrainment and would meet the
proposed Policy requirements.
Comment 11.25:
There are several new technologies in development that would utilize the seawater from a
plant's cooling system to reduce the power plant's GHG emissions and could potentially reduce
GHG emissions from other sources as well. Should the use of seawater for cooling purposes
become infeasible upon implementation of the proposed Policy, this potential means of GHG
reductions would be lost, thereby exacerbating the GHG impact of the proposed Policy.
A potential sequestration opportunity currently being pursued at a pilot plant level at Moss
Landing Power Plant involves processing power plant emissions using the calcium and
magnesium in seawater to make cement. Calera Cement's demonstration facility, which should
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be in operation in 2010, would create cement from the carbon dioxide contained in 10 MW worth
of exhaust diverted from Moss Landing Unit 2. Not only would more than 90% of the carbon
dioxide be captured from Unit 2's exhaust, but each ton of cement created would ultimately
displace one ton of cement created the traditional way, which uses large kilns and is one of the
larger sources of industrial GHG emissions. A second proposed project at Moss Landing would
use an Accelerated Weathering of Limestone process whereby carbon dioxide gas is converted
into compounds that can be disposed in the ocean. The process involves reacting carbon
dioxide from the power plant with water and calcium carbonate from crushed limestone. A DOE
grant has been applied for to fund the design of a pilot plant utilizing this technology at Moss
Landing. While both of these technologies are as yet commercially unproven, they each hold
promise for cost-effective carbon capture and storage.
Response:
Staff believes the proposed OTC policy would not prohibit the use of seawater to make cement
or prohibit the use of seawater in other carbon dioxide sequestration processes. Furthermore,
the Policy would not preclude the use of sea water for the pilot studies on GHG reductions.

C.

ISSUES AND ALTERNATIVES

1. Should the State Water Board Adopt a Statewide OTC Policy?
Comments 3.06 and 26.04:
We have reviewed the Draft Policy and, although it is a step in the right direction, some
important clarifications must be made in order to ensure that the final policy will actually protect
the beneficial uses of the state’s coastal and estuarine waters and that it will be consistently
applied throughout the state. The Draft Policy follows five separate tracks that can be pursued
by operators – any combination of which may or may not result in reduction in impingement and
entrainment: These tracks are as follows: (1) Track 1, setting forth best technology available
(“BTA”); (2) Track 2, providing an exception to BTA where Track 1 proves not feasible; (3)
Nuclear exceptions; (4) Grid Reliability exceptions; and (5) a Wholly Disproportionate exception.
We are concerned that the numerous loopholes in the various tracks will allow operators to
comply without actually achieving the goal of protecting marine life.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the submission of suggestions for possible improvement of
the Policy and the SED. Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in
further detail in the commenter’s submission.
Comment 7.01:
Central Coast Water Board staff supports the proposed Policy to clarify how NPDES permits
may address impacts of power plant OTC intakes on marine and estuarine environments. We
appreciate that the Policy addresses the goal of statewide consistency while retaining some
flexibility for the coastal Water Boards, as the consensus among marine scientists with
extensive experience studying the effects of OTC are that impacts from ocean intakes are often
site-specific. Thank you for incorporating Central Coast Water Board staff’s ongoing comments
during the development of the Policy.
Response:
Staff appreciates the support for the Draft Policy from the Central Coast Water Board staff. The
Central Coast Water Board will be crucial to implementing the proposed Policy by permitting the
OTC facilities in their Region.
Comment 8.03:
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We fully support the State Water Board's effort to develop a clear OTC policy that will be more
protective of the environment and the public. The harms from OTC have been well-documented
over many years yet the adoption of a State policy has lagged.
Response:
Staff thanks the commenter for their support. We acknowledge that the development of this
policy has taken years but this is due to the complexities of this issue as well as changing legal
requirements (e.g., the RiverKeeper II decision).
Comment 9.01:
The State Water Board is to be congratulated in moving to enact a policy aimed at addressing
the use of OTC by power plants along the California coast and their widespread killing of
aquatic life, which the CEC in 2005 recognized in an IEPR report as a major source of
destruction to marine resources and the economies of coastal communities.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the support for the Draft Policy. Staff agrees that OTC has
major impacts to the State’s marine resources. When implemented, the Policy should
significantly reduce the harmful IM/E impacts of OTC on marine life.
Comment 18.01 and 18.03:
California has consistently set high standards for the protection of the state’s world-renowned
coastal and marine resources, through the Marine Life Protection Act, the California Ocean
Protection Act, and the Marine Life Management Act, among others. We urge the State Water
Board to expeditiously adopt and implement a state policy on OTC that protects its marine and
estuarine ecosystems, while advancing to greener, more energy efficient, and more sustainable
energy production by phasing-out OTC. We believe the draft policy is a step in the right
direction, but we encourage the State Water Board to strengthen the final policy by addressing
loopholes that currently exist within the draft policy to ensure that beneficial uses of the state’s
coastal and estuarine waters are protected and that the policy be consistently applied
throughout the state.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.06. Staff believes the proposed Policy will be protective
of marine and estuarine ecosystems by significantly reducing the harmful IM/E impacts of OTC
on marine life. However, the primary goal of the Policy is not to phase out OTC; rather it is to
establish a BTA for cooling water intake structures at existing coastal and estuarine power
plants to reduce IM/E impacts to acceptable levels. Furthermore, the State Water Board is not
attempting to use this Policy to implement a state energy policy.
Comment 19.01:
We support the overall goal of the policy, which would require the owner/operator of an existing
power plant to reduce the intake flow rate at each power-generating unit, at a minimum, to a
level commensurate with what can be attained by a closed-cycle wet cooling system. We agree
that such a measure is necessary to reduce the harmful effects on marine and estuarine life
associated with cooling water intake structures and OTC.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the support for the Draft Policy. Staff agrees that OTC has
major impacts to the State’s marine resources. When implemented, the Policy should
significantly reduce the harmful IM/E impacts of OTC on marine life.
Comment 28.01:
Pacific Environment, an organization dedicated to protecting the living environment of the
Pacific Rim, is in strong support of the Board’s on-going commitment to examining options for
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the phase out of OTC, and we appreciate the opportunity to offer our perspective on the matter.
We have signed on to extensive comments spearheaded by California Coastkeeper Alliance
regarding specific sections of the draft policy, and potential loopholes in the policy’s language.
These specific comments submitted are meant to be supplemental, and address the role the
OTC power plants play in grid reliability. These comments are specific to California’s fleet of 17
natural gas OTC power plants. We expect much of this data will be useful in the implementation
of the policy.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the support for the Policy and the submitted information.
Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in further detail in the
commenter’s submission.
Comment 29.01:
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) supports the protection of California’s marine
resources through development of a consistent statewide policy implementing Section 316(b).
We support efforts to transition away from OTC and have clearly demonstrated that support
through the construction of our two new dry-cooled facilities, Gateway and Colusa, as well as
through the repowering of our Humboldt facility without the use of OTC. Additionally, subject to
approvals from the CPUC and CEC, we have entered into a power purchase agreement with
Mirant that will retire Contra Costa Units 6 & 7 and replace these units with combustion turbines
at the adjacent Mirant Marsh Landing facility – eliminating OTC at the Contra Costa facility. The
only PG&E-owned facility that will continue to utilize OTC is the Diablo Canyon Power Plant, a
2,300 MW baseload facility located on the Central Coast.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the support for the Policy and, especially, PG&E’s efforts to
transition away from OTC. PG&E is to be commended for taking the lead in moving away from
using OTC at their facilities. Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified
in further detail in the commenter’s submission.
Comment 32.04:
We appreciate the State Water Board’s efforts in proceeding with the Draft Policy and phasing
out of the destructive OTC technology.
Response:
Staff appreciates the support for the Draft Policy. However, Staff does not agree that the Policy
is proposing to phase out OTC; rather a primary goal of the Policy is to establish a BTA to
reduce IM/E impacts to acceptable levels.
Comment 33.02:
Baykeeper strongly supports the State Water Board’s decision to adopt a statewide policy to
implement federal CWA section 316(b). A statewide policy will ensure consistency across
regions while providing the guidance necessary for the Regional Water Boards to reissue and
modify permits with requirements that will protect marine and estuarine life. We appreciate the
efforts of the State Water Board staff to create this policy; however, we see several areas that
can be strengthened to ensure better compliance.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the support for the Draft Policy and the submitted
suggestions for strengthening the Policy and the SED. Staff has responded to issues and
concerns specifically identified in further detail in the commenter’s submission.
Comment 33.13:
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We hope that by adopting this statewide policy, the State Water Board will ensure the rapid
phase-out of OTC by power plants. In the interim, however, San Francisco Baykeeper would
like to see power plants take meaningful steps to mitigate the destructive impacts of OTC,
thereby making significant progress in the protection of imperiled marine and estuarine wildlife.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the support for the Draft Policy. However, Staff does not
agree that the Policy is proposing to phase out OTC; rather a primary goal of the Policy is to
establish a BTA to reduce IM/E impacts to acceptable levels.
Comment 34.02:
We support the adoption of a statewide policy to provide statewide consistency in implementing
Section 316(b).
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the support for the Draft Policy.
Comment 36.01:
For many years, we have been deeply troubled about the killing of marine life in the Morro Bay
National Estuary by the Morro Bay Power Plant and the resulting impacts on the wildlife that are
directly affected by the loss of fish and other aquatic species. We also are concerned about
OTC impacts on estuary, bay and ocean water elsewhere on the coast. We cherish the
Estuary, but we are fearful that continued use of OTC could jeopardize its future as a healthy
water body, as has happened elsewhere. We were hopeful that the State Water Board would
seize the opportunity to adopt an OTC policy that would prevent these impacts and protect the
Morro Bay Estuary. We are particularly disappointed, therefore, that the draft policy seems to
provide no assurances that the more than 50 years of damage to the Estuary and its wildlife will
end, nor are there any reliable expectations that the impacts to other coastal waters and
communities in California will stop. Therefore, we respectfully request that you delay adoption of
this policy and devote your efforts to revising it into a regulatory document that will prohibit OTC
once and for all, and that the millions of residents of the California coast can be proud of.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the support for the Draft Policy. Staff agrees that OTC has
major impacts to the State’s marine resources. When implemented, the Policy should
significantly reduce the harmful IM/E impacts of OTC on marine life. However, note that the
primary goal of the Policy is not to phase out OTC; rather a primary goal of the Policy is to
establish a BTA for cooling water intake structures at existing coastal and estuarine power
plants to reduce IM/E impacts to acceptable levels.
Comment 39.01:
We have reviewed the draft "Statewide Water Quality Control Policy on the Use of Coastal and
Estuarine Waters for Power Plant Cooling," dated June 30, 2009. We commend the State Water
Resources Control Board staff for their work in crafting an approach that provides protection of
coastal marine life and incorporates other State priorities such as the needs of the energy grid.
Although we understand some minor changes to the draft may be necessary, we support
moving forward with the adoption of this policy as soon as possible. USEPA Region 9 believes
the draft policy is a robust approach that will provide substantial environmental benefits, while
appropriately balancing other statewide interests as well as the needs of the various State
agencies and other stakeholders.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the support for the Draft Policy. USEPA’s support is very
important on this issue.
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Comment 40.02:
We are pleased that the State has not chosen to wait for the USEPA to complete its long
delayed Section 316(b) implementation planning for existing power plants. We are confident that
the proposed policy, as presented in the July 2009 document, will be equivalent if not more
stringent than the national standards USEPA eventually proposes.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the support for the Draft Policy, and is working diligently
toward bringing this policy to the State Water Board for consideration as soon as possible.
Comment 42.01:
I am writing to express the support of the staff on the CCC for the proposed Policy. Commission
staff has appreciated the opportunity to participate in discussions regarding the development of
the OTC Policy through the Inter Agency Workgroup, convened by the State Water Board staff.
We believe that the proposed OTC policy will help meet California's environmental policy goals
to reduce or eliminate the significant impacts of OTC systems while maintaining the reliability of
the state electrical power supply system.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the assistance of the support of the CCC staff in developing
the Draft Policy and the continued support of the Draft Policy. We look forward to future
cooperation with the CCC staff on the SACCWIS and the Review Committee for the special
studies for the nuclear facilities.
Comment 40.01:
According to the March 2008 Scoping Document, the OTC plants impinge up to 9 million, and
entrain 79 billion fish and other organisms on an annual basis. This impact represents an
adverse effect to Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) as defined under the Magnuson Stevens Fishery
Conservation and Management Act (MSA), which NMFS administers for the conservation and
preservation of the Nation's fishery resources. Impacts to salmonids, as well as Delta smelt
listed under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), have been noted at the Contra Costa power
plant in San Francisco Bay (State Water Board 2008). NMFS supports the proposed policy
because it is expected to result in significant reductions in impacts to marine and estuarine
ecosystems affected by these facilities. We congratulate the State Water Board staff for their
hard work over the several years it took to research this topic, develop this policy, and work with
the other pertinent state agencies and entities to propose a regulatory system that will not only
protect the affected marine and estuarine beneficial uses, but does so in a manner that will not
compromise electrical reliability for the general public.
Response:
Staff appreciates your agency’s support of the Policy. The impingement and entrainment
estimates have been revised since the 2008 Scoping Document was released. In the Draft SED,
impingement of fish is now estimated at 2.6 million fish annually, and entrainment is estimated
at 19 billion fish larvae annually. These revised figured do not include invertebrates, nor do they
include IM/E for Contra Costa and Pittsburgh Power Plants. Staff has recently reviewed
documentation submitted to Regional Water Boards for Contra Costa and Pittsburgh Power
Plants; Delta Smelt is impinged and entrained at Pittsburgh, and is entrained at Costa Costa.
Comment 58.01:
In light of the Board's welcome and appropriate action, we urge you to make further revisions
that will eliminate the many vague and unclear parts of the revised policy in order to ensure that
it will phase out the use of OTC in a reasonable time period. A policy that is not forthright in its
requirements for compliance opens up the possibility of noncompliance through disputed terms
and phrasing.
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Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the support for the Draft Policy. Staff has responded to
issues and concerns specifically identified in further detail in the commenter’s submission. In
response to comments, Staff has revised the Draft Policy to make it clearer and easier to
understand. Staff believes that the Policy, when implemented, will significantly reduce the
harmful IM/E impacts of OTC on marine life. However, the primary goal of the Policy is not to
phase out OTC; rather a primary goal of the Policy is to establish a BTA for cooling water intake
structures at existing coastal and estuarine power plants to reduce IM/E impacts to acceptable
levels.

Comment 1.01:
Although we still have significant concerns about the consequences of the Policy as proposed,
the multi-agency working group has contributed to an improved Policy compared to previous
versions. AES Southland recognizes the enormous complexities associated with developing an
OTC Policy that protects our marine environment and also takes into account electric reliability,
climate change, criteria pollutants, electricity rates, water supply and implementation feasibility.
We believe that California is at a critical juncture in determining the long term future of its energy
infrastructure, and urge the Water Board to be cautious about moving forward too quickly
without regard to the significant reliability, environmental, societal, and economic impacts that
will occur if the policy is not well thought out and feasible to implement. We urge the Water
Board to carefully consider our recommendations, which will improve the overall cost and
implementation feasibility of the Policy, yet still achieve the desired environmental benefits.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in further
detail in the commenter’s submission.
Comment 4.01:
The California Council for Environmental and Economic Balance (CCEEB) believes that
although this draft is an improvement over prior versions, it is still fundamentally flawed and that
substantial modifications to the current approach must be made to provide a policy that assures
protection of the marine environment, minimizes significant adverse environmental impacts,
avoids costs that are wholly disproportionate to the benefit gained, and avoids threats to the
reliability of the electric supply system. The Draft Policy does not provide a reasonably
foreseeable compliance path. The proposed Policy would force all but perhaps the two coastal
nuclear plants and a few higher efficiency combined cycle units to face a decision to shutdown
or repower when their compliance dates are reached. Though the Draft Policy proposes two
alternative compliance tracks, in our opinion, the ability for a generator to cost-effectively comply
with either track is largely illusory. We believe that the practical effect of the Draft Policy is to
create a pool of non-compliant coastal power plants that will face closure or extensive repowering.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the submission of suggestions for possible improvement of
the Policy and the SED. Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in
further detail in the commenter’s submission. Staff does not believe that the Draft Policy would
force most OTC plants to shut down and have been working with representatives from the CEC,
CPUC, CCC, SLC, ARB, and CAISO to develop realistic implementation plans and schedules
for this Policy that will not cause disruption in the State’s electrical power supply.
Comments 11.42 and 11.55:
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Dynegy has a substantial interest in the Draft Policy as it owns and/or operates three OTC
power plants in California -- Moss Landing, Morro Bay, and South Bay, 3,885 MW in total. Any
OTC policy adopted by the Board that addresses BTA will have far reaching implications for the
State, including environmental, electric grid stability, and the economy. While we appreciate the
State Water Board's and staff's efforts to address substantively many concerns raised by the
2008 scoping document, the proposed Policy remains flawed in several important respects.
Those flaws must be resolved, and other aspects of the Policy must be refined, if the Board is to
adopt a viable OTC policy that achieves consistency in BTA determinations and reasonably
accommodates environmental, electric reliability, and economic concerns. Dynegy has filed
separate comments on the SED.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in further
detail in the commenter’s submission, including comments on the SED. To the extent that the
commenter takes issue with the staff’s failure to incorporate concerns raised through the 2008
scoping process, staff cannot determine which of the many comments or concerns raised
through that process but not specifically identified in comments on the current draft proposal that
have not been adequately satisfied through the process of consideration and reconsideration.
Without specific information and explanation, staff does not have a fair opportunity to address
these issues.
Comment 23.03:
Mirant opposes adoption of the Draft Policy. Nonetheless, if a version of the Draft Policy is to be
adopted, there are improvements that the State Water Board can make by (1) Improving Track I
and Track 2 provisions to eliminate potential compliance ambiguity; (2) Modifying the timing of
and clarifying the intent behind the implementation plan; (3) Clarifying that existing mitigation
measures satisfy the Draft Policy's interim requirements; (4) Making the role of SACCWIS more
concretely responsible as the guarantor of electric reliability; (5) Opening the "WDD" to all
operators of OTC units; and (6) Improving the analysis in the SED.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in further
detail in the commenter’s submission.
Comment 31.01:
RRI Energy, Inc.’s wholly-owned subsidiaries own and operate two electric generation facilities
(Ormond Beach Station and Mandalay Station) that will be subject to the regulations under
consideration in the Draft Policy. Unfortunately, we believe that the Draft Policy falls far short of
reasonably balancing the complex set of issues involved in adopting such a policy, which would
force the retirement of over 24% of the state's generating capacity and threaten the reliability of
the state's electric system. Californians will be faced with the enormous cost of replacement
transmission and generation, at a cost that is wholly disproportionate to any conceivable public
or resource benefit.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in further
detail in the commenter’s submission. Staff does not believe that the Draft Policy would force
most OTC plants to shut down and have been working with representatives from the CEC,
CPUC, CCC, SLC, ARB, and CAISO to develop realistic implementation plans and schedules
for this Policy that will not cause disruption in the State’s electrical power supply.
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2. Definition of “New” and “Existing” Power Plants
Comment 23.06:
"Existing Power Plants" are defined to be any power plant that is not a new power plant. Mirant
believes the State Water Board intended its Draft Policy to impose a closed-cycle cooling
system on OTC plants, but as currently written, the Draft Policy appears to require any power
plant using water to reduce its flow by the enumerated standard. So, for example, it would
appear that adoption of the Draft Policy in its current form would require Mirant's Pittsburg Unit
7, which already employs a closed-cycle wet cooling system, but is also by definition arguably
an Existing Power Plant, to reduce its water flow by 93%. To correct this presumably unintended
consequence, Mirant recommends modifying the definition of "Existing Power Plant" as follows:
"Refers to any power plant using OTC that is not a new power plant.
Response:
Because Track 1 requires reductions to a level commensurate with that which can be attained
by a closed-cycle wet cooling system, the clear intent is that previous installation of a closedcycle wet cooling system would comply with Track 1 rather than requiring additional reductions.
Staff does not believe that the definition of "Existing Power Plants" needs to be changed.
Comment 31.31:
The Policy recommends using USEPA's definition and distinction between new and existing
facilities and RRI concurs.
Response:
Comment noted.

3. Addressing Nuclear Facilities
a. Feasibility of nuclear facilities complying with Track 1 and 2
Comment 16.02:
I believe that this project started as a means to shut down the state’s nuclear plants, but
someone then realized that this would cause a major disruption in power production and GHG
mitigation so fossil plants were included. Now there is the implication that AB32 renewables will
save everything. That is pure pie in the sky analysis. There is no way that an intermittent,
unreliable energy source can substitute for reliable 24/7 energy sources.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff never intended that the Policy would be used as a means to shut down
nuclear power plants. The purpose of this policy is to implement Section 316(b), while ensuring
grid reliability.
Comment 29.12:
The SED’s cooling tower discussion highlights advancements in saltwater cooling technology;
which unfortunately, is based on a Draft CEC study on cooling towers that is not yet available to
the public. The SED also includes a list of facilities with saltwater cooling towers. None of the
facilities are coastal nuclear facilities and the majority are not coastal sites. PG&E is very
concerned about the issues raised by the potential installation of large scale saltwater towers at
nuclear facilities, particularly those with limited options for cooling tower sitting. The significant
potential for arcing on high voltage transmission systems that deliver electricity from power
plants to the grid and also provide emergency auxiliary power from offsite sources is a serious
concern. For nuclear facilities in particular, loss of transmission system integrity will result in
reactor trips and exercise of nuclear safety systems. At Diablo Canyon, the 500 kV main bank
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transmission systems would be vulnerable to extensive salt deposition with any cooling tower
configuration, and the 230 kV auxiliary power systems would be significantly vulnerable with
placement of saltwater towers north of the facility. An unreliable auxiliary or emergency power
supply would essentially make operation of the facility unacceptable from a nuclear safety
perspective. In addition to the arcing of high voltage systems, accelerated aging of plant
equipment would also occur due to extensive saltwater induced corrosion. Given our significant
concern over the inadequate evaluation of cooling tower feasibility, PG&E commissioned
Enercon Services Inc. to perform a detailed feasibility study of the Diablo Canyon site.
Response:
Comment noted. The Draft CEC study on cooling towers is available to the public; however, the
report has not been finalized. Staff appreciates the detailed feasibility study of the Diablo
Canyon site. The concerns raised about the feasibility of installing cooling towers at the Diablo
Canyon power plant is precisely the reason that an unbiased third party study to examine cost
and feasibility will be required for nuclear OTC power plants as part of the Policy.
Comment 29.19:
The 2007 Tetra Tech study is cursory and not sufficiently detailed to provide a foundation to
determine the feasibility of cooling tower retrofits at any of the OTC plants. No one from Tetra
Tech visited the Diablo Canyon plant or talked to anyone at PG&E regarding the feasibility of
retrofitting Diablo Canyon. It is quite clear that in most cases the real outcome would be
retirements and repowers, rather than retrofits. While closed-cycle cooling may be BTA for a
new facility, there is no evidence that it is BTA for all existing facilities. PG&E commissioned a
more detailed study by Enercon Services, which concludes that retrofitting Diablo Canyon is a
highly speculative project with likely insurmountable permitting obstacles, substantial
engineering challenges, significant adverse environmental impacts, costs exceeding $4 billion
dollars, and uncertainty regarding the post-retrofit operating capacity factors. The Diablo
Canyon site is very geographically constrained, limiting the placement of cooling towers. The
necessary configuration requires the excavation of over 2 million cubic yards of soil/rock, the
demolition of over 170,000 square feet of existing buildings and parking areas, and major
modifications to existing in-plant systems such as condensers, electrical systems, and service
cooling water heat exchangers. The project’s construction would take 45 months, with an
outage of at least 17 months. Replacement power during this period would emit between 9-10
MMT of greenhouse gases. There are also significant permitting challenges. The necessary
PM10 credits do not exist in the San Luis Obispo Air District. The plume would be over half a
mile high roughly 35% of the year and visible from San Luis Obispo approximately 20% of the
year. The warmer, saltier discharge would require installation of a diffuser in Patton Cove south
of the plant. This would eliminate rocky reef habitat in the area and destroy the 33-year old
control station for Diablo Canyon’s biological monitoring program. The retrofit also raises a
number of potential NRC safety concerns which would require formal review and approval
through the license amendment process. These include an increased risk of flooding from the
cooling tower water, accelerated aging due to salt deposition, security concerns due to opening
of the protected area during construction, and rerouting of the Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation haul road. The plant would be derated an average of 55 MW, with up to a 70 MW
derate in the summer, causing the on-going emission of 164,000 MT per year of greenhouse
gases from replacement power generation.
Response:
State Water Board staff believes that the Tetra Tech report has sufficient detail to serve its
purpose, since staff does not know what specific measures individual facilities will take to
comply with the proposed Policy. The SED is a programmatic document and each retrofit or repowering project will need to comply with CEQA and various permitting requirements
individually with project-level detail. The SED acknowledges that closed-cycle cooling may
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have a significant adverse effect on the environment, but also identifies available technology to
mitigate these potential impacts. Staff does not believe that Diablo Canyon will need to shut
down for one and a half years during construction of retrofit facilities. Rather power production
would continue during construction and the facility would only shut down during the time needed
to tie into the new cooling system (Please see Comment 30.02.) However, conflicting
information regarding the nuclear OTC facilities ability to comply with the proposed Policy is
precisely the reason that an unbiased third party study to examine cost and feasibility will be
required for nuclear OTC power plants, as part of the Policy.
Comments 30.01 and 30.02:
The OTC water withdrawals from the two nuclear plants, at 2.5 BGD of seawater each,
dominate power plant water withdrawals along California’s coast. These two plants, 2,160 MW
Diablo Canyon and 2,200 MW SONGS, account for approximately two-thirds of the OTC water
utilized by all the State’s OTC plants. However, retrofitting nuclear plants with cooling towers is
technically straightforward and will not result in long outages. The entire cooling tower and
piping construction process can take place while reactors continue to operate using OTC. A
shutdown is only required to allow final tie-in of the cooling tower piping to the existing surface
condensers at each reactor. The 2008 Jones & Stokes report states that properly scheduled
conversion shutdowns, including those for nuclear plant conversions, should have no effect on
overall grid reliability in the state. One US nuclear plant and several US coal-fired plants have
been retrofitted to cooling towers. The hook-up of the new cooling system has generally been
carried-out: 1) in four weeks or less with little or no downtime beyond the typical outage period,
and/or 2) in non-summer months when power demand is low. In the case of Diablo Canyon and
SONGS, each reactor is shut down for 30-40 days every two years or so for refueling. Longer
outages of 100 days or more occur every 3-5 years. There are regular opportunities to plan the
cooling tower tie-in with scheduled outages at Diablo Canyon and SONGS. Far more invasive
and expensive retrofits are currently taking place at both Diablo Canyon and SONGS. Reactor
steam boiler replacements have just been completed at Diablo Canyon and are underway at
SONGS. The CPUC-approved cost of the boiler replacements is approximately $350 million per
reactor. The four steam generators at Diablo Canyon Unit 2 were replaced in 2008 with a total
outage time of 69 days. The work was done concurrently with a planned refueling outage. Since
the containment building and original installation of the steam generators was not intended to
provide for boiler replacement, a completely customized system was needed to remove them. In
contrast, the connection of cooling tower piping is far simpler technically and is the only phase
of the cooling tower retrofit that would require shutdown of the reactor.
Response:
Comment noted. Please see the response to Comment 29.19. Conflicting information
regarding the nuclear OTC facilities ability to comply with the proposed Policy is the reason that
an unbiased third party study to examine cost and feasibility will be required for nuclear OTC
power plants as part of the Policy.
Comment 30.03:
Retrofitting the nuclear plants with cooling towers will not jeopardize nuclear safety in any way.
No modification is required to the core components of the nuclear plant. Many U.S. nuclear
plants already use wet cooling towers, and a number of these plants are equipped to switch
between wet cooling towers and OTC. One US nuclear plant, 800 MW Palisades Nuclear in
Michigan, has already been retrofit to closed-cycle cooling. NRC participants in the CEC’s June
2007 workshop on California nuclear plants identified no nuclear safety requirements that would
preclude retrofitting California’s nuclear plants to cooling towers when questioned on this topic
by CEC commissioners.
Response:
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Comment noted. The proposed Policy includes an exception for the OTC nuclear power plants,
if the NRC states it is needed for nuclear safety or other reasons.
Comment 30.04:
Retrofitting the nuclear plants with cooling towers is cost-effective and would have very little
impact on the cost of power generated by these plants, on the order of a 2% increase.
Dominion Nuclear’s 2001 estimate for a conventional cooling tower retrofit on 1,130 MW Unit 3
at Millstone in Connecticut was $126 million. This is equivalent to approximately $160 million in
mid-2009. Millstone Unit 3 is slightly bigger than the reactors at Diablo Canyon and SONGS.
This cost is consistent with the cooling tower cost estimated for the reactors at Diablo Canyon
and SONGS in June 2009 by the nation’s largest power plant cooling tower manufacturer, SPX
Cooling Technologies. SPX estimated a cost of approximately $155 million for a conventional
cooling tower for each reactor and $230 million for a plume-abated tower that minimizes visible
vapor plumes. PG&E’s public comments that a cooling tower retrofit at Diablo Canyon would
cost $4 to 4.5 billion is unsupported and contradicts available industry cost estimates. Diablo
Canyon generates more than $2 billion per year in revenue for PG&E. The annualized cost of a
cooling tower retrofit, assuming a plume-abated tower, would be on the order of $40 million per
year. That is approximately 2% of the annual revenue generated by the plant.
Response:
Staff finds these comments interesting and recognizes that estimating retrofit costs can vary
widely and are difficult to estimate. Evaluation of nuclear plant OTC compliance options will be
further evaluated through the special studies, Review Committee and subsequent
implementation determinations of the State Water Board.
Comment 30.06:
The conversion to cooling towers will have little impact on the efficiency of the nuclear plants.
The overall energy penalty of a nuclear plant wet cooling tower retrofit is approximately 1 to 2%.
USEPA cites a range of 1.2 to 1.5% total energy penalty depending on where the nuclear plant
is located in the country. These estimates are thoroughly substantiated with technical support
documentation developed for the Section 316(b) regulatory process.
Response:
Comment noted. Please see the responses to Comments 3.23 and 29.19.
Comment 30.07:
Particulate emissions from the cooling towers will have little or no impact on local air quality.
Some solids are contained in the small amount of circulating water that is emitted from the
cooling towers as fine mist, and has the potential to become airborne particulate. In San Luis
Obispo County, where Diablo Canyon is located, these emissions can be offset by paving dirt
roads. In San Diego County, where SONGS is located, cooling towers are exempt from air
quality permit requirements. Use of reclaimed wastewater as cooling water, which is an option in
the case of SONGS, would reduce particulate emissions due to the lower solids content of
reclaimed water compared to seawater.
Response:
Comment noted. As stated in the policy, the State Water Board supports the use of reclaimed
water in wet cooling towers when feasible. Please see the response to Comment 3.23.
Comment 37.08:
SCE believes that implementing closed-cycle cooling at SONGS, which SCE operates, is
infeasible. A retrofit with a closed-cycle cooling system would face unparalleled and truly one-ofa kind engineering challenges, insuperable permitting obstacles, and adverse environmental
impacts likely greater than those associated with OTC. The land use issue represents a
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significant obstacle. The conversion to cooling towers would involve tunneling beneath
Interstate 5, construction of six hybrid cooling towers, and the creation of hot- and cold-water
reservoirs immediately adjacent to each unit's turbine building. The likelihood of obtaining the
permitting necessary for the construction of cooling towers is questionable at best. The cooling
towers would need to be relatively large, directly impacting at least 14 acres of land just for
tower placement. Due to various space restraints, the cooling towers would have to be located
east of Interstate 5, requiring the tunneling of 12-foot diameter re-circulating water pipes
beneath Interstate 5. Additionally, new pumps would be needed to pass cooling water through
the condenser and to pump circulating water from the hot water reservoir up to the cooling
towers. It should be noted that operation of cooling towers at a nuclear power plant with such a
large degree of elevation change between the cooling towers and the condenser is
unprecedented, and additional engineering design would be required to ensure that public
safety would not be compromised by the discharge of cooling water across the SONGS seawall
during a loss-of-power event. Drift impacts due to the operation of cooling towers would be
significant, producing annual PM10 emissions between 828 and 837 tons in a non-attainment
area. A major-source Title V air permit would be required from the San Diego County Air
Pollution Control District. It is unlikely that SONGS could locate and purchase a sufficient
number of PM10 emission credits to cover these emissions. Salt would be deposited downwind
of the cooling towers creating the need for significant additional maintenance requirements for
the existing equipment and facilities and the potential for unplanned unit outages from electrical
arcing in the switchyard, a potential safety hazard. Salt deposition could also cause adverse
impacts to sensitive and protected vegetation and habitat. The conversion would result in an
annual average loss of power generation of approximately 143 megawatts, which if replaced by
a natural-gas powered generating facility, would emit an estimated additional 227,000 metric
tons per year of CO2. Various permits, including a Coastal Development Permit, would be
required for the conversion of SONGS to closed-cycle cooling. All of these permits would be
acquired in accordance with regulatory public participation requirements, which would likely
incur intense public opposition due to project cost, adverse aesthetic/visual impacts, air
emissions, traffic, and potential ecological impacts prohibited by various federal and state
statutes and regulations. CPUC approval would also be required for recovery of the conversion
cost from the ratepayers as well as for ongoing annual costs. Additionally, it should be noted
that SCE does not own the land on which SONGS is located, and as such, all construction
activities necessary for the conversion involving additional lands not now held under lease
would need to be approved by the Department of the Navy. Failure to receive approval from any
of these agencies would render the construction and operation of closed-cycle cooling at
SONGS impossible.
Response:
Comment noted. Conflicting information regarding the nuclear OTC facilities ability to comply
with the proposed Policy is precisely the reason that an unbiased third party study to examine
cost and feasibility will be required for nuclear OTC power plants as part of the Policy.
Comment 37.13:
The NERA analysis assumes that it is feasible to switch to closed-cycle cooling at SONGS,
ignoring the conclusion that insuperable physical, practical, and regulatory barriers make the
installation of cooling towers at SONGS infeasible. It would be important to expand the costbenefit assessment for SONGS to include evaluations of the costs and benefits of other
technologies that could reduce impingement and entrainment.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 37.03 and 37.08.
Comment 37.20:
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Nuclear facilities should be exempt from Policy standards that would essentially require wet
cooling towers. We believe that this is the environmentally superior alternative. According to the
ENVIRON Report, the construction and operation of cooling towers at SONGS could cause an
array of significant environmental impacts associated with air quality, noise, biological
resources, recreation, and water quality. The SED did not analyze or address any of these
impacts. Moreover, because impingement and entrainment impacts have been mitigated to less
than significant levels at SONGS in accordance with the facility's Coastal Commission permit,
the Policy's adverse impacts would not be offset with a commensurate benefit. The SED does
not discuss in much detail the potential environmental benefits if the nuclear facilities were
exempted from the Policy, which might include less air emissions, less GHG emissions, less
biological impacts, and less noise impacts than the Policy.
Response:
Staff believes that the SED adequately addressed the proposed Policy’s environmental impacts
associated with air quality, noise, biological resources, recreation, and water quality. Please
see the responses to Comments 51.02 and 29.19.

b. The safety exception, and other special provisions for nuclear facilities
Comment 3.23:
Nuclear plants should not be exempted. The two nuclear plants, Diablo Canyon and San Onofre
Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS), each use 2.5 BGD of seawater and account for nearly
two-thirds of the OTC water used by the state’s OTC power plants. The nuclear plants’ impacts
on the local marine ecosystem are therefore quite significant. For example, SONGS has
destroyed over two hundred acres of kelp forest, which in turn has caused the displacement or
death of thousands of individuals from numerous other species. In total it is estimated that the
kelp fish population in the area has declined by 80%. The argument that SONGS has already
mitigated environmental harm does not hold up because of the court ruling prohibiting mitigation
as a substitute for compliance with Section 316(b).
Despite these clear harms from the nuclear plants, these facilities are given numerous
exceptions in the proposed Policy: an exception for nuclear safety and an exception if special
studies result in “alternative” recommendations. These exceptions are in addition to the Track 2
and Wholly Disproportionate exceptions, which are also available to the nuclear facilities.
Although the safety of nuclear power plants should always be an important concern, in
Riverkeeper II the court found that there was “adequate consideration by the USEPA of the
nuclear plants concerns” and upheld that Section 316(b) does apply to nuclear facilities and that
additional exceptions beyond safety were not required. Yet, leaving the compliance
determination solely to the operator is inappropriate in providing a safety exception. The Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC), the State Water Board and the plant owner/operator should all
be part of any safety exception in order to ensure accountability, and the decision and
information leading to it should be made available to the public. The State Water Board should
clarify in its final policy what information that is required for “appropriate documentation” to make
any decision about safety and nuclear plant requirements under the policy. A formal
recommendation or requirement from the NRC is an important and necessary part of any such
safety consideration.
Response:
Staff agrees that both SONGS and Diablo Canyon have significant impacts on the local marine
ecosystem due to the large volumes of cooling water that these plants withdraw, and staff is not
proposing to exempt these plants from complying with the proposed Policy. However, staff also
believes that it is appropriate to provide alternative requirements for these nuclear plants if
compliance with Track 1 or Track 2 of the proposed Policy would result in a conflict with safety
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requirements established by the NRC for nuclear facilities. The proposed Policy explicitly states
that owners/operators must provide “appropriate documentation or other substantiation” from
the NRC in order to request a site-specific BTA determination from the State Water Board
based on safety concerns. Any documentation considered by the State Water Board in making
a site-specific BTA determination for a nuclear facility will be made available to the public. The
public will be able to submit comments during the public process required to make such a sitespecific BTA determination for a nuclear facility. Staff has not heard back from the NRC in
response to inquiries on what type of documentation they would be able to provide, under what
circumstances, and how long they need to reach a conclusion].
Based on public comment, State Water Board staff has decided to eliminate “WDD” option
(please see the responses to Comments 7.06 and 29.10). The proposed Policy continues to
give special consideration to the two nuclear-fueled facilities and three facilities with combinedcycle units due to their unique technology, but removes the potential burden placed on the
Regional Water Boards and facility owners/operators in having to make the WDD.
Public comments have also persuaded State Water Board staff to allow power plant owners and
operators the flexibility to choose between the Track 1 and 2 compliance alternatives without
being required to demonstrate that Track 1 is infeasible (please see the responses to
Comments 11.48 and 11.49). Track 2 will be available to all facilities as a compliance option.
Furthermore, because of conflicting information regarding the cost and feasibility of the nuclear
facilities’ ability to comply with the proposed Policy, staff believes that “special studies”
conducted by an independent third party are needed in order to determine how the OTC nuclear
power plants can reduce their entrainment and impingement impacts at reasonable cost without
compromising public safety and affect grid reliability.
Comment 60.05:
We agree that compliance with the regulations by nuclear power plants needs to be deemed
safe by the NRC. We also agree that it is the facility’s burden to show, through some
documentation by the NRC that compliance with the regulations would create a public safety
hazard before any exceptions to the rule are considered. We also urge the Board to adopt a
policy that, aside from the special consideration of public safety concerns, eliminates any
special considerations or exemptions for the nuclear facilities.
Response:
Comment noted. Please see the response to Comment 3.23.
Comment 29.24:
Although the policy sets out a compliance exemption if compliance would cause a conflict with a
nuclear safety requirement, the NRC does not have any existing process in place to provide
such a determination. It is our understanding that the Water Board staff has not talked to the
NRC about the form of approval necessary. In general, the NRC makes formal approvals or
findings in conjunction with standard applications – such as a license amendment. Thus, in
order to obtain any formal determination from the NRC, the nuclear plant operator would likely
have to fully develop plans to install cooling towers and present these to the NRC as a license
amendment. There is no process to receive a preliminary determination on a license
amendment – the NRC would perform a full review. This undertaking would cost millions of
dollars – and if the operator found in the early stages of design that the design would conflict
with a safety requirement, they would not further pursue it. Without the operator pursuing the
license amendment, the NRC would likely not provide a preliminary or advisory opinion as to
whether the proposal would conflict with a safety requirement. The bottom line is that this
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“exemption” does not provide a realistic compliance exemption as no plant would undertake the
level of work that would be necessary to obtain a license amendment denial. In most cases, if
enough money is spent, safety issues could likely be engineered away with additional
modifications. The real question is how efficiently the plant would operate after a retrofit. When
making the level of modifications necessary to implement a retrofit – the primary concern is that
the plant will not operate anywhere near its current 95-100% capacity factor after installation.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff has contacted NRC for further information but has not received any
response.
Comment 29.04:
We are pleased to see that the draft policy addresses the unique contribution of the state’s
nuclear plants. These baseload plants provide roughly 12% of the state’s electric generation –
Diablo Canyon provides 22% of PG&E’s power needs – and do so efficiently and without
greenhouse gas or criteria pollutant emissions. They also represent tremendous capital
investments for the state’s ratepayers. PG&E strongly supports the inclusion of a cost-benefit
variance in the policy. While there is certainly a need to develop many details regarding the
scope and implementation of the variance, we believe that acknowledging the need to balance
the costs and benefits of compliance is central to establishing a workable policy.
Response:
Comment noted. Please see the responses to Comment 7.06 and 29.10.

c. Special studies
Comment 3.24:
Special studies on nuclear plants should be conducted by a third party and peer reviewed. The
Draft Policy calls for special studies to “investigate alternatives” for the nuclear plants to meet
the requirements of this policy and calls for a review committee to oversee the special studies
and to provide a report for public comment detailing the results of the studies within three years
of the effective date of the policy. Other than for safety reasons, we disagree with the general
notion that nuclear facilities should be given another special exception to the policy or from the
requirements to achieve BTA. Rather, the only purpose of this special study should be to
determine how nuclear facilities will achieve either Track 1 or Track 2 (not “alternatives” to those
provisions), and the policy language should be clarified accordingly. In that vein alone, we would
support the inclusion of a review committee and ask that the State Water Board clarify that the
review committee will also be involved in setting the parameters for the third party study before
it begins. Further, we urge the State Water Board to ensure that all studies included in the
decision making process are peer-reviewed.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff agrees that the special studies for the nuclear-fueled facilities should be
conducted by an independent third party. The proposed Policy states that the special studies
on nuclear-fueled facilities shall be conducted by an independent third party, and overseen by a
Review Committee. Please see response to Comment 3.23.
Comment 4.13:
The Draft Policy requires "special studies" to investigate alternatives for nuclear plants to meet
the requirements of the Draft Policy. SONGS, in particular, was already subjected to such
studies by the CCC, which stretched over a decade and included many public hearings, and
resulted in a decision by the CCC that the cost and environmental impact of cooling towers at
SONGS were not warranted compared to restoration and mitigation options designed by the
CCC. Utility ratepayers have already paid for these studies in addition to the mitigation
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measures, and they should not be required to fund the same studies and mitigations allover
again.
Response:
Previous studies did not consider how the nuclear power plants can feasibly comply with the
proposed Policy (including the Track 2 compliance alternative) since the Policy was not adopted
at that time; however the results and data collected by previous studies will be considered by
the Review Committee and may well influence the scope of the special studies.
Comment 29.09:
In general, PG&E supports the Board’s approach of ensuring a more detailed,
thorough investigation of alternatives to OTC at the nuclear plants. The plants have the ability
to provide electricity for years to come – playing a pivotal role in ensuring that the state meet its
AB 32 goals of GHG emission reductions and providing a key foundation to greater reliance on
renewable resources. Further, the retrofitting of a nuclear plant is an extraordinarily complex,
site-specific undertaking which warrants extensive evaluation. PG&E has continued to look at a
variety of alternatives to once through cooling at Diablo Canyon – from its design phase in the
1970s to more recent efforts including the review of options in 2000 as part of our updated
Section 316(b) Demonstration Study prepared by Tenera with oversight by the Central Coast
Regional Water Board’s Technical Work Group, a study by Burns Engineering in 2003, and a
more detailed study of cooling tower feasibility by Enercon in 2009. As a first step to any further
review of feasibility, the latest report prepared by Enercon for PG&E, as well as the report
developed by SCE for the SONGS facility, should be reviewed by the Water Board’s proposed
nuclear review group. There is likely no need to initiate yet another study of cooling tower
feasibility. These existing studies should be peer reviewed, perhaps by EPRI or another
qualified consultant, before any additional studies are commissioned.
Response:
Staff appreciates the support for the special studies. Because previous studies did not consider
how the nuclear power plants can feasibly comply with the entire proposed Policy (including the
Track 2 compliance alternative), more studies may be needed. However the results and data
collected by previous studies will be considered by the Review Committee in determining the
need for and scope of the special studies. Review of the existing studies will likely be part of the
hired consultant’s work.
Comment 29.25:
If additional studies are required, PG&E strongly recommends that the independent consultant
be selected with input from members of the nuclear review committee. It is absolutely critical
that the consultant have significant nuclear engineering expertise. To date, the various reports
prepared for the Water Board on cooling tower feasibility and grid stability have proven to be
superficial at best – and clearly insufficient to provide a strong foundation for policy choices.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 29.19 regarding previous reports prepared for the State
Water Board on cooling tower feasibility and grid stability. Staff disagrees that these reports are
insufficient to provide a solid foundation for the proposed Policy. However, staff agrees that it is
critical that the selected independent consultant for the special studies have nuclear engineering
expertise. The proposed Policy specifies that the Executive Director of the State Water Board
will select the consultant conducting the special studies, but this does not in any way preclude
input from the Review Committee.
Comment 30.05:
The proposed study of nuclear plant retrofits should be independent of the utilities and
TetraTech. Both have stated indefensibly high costs for nuclear plant cooling tower retrofits. The
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difference in cost estimates for cooling tower retrofits at Diablo Canyon and SONGS is driven by
faulty assumptions on the need to demolish existing onsite structures, outage duration, and
contingency costs. The 2008 TetraTech Report estimated approximately the same cost as SPX,
$150 million per reactor, for conventional cooling towers at Diablo Canyon. However, in the
case of Diablo Canyon, the TetraTech cost estimate also includes $300 million per reactor for
demolition of existing onsite structures, undefined indirect costs, and 30% contingency. In
addition, TetraTech assumes an 8-month outage for the cooling tower tie-in, at an estimated lost
revenue cost of over $350 million per reactor. All of these additional costs are avoidable if better
locations are chosen for the cooling towers and a realistic tie-in outage time is assumed. For
example, TetraTech assumes a 4-week tie-in outage for the 700 MW units at Moss Landing.
This is a reasonable assumption. An 8-month outage at Diablo Canyon for the same type of tiein is not reasonable. The TetraTech cost estimate for SONGS, at approximately $230 million per
reactor for a plume-abated cooling tower (without the 30% contingency), is the same as the
SPX estimate. However, again without supporting justification, TetraTech assumes a 6-month
outage to tie-in each cooling tower which results in $300 million in lost power generation
revenues per reactor.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 3.24.
Comment 37.07:
The State Water Board should revise the "special study" provision. Section 3(D) of the Policy
requires the Board to request special studies from SCE and PG&E investigating alternatives for
the nuclear-fueled power plants to meet the Policy's requirements. The Board must "consider"
the study results in evaluating whether to modify the requirements for nuclear-fueled power
plants. SCE recommends that instead of requiring additional studies, the Policy require the
Board to examine first all independent studies performed by other regulatory agencies and any
Comprehensive Demonstration Study ordered by Regional Water Boards. The Board should
request additional studies only if it concludes the existing studies contain insufficient information
regarding alternatives for the nuclear-fueled power plants to comply with the Policy's intent,
(including the costs for these alternatives).
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 4.13.
Comment 37.29:
The State Water Board should consider an alternative that would require that grid stability
thresholds are achieved before Policy deadlines initiate for the nuclear facilities. This alternative
would be limited to the nuclear facilities, given their disproportionate importance for providing
base load generation and securing grid reliability. This alternative would avoid the potentially
significant grid reliability issues identified in the ENVIRON Report and may temporarily or
permanently reduce the Policy's air quality, GHG, and other significant environmental impacts.
Response:
Special provisions governing compliance alternatives for the nuclear fueled facilities are
included in order to take in account their differing circumstances as well as importance for grid
reliability. The State Water Board will consider the need to modify the Policy with respect to the
nuclear facility after the requisite studies are completed.
Comment 60.05(a):
We strongly urge the Board to remove any reference to cost considerations in section 3(D).
Arguably, "cost" is less of a concern for the nuclear facilities than other generators. We strongly
support the clarification that "cost" is not a factor in defining "feasibility” under Track 2.
However, there is a conflict created by allowing "cost" as a factor to be considered for nuclear
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facilities. We recommend eliminating the conflicting rules by eliminating cost as a factor for the
nuclear facilities to create an even playing field and consistent application of the policy and
regulations.
Response:
Staff has received many conflicting comments regarding the feasibility and costs of compliance
for the nuclear OTC power plants. Some public comments stated that compliance costs far
exceed the estimates provided in previous reports and the draft SED, if feasible at all. Staff
believes that there is a need for the special studies to independently investigate the feasibility
and cost of the OTC nuclear-fueled facilities complying with the proposed Policy. If it is not
possible for these facilities to meet Policy requirements, or if the compliance costs are
astronomical for the rate payers, the State Water Board will consider setting a site-specific BTA
for one or both facilities. Staff does not see any conflict with considering costs under section
3(D).

d. The Review Committee
Comment 15.06(b):
The planned inclusion of “the environmental community” in the Review Committee is
appreciated, but too vague. It would be more correct to recognize that there are certain
environmental stakeholders who have long concerned themselves with the environmental
damage from power plants and nuclear plants. It is to be hoped that their voice will be
welcomed, particularly in view of the fact that this very attempt at creating a better policy is due,
at least in part, to their dedicated participation.
Response:
Staff recognizes that there are many dedicated environmental stakeholders with expertise that
would be willing to serve on the Review Committee. It will be difficult to choose between the
candidates; however, the selection is left to the discretion of the Executive Director of the State
Water Board. Because the meetings of the Review Committee is open to the public, it is hoped
that many from the environmental community will be able to lend their voices and talents to the
process to ensure successful implementation of the Policy, even if not directly serving on the
Review Committee itself. Other stakeholders are also invited to participate.
Comment 29.26:
The proposed policy defines the Review Committee membership, at a minimum, as a
representative from each operator, the Water Board, the Central Coast and San Diego Regional
Water Boards, the environmental community, and the SACCWIS. PG&E strongly recommends
that the membership include a representative from the CPUC, the CEC, and the CAISO.
Representation from the Energy Agencies will ensure that grid reliability and stability -along with
ratepayer considerations - continue to play a predominant role in assessing alternatives to once
through cooling for the nuclear plants.
Response:
Comment noted. The selection of representatives from SACCWIS is left to the discretion of the
Executive Director of the State Water Board.
Comment 43.05:
Under Section 3.D., we suggest that the composition of the "review committee" that will oversee
the special studies be expanded to include two or more independent scientific experts.
Response:
The special studies themselves will be conducted by an independent third party with scientific
expertise available. In addition, the Review Committee is free to consult with other scientific
experts if needed. Staff therefore does not believe that the review Committee should be
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expanded to include two or more independent scientific experts. It is preferable to keep the
Review Committee at a workable size.

4. Alternative requirements for low capacity utilization facilities
Comment 12.09:
The SED does not fully consider the importance of low capacity factor units to grid reliability and
achievement of California's renewable portfolio targets.
Response:
See response 11.34.
Comment 23.04:
In the Tracks I and 2 compliance framework, the Draft Policy omits the 15% threshold
exemption that had been included in both the USEPA's Phase II rule and the State Water
Board's 2006 draft policy. The Phase II Rule exempted those facilities with a capacity utilization
rate of 15% or less from the requirement to meet the entrainment performance standard.
USEPA provided a clear justification for the exemption in the preamble to the Phase II Rule,
finding that (1) entrainment control technologies were not economically practicable given the
already-low operating levels of these facilities; (2) these facilities tended to operate during those
peaking periods when the abundance of entrainable life stages of aquatic species was relatively
low; and (3) given the proportional relationship between intake flows and entrainment, these
facilities had already achieved substantial entrainment reductions from design flows. The Draft
Policy arbitrarily dispenses with the 15% threshold without offering any support or rationale. For
facilities like Mirant's Delta Plants, which consistently operate at capacity utilization rates in the
low single digits, it would be both impracticable and unjustified for them to be required to retrofit
to closed-cycle cooling. Entrainment at Mirant's Delta Plants has already been reduced by over
90% from design flows due to their decreased operations. The Draft Policy would nonetheless
force these facilities to retrofit to closed-cycle cooling or shut down, imposing a disproportionate
economic burden relative to facilities that operate at much higher capacity utilization rates.
Accordingly, the State Water Board should revise the Draft Policy to include a compliance
exemption for units that operate at less than a 15% capacity utilization rate.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 61.20.
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Comment 31.13:
The State Water Board should establish a reasonable BTA for all facilities or provide a specific
exclusion for low-capacity factor units. Track 1 and Track 2 of the Draft Policy should be
replaced with a single standard that defines the BTA to be any technology, or combination of
technologies and operating conditions, that allows a facility to achieve an 80% reduction from a
facility's annual intake design flow (provided that any facility could demonstrate an alternate
BTA for site-specific reasons). Adopting this BTA standard will give credit for technological and
operational conditions that already exist at an individual facility, such as operating at lowcapacity factors for the steam units. More importantly, it would allow the facilities to install
equipment other than cooling towers, such as variable speed pumps, to achieve the 80%
reduction. Establishing this reasonable BTA standard would achieve the goal of minimizing the
adverse impacts and mitigating the damage to California's coastal waters from the use of once
through cooling without threatening the reliability of the electric grid. Adopting this threshold
would also avoid imposing billions of dollars in unnecessary costs on the citizens of California.
Should the State Water Board decline to adopt this standard, RRI believes it is necessary to
give low-capacity factor units an explicit compliance alternative to the Track 1 or Track 2
threshold in the Draft Policy.
Response:
CWA Section 316(b) requires that the location, design, construction and capacity of cooling
water intake structures reflect the best technology available for minimizing adverse
environmental impact. State Water Board staff believes that closed-cycle wet cooling or
commensurate reductions represent the best technology available, based upon factors
explained and set forth in the SED. Track 2 allows for flexibility in using different technologies to
meet the requirements set forth in the Policy.
Comment 34.03:
Concur with Staff Alternative 2: Make no distinction based on capacity utilization.
Response:
Comment noted.
Comment 61.20:
SED, pg. 51, Discussion: This argument also seems to be based on the fact that the
concentration of organisms in the source water is not constant throughout the year. This was
thoroughly discussed by the Expert Panel. The panel was in general agreement that the policy
should focus on the plants that withdraw large volumes of seawater and have high CUR. We
also discussed having smaller capacity units calculate CUR using a seasonally weighted
average that would account for regional variation in ichthyoplankton abundance. The Panel also
agreed that there were enough entrainment data statewide to allow calculation of a seasonally
adjusted CUR. This would allow more flexibility for operating plants that are only used during
periods of peak demand. Since these plants only operate a small percentage of the time (and
this was thoroughly discussed by the Expert Panel) it is not clear how the draft policy could
make the statement that these plants do not "cause appreciably less harm than a high capacity
facility." This statement is contradicted on pg. 56 of the document which states "that the number
of organisms entrained is more or less proportional to the water volume withdrawn through the
intake structure ... " By adopting this approach the policy places the greatest burden on the least
efficient units that are the least able to justify retrofitting and have the lowest levels of
impingement and entrainment due to their limited CUR.
Response:
The concentration of organisms in most source water bodies is not constant throughout the
year, as supported by the findings of the ERP. There are relatively more ichthyoplankton (> 1
larvae/m3) along the southern open coast during April and June-August and there are relatively
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more ichthyoplankton (> 3 larvae/m3) during the spring and summer in southern embayments.
Further north, there are relatively more ichthyoplankton (> 1 larvae/m3) along the open coast
during mid-spring, and in embayments from late winter to early spring. OTC during these
periods would have more of entrainment per MGD than during other periods.
The statement referred to on page 51 of the draft SED ("cause appreciably less harm than a
high capacity facility") is correct in the following context. Given the same flow rates per day, a
plant with a lower CUR withdrawing water during periods of peak ichthyoplankton
concentrations would have a greater entrainment impact per day than a plant with a higher CUR
withdrawing water during a period of low icthyoplankton concentrations. Also, very importantly,
plants with lower CURs may still have significant flow rates (non-generational flow), i.e. CUR is
not necessarily an indicator of lower flow rates. For example Scattergood, with higher CUR
(25% for period 2000-2005, and 21% for 2006) has a lower average flow of 309 MGD than
Ormond (CUR of 22% for period 2000-2005, and 6% for 2006) with 521 MGD.
The statement referred to on page 56 of the draft SED was incompletely quoted. It states in its
entirety: “Among industry and regulatory agencies alike, it is an accepted Premise that the
number of organisms entrained is more or less proportional to the water volume withdrawn
through the intake structure during a limited time period.” Staff stands by that statement, which
is generally supported by the ERP findings.
With regard to plants that currently have low CUR the ERP stated, “It is not clear that these
plants could continue to operate if actual flow were used.” Also with regard to using actual flows
the ERP stated that it “may not be considered fair for plants that have recently reduced flows”
and “may decrease state-wide generating capacity during peak demand as plants already at
very low capacity may not be able to operate.” With regard to design flows, the ERP stated
“using design flows reflects potential entrainment and impingement.” Since staff is
recommending the calculation of reductions for BTA from the design flows (based in part upon
the ERP’s findings), and not actual flows, those low CUR facilities would only need to control
entrainment by a smaller increment than if compliance were based on actual flows. Therefore
staff decided not to recommend an exemption based on capacity utilization rate (CUR).
Finally, plants that currently are at low CUR often have higher permitted flows (close to or at
their design capacity) and most current permits do not prevent these plants from increasing their
CUR and therefore their flows. The policy would result in Regional Water Boards placing a
permit limit on flows/entrainment, thereby ensuring compliance with the entrainment reduction
targets in the policy.
Comment 31.32:
The Policy should recognize that facilities with low utilization rates inherently have reduced total
flow and hence reduced IM/E impacts. The Policy should allow such facilities to take credit for
the reduced IM/E impacts as a result of their current and projected operating rates. Appropriate
conditions could be placed in a facility's NPDES permit to ensure the reduced IM/E impacts are
maintained. The SED dismisses Alternative 1, which would establish an alternative requirement
for low capacity factor units, with the non-sequitar that it is possible to operate less than 15% of
the time and cause a greater impact than would be assumed if entrainment was uniform at all
times. While that may be true, it is specious reasoning to then leap to the conclusion that a low
capacity factor unit could have greater impact than one that operates base-loaded.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 61.20.

5. Addressing desalination facilities
Comment 1.12:
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The Policy does not fully consider the potential reduced environmental impacts of co-located
desalination and power generating facilities. While AES·SL agrees that it is more appropriate to
establish compliance requirements for desalination facilities in a separate policy, we are
concerned that the proposed Policy may not allow a power plant to use the intake flow from a
legally permitted and constructed desalination facility for cooling purposes, even if it resulted in
no incremental impacts to the marine environment. Desalination plants operate nearly
constantly and could provide cooling water to a co-located power plant, and not a single
additional organism would be entrained or impinged. Co-location would prevent the
unnecessary added environmental impacts of the closed-cycle cooling system such as reduced
efficiency, more greenhouse gas emissions and criteria pollutants, and the visual impact of the
wet or dry cooling system. We recommend modifying Track 1 to make it clear that if an OTC
power plant is a secondary user of water required by a legally permitted and constructed
primary user (provided the primary user is not also a power plant), then the power plant is in full
compliance with the Policy.
Response:
The commenter is correct that the Draft Policy does not directly address the situation where an
existing power plant uses the already filtered discharge flows from a desalination facility (or
other primary user) for some, or all, of its cooling needs. However, this would be permissible
under either Track 1 or 2, provided the required reductions in IM/E are met. In essence, the
power plant would recycle the discharge from another user. Staff agrees that using the filtered
discharge from desalination plants for power plant cooling would result in less overall impact to
the marine environment from IM/E than if both the desalination plant and the power plant used
separate intakes.
Note that the State Water Board plans to address desalination intakes and discharges through a
separate policy action in the near future, as there currently are no state or federal regulations
that specifically apply to desalination intakes. Section 316(b) specifically applies to cooling
water intake structures, and federal regulations governing new facilities are inapplicable to those
facilities using less than 25% of intake water for cooling purposes. While any new desalination
facility using a seawater intake must demonstrate compliance with Cal. Wat. Code §13142.5(b),
such facilities present issues distinct from those affecting power plants.
Comment 10.01:
While we greatly appreciate the efforts to further the ocean protection goals underlying the draft
OTC Policy, any action taken to establish or affirm interpretation of BTA for power plants will be
rendered meaningless if ocean desalination facilities are allowed to co-locate with open ocean
intake structures currently associated with power plants. It boggles the mind to imagine that
after decades of work to reach a point where the devastating impacts of OTC are on the verge
of being addressed, an entirely new industry with exactly the same impacts as OTC would be
allowed to proliferate almost within the same footprints of the very plants we are seeking to now
address. The quantities of source water to be taken in for desalination are as boundless as our
thirst for fresh water, and as such, it would be an absolute travesty to pass a policy that does
not address on a meaningful level the absurdity of allowing desalination facilities to piggy-back
on outgoing OTC technologies. The Policy should be supplemented to include the following
restrictions: (1) No seawater desalination facility shall be approved co-located with a OTC power
plant unless it is shown by the applicant that, upon cessation of the need for OTC infrastructure
for energy generation, alternative seawater intake structures (i.e. sub-seafloor) would be viable
at the facility’s optimum freshwater production design requirements; (2) BTA for seawater intake
for desalination is sub-surface; (3) New desalination facilities should be sized appropriately and
located in areas of the state where sub-seafloor intakes are viable. The analysis of BTA in the
Riverkeeper II decision is analogous to establishment of BTA for desalination facilities under
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Water Code section 13142.5(b), meaning that because the standard is technology driven,
consideration of environmental impacts is not required prior to establishment of appropriate
technological requirements.
Response:
Comment noted. As stated in the SED, the State Water Board plans to address the intakes and
discharges from desalination facilities through a separate policy action in the near future, as
there currently are no state or federal regulations that specifically apply to desalination intakes.
Section 316(b) specifically applies to cooling water intake structures, and federal regulations
governing new facilities are inapplicable to those facilities using less than 25% of intake water
for cooling purposes. While any new desalination facility using a seawater intake must
demonstrate compliance with Cal. Wat. Code §13142.5(b), such facilities present issues distinct
from those affecting power plants. Thus, the State Water Board does not propose including
requirements for desalination facilities in the proposed Policy.
Comment 11.27:
The SED does not evaluate the impacts of the proposed Policy on desalinization plants in
California, including the resulting diminished freshwater resources. This approach fails to
recognize that many of the current and planned desalinization plants are co-located at OTC
power plants and use a portion of the same saltwater that passes through the power plant. Nor
does the current document assess and quantify the potential significant adverse impact of the
loss of freshwater resources to coastal communities that desalinization plants do or could
provide and which may be lost if the Policy is adopted, as proposed. Alternatively, if the Staff
chooses to conclude there would be no impacts to current or planned desalinization plants, then
Staff needs to establish the ongoing impacts to marine resources from the use of saltwater
resources to "feed" the desalinization plants. Seven desalination plants have been proposed to
be co-located at California OTC power plants, which would use the power plant's seawater
intake and outfall. It is anticipated that these desalination facilities will provide a minimum of 183
MGD of freshwater. Given the difficulty of permitting coastal industrial uses, it is unclear that
these desalination plants would be able to secure the necessary approvals and build any
necessary infrastructure to continue providing an uninterrupted supply of freshwater to local
communities. The assessment of these impacts needs to be part of any legally sufficient SED.
Response:
The draft SED in Section 3.5 clearly states that the proposed Policy will not address
desalination facilities. As stated in the SED, the State Water Board plans to address the intakes
and discharges from desalination facilities through a separate policy action in the near future, as
there currently are no state or federal regulations that specifically apply to desalination intakes.
Section 316(b) specifically applies to cooling water intake structures, and federal regulations
governing new facilities are inapplicable to those facilities using less than 25% of intake water
for cooling purposes. While any new desalination facility using a seawater intake must
demonstrate compliance with Cal. Wat. Code §13142.5(b), such facilities present issues distinct
from those affecting power plants. Thus, the State Water Board does not propose including
requirements for desalination facilities in the proposed Policy.
Comment 32.03:
The State Water Board should develop a policy on co-located and independent desalination
plants. In light of current and prospective plans to build desalination plants throughout the state,
and the real possibility that desalination plant flows will exceed power plant flows, the State
Water Board must act now to develop and implement a policy concerning these facilities. The
State Water Board will soon find itself in the same predicament it is facing with existing power
plants in the difficulty in implementing a technology-forcing statute once a desalination facility
has already been built. The largest desalination plant in the Western Hemisphere is moving
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forward in the City of Carlsbad, recently approved by the San Diego Regional Water Board in a
fragmented approval process, which set a terrible precedent for future Regional Water Boards.
In order to prevent proliferation of this process while a state-wide desalination policy is
developed, the State Water Board should: (1) Preclude permitting of co-located desalination
plants if they would perpetuate OTC longer than the expected lifetime of the power plant; (2)
Apply a new facility BTA test under Section 316(b) to the desalination plant intake in so far it
proposes to co-locate with an OTC power plant; or (3) Apply a Water Code Section 13142.5(b)
BTA test that assumes baseline operating conditions for a co-located power plant are zero flow
from the power plant.
Response:
Staff appreciates the suggestions. Please see the response to Comment 10.01.

6. Best Technology Available (BTA) for existing power plants
a. Closed-cycle dry cooling should be set as BTA
Comment 10.02:
Dry Cooling should be considered BTA. The Draft Policy and SED fail to provide sufficient
analysis and rationale for establishing closed cycle wet cooling as appropriate BTA for energy
generation. The genesis for establishment of closed cycle wet cooling as BTA rests with
USEPA’s assertion that 316(b) only applies to facilities that utilize cooling water intake
structures, and because a dry-cooled plant would not require an intake structure, Congress
could not have contemplated elimination of intake structures altogether without saying so in the
statute. This rationale fails to take into consideration Water Code section 13142.5. If regulators
first apply section 316(b)’s plain meaning, California’s existing OTC power plants do not meet
BTA (regardless of whether BTA is closed cycle wet or dry cooling). Therefore, the OTC plants
must be significantly retrofitted or entirely repowered. In either of these scenarios, State law can
be interpreted to mandate dry-cooling as BTA. Water Code section 13142.5 (annotated) states:
For each [1] new or expanded coastal power plant or [2] other industrial installation using
seawater for cooling, heating, or industrial processing -- the best available site, design,
technology, and mitigation measures feasible shall be used to minimize the intake and mortality
of all forms of marine life. Therefore, once the Section 316(b) analysis requires an essentially
new coastal power plant to be built, State law requires that best available technology (BAT) be
used to minimize intake and mortality of marine life. The statute is not drafted such that the BAT
can only include cooling water intake structures. So, while a straightforward reading of Section
316(b) might require closed cycle wet cooling, once construction of a new plant is triggered,
Water Code section 13142.5(b) requires dry cooling as BAT.
Response:
Courts have considered the argument that dry cooling represents a greater reduction in adverse
environmental impacts than closed cycle wet cooling, but have concluded that cost and
efficiency factors are appropriately considered when establishing BTA as closed-cycle cooling.
(Riverkeeper I, 358 F.3d at 195). The State Water Board considered feasibility, costeffectiveness, and other environmental effects in concluding that the loss of efficiency and
greater cost relative to incremental improvements did not justify mandating dry cooling as BTA.
Although the commenter argues that Section 316(b) mandates construction of essentially new
or expanded power plants subject to Water Code § 13142.5(b), the argument fails to establish
that only dry cooling meets the requirements of Section 316(b).
Comment 13.05:
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The State Water Board should define air cooling as BTA for the State. We now know that, in
virtually all applications, the best off-the-shelf cooling system with respect to water resources on
the whole is air or dry cooling. Air cooling can be further enhanced by pre-cooling' or chilling
units for the air intakes which is being done to combined-cycle plants in our region. If these units
are solar-powered, the impact of the system is reduced even further. This should be the BAT
standard for existing power plants.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 10.02.
Comment 14.06:
The Policy erroneously sets closed-cycle cooling as BTA without providing adequate justification
for its decision. The Policy must clarify why it has made this decision even though dry cooling
has been demonstrated as superior technology.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 10.02. As noted, courts have stated that an agency may
consider matters of cost and efficiency in determining that dry cooling is not required for BTA.
The State Water Board considered both cost, cost-effectiveness, other environmental effects
and implementation issues in determining that closed-cycle cooling or equivalent constitutes
BTA for coastal power plants in California. This analysis is set forth in the SED.
Comment 31.57:
The statement that a facility owner should look to eliminate OTC through repowering needs
comment. Repowering means tearing down the old steam boiler facility and replacing it with a
new facility. That is not a technology available to minimize adverse environmental impact from
an existing facility, it is an economic decision to build a new facility. Taking a law that governs
cooling water intakes for existing facilities and forcing the owners to comply by tearing down that
facility and building a new one can only be described as Orwellian. It certainly will not attract
investment to California, nor will it improve the aquatic environment or lower air emissions. It will
increase costs and threaten reliability.
Response:
Please note that the purpose and intent of the Policy is to implement CWA Section 316(b) and
to establish BTA for cooling water intake structures at existing coastal and estuarine power
plants to reduce IM/E impacts to acceptable levels. The intent is not to force OTC power plants
to repower. The proposed Policy provides the Track 1 and Track 2 compliance alternatives to
choose between, and the SED offers several examples of how to meet the Policy requirements.
Clearly, repowering of all, or some, power-generating units at a power plant may be a
compliance option for some owners/operators, but that will be based strictly on business
decisions by the owners/operators of those plants, and is in no way required by the Policy.
Comment 34.04:
We disagree that wet cooling is the BTA for Alternative 1; instead it should be dry-cooling. Dry
cooling reduces impingement and entrainment losses to zero.
Response:
BTA for retrofits is closed cycle wet cooling (cooling towers). If a plant decides to re-power,
which is very likely for most of the fossil fuel steam boilers, closed cycle dry cooling is BTA. To
the extent that the commenter contends that dry cooling should represent BTA for all facilities,
please see Response No. 10.02.
Comment 34.06:
The alternatives presented are based on Track I using wet cooling as the BTA. Impingement
and entrainment is reduced based on the flow reduction of the water body of concern. On the
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other hand if the cooling water is recycled water then the flow reduction would be 100%;
likewise, if Track I requires dry cooling.
Response:
Comment noted.

b. Closed-cycle (wet or dry) cooling should be set as BTA
Comments 3.07 and 26.05:
The Policy should set closed-cycle cooling as BTA, as in the 2008 Draft Policy. Under that
language, a plant could choose to either retrofit or repower to closed-cycle wet or air cooling. As
the court articulated in Riverkeeper, Inc. v. U.S. EPA, 475 F.3d 83 (2d Cir. 2007) (“Riverkeeper
II”), Section 316(b) of the CWA does not allow “second best” technology to the best technology
available requirement. As currently written, the Draft Policy sets closed-cycle wet cooling as
BTA and does not mention that in some cases closed-cycle air cooling could be the better
option. Further, the Draft SED does not provide a complete analysis of why dry cooling was
rejected as BTA, nor does it provide a complete analysis of why Track 1 alone (without Track 2)
was rejected as the best alternative. This latter point is particularly important given the State
Water Board’s previous acknowledgement that the type of alternative technologies available
under Track 2 to meet the required reduction in entrainment are unproven.
Response:
Track 1 would require a reduction in intake flow rate at each unit, at a minimum, to a level
commensurate with that which can be attained by a closed-cycle wet cooling system, which is a
93% reduction in flow. Since dry cooling would have zero flow, that 100% reduction in flow
would meet the requirement. Therefore closed cycle dry cooling would comply with Track 1 if
applied to all of the units at a plant (or in combination with closed cycle wet cooling for all of the
units at a plant).
Comment 18.04:
Congress intentionally drafted Section 316(b) in 1972 to force improvements in technology by
requiring BTA to minimize adverse impacts. Although industry has raised concerns about the
costs of shifting away from OTC, the State Water Board and Ocean Protection Council have
conducted studies that find a transition to closed-cycle cooling technically feasible for most
coastal power plants in California, even at the largest OTC plants, SONGS and Diablo Canyon.
In reality, most of the coastal generators would likely repower to transition away from OTC.
Long Beach Generating Station transitioned to dry cooling in 2007 through repowering and El
Segundo Generating Station submitted a permit request to the CEC to repower two of its OTC
units to dry cooling. Both of these plants have relatively limited space, but have demonstrated
that repowering to dry cooling is a feasible, efficient option. These studies and examples should
be used as guiding information to shape the final policy, and we urge the State Water Board to
define BTA as closed-cycle cooling. We further urge the State Water Board to ensure that cost
considerations are not given an upper-head over technological considerations in compliance
with the final policy.
Response:
The State Water Board considered many factors in determining that closed-cycle cooling (or
commensurate reductions in impingement and entrainment) constitutes BTA for coastal power
plants currently using OTC. Although studies have attempted to address feasibility of
alternatives to OTC at the nuclear power stations, the additional information needed includes
factors that include cost, reliability of existing studies, safety and licensing issues, and
importance to the electrical grid. Cost is only one factor.
Comment 19.02:
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Track 1 of the draft policy proposes technology-based requirements to significantly reduce
impingement and entrainment impacts, presumably via a shift from OTC to closed-cycle wet
cooling. Although closed-cycle wet cooling would reduce these impacts by an estimated 93%
compared to OTC, it appears that dry cooling would be even more effective. We believe that the
proposed policy should discuss the rationale for designating closed-cycle wet cooling as BTA.
We also would recommend that the draft policy contain provisions for implementation of dry
cooling where circumstances warrant this approach (e.g., for a re-powered facility).
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 10.02 and 31.13. The Policy and the SED has been
modified to clarify that closed-cycle dry cooling may be used to meet Track 1 or Track 2
requirements.

c. The BTA should include a site-specific approach
Comment 4.08:
Instead of defining closed-cycle cooling as BTA, the State Water Board should adopt cost
beneficial performance standards; i.e., technology and in-plant operational solutions that do not
result in significant adverse environmental impacts and costs that are wholly disproportionate to
the environmental benefit gained. Such technologies could include fish handling and return
systems; fine mesh traveling screens; redesigned intake structures with fine mesh, handling and
return systems; fish barrier nets; relocation of cooling water intake structures; velocity caps; and
other technologies to reduce impingement and entrainment that are functional and technically
appropriate at each location. To the extent that these BTA performance standards do not
sufficiently minimize marine impacts, or an exception is granted, the State Water Board may
direct Regional Water Boards to require mitigation measures commensurate with those actual
impacts, such as by restoration of coastal wetlands. Facilities should be given the opportunity
to invest in local or statewide funds designed to restore coastal wetlands and engage in other
activities that benefit the coastal environment. Subsequent cost benefit analysis should fully
account for the environmental benefit achieved by such mitigation when assessing if costs are
wholly disproportionate. This approach is consistent with the application of BPJ, which CCEEB
believes is possible with the development and support of a well thought-out guidance document
for use by the various Regional Water Boards. A guidance document would ensure consistency
in the site-specific selection of control technologies and mitigation measures throughout the
state. Proceeding in this manner allows the Board to adopt a Policy that is protective and
supportive of marine resources while mindful of economic resources that are required for other
beneficial improvements in the overall performance of our electrical infrastructure. It also avoids
the known significant adverse environmental impacts of closed-cycle cooling, both wet and dry.
Response:
Staff is recommending two tracks for BTA, Track 1 as closed cycle cooling with a minimum
control of 93%, and Track 2 that provides plants the flexibility to meet a comparable control level
to Track 1 while using other operational and structural controls. The State Water Board is not
legally required to do cost-benefit analysis when developing water quality plans and policies. It
is our general policy not to perform cost benefit analyses.
Comment 12.01:
RRI remains concerned, however, that the proposed OTC Policy is unnecessarily restrictive and
does not yet adequately reflect the site-specific flexibility contemplated in Section 316(b) and
proposed in USEPA'S federal regulations (which has been upheld by the federal courts on most
of the key issues). We believe that the framework proposed in the EPA's Phase II regulations
provide a good starting point for the California OTC Policy.
Response:
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The commenter has not specifically explained the manner in which the policy is unduly
restrictive. The State Water Board has determined, using BPJ, the best technology available to
reduce adverse environmental impacts, setting forth a two-track system to encompass
variables. While the Phase II regulations provided a suite of technological options for
compliance, some of the performance standards were rejected as allowing overly broad ranges
that did not constitute BTA, a determination undisturbed by Entergy. Other features of the
Phase II regulations were remanded as lacking support or requiring clarification.
Comment 31.47:
The SED states that if all facilities were allowed to use a wholly disproportionate cost test, they
would likely do so, requiring a site-by-site application of BPJ, and negating the benefits of a
coordinated statewide policy. There is nothing that prevents the State Water Board from
developing consistent statewide guidance on the application of BPJ and other criteria to the
Regional Water Boards so that standards are applied uniformly. In addition, this statement is
also a testament to the fact that Tracks 1 and 2 compliance as proposed are impossible.
Response:
Unenforceable statewide guidance allowing for site-specific compliance determinations would
be very unlikely to result in consistent (or effective) implementation of Section 316(b). Benefits
are difficult to quantify, and the likelihood of facilities seeking to available themselves of any
cost-benefit variance would reflect this imbalance rather than the impossibility of more
expensive compliance options.
Comment 51.02:
The policy should also contain a variance provision that will allow each generating station to do
a site specific assessment that due to environmental impacts, real estate issues, or permitting
issues that could preclude those facilities from constructing cooling towers to be in compliance
with the policy, and thus be exempted from the policy.
Response:
The June 30, 2009 version of the proposed Policy allowed an OTC power plant
owners/operators to meet the alternative Track 2 requirements, if it was shown infeasible to
meet Track 1 requirements due to site-specific feasibility criteria, such as to environmental
impacts, real estate issues, or permitting issues that could preclude those facilities from
constructing cooling towers. However, staff has changed the Policy language in response to
comments, so Track 2 is now available to all OTC plant owners/operators that prefer this
compliance alternative. Staff therefore does not believe that a variance from Track 1
requirements is necessary. Furthermore, the policy is a statewide policy and individual
circumstances can be accounted for within the SACCWIS process and the Regional Water
Board permit proceedings based on the Policy.
Comment 59.02(b):
SCE proposes the addition of the following definitions to Section 5 of the Revised Policy:
Alternative protective technologies - Refers to available protective technologies for compliance
with the Policy when the State Water Board determines that Track 1 and Track 2 do not apply.
Alternative protective technologies that may be available include: a fish-handling and return
system; fine-mesh traveling screens; a redesigned intake structure with fine mesh, handling and
return , system; fish barrier net; filter fabric barriers (i.e. Gunderboom) that reduce aquatic
impacts at cooling water intake structures; the relocation of cooling water intake structures;
velocity caps for cooling water intake structures; passive fine-mesh screens at the inlet of an
offshore submerged intake structure (i.e. Wedgewire); and double-entry, single-exit coolingwater intake structures with fine mesh screens and a fish-handling and return system.
Response:
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OTC power plants must meet the established BTA; i.e., either Track 1 or Track 2 requirements.
Track 2 controls include the referenced technologies. The Policy does not allow for a lesser
level of compliance; therefore, there is no need for a definition of “Alternative protective
technologies”
Comment 61.18:
SED, pg. 43, par. 5: The very inconsistencies between Regional Water Boards presented in
this paragraph demonstrate the wisdom of the case-by-case BPJ approach. The declines in
several populations of fish in the San Francisco Bay-Delta region that have resulted in listing
species under the ESA and CESA are issues specific to that region. The same issues do not
apply in southern California and other areas of the state just as entrapment of sea turtles does
not occur in the San Francisco Bay-Delta Region.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 31.30. The current BPJ-permitting approach has not been
beneficial to the environment and may have contributed to the decline in several populations of
fish, in the San Francisco Bay-Delta Region and elsewhere. Staff agrees that Southern and
Northern California have different species that requires different levels of protection, and these
differences are best addressed during the permitting process. However, the need for a
statewide Policy to implement Section 316(b) and provide guidance to the permit writers,
remains.
Comment 61.19:
SED, pg. 44, par. 4 and 5: As noted in Comment 16, the issues relative to Section 316(b) vary
among plants. While it may be expedient to implement a statewide BTA standard relative to the
technology aspect of Section 316(b), the BTA necessary to minimize adverse environmental
impact will vary among plants.
Response:
The BTA requirements in the Policy incorporate a two track approach, which allows for flexibility
for the operators to comply. This addresses the issue of different case-by-case situations at
each plant.

d. Can the costs of the selected BTA (Track 1 and 2) be reasonably borne?
Comment 4.02:
Track 1 proposes to adopt closed-cycle cooling as BTA, thus requiring all plants to install
closed-cycle cooling systems. We believe that this determination results in poor public policy
and needs to be reconsidered. This is an unachievable standard that would result in exorbitant
costs to California that is wholly disproportionate to benefits by a factor of over 90 to 1. NERA
Economic Consulting reached this conclusion in a study commissioned by CCEEB based upon
existing information on the likely costs and benefits. Installing cooling towers at coastal power
plants is acknowledged as virtually impossible, with the possible exception of one or two
facilities. Though the Tetra Tech study concluded that salt water towers might be technically
feasible at some sites, their study scope was too limited to explore resolution of problems
caused by the lack of air emission credits and other permitting and physical obstacles faced by
facilities in a coastal. CCEEB believes that it is not good public policy to create obligations that
cannot be met short of plant shut down or a very expensive re-powering that will be largely
driven by market factors out of the control of many generators. Nor should a policy be adopted
knowing that it will have to be continually revised every 6 months or every year because of
unrealistic compliance dates and other structural problems. It is conceivable that some plant
operators may see the handwriting on the wall and shut down before their compliance deadline
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because the costs of compliance and the potential lack of long-term contracts could force a
business decision to discontinue operations. Any early plant shutdowns would be extremely
problematic for the electrical system operators and will become troubling for the Board as well.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 1.02, 4.05, and 31.03.
Comment 4.05:
The Board should conduct a policy-wide cost-benefit analysis of the draft OTC policy to help it
determine the appropriate BTA. Currently, the draft Policy requires closed-cycle cooling, or its
equivalent, as BTA. If the Board conducted a system-wide cost benefit analysis, it is likely to
show that the cost of meeting closed-cycle cooling performance standards statewide at existing
coastal power plants is likely to be wholly disproportionate to the environmental benefit gained,
by a ratio of over 90 to 1 (as demonstrated by the NERA Study). The US Supreme Court in
Entergy v. Riverkeeper, Inc. decided agencies responsible for enforcing the CWA are allowed to
reject technology solutions whose cost is wholly disproportionate to its benefits. Attempting to
meet a predetermined arbitrary standard of BTA, at all costs, is inherently unnecessary and
unreasonable when other less expensive, but workable solutions can be chosen. The question
of the relationship between the cost of compliance with this draft Policy and the benefits of doing
so is an important question that allows policymakers to weigh the reasonableness of the
requirements of the Policy, and is key to the question of the feasibility of implementing the
proposed Policy and the resulting impact to grid stability. Comprehensive Demonstration
Studies (CDS) and Impingement Mortality & Entrainment (IM&E) Reports that have been
submitted to the appropriate Regional Water Boards for compliance with their existing NPDES
Permits also provide the base data needed to conduct a benefit determination in a cost benefit
study as conducted by NERA using USEPA guidelines. Thus this data is readily available for a
cost benefit study at individual plants.
Response:
The State Water Board is not legally required to do cost-benefit analysis when developing water
quality plans and policies. It is not appropriate to equate the substantial mortality of marine life
associated with OTC to monetary costs of compliance. The only monetary value associated with
impacts to marine life is based on commercial values of fish, which is completely inadequate to
characterize the ecological effects of OTC. As with previous plans and policies, staff does not
recommend that the Board perform a cost-benefit analysis.
Comment 31.03:
RRI urges the State Water Board to align with more than 30 years of consistent USEPA
interpretation and court-approved guidance regarding the BTA standard and the use of a wholly
disproportionate demonstration. The EPA, the U.S. Supreme Court, the U.S. Courts of Appeal,
and California Courts have found that in implementing Section 316(b): (1) the use of cost benefit
tests is reasonable, (2) industry must be able to reasonably bear the cost of compliance, and (3)
it is unreasonable to force individual facilities to bear costs that are wholly disproportionate to
the benefit to be gained. Yet the Draft Policy would set BTA, without using cost-benefit tests, at
a level that cannot be reasonably borne by the facilities and does not allow forty-five of the fiftythree OTC units the ability to demonstrate that costs are wholly disproportionate to the resulting
benefits. The Draft Policy adopts a BTA standard and compliance approach that will be
infeasible for virtually all of the OTC plants and goes beyond even that of the USEPA Phase I
regulations for new generating facilities. The Phase I regulations contain two compliance tracks,
both based on closed cycle wet cooling thresholds, but it allows new facilities to ask for sitespecific alternatives based on a cost-benefit determination. The USEPA Phase II regulations did
not adopt closed-cycle wet cooling as BTA, but rather established compliance at reductions in
IM/E of between 60% - 95% of a baseline with a variety of alternative compliance paths based
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on site-specific conditions. The proposed Phase II regulations did not require low capacity factor
units to meet the new compliance requirements and exceptions would also have been available
to all affected facilities under a variety of methods, including site-specific methods using a costcost test (where a facility could show its costs were significantly above those analyzed by EPA),
and a cost-benefit test (where a facility could show that costs were significantly greater than
benefits). The cost-cost test has been previously upheld by the Supreme Court. The site specific
cost-benefit test was challenged and the Second Circuit court held that the only permissible cost
test is whether the compliance cost could be "reasonably borne by industry." The Supreme
Court overturned the Second Circuit Court and determined that a test of whether costs
significantly exceeded benefits was proper. The State Water Board's own legal memorandum
on the Supreme Court's decision in Entergy found that the "Supreme Court decision in many
ways returns the landscape for Section 316(b) decision-making to the status quo," and that
"decisions based on the more restrictive "wholly disproportionate" standard are no longer
required. The State court's findings in Voices of the Wetlands are consistent with the latest US
Supreme Court ruling.
For over 30 years, the EPA has held that the application of a BTA standard "should not impose
an impractical and unbearable economic burden". Yet, this is exactly what the Draft Policy does,
by relying on the standard created by the Second Circuit of "costs reasonably borne by
industry," although the Supreme Court held that the EPA was not limited to considering cost in
this manner alone and that the level of benefit achieved was certainly a consideration in
determining whether it was reasonable to bear a certain level of costs. Furthermore, the record
demonstrates that the costs of closed cycle wet cooling are not reasonably borne by industry.
The SED's discussion of costs is cursory and based on retail cost. However, the
competitiveness of an OTC facility is determined by the wholesale price, and is therefore a more
the appropriate point of reference for determining whether the cost can be reasonably borne by
the industry. Under that metric compliance cost as a percent of price is almost 24%. But
ultimately what really matters is revenues after fuel costs. These are the net revenues that are
available to cover operations and maintenance expense, capital additions, and a return of and
on capital. Using TetraTech's own numbers for gross revenues, compliance costs, and fuel
prices, and using official fuel burns from EIA, the cost of compliance amounts to 83% of
revenues after fuel costs for almost 9 out of 10 OTC units, which does not leave enough money
to cover operations and maintenance expenses, much less leave anything available for
continued capital expenditures, recovery of depreciation, or return on investment. When 9 out
of 10 units cannot cover their operating expense based on the installation cost of a mitigating
technology, that technology cannot be considered viable under the CWA.
The Draft Policy purports to allow a Track 2 compliance alternative that requires a lesser (83%)
reduction for those facilities that can demonstrate that Track I is infeasible, but the Policy
changes the baseline for Track 2 from an instantaneous flow rate to what is effectively the
current actual annual average IMIE impacts. The result is that Track 2 becomes at least as
onerous for low capacity factor plants – requiring an 83% reduction in actual impingement and
entrainment relative to their already low average usage. For example, under Track 2, a plant
with a 10% capacity factor must reduce its flow by 83%, yielding a 1.7% equivalent capacity
factor as the maximum amount it could run. Finally, the Draft Policy denies these very same
units the opportunity to make a wholly disproportionate cost showing, even though these units
have a significantly smaller impact on fish and other aquatic life than nuclear units and
combined cycle units due to significantly fewer operating hours. Since both Track I and Track 2
are infeasible for most of the facilities, these technologies cannot be considered "available" and
therefore do not meet the plain language of BTA. RRI believes that a reasonable Policy must
include a BTA standard that includes a range of site-specific compliance alternatives to replace
Tracks 1 and 2 and that is economically feasible.
Response:
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State Water Board staff has considered costs of compliance as part of its evaluation of BTA for
minimizing adverse environmental impacts resulting from use of OTC, as well as in determining
a compliance schedule and alternative provisions for nuclear-powered facilities and facilities
employing previously-installed combined-cycle units. The U.S. Supreme Court’s Entergy
decision determined not that a cost-benefit analysis was required, but rather that an agency
may permissibly rely on a cost-benefit analysis either in setting performance standards or in
providing for cost-benefit variances. The Court did not address portions of the 2nd Circuit
decision in which broad performance ranges were remanded as failing to require the best
technology available for minimizing adverse impacts.
Comment 31.44:
The staff states that it selected the BTA of Track 1 and 2 using a "reasonably borne" cost
analysis. However, no description of that analysis or data is presented to demonstrate it has any
applicability to the facilities affected by the proposed Policy.
Response:
According to RiverKeeper II, costs may be considered insofar as they can be “reasonably
borne” by the industry. Reasonably borne costs are estimated at the programmatic level based
on the TetraTech report for the OPC, which are 0.45 cents per KWhr. The TetraTech report is
clearly cited in the SED.
Comment 31.45:
Staff correctly notes that "the possibility that the Track 1 or Track 2 compliance costs might be
unreasonable compared to overall benefits.” This is exactly the scenario the Supreme Court
indicated was not intended by the CWA. Consequently, the State Water Board must provide an
opportunity for every facility affected by the Proposed Policy to be eligible for an alternate
compliance plan if they can demonstrate that costs are wholly disproportionate to benefits.
Response:
Please see the response to comments 7.06, 29.10 and 53.01. A cost-benefit analysis is not
required. The Supreme Court made no determination that CWA 316(b) required a specific
interpretation, instead finding that USEPA’s Phase II interpretation was a permissible reading of
the statute.
Comment 37.04:
If costs of closed-cycle cooling are disproportionate to benefits, BTA should be defined as a
suite of technologies to reduce impingement and entrainment to the maximum extent that is
feasible and cost-beneficial. This approach allows regulated parties a reasonable opportunity to
comply with a level of protection that is feasible - i.e. one that can be achieved successfully in
practice. To the extent that maximum reduction through BTA is not feasible or results in a wholly
disproportionate cost compared to benefit at specific sites, the owner/operator should be
allowed to petition the Regional Water Board for relief from this requirement. If the Regional
Water Board grants relief, it should impose mitigation or restoration requirements on the
owner/operator that achieve the practical equivalent of reducing marine life intake and mortality
to the maximum extent feasible without imposing costs that are wholly disproportionate to the
benefit achieved, guided by the by the Supreme Court's discussion in Entergy of when a
cost/benefit ratio may be considered wholly disproportionate (4.7 to 1). Defining a more
reasonable and flexible BTA standard is fully consistent with the CWA, USEPA guidance, and
California law. BTA should be defined as reductions that are achieved through application of a
technology or a combination of the following technologies: (1) Fish handling and return system;
(2) Fine-mesh traveling screens; (3) Redesigned intake structure with fine mesh, handling and
return system; (4) Fish barrier net; (5) Filter fabric barrier; (6) Relocation of cooling water intake
structures; (7) Velocity cap for cooling water intake structures; (8) Passive fine-mesh screen (i.e.
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Wedgewire); and (9) Double-entry, single exit cooling water intake structure with fine mesh
screens and fish handling and return system. The owner/operator should be required to provide
a periodic report, of new and updated impingement and entrainment reduction technology to
ensure that each facility that continued to use OTC was in fact using the best technology
available for reduction of impingement and entrainment overtime.
Response:
A cost-benefit analysis is not required, and State Water Board staff has noted the difficulty in
monetizing benefits relative to costs. Continued site-specific determinations of BTA would not
support the State Water Board’s goal of achieving consistency in implementing Section 316(b).
The two-track approach set forth in the proposed Policy allows for the use of differing
technologies to meet the required reductions. The proposed Policy would also allow
development of new technologies over time. Mitigation is not itself a technology for minimizing
adverse environmental impact from cooling water intake structures.
Comment 37.11:
The Policy and SED contain an inadequate analysis of the environmental benefit of closed-cycle
cooling. In the Phase II rulemaking process, EPA reviewed a mass of scientific and
technological evidence, including a database of 154 studies of entrainment and impingement. It
is at best unclear from the Policy whether Board staff conducted a similarly exhaustive review of
intake technologies when it chose to define BTA as closed-cycle cooling. Indeed, the Policy
takes the overly simplistic approach of measuring "environmental impact" on the single
dimension of intake flow and choosing the technology (closed-cycle cooling) that minimizes
intake flow. A host of factors (such as the type of water body and the local species present)
affects which technology is best. The Board should follow USEPA's lead and conduct a similarly
robust analysis to define BTA in a cost -beneficial manner that can be implemented successfully
at California's existing OTC generating facilities. There likely are numerous significant
environmental impacts associated with requiring cooling towers at the OTC plants that the SED
did not properly analyze or disclose.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 21.01(b) and 31.28.
Comment 57.01:
RRI commented on BTA and the need for a wholly disproportionate test in its September 30
response to the June 30, 2009 Policy (Draft Policy). Unfortunately, Staff has failed to
meaningfully modify the BTA standard in the revised Draft Policy so few, if any, of the gas-fired
steam boiler plants will be able to comply with either track of the standard. For instance, it is
widely recognized even by the State Water Board in its SED that cooling towers cannot feasibly
be installed at RRI’s Ormond Beach facility. Furthermore, the cost to benefit ratio for installation
of cooling towers at our Mandalay facility is 500 to 1. Without a "wholly disproportionate"
standard or some other feasible BTA standard, the Revised Draft Policy dictates that these two
facilities be retired since cooling towers are infeasible and there currently are no suite of
technologies and operational measures that will enable these facilities to meet the Track 2
standard. As RRI demonstrated in its earlier comments, the same holds true for the vast
majority of the other gas-fired plants, equivalent to 14,689 MWs of generating capacity in total
and 24.5% of California’s installed generation capacity. Failure to offer the vast majority of
facilities any path to compliance or the ability to show a wholly disproportionate cost impact is
inconsistent with all prior regulatory efforts under Section 316(b), and is arbitrary, capricious,
and contrary to law.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 51.01 and 53.01.
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e. Is the selected BTA (Track 1 and 2) attainable?
Comment 1.02:
The proposed two track system does not leave any feasible compliance alternatives aside from
shutting down or retrofitting to closed-cycle cooling, which is not possible at many existing
locations. Implementing a policy that essentially forces units to shut down prematurely is not
equitable.
Response:
Staff believes that most OTC power plants will be able to comply with the OTC Policy, using
either of the Track 1 or 2 compliance alternatives. Under Track 1 plants may either retrofit their
units with closed-cycle wet cooling or re-power using closed-cycle dry cooling. The draft Policy
has been changed so plant owners or operators may also choose to comply by using Track 2.
Under Track 2 plants may retrofit certain units with closed-cycle wet cooling or re-power those
units using closed-cycle dry cooling, and may use operational or structural controls (e.g.,
variable frequency drive pumps) to limit flows at the remaining units so that the entire plant flows
are comparable in terms of percent reduction to Track 1. Another approach allowable under
Track 2 would be the installation of screens to prevent entrainment of fish larvae and the
reduction of intake velocity to reduce impingement, comparable to that achieved with flow
reductions under Track 1.
Comment 11.47:
The STATE WATER BOARD should define Track 2 in terms of an achievable level of reduction
in impingement and entrainment mortality to be determined by site-specific evaluation.
Assuming a Regional Water Board determines that Track 1 is '”not feasible", it is questionable
whether many OTC facilities can realistically achieve Track 2’s minimum 83% reduction in
impingement mortality and entrainment. The performance of any individual cooling water intake
technology (e.g., aquatic filter barrier, fish returns, wedgewire screens, behavioral devices) can
vary greatly depending on site-specific factors. During the CEC siting process for both Moss
Landing Units 1 & 2 and Morro Bay, all known mitigation technologies were examined and
rejected. At Moss Landing, the CEC rejected screens, nets, aquatic micro filtration barriers, and
fish pumps because they were not expected to substantially reduce impingement or
entrainment. Further, the NPDES permit proceeding rejected wedgewire screens, fine-mesh
screens, and aquatic micro filtration barriers as not being demonstrated technologies for
reducing entrainment. Thus, for the many power plants where Track 1 is infeasible, there is no
known exclusion technology that would allow a facility to comply with the Track 2 requirement.
The only possible compliance strategy for a plant in such a position would be to seek
compliance through the adoption of operational restrictions, coupled with the application of
technologies which, while insufficient in and of themselves to achieve compliance, would
contribute to a reduction in the flow of cooling water through the plant. Through a combination of
unit retirements, variable speed pump installation, modification of daily dispatch rates,
screenhouse modifications, and prohibitions on dispatch during defined periods of time during
the year, some facilities may be able to approach the Track 2 standard. Moreover, even if some
combination of controls is thought to be able to achieve 83% reduction, actual monitoring after
installation of Track 2 controls may show otherwise.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 1.02.
Comment 11.58:
Reducing intake flow and velocity to a level equal to that which can be attained in a closed-cycle
cooling system (Track I) will not be feasible at many of the OTC plants. Indeed, permitting
authorities have rejected closed-cycle cooling at Moss Landing (Units 1 & 2) and Morro Bay as
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infeasible for numerous reasons, including a lack of PM10 ERCs, conflict with local zoning
policies and ordinances, site restrictions, salt drift, noise impacts, visual impacts, and lack of
recycled water.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 1.02.
Comment 31.46:
The SED claims that it is not possible or feasible to evaluate each facility's ability to comply with
the performance standards, yet this is precisely what the Tetra Tech Study attempts. This study
finds cooling towers infeasible at Ormond Beach and two other sites. It comes up with cost per
MWh of compliance for almost all of the other facilities.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 4.06.

f.

The Track 1 performance standard
 The calculation baseline

Comments 3.08 and 26.06:
“Intake Flow Rate” should be clarified. Track 1 sets a standard for reducing “intake flow rate”
and highlights the definition of this term. However, there is no clear guidance defining when the
reduction of intake flow rate is applicable. We assume from the prohibitions in the “Immediate
and Interim Requirements” that prohibit seawater intakes during times when the generating unit
is not generating electricity (with the limited exception for “critical system maintenance”) that the
definition and regulation of intake flow rate in Track 1 is applicable to times when the units are
generating electricity. A minor clarification of the definition would eliminate any confusion. The
definition for “intake flow rate” should be clarified to read “refers to the instantaneous rate at
which water is withdrawn through the intake structure, expressed as gallons per minute (gpm)
per kilowatt hour generated.”
Response:
Section 2.A(1) of the proposed Policy specifies that “A minimum 93 percent reduction in intake
flow rate* for each unit is required for Track 1 compliance, compared to the unit’s design intake
flow rate*.” (emphasis added). “Intake Flow Rate” is defined in Section 5 of the proposed Policy
as “the instantaneous rate at which water is withdrawn through the intake structure, expressed
as gallons per minute.” The design intake flow rate does not vary over time. It is simply the
maximum pumping rate that the intake pumps are designed for. For instance, a powergenerating unit may have two intake pumps, one designed to pump 100,000 gpm, the other
designed to pump 120,000 gpm. The design intake flow rate for that power-generating unit
would be 220,000 gpm, which is the sum of the two pumps’ intake flow rates. Under Track 1,
the intake flow rate for the unit must be reduced by 93% of the design intake flow rate, which in
this case would be 7% of 220,000 gpm, or 15,400 gpm.
The November 23, 2009 revised Draft Policy did not specify the time interval over which
compliance would be determined for those power plants that would meet Track 2 requirements,
partly, or completely, through flow reductions. Staff has added language to Section 2.A(2) of the
proposed Policy to clarify that compliance with required flow reductions would be on a monthly
basis, as recommended by the ERP to account for seasonal variability in fish larvae. In the
example given above, the power-generating unit would be allowed to pump 665,280,000 gallons
per month (15,400 gallons/minute X 60 minutes/hour X 24 hours/day X 30 days/month). If the
unit ran both pumps at full speed, it would be able to operate about 50 hours per month
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(665,280,000 gallons per month / (220,000 gallons/minute X 60 minutes/hour)). However, the
owner/operator could also choose to just run one of the pumps for about twice as long, or
reduce the pumping rates by other means.
Comments 3.12 and 26.10:
Calculation baseline should be based on generational flow and take into account the seasonal
variability of larvae to ensure actual reduction in entrainment. We are concerned that the
ambiguity in the Draft Policy for calculating impact reductions could result in little-to-no
operational change for many of the plants, in direct contravention of the CWA and the intent of
this policy to minimize marine impacts. It is unclear how reductions in marine life mortality will
be measured and a calculation baseline for Track 2 reductions will be determined. Track 2
requires reduction in “impingement mortality and entrainment of all life stages of marine life for
the facility, as a whole, to a comparable level to that which would be achieved under Track 1;
however it does not specify how reductions will be measured. Ironically, in 2002 the State
Water Board raised similar concerns about the challenges of measuring impact reductions when
submitting comments on the federal Phase II Rule: “The Proposed Rule is unclear as to how to
measure the required reduction in impingement and entrainment. Do you measure the
reduction by counting the organisms impinged and entrained? Do you weigh the organisms
impinged and entrained? If so, do you use dry weight over wet weight? Do you have to
measure the reduction for each life stage, or do you lump all life stages together and use a
combined count or weight?”
We see the same problems with the proposed Policy and urge the State Water Board to set flow
as a proxy for entrainment by using generational flow as a baseline. This approach was
supported by the OTC Expert Review Panel and is a simple and clear method of calculating
entrainment reductions. State Water Board staff has considered various options for establishing
a baseline on flow, including permitted maximum flow (also known as design flow), actual flow
and generational flow. Generational flow is an appropriate metric to achieve actual reductions
in marine life mortality, as it reflects the flow actually required to generate electricity, and would
not allow compliance to be based on elevated intake during periods of non-generation.
Reductions based on permitted maximum or actual flow raise further concern. Simply reducing
flows based upon the permitted maximum flow will not truly achieve entrainment reductions at
many OTC plants in California, as most facilities operate well below their permitted maximum
flows at what is commonly called, actual flow. Furthermore, at some coastal power plants, such
as the El Segundo Generating Station, actual flow is significantly greater than the generational
flow. Therefore, if the State Water Board chooses to base entrainment reductions on permitted
maximum flow or actual flow instead of generational flow, actual entrainment reductions may not
be achieved. If flow is used as a proxy for entrainment, the policy should also specify a time
period for the determination of baseline flow from which to establish entrainment reductions.
Otherwise, if facilities are given discretion to independently establish their baseline flow and
actual flow is used as the metric, they may elevate their actual flow levels beyond the necessary
amount for generation to augment the baseline (yet still remain within their permitted flow
levels). This would make it easier for generators to comply with the policy without actually
achieving true entrainment reductions. There has been a steady decline in the use of cooling
water at coastal power plants over the past decade. It is critical that recent flow information be
used to establish a calculation baseline to best reflect current conditions. Therefore, we
recommend that average generational flow over the 5-year period preceding this policy (20042009) be used as the baseline.
Response:
Section 2.A(1) of the proposed Policy specifies that “A minimum 93 percent reduction in intake
flow rate* for each unit is required for Track 1 compliance, compared to the unit’s design intake
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flow rate.” (emphasis added). During policy development, staff considered various calculation
baselines and compliance periods for calculating the required flow and entrainment reductions:
Actual average flow measured over a year (or month, week, or day), actual maximum flow (with
various compliance periods), permitted flow (with various compliance periods), generational flow
(with various compliance periods), and design flow (with various compliance periods). If using
actual, permitted, or generational flow as the basis, it is also necessary to specify what period to
specify for calculation purposes, which for instance could be the last five-year period or the last
ten-year period. Actual and generational intake flows have shown to be quite variable over
time, depending on the weather, maintenance, and other factors. However, the design flow rate
does not vary over time. It is simply based on the maximum pumping rate that the intake pumps
are designed for, and is therefore a readily available and known number.
Staff has established that a power plant switching from OTC to closed-cycle wet cooling should
be able to reduce intake flows by at least 93%. If actual or generational flows were used as a
baseline for calculating reductions, this would result in the electrical output of the power plant
being permanently reduced below the current permitted capacity. If the design flow rate is used
as baseline, the facility may switch to closed-cycle wet cooling without losing capacity. Staff
also determined that while many OTC facilities have low capacity utilization rates when
measured annually (see Table 11 in the SED), these facilities would nonetheless need to
substantially reduce flows, and thereby entrainment, if measured monthly (for Track 2
compliance). Staff is therefore recommending using the design intake flow rate as the basis for
required flow reductions for both Track 1 and 2, because it is easy to determine and not
disputable, will not reduce electrical capacity, and will nonetheless significantly reduce
entrainment.
The November 23, 2009 revised Draft Policy did not specify the time interval over which
compliance would be determined for those power plants that would meet Track 2 requirements,
partly, or completely, through flow reductions. Staff agrees that this clarification is vital and has
added language to Section 2.A(2) of the proposed Policy to clarify that compliance with required
flow reductions would be on a monthly basis, as recommended by the ERP to account for
seasonal variability in fish larvae. Please also see the response to Comment 3.08 regarding the
calculation of intake flow rates. Staff has also added new language to Section 2.A(2), Section 4,
and Section 5 of the proposed Policy to further detail how compliance with Track 2 will be
determined and monitored.
Comment 11.64:
Dynegy strongly supports the proposed Policy's use of design flow baseline in determining
compliance with the Track 1 and 2 standards. Use of a design flow baseline has numerous
advantages over performance-based baselines (e.g., historic actual flow), is consistent with
OTC requirements in other states and, for those power plants where Track I is infeasible, will be
essential to enabling a power plant to have any realistic chance of meeting the proposed Track
2 standard. A design flow baseline may also allow certain low use plants to operate only when
needed and would preserve the ability of power plants to operate at their maximum flow when
needed to meet California's electricity demands. Use of a design baseline ensures fairness
among energy producers; recognizes that every electric generating facility has the potential to
operate at full-flow conditions given the deregulated nature of the electric generating industry; is
consistent with federal requirements; is consistent with the intent to reduce adverse effects from
cooling water intake structures because any reductions in flow, regardless of subjective
motivation, reduce entrainment and impingement; does not unfairly punish facilities that have
recently operated at lower flow levels by not allowing them credit for flow reductions that have
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already been implemented; and is an appropriate regulatory approach because of the inherent
variability in operating capacity that electric generators face from year to year.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff agrees.
Comment 32.01:
Under “Compliance Alternatives”, intake flows must be minimized to only those flows directly
related to energy production. The definition of intake flow rate and reference to design flow is
highly problematic. Track 1 of the Draft Policy requires 93% reduction of “design intake flow
rate.” However, such a reduction would allow for artificially increased flow rates and would not
meet the State Water Board’s intended 93% reduction goal. For those plants with reduced
actual flows, such as Encina Power Station (EPS), the “design intake flow rate” would be much
higher than actual historical flows. For instance, in June 2009, EPS flows averaged 178 MGD,
by having zero flow for nine days in June, while it is designed to draw in 857 MGD. Assuming an
actual 178 MG daily flow, a 93% reduction in design intake flow would actually only result in a
66% reduction from 178 MGD. For Track 2, the comparable level of reduction in flow rate is
within 10% of Track 1, resulting in only a 63% reduction from actual flows. Thus, clarifying that
intake flow rate is only the actual flow rate directly related to energy production instead of design
intake flow rate is of critical importance. The definition of intake flow rate should be clarified to
mean “instantaneous rate at which water is withdrawn through the intake structure, expressed
as gallons per minute per kilowatt hour generated.” Further, if actual flows as baseline for
reduction are calculated after Policy adoption, power plants may artificially increase flows.
Because intake flows have steadily declined at most power plants in recent years, any baseline
calculation should reflect actual historical flows for the previous 5-year period directly related to
energy production. Making this change, and removing the reference to “design” intake flow rate
would ensure that the State Water Board’s Policy comes as close as possible to achieving its
intended purpose of 93% reduction in flows.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.08.
Comment 44.02:
The Draft Policy states on Page 3, Paragraph 2.A.(l), that pursuant Track 1, "an existing power
plant must reduce intake flow rate at each unit, at a minimum, to 93% reduction in intake flow
rate for each unit compared to the facility’s design intake flow rate. “ The draft policy should be
amended to clarify whether the design intake flow rate must be calculated at maximum design
or average operating capacity levels based on actual historical data for a specific period of time.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.08.
Comment 60.02:
Section 4(B): We recommend establishing a baseline for each facility that is calculated as an
average of monthly “generational flow” from data collected over the 5-year period proceeding
adoption of this regulation. For generators that have re-powered some or all of the units to
combined-cycle generators, the baseline data would be an average of five years of monthly
“generational flow” prior to commencing operation of the new generators; The Track 2 standard
for reducing marine life mortality commensurate with the achievement of implementing the “best
technology available”, including the court’s exception for a “margin of error”, would be a
reduction of “generational flow” by 90%, per month, from the baseline defined above.
“Generational flow” should be defined in the policy as the intake flow required for the generation
of electrical power as currently articulated in the definition of “power-generating activities.”
Basing entrainment reductions on generational flow would not allow for such flow adjustments
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and achieve results consistent with the intent of the Board’s discussion and goal of “beneficial
outcomes” from operational changes rather than the arguably legal mandate of technological
changes.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.08.
Comment 60.05(e):
The definition for "intake flow rate" should be clarified to read "refers to the instantaneous rate at
which water is withdrawn through the intake structure, expressed as gallons per minute per
kilowatt hour generated."
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.08.
 The 93% flow reduction standard
Comment 11.59:
The Track 1 performance standard -- a minimum 93% reduction in intake flow rate" -- is
arbitrary. The Board has offered little support for, let alone substantial evidence, that this
standard is either necessary for achieving environmental benefits or achievable at all OTC
facilities using closed-cycle cooling. The SED justifies the 93% minimum standard based on a
study prepared for the STATE WATER BOARD by Tetra Tech and an EPRI report. However,
both reports are initial analyses using approximations and assumptions that are not based on
the detailed engineering required to determine the actual flow reductions achievable at each
facility. The Tetra Tech report itself only includes facility profiles for 15 facilities and,
furthermore, the 93% minimum standard is apparently based on that report's statement that the
plant at low end of the range of intake capacity reduction will reduce the intake flow by
“approximately 93%." In contrast, USEPA had concluded that closed-cycle cooling systems
using saltwater can reduce water usage by anywhere from 70% to 96%.
Response:
Staff believes that the required 93% reduction in intake flow rate is adequately explained and
supported in the SED. As stated in the SED, while the percentage reduction a facility can
achieve when converting from OTC to a closed-cycle wet cooling system is variable based on
site-specific factors, the reduction can generally be reasonably estimated based on the
maximum dissolved solids concentration permissible in the circulating water, or “cycles of
concentration”. Higher cycles of concentration typically correspond to lower makeup water
demands. Flow reductions vary most between one and two cycles of concentration. The 2008
Tetra Tech report (prepared for the OPC) examined 15 of the 19 OTC facilities affected by the
Policy, and developed closed-cycle wet cooling tower configurations for these facilities using 1.5
cycles of concentration. Tetra Tech found that intake flow reductions ranging from 93-97% of
the original OTC flow was possible. An independent analysis of the same facilities prepared by
EPRI in 2007 used a similar design basis and reached the same overall flow reduction
estimates. Staff chose to recommend the lowest number in the range (93%) as the
performance standard for entrainment, to allow for site-specific factors possibly lowering the
performance of wet closed-cycle cooling. Note that different climates and other factors
influence the evaporation rates and the overall performance of wet closed-cycle cooling
systems. Because the USEPA study included plants throughout the nation, their study would
naturally have a greater variability than a study targeted solely at California’s coastal and
estuarine power plants.
Comment 14.05:
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The Policy fails to provide adequate justification for its compliance objectives of 93% reduction
in Track I and 82.7% in Track 2.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 11.59 and 3.09.
Comment 23.05:
The Draft Policy establishes compliance as "A minimum 93% reduction in intake flow rate * for
each unit ... " Intake flow reductions that may be achieved through cooling tower retrofits are
variable due to site-specific conditions, so while some facilities could potentially achieve the
93% reduction target through a conversion to closed-cycle cooling, others might not be able to
meet this precise standard. To eliminate this compliance concern, Mirant recommends that the
STATE WATER BOARD revise Section 2.A.(l) to make the use of Closed-Cycle Wet Cooling
per se compliance and to leave in place a flow reduction standard as an alternative Track 1
compliance method. If the State Water Board is concerned that this approach will somehow lead
to loopholes, it could tighten the definition of "Closed-Cycle Wet Cooling" to track that adopted
by the USEPA in its Phase II Rule. As a less preferred alternative, the State Water Board could
reduce the 93% standard down to 88%, which should provide some margin of compliance
without sacrificing what appears to be the State Water Board's ultimate goal: making closedcycle wet cooling the technology of choice for cooling power plants.
Response:
Staff appreciates the suggestions for revisions to the Policy. However, staff does not believe
that the policy’s 93% flow reduction requirement is especially onerous for closed-cycle wet
cooling technology to meet. Please see the response to Comment 11.59. Therefore, staff does
not believe that it is necessary to lower this standard in any way by providing other alternatives.
Comment 61.21:
Is there any basis for selecting the required level of reduction at 93 percent? None seems to be
provided in the SED.
Response:
93% is the minimum level of control based on the application of closed cycle cooling determined
through the Tetra Tech report for the OPC.
 The 0.5 ft/sec through-screen velocity reduction standard
Comment 31.34:
The decision to use 0.5 ft/sec through-screen intake velocity as an impingement mortality
performance standard has no basis in the record and otherwise does not comply with CEQA.
The SED's only basis for the standard is the USEPA's Phase I rule which relied on a single
study conducted in 1973 and a safety factor developed based on three additional fish swim
studies. The SED does not properly incorporate these materials by reference. CEQA requires
that materials incorporated by reference must be made available for inspection and the
environmental document must state where that inspection may take place, describe its
relationship with the incorporated portion of the referenced documents, briefly summarize the
incorporated materials, and briefly describe the relevant data or information. Therefore, the
documents discussed in the USEPA's rule cannot support the Draft Policy's recommendation.
At a minimum, the State Water Board should have cited and described the studies relied on by
the USEPA and conducted a search of recent literature on the issue to determine whether
recent information supports or undermines the USEPA's analysis. The State Water Board also
failed to analyze any alternatives to the impingement mortality performance standard, such as
another number for through-screen velocity or another type of measurement like an approach
velocity. In addition, the STATE WATER BOARD did not consider any alternative compliance
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levels, such as a different impingement reduction measure for Track 2 compliance. The BTA
alternatives considered in the SED only involve the entrainment reduction standard.
Response:
Staff believes that the SED adequately support the 0.5 ft/sec through-screen intake velocity
requirement.
Comment 49.09:
Section 2. A. (1) of the Policy states that “A minimum 93 percent reduction in intake flow rate *
for each unit is required for Track 1 compliance, compared to the facility's unit's design intake
flow rate*. The through-screen intake velocity must not exceed 0.5 foot per second.” References
to evidence of the scientific validity and feasibility of 0.5 foot per second is needed, as well as
explanations on how flow rates are to be monitored and by whom and whether this intake
velocity limit would be measured per hour, per day, per year or by some other average.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 3.08 and 31.34.
 Seasonal impacts
Comment 18.06:
State Water Board should address seasonal impacts in the final policy. Many of California’s
coastal power plants currently operate as “peaker” plants, during times of peak energy demand.
This is typically during hot summer months, which is also the time when peak larval abundance
for most species in Southern California is at its highest. It is critical that compliance with marine
life mortality reduction requirements takes into account these seasonal variations to truly reduce
entrainment impacts.
Response:
Staff agrees and has added language specifying that compliance with required flow reductions
would be on a monthly basis, as recommended by the ERP to account for seasonal variability in
fish larvae. Please also see the response to Comment 3.08.

g. Infeasibility demonstration
Comments 3.11 and 26.09:
“Feasibility” must be defined to ensure consistent implementation among Regional Water
Boards. Under the current language for Track 2, plants can avoid meeting the best technology
standard under Track 1 if they can show to a Regional Water Board’s satisfaction that it is “not
feasible” for them to do so. Of great concern is the fact that “feasibility” is not defined. Without a
definition, there is risk that interpretations of “feasible” by Regional Water Board staff are likely
to be extremely divergent. Implementation of the policy will result in a hodgepodge of
compliance measures determined mainly by the persuasiveness of industry representatives at
the regional level, rather than by consistent and fair application of the performance standards
across the state. The policy must include a definition for the term “feasibility” in order to achieve
the stated goal of the Draft SED of providing “clear standards and guidance to permit writers to
ensure consistent implementation across Regional Water Boards.” Staff have indicated that
their intention was not to include economic considerations in the definition of feasibility, but
rather physical and technological feasibility. We strongly urge the State Water Board to define
feasibility in the final policy that articulates clear physical, and technological standards for the
Regional Water Boards to use. New York State, for instance, defines “feasible” as “capable of
being done” with respect to the physical characteristics of the facility site but does not involve
consideration of cost.” We also encourage the State Water Board to direct Regional Water
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Boards to consider the state funded feasibility studies already completed on behalf of the State
Water Board and the OPC when evaluating technical feasibility.
Response:
Staff agrees that “feasibility” need to be defined (if used in the Policy to determine eligibility for
Track 2) in order to ensure consistent implementation by Regional Water Boards. Staff
therefore added the following definition of “not feasible” to the November 23, 2009 version of the
revised Draft Policy: “Not Feasible – Cannot be accomplished because of space constraints or
the inability to obtain necessary permits due to public safety considerations, unacceptable
environmental impacts, local ordinances, regulations, etc. Cost is not a factor to be considered
when determining feasibility under Track 1.”
However, after considering further public comments received after the December 1, 2009
Meeting, staff is now recommending that permittees be allowed to freely choose between the
Track 1 or Track 2 compliance alternatives. The “infeasibility” test has therefore been removed
completely from the Track 2 provisions, thereby reducing the workload for both Regional Water
Board staff and allowing more flexibility for permittees, while still providing the same level of
environmental protection.
Comment 11.46:
The State Water Board should allow Track 2 if the plant can demonstrate that its compliance
approach will achieve equivalent or lower impingement and entrainment mortality than Track 1.
The Draft Policy must be revised to expressly recognize the acceptability of innovative
technologies that achieve superior or equivalent reductions in impingement and entrainment
impacts without necessarily reducing intake flow. As currently drafted Track 1 requires a
minimum 93% reduction in flow (and an intake velocity not exceeding 0.5 feet per second) and
Track 2 can only be used if Track 1 is not feasible. Thus, the Draft Policy precludes a facility for
which Track 1 is not determined to be infeasible from pursuing an innovative technological
solution that reduces (or eliminates) impingement and entrainment impacts by more than 93%
but does not necessarily reduce its intake flow rate by at least 93 percent (or meet the maximum
intake velocity). The Board should not adopt a Policy that precludes innovative solutions. For
example, Dynegy is investigating the utilization of a technology known as a "Substratum Intake
System", which would replace a plant's current cooling water intake system with a network of
wells drilled horizontally beneath sand beds on the ocean floor. If proven feasible, this
technology would provide near 100% reduction in impingement and entrainment, yet yield no
reduction in cooling water intake flow. As a result, under the Draft Policy, the plant could find
itself required to build closed-cycle wet cooling under Track 1, despite the presence of an
alternative that would possess superior environmental benefits in all aspects (i. e., impingement,
entrainment, land use, air quality, aesthetics, etc.)
Response:
After reviewing public comments, staff agrees that owners/operators should have the choice
between Track 1 or a Track 2 and is therefore recommending that the “infeasibility” test be
removed from the Track 2 provisions (please see the response to Comment 3.11). An
owner/operator is now free to pursue a Track 2 solution that reduces impingement and
entrainment instead of flow as long as the Track 2 requirements are met. For example with
regard to entrainment, the only requirement is that reductions in an innovative Track 2 solution
must be at least comparable with the 93% reduction in Track 1. Please note that nothing in the
policy precludes permittees from pursuing reductions in entrainment that exceed 93%.
Comment 11.60:
The Draft Policy does not define "not feasible", the gatekeeper for entrance to Track 2. In
addition, the "not feasible" determination is to be made in each Regional Water Board's
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discretion. Thus, Track 2 may be no option at all: it can only be pursued if Track I is "not
feasible", an undefined, vague term that is ripe for conflicting Regional Water Board
determinations, resource intensive evaluation by Regional Water Boards and, ultimately,
paralyzing legal challenges. At the very least, the Board needs to provide clear guidance on
what "not feasible" means. However, the definition of "not feasible" must not be exclusive and
limiting, as in the 2008 Scoping Document. Rather, the Board should explain that “not feasible"
recognizes all appropriate factors affecting feasibility at a specific power plant, including costs.
Additionally, the STATE WATER BOARD should explicitly deem as presumptively valid any
prior CEC site-specific determination that closed-cycle cooling is not feasible. Any such CEC
determination was made on a site-specific basis after a detailed and comprehensive review
process that was open to public participation and which gave great weight to the views of the
respective Regional Water Boards. The State Water Board should not now second-guess those
determinations or require an owner/operator to demonstrate infeasibility a second time. To do
so would unnecessarily impose substantial costs and needlessly delay the implementation
process.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.11.
Comment 19.04:
Since the policy does not define or discuss the factors that the Regional Water Board's should
use to determine that Track 1 is not feasible, it is unclear how this decision would be made and
unlikely that there would be statewide consistency.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.11.
Comment 23.07:
The Draft Policy fails to define "feasible" with respect to the language in Track 2. This is a
critical omission that will create uncertainty in the regulated community and will inevitably lead to
inconsistent application by the various Regional Water Boards. A defensible and readily
available definition is found in the CEQA statute at Section 21061.1: "'Feasible' means capable
of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into
account economic, environmental, social and technological factor." This definition has been
consistently applied throughout California for over 30 years and provides a sensible definition
for a critical term in the Draft Policy that will otherwise be subject to inconsistent and competing
interpretations.
Response:
Staff appreciates the suggestion. Please see the response to Comment 3.11.
Comment 29.20:
The proposed policy does not include a definition of “feasible” so it is unclear how a Regional
Water Board would determine whether closed-cycle cooling is “feasible” for any particular
facility. The 2006 version of the policy used a definition of “feasible” that was equivalent to a
CEQA-related definition and the 2008 version included a different definition. PG&E supports the
use of the 2006 draft OTC policy definition: “capable of being accomplished in a successful
manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic, environmental, legal,
social, and technological factors.”
Response:
Staff appreciates the suggestion. Please see the response to Comment 3.11.
Comment 35.08:
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The policy sets specific dates for various plants to virtually end use of OTC but then offers an
escape clause if the plant owner can demonstrate that compliance is "not feasible." No criteria,
explanation or definition of “feasible” is provided.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.11.
Comment 37.02:
The Policy should be revised to define the term "feasible" to allow for realistic relief when
compliance cannot be implemented successfully given physical and regulatory constraints, such
as at SONGS. Track 2 purports to provide relief from Track 1 when an owner or operator of an
existing power plant demonstrates that compliance with Track 1 is not “feasible”. The term
"feasible" is not defined. SCE believes it is unreasonable for the Board to adopt an OTC Policy
that cannot be implemented successfully in light of engineering capability, a site's physical
constraints, and reasonably foreseeable regulatory or permitting conflicts. For purposes of the
Policy, the term "feasible" should be defined as "capable of being implemented successfully
without contradicting proven facts, laws, or circumstances.” This definition provides reasonable
opportunity for relief when Regional Water Boards accept that barriers (physical or regulatory)
cannot be overcome through any reasonable effort on the part of the owner/operator of an
existing OTC plant.
Response:
Staff appreciates the suggestion. Please see the response to Comment 3.11.
Comment 44.03:
The Draft Policy states that pursuant Track 2, if an owner or operator of an existing power plant
demonstrates to the Regional Water Board’s satisfaction that compliance with Track 1 is not
feasible, the owner or operator must reduce impingement mortality and entrainment of all life
stages of marine life for the facility, as a whole, to a comparable level to that which would be
achieved under Track 1, using operational or structural controls, or both," The Draft Policy
should be amended to establish criteria for determining feasibility and define operational or
structural controls.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.11. Staff does not believe that it is necessary to define
operational or structural controls.
Comment 45.01:
Implementation of the proposed policy hinges entirely on future decisions about whether
compliance is ‘feasible’ or ‘wholly disproportionate’. The policy would be strengthened by
providing more detailed definitions of these terms, as they have been used and upheld in recent
legal decisions on related matters. More detailed definitions will certainly not avoid
disagreements between plant operators, regulatory agencies, and other stakeholders, but it
would provide more clarity to the policy.
Response:
Staff agrees, and is proposing to eliminate both terms. Please see the response to Comment
3.11, regarding the definition of “feasible”. Please see the response to Comment 7.07,
regarding the definition of “wholly disproportionate”.
Comment 47.01:
The exclusion of economic considerations in determining "feasibility" is unprecedented and flies
in the face of the pervasive incorporation of economic considerations in the Water Code.
Indeed, it is the fundamental policy of the Porter Cologne Water Quality Control Act "to attain
the highest water quality which is reasonable, considering all demands being made and to be
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made on those waters and the total values involved, beneficial and detrimental, economic and
social, tangible and intangible." The State Water Board has no authority to adopt policy that
contravenes the intent of the Legislature by jettisoning consideration of all demands on waters,
of reasonableness, and of economic and social values. There is, of course, no question that the
State Water Board's proposed OTC Policy is more stringent than federal law, since EPA has yet
to re-establish any federal BTA standards for existing facilities under Section 316(b). When EPA
does develop new Phase II regulations, it may properly apply a cost-benefit analysis in
determining what the standards should be, as upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court in Entergy
CO/po v. Riverkeeper, Inc., 129 S. Ct. 1498 (2009). The corrective action program regulations
require the Regional Water Boards to determine whether it is technologically or economically
infeasible to achieve the background levels of constituents, in order to establish concentration
limits above background. 23 Cal. Code Regs. § 2550.4(c). Similarly, containment zones are
authorized where it is technically-or economically infeasible to clean up to water quality
objectives, and water quality objectives are not exceeded outside the zone. State Water Board
Res. No. 92-49; 23 Cal. Code Regs. § 2911. When dischargers are required to provide technical
reports under Water Code 2 section 13267, the burden, including costs, of the reports must bear
a reasonable relationship to the need for and benefits to be obtained from the reports.
Moreover, the Water Code and State Water Board regulations require "feasibility studies" for a
variety of control and conservation projects, and those studies must analyze economic as well
as technical factors.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.11.
Staff disagrees, however, with the statement that the exclusion of economic considerations in
determining "feasibility" would have been unprecedented and in conflict with the Water Code.
State Water Board staff has extensively considered costs throughout the process of assessing
available technologies and determining BTA and compliance options, such that the claim that
the Draft Policy contravenes the intent of the Legislature as set forth in Water Code Section
13000 is unsupported. The statutes and regulations cited (governing waste management units,
investigations, and containment zones) are inapplicable to the State Water Board’s exercise of
authority in establishing state policy for water quality control and pursuant to CWA Section
316(b), requiring the standards established for NPDES permits require that the location, design,
construction and capacity of cooling water intake structures reflect the best technology available
for minimizing adverse environmental impact. The Supreme Court’s decision in Entergy
interpreted that Section to accord agencies with discretion to determine if and how costs may be
considered. While a cost-benefit analysis was found “permissible”, it was not found to be a
required element. EPA’s Phase II regulations remain suspended, and BPJ is the currentlyapplicable standard in making BTA determinations. Thus, the proposed Policy is not more
stringent than federal law.
Comment 47.02:
CEQA provides another widely recognized definition of "feasibility" which would be appropriate
for the OTC Policy: '''Feasible' means capable of being accomplished in a successful manner
within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic, environmental, social and
technological factors."
Response:
Staff appreciates the suggestion. Please see the response to Comment 3.11.
Comment 49.11:
The revised Draft Policy states: “If an owner or operator of an existing power plant*
demonstrates to the Regional Water Boards' satisfaction that compliance with Track 1 is not
feasible*, the owner or operator must reduce impingement mortality and entrainment of all life
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stages of marine life for the facility, as a whole, to a comparable level to that which would be
achieved under Track 1 using operational or structural controls, or both.” The criteria for
determining whether an owner or operator can demonstrate infeasibility should be required
here. To be clear, the relevant section of Section 316 (b) cited by the asterisk should be quoted
in a footnote. “All life stages” should remain in the Policy because if all life stages are not
considered in determining reduction in entrainment and impingement, then only a partial
analysis of the impacts of OTC and the standard for compliance with Track 1 is required.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.11 regarding the definition of "not feasible".
The asterisk notes a definition set forth in a separate section of the policy. The commenter has
not explained what additional clarity is needed and how it relates to Section 316(b). Staff
removed the words “all life stages” for clarity reasons, because not all life stages will be
monitored for compliance under Track 2. In general, entrainment impacts are based on
sampling for ichthyoplankton and invertebrate meroplankton species greater than 200 microns
in size. If screens are employed, compliance will be based on ichthyoplankton, crustacean
phyllosoma and megalops larvae, and squid paralarvae.
Comment 55.01(a):
We share the concerns of CCEEB, utility and fellow independent power producers on the
exclusion of cost considerations in assessing feasibility in Track 2.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 3.11 and 47.01.
Comment 58.03:
The policy's provisions for Track 1 and 2 appear to provide potential loopholes that could be
exploited to allow unreasonable extensions of the use of OTC by power plants. Owners or
operators would be allowed to "demonstrate" that Track 1 is "not feasible" without adequate
standards required to show infeasibility. Under the policy, if such a demonstration is accepted
by a regional water board, the owner or operator will be allowed to meet compliance under
Track 2, which has less demanding requirements for reducing OTC. Compliance with those
lower requirements would be measured by monthly verification of through-screen intake velocity
or monitoring of impacts on fish and larvae, as described in Section 4 A. The policy does not
state who will choose among those two options or how that will be done. But assuming
monitoring is the means chosen for measuring compliance under the two options, there is no
standard referenced for determining what level of entrainment and/or impingement would be
acceptable for compliance. Baseline entrainment sampling would provide an "unbiased
estimate of larvae entrained," but to what use would that estimate be put in determining whether
a plant were in compliance with the new policy? What is the point of the process?
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.11 regarding the “feasibility test”. Staff is now
recommending that permittees be allowed to freely choose between the Track 1 or Track 2
compliance alternatives, and the “infeasibility” test has therefore been removed completely from
the Track 2 provisions, Compliance monitoring is required if the Track 2 compliance option is
chosen. Staff has clarified that the type of compliance monitoring required depends on the type
of Track 2 controls chosen by the power plant owner or operator, as described in Section 2.A(2)
of the proposed Policy. This section of the proposed Policy also states that, under Track 2, IM/E
must be reduced for the facility, as a whole, to a level comparable with Track 1. If flow and
velocity reductions are the only means of complying with Track 2, flow must be reduced to 93%
of the design intake flow rate and velocity must be reduced to 0.5 ft/sec. No entrainment and
impingement monitoring would be required under this option. If other types of Track 2 controls
are chosen, IM/E must be reduced to at least 90% of the level required under Track 1. (The
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10% difference is intended as a reasonable margin of error in estimating the actual performance
of Track 2 technologies.) If screens are employed to reduce entrainment, compliance would be
determined based on ichthyoplankton, and on the crustacean phyllosoma and megalops larvae,
and squid paralarvae fractions of meroplankton. Section 4 of the Policy describes the
compliance and baseline monitoring required if a Track 2 compliance option, other than strictly
flow and velocity reduction, is chosen. By doing baseline sampling, it is possible to determine
the concentration and composition of larvae entrained by the facility seasonally, and convert it to
the total number entrained by the facility by multiplying the concentration with the flow. By
multiplying the design intake flow over a compliance time period with the measured
concentration of larvae, you derive the maximum entrainment possible. This number must be
reduced by 83.7% (90% of the 93% reduction required under Track 1).
Comment 59.01:
SCE proposes the addition of the following definition of "feasible" to the Revised Policy:
Feasible - Means capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable
period, taking into account economic, environmental, legal, social and technological factors.
Response:
Staff appreciates the suggestion. Please see the response to Comment 3.11.
Comment 60.05(b):
Further. given the apparent trend in the industry's focus on exemptions to the rule, there is a
major concern that a facility can "game" the "not feasible" considerations by simply not
attempting to comply through exhausting every conceivable opportunity. For example, for those
10 operators resistant to complying with Track 1, there is an incentive to passively accept the
denial of a permit without creatively exhausting all remedies. An example may be the recent
denial of air quality credits for the El Segundo re-power project. Because NRG was compelled in
their own interest to remedy the permit problem, we understand they now have voluntarily
offered to de-commission one more of their units to create the air quality credits needed to
complete the repower project. We are deeply concerned that this type of creativity and diligence
to alleviate the considerations listed in the "not feasible" definition, in a strategic effort to be
granted the Track 2 exception to the rule, will not be commonplace. We strongly recommend
some standard to ensure full diligence in exploring ways to comply with other laws while still
complying with this cooling water policy. Therefore, we recommend inserting language at the
appropriate place to guide the Regional Water Boards to exercise BPJ and seek the assistance
of an unbiased third-party review if necessary.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.11.

h. The Track 2 compliance alternative
 The 10% margin of uncertainty
Comments 3.09 and 26.07:
We believe that all plants should reduce entrainment and impingement consistent with Track 1.
The current phrasing of the policy suggests that plants that fall under Track 2 will have to
achieve a 90% reduction of the reduction that could be achieved under Track 1; in other words,
90% of 93%, which is 83%. We urge the State Water Board to require that all plants reduce
entrainment and impingement consistent with the Track 1 standard. The Ocean Protection
Council (OPC) passed a resolution in 2006, which encourages the State to implement the most
protective controls to achieve a 90-95% reduction in impacts. Track 2 falls short of this clear
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guidance set by the OPC by allowing plants to only reduce 83% of their total impacts.
Maintaining Track 2 so separate technologies may be used from Track 1 to comply with the
ultimate policy is understandable, but the percent reduction targets should be equivalent in both
Tracks. As the court articulated in Riverkeeper, Inc. v. U.S. E.P.A., 358 F.3d 174 (2nd Cir. 2004)
(Riverkeeper I), there is a reasonable margin of error in the actual performance records given
the complexities of monitoring dynamic physical processes and seasonal, annual or decadal
changes in fish abundance and location. However, allowing for a margin of error in the
performance monitoring should not be confused with allowing a margin for the targeted
reduction in entrainment. The court noted that a “facility must aim for 100%, and if it falls short
within 10%, that will be acceptable. It may not, however, aim for 90 percent and achieve only an
89 percent reduction in impingement and entrainment.” We urge the State Water Board to
avoid actions that conflict with the Riverkeeper cases, and to instead follow the guidance sent
by the OPC to reduce entrainment by at least 93% at all plants with no exceptions.
Response:
Staff disagrees that Track 2 is less stringent than Track 1. The Policy requires under Track 2
that IM/E be reduced to a comparable level to that which would be achieved under Track 1.
Staff has modified the Policy to further specify that facilities relying strictly on flow and velocity
reductions to meet Track 2 must reduce IM/E by 93%, as under Track 1. This is because flow
reductions are relatively easy to accomplish and verify. For permittees relying on other control
technologies, such as barriers, to meet reduction requirements, a 10% uncertainty allowance is
provided when determining compliance because many of the Track 2 control technologies are
largely untested in marine waters and compliance monitoring is relatively difficult.
Comment 11.61:
To the extent, the Board does not make Track 2 workable by providing additional flexibility and
certainty in implementation, the Track 2 performance standard -- "within 10%" of Track 1 -- is
arbitrary and capricious. The Board has not offered any support for this standard as either
necessary for achieving environmental benefits or achievable at all OTC facilities using a
combination of technology and operational controls that do not install closed-cycle cooling. Put
another way, why is the standard within 10% and not, for example, within 15%? Moreover, the
arbitrariness of the Track 2 performance standard is further apparent in that it is pegged to a
Track 1 minimum performance standard that is itself arbitrary.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.09. Staff believes that 10% is a reasonable margin for
uncertainty to provide in assessing compliance with Track 2 controls, and does not believe that
this margin needs to be set higher.
Comment 18.05:
The draft policy offers two tracks for final compliance: Track 1, which is currently defined as
closed-cycle wet cooling and Track 2, which allows for the use of alternate technologies to
achieve marine life mortality reductions. Unfortunately, as currently written, Track 2 is less
stringent and allows for higher impingement and entrainment rates - only an 83% reduction in
marine life mortality as opposed to the 90% required for Track 1. The final policy should require
that all plants reduce entrainment and impingement consistent with the Track 1 standard to
ensure consistent marine life mortality reductions regardless of the approach taken to achieve
compliance. Maintaining Track 2 so separate technologies may be used from Track 1 to comply
with the ultimate policy is understandable, but the percent reduction targets should be
equivalent in both compliance tracks to adequately protect our coastal marine resources from
this antiquated technology.
Response:
Please see responses to Comments 3.09 and11.59.
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Comment 19.03:
The proposed policy allows the owner or operator of an existing power plant to demonstrate
compliance with the policy via Track 2 (i.e., via operational and/or structural controls) if they can
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Regional Water Board that compliance with Track 1 is not
feasible. Compliance with Track 2 requires reduction of impingement and entrainment within
10% of the level achievable under Track 1 (i.e., 83% reduction under Track 2, compared to 93%
under Track 1). We recommend elimination of the Track 2 compliance alternative due to the
lower level of environmental protection provided by this option and also because we do not
believe that technology is available to allow power plants to adequately reduce entrainment
losses via operational or structural controls.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.09. Staff disagrees that Track 2 provides a lower level
of protection than Track 1, and believes that it adds needed flexibility for power plant owners or
operators to choose methods of compliance. Staff has therefore changed the Policy so that an
owner or operator may freely choose between Track 1 or Track 2.
Comment 43.02:
Under Track 2 the owner or operator must reduce impingement mortality and entrainment to a
level comparable to what would be achieved under Track 1. A "comparable level" is defined as
within 10% of what would be achieved under Track 1. An explanation of how the 10% basis was
determined should be provided, perhaps as a footnote to the Policy.
Response:
Comment noted. Please see the responses to Comments 3.09 and 11.61.
Comment 49.10:
Section 2. A. (2) of the Policy states that “For the purposes of this policy, a "comparable level" is
a level that achieves at least 90 percent of the reduction in impingement mortality and
entrainment achievable required under Track 1.” Does this calculate to 83.7%? If so, it should
be so stated to avoid confusion or misinterpretation.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.09. Indeed, 90% of 93% reduction in IM/E is 83.7%.
Staff wanted the Track 2 reduction to be compared to the reduction required under Track 1.
Comment 11.48:
The State Water Board should revise Track 2 implementation by providing that if compliance
technologies installed to meet Track 2 ultimately fall short of the compliance standard due to
circumstances beyond the owner/operator's control, installation of additional controls or
shutdown is not required. The efficacy of alternative cooling water technologies is highly
variable and subject to a multitude of factors over which the discharger has no control. If the
approved technology is appropriately installed, operated and maintained but does not, through
no fault of the owner/operator, reach the compliance standard, the owner/operator should not be
punished by then having to install new controls.
Response:
The Policy has been revised to allow owner/operators the choice between either Track 1 or
Track 2 compliance alternatives. It is the owner/operator’s responsibility to wisely choose the
method of compliance. Installation of wet or dry closed-cycle cooling assures compliance; if less
proven methods are chosen that fall short of the requirements, it is the owner/operators
responsibility to reduce flows or install other technology to make up the difference. Note that
the Policy already allows a 10% reasonable margin in estimating the actual performance of
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Track 2 technologies (other than solely flow and velocity reductions). Please see the response
to Comment 3.09.
 Determining compliance for the facility as a whole
Comments 3.10 and 26.08:
Reduction of intake should be required for each unit of a plant. While Track 1 would apply to
each unit of a plant, Track 2 currently allows for the plant “as a whole” to achieve reductions in
impingement and entrainment, thereby creating a loophole where a plant could convert some of
the units away from OTC and still run OTC on the remaining units. This loophole is significant
because the remaining OTC “peaker” plants would likely run during times of peak energy
demand – during the summer – when peak larval abundance for most species in Southern
California is at is highest. So while a power plant in Southern California might be able to reduce
its annual water intake at an OTC unit by only running it in the summer, this would not result in
the desired reduction of entrainment and impingement impacts. This loophole undermines and
is contradictory to the “technology based” and “technology forcing” policies in the CWA.
Further, as written, Track 2 violates the clear mandate in Section 316(b) by allowing a change in
“operation” of the plant as a substitute for “best technology available” to reduce adverse
impacts. Allowing a reduction or other juggling of the operation of one or more units at a power
plant is not the same as meeting the mandate to improve the technology itself. Staff has
suggested that allowing Track 2 as a compliance alternative for limited types of facilities rewards
these owners that have invested in more efficient generating units. While encouraging greater
efficiency in our overall generating capacity is a laudable goal, it is not a factor in crafting
guidance for full enforcement of the CWA. Further, these facilities have obviously found a
financial incentive to greater efficiency and re-powered some of their units without any incentive
provided by an unrelated exception to the rule.
Response:
Staff disagrees that Track 2 violates any mandate in Section 316(b). It is staff’s intent that Track
1 controls would be strictly structural controls, i.e., either wet or dry closed-cycle cooling
technology. No compliance monitoring is required for Track 1, once the technology has been
verified to meet the flow rate reduction requirement. Staff’s intent in specifying that each unit
must meet this flow rate reduction requirement was to avoid the situation where an
owner/operator switched four units to dry cooling and used the remaining two OTC units as
needed, thus allowing the plant, as a whole, to meet the flow rate reduction requirements. This
scenario is allowed under Track 2, but monitoring is required. Under Track 2, an owner or
operator must reduce IM/E to a level comparable to that which would be achieved under Track
1, using operational or structural controls, or both, for the facility as a whole. Staff wanted to
provide an owner/operator the flexibility of choosing between a combination of operational and
structural controls to meet these entrainment and impingement reduction goals, if IM/E
reductions comparable to Track 1 could be accomplished for the facility as a whole. Some
technologies may only provide a 60% reduction in IM/E, but if combined with dry cooling units,
substratum wells, variable speed pumps, or other technology may overall meet the 93% goal.
However, because many Track 2 technologies are unproven, this approach requires monitoring
to confirm that the required reductions are indeed accomplished and a 10% uncertainty factor is
therefore provided.
It is true that entrainment is seasonal and that OTC intake during a summer day may have
greater entrainment impacts than at some other time of the year. However, the goal of reducing
entrainment by 93% of design flows, when a plant relies on using flow controls, is still a very
large reduction in entrainment, essentially comparable with Track 1 (Please also see the
response to Comment 3.08 and 58.03). It is important to note that closed-cycle wet cooling
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towers under Track 1 would also entrain organisms during summer months when taking in
water. Both structural and operational controls are technological and are clearly allowable
under the USEPA Phase I regulations. Therefore, the use of only an operational control, e.g., to
reduce flows, thereby reducing a plant’s overall impingement and entrainment by 93% would
have virtually the same result as the reduction in flows commensurate with closed cycle wet
cooling.
Regarding the apparent reference to the inclusion of an allowance for combined cycle units in
Track 2, staff believes that these units are more efficient in terms of water (resulting in less
entrainment than steam boiler OTC) and fuel use, and were installed with stringent conditions
under recent NPDES permits issued by Regional Water Boards. Still, staff is proposing further
requirements on plants with combined cycle units. Either the reductions associated with the
installation of combined cycle units may be counted toward compliance with Track 2, in which
case further controls would be needed to bring the entire plant in compliance, or reductions in
velocity would be required on combined cycle intakes combined with complying with the
immediate and interim requirements described in Section 2.C of the proposed Policy.
Comments 9.14 and 15.02:
Track 1 calls for reduction of the intake flow rate at each unit, while Track 2 calls for a reduction
for the facility as a whole. Why are these different standards used? The State Water Board
should only consider the intake flow rates at each, individual intake structure for reduction and
all other purposes.
Response:
Under Track 1, an owner or operator must reduce intake flow rates to a level commensurate
with that which can be attained by closed-cycle wet cooling system, which is specified as a
minimum 93% reduction in intake flow rate for each unit, compared to the design intake flow
rate. It is staff’s intent that Track 1 controls would be strictly structural controls, i.e., either wet
or dry closed-cycle cooling technology. No compliance monitoring is required for Track 1, once
the technology has been verified to meet the flow rate reduction requirement. Staff’s intent in
specifying that each unit must meet this flow rate reduction requirement was to avoid the
situation where an owner/operator switched four units to dry cooling and used the remaining two
OTC units as needed, thus allowing the plant, as a whole, to meet the flow rate reduction
requirements. This scenario is allowed under Track 2, but monitoring is required.
Under Track 2, an owner or operator must reduce IM/E to a level comparable to that which
would be achieved under Track 1, using operational or structural controls, or both, for the facility
as a whole. Staff wanted to provide an owner/operator the flexibility of choosing between a
combination of operational and structural controls to meet these entrainment and impingement
reduction goals, if IM/E reductions comparable to Track 1 could be accomplished for the facility
as a whole. Some technologies may only provide a 60% reduction in IM/E, but if combined with
dry cooling units, substratum wells, variable speed pumps, or other technology may overall
meet the 93% goal. However, because many Track 2 technologies are unproven, this approach
requires monitoring to confirm that the required reductions are indeed accomplished. Staff did
consider requiring compliance per intake structure for Track 1, but decided that compliance on a
per unit basis would better accomplish the intended reductions.
Comment 11.49:
The State Water Board should revise Track 2 implementation by providing that site-specific
credit for entrainment and impingement survival is allowed, where demonstrated. Dynegy
supports applying Track 2 to an existing power plant "as a whole", rather than on a unit-by-unit
or intake-by-intake basis. For example, at Moss Landing, habitat restoration projects have
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already been implemented to offset the OTC environmental impacts of Units 1 & 2.
Nevertheless, if it is feasible and makes economic sense to retrofit Moss Landing Units 1 & 2
with dry cooling (rather than pursue infeasible reductions from Units 6 & 7), the reduction
realized from doing so should be credited to Unit 6 & 7's compliance with Track 2. Similarly, at
Morro Bay, the permanent retirement of Units 1 & 2 (if ultimately pursued) should be credited
toward the plant's compliance with Track 2. The facility-wide approach properly recognizes that
a power plant may have multiple units that often are very different in physical and operation
characteristics and have complex interrelationships that may significantly impact BTA decisions
and feasibility determinations.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 11.66 stating providing site-specific credit for entrainment
and impingement survival is allowed. Staff agrees that the owner or operator should have
flexibility to choose the most appropriate compliance methods for their facility as a whole, as the
proposed Policy specifies. For example, this could be accomplished by using a combination of
retrofitting and reducing/eliminating flows at individual units as described by the commenter.
Please see the response to Comment 9.14.
Comment 43.01:
Under Track 1, compliance is required for each unit of the existing power plant. If compliance
cannot be achieved using Track 1, Track 2 is provided as an alternative. However, under Track
2, compliance is determined based on the whole facility. We suggest that compliance for both
Tracks 1 and 2 be required on a unit basis. We also suggest that "feasible be further defined in
the Policy as technical feasibility.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 9.14 regarding compliance under Track 2 for the facility
as a whole, rather than on a per unit basis. Please see the response to Comment 3.11
regarding the “feasibility” test.
 Track 2 control technology
Comment 4.04:
Track 2 authorizes plants to use alternative technology and operational controls to achieve 90%
of a 93% reduction in flow rates and protecting all marine organisms, even microscopic marine
organisms down to 200 microns in size. These requirements are unattainable without the use of
closed-cycle cooling. If the technology existed and allowed a unit to function without fouling, the
use of 0.2 mm mesh screens might stop entrainment, but would instead impinge these
organisms as well as eggs and larvae. Such operation could result in 100% mortality.
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Response:
Note that permittees are not required to pursue Track 2; it is an option that has been requested
by several permittees to allow for flexibility in complying with the proposed Policy’s reduction
requirements. Under the Track 2 approach, the owner/operator may choose to employ a
combination of operational and structural controls (such as variable speed pumps, filters, or
seasonal operation) to meet entrainment and impingement reduction goals. An example of a
Track 2 technology that would provide 100% elimination of impingement and entrainment is
subsurface intake wells. Please see Comment 7.02. Staff acknowledges that wedgewire
screens are currently untested in marine waters, and may foul easily or cause smaller larvae to
be impinged rather than entrained. Certainly, wedgewire screens would effectively prevent
larger organisms from impingement. Nonetheless, staff has modified the proposed Policy to
specify that if screens are employed to reduce entrainment, compliance would be determined
based strictly on ichthyoplankton, the crustacean phyllosoma and megalops larvae, and squid
paralarvae fractions of meroplankton.
Comment 7.02:
The proposed Policy requires that an owner or operator of an existing once-through-cooling
plant must protect marine life by either of two tracks. Compared to the Track 1 option of
essentially committing to closed-cycle cooling, the Track 2 option requiring operational and/or
structural controls to reduce impingement and entrainment is not as straight forward. Marine life
(e.g., plankton, larvae, etc.) occurs at such a small scale that entrainment cannot be reduced by
filtering to a level anywhere near comparable to the benefits gained by closed-cycle cooling.
The draft SED mentions some of the technologies that are considered reasonably foreseeable
means of compliance. Many of the technologies to reduce entrainment are untested and/or are
not applicable to estuarine or marine waters where conditions are vastly different than in lakes
or rivers. For example, large waves would tear aquatic filter barriers apart in ocean
environments and their enormous size, needed for sufficient power plant cooling flow, is a
limitation in harbor environments. Likewise wedge wire screens may work in river environments
where currents come in one direction, but this technology is untested in marine environments
where currents vary in direction. Additionally, compared to freshwater environments, extremely
high rates of biofouling in marine and estuarine environments would rapidly decrease the pore
size of wedge wire screens, fine mesh screens, and aquatic filter barriers, likely rendering such
technologies useless. Even if freshwater entrainment technologies could be deployed in a
marine system, such technologies do not preserve or protect the environment if they simply
trade one method of mortality for another. The question of whether filtering kills fewer
organisms than entrainment has never been established for marine settings. Reducing
entrainment by filtering organisms with very small filters may simply replace entrainment
mortality with impingement mortality. However, there are technologies that power plants can
use to reduce OTC impacts in marine environments. Impingement is more easily addressed by
technologies although, impingement is generally considered of minor concern with the exception
of the open ocean intake at SONGS. With regards to entrainment technologies, subsurface
intake wells designed to provide cooling water from below the sediment surface may be
possible at certain facilities. In locations where underlying geologic conditions are favorable to
provide adequate water for power plant cooling, a properly designed array of intake wells that
spreads out and slows the intake of cooling water through diffuse subsurface sediment layers
could potentially eliminate both entrainment and impingement.
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Response:
Comment noted. Staff agrees that Track 2 is not as straightforward as Track 1. However,
under the Track 2 approach, the owner/operator may choose to employ a combination of
operational and structural controls (such as variable speed pumps, filters, or seasonal
operation) to meet entrainment and impingement reduction goals.
Comment 20.01:
No technologies have been identified under Track 2 that would provide the entrainment
reductions sought by the proposed statewide policy. We note that there are no known
technologies currently available that would exclude zooplankton from entrainment, other than
retrofit closed-cycle cooling.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 4.04. An example of a technology that would provide
100% elimination of impingement and entrainment is subsurface intake wells. Please see
Comment 7.02. Under the Track 2 facility-wide approach, a combination of closed-cycle cooling
and other flow reductions (e.g., variable speed pumps, seasonal operation) could be employed
to meet entrainment reduction goals. The SED identifies these and other IM/E reduction
technologies. In addition, there are other technologies, for example re-location of intakes, which
may be considered by plant operators and could be proposed in their implementation plans for
Track 2.
Comment 29.06:
Other than closed cycle cooling, there are no technologies are available – even in combination –
that will provide the 84% level of reduction required under Track 2. For this compliance option to
be meaningful there must be available technology to achieve the 84% benchmark. The SED
utilized a USEPA document and an EPRI document to evaluate various types of potential
compliance measures: flow reduction, physical barriers, collections systems, behavioral
barriers, and operational modifications. We believe that the SED greatly overestimates the
ability of plants to use alternative technologies to meet Track 2 requirements. The wide mesh
barrier nets discussed in the SED are for the reduction of impingement only and are best suited
for seasonal installations involving high impingement events. This technology is obviously of
very limited value, and of no value at all for Diablo Canyon. The discussion in the SED on
aquatic filter barriers suggests that this technology may have more applicability than is likely the
case. At the Lovett installation, reliability was low and there were significant maintenance
problems. As described, Mirant, the owner of both Lovett and Contra Costa decided not to
install AFBs at Contra Costa based both on the results at Lovett as well as the results of
preliminary testing at Contra Costa. Furthermore, there is no experience with this technology in
an open-ocean environment. The relocation of intakes further offshore would, in most cases,
simply exchange one type of entrainment for another. At Diablo the costs would be exorbitant
and productive, pristine rocky reef habitat would be lost. It would also simply switch entrainment
to more commercially and recreationally important species – which is not likely to be a positive
outcome. The consideration of seasonal operation restrictions is not a feasible alternative for a
facility that provides base load power. Further, nuclear plants in particular are designed to run at
full capacity and are not well suited to ramp up and down or run at partial capacity. For fossil
plants, this option may be difficult as well. Plants are often needed in the summer, when larval
densities can be at their highest at some locations. In any case, it is unlikely to provide the level
of reduction required under Track 2. The last technology mentioned in the discussion is wedge
wire screens. This technology is limited in use to river environments, and thus, not viable at
most California OTC facilities. The other technologies or operational measures assessed all
raise significant concerns for many facilities. Thus, the analysis does not identify any
technologies that are readily available and well tested to meet the requirements set out in Track
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2. Without such flexibility, facilities are left with no compliance option, and must retire unless
repowering makes sense. The Water Board should reconsider whether it may make the most
overall sense to provide a greater degree of compliance flexibility so as to allow facilities options
other than cooling towers and create incentives to do what is truly feasible in the short term.
This is particularly true for plants that are required to maintain grid stability.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 4.04, and 20.01.
Comment 31.11:
RRI has not identified any practical technology that can be applied that would allow Track 2
compliance (as outlined in the Draft Policy) using 2007-08 circulating water flow estimates as a
base. Significant flow reductions, on the order of about 20% to 25% for operational
modifications, and up to about 40% to 45% if variable frequency drives are installed on the
circulating water pumps, can be achieved without impacting operation at levels similar to what
was required to support system reliability requirements in the 2007-08 timeframe. To approach
83% reductions from 2007-08 flow levels would necessitate significant reductions in operating
hours/loads from the levels required during that base period. Our best estimates are that, even
with application of such technologies, reductions in net capacity factor on the order of 70% to
75% would be required to achieve an 83% reduction in circulating water flow from the proposed
Track 2 baseline. This would have had the effect of reducing net Capacity Factors on Mandalay
Unit 1 from 10.5% to 2.6%, Mandalay Unit 2 from 17.5% to 4.3%, Ormond Beach Unit 1 from
4.9% to 1.2%, and Ormond beach Unit 2 from 8.5% to 2.1 %. Restricting the units' operation to
this degree will likely render the plants inadequate for meeting the local reliability needs in the
Los Angeles region or for justifying the fixed expense and capital additions needed to keep the
plants operating.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 4.04 and 20.01. Please note that required reductions
will be based on design flows, not actual flows as used in the commenter’s example
calculations.
Comment 37.10:
The Policy provides relief from closed-cycle cooling performance upon a showing that meeting
such a standard is not feasible. However, the relief provided in Track 2 is illusory. Track 2
authorizes plants to use alternative technology and operational controls to achieve 90% of the
Track 1 protection of all stages of life of marine organisms, including very small fish eggs,
larvae, and plankton. No known technology exists that can achieve the level of reduction of
entrainment required in Track 2, other than closed-cycle cooling. Achieving the level of
reduction of all stages of marine life required in Track 2 would require the use of screens with
0.2 millimeter spacing. The use of such finely spaced barriers, especially in an ocean
environment, is not feasible because the screens would become clogged by all manner of
marine organisms and plants larger than fish eggs and larvae. These blockages would prevent
the operation of the generation unit.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 4.04, 20.01, and 41.01. Based on public comments,
staff has revised the Policy to remove the wording “all life stages”. Staff has also specified that
if screens are employed to reduce entrainment, compliance would be determined based strictly
on ichthyoplankton, the crustacean phyllosoma and megalops larvae, and squid paralarvae
fractions of meroplankton. Staff would not expect 0.2 millimeter wedgewire screens to be used.
Note, however, that these screens could be used in conjunction with other controls, such as
variable speed drives, to accomplish the required reduction.
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Comment 41.01:
Eliminate the requirement to protect zooplankton. Currently there is no data or information
provided to indicate zooplankton suffer mortality as a result of entrainment. Further, due to the
short life cycle and rapid reproduction of these organisms significant impacts are unlikely to
occur. Making this change to the Policy will create a viable Track 2 option. To achieve Track 2
compliance, zooplankton would have to be protected at the expense of fish and shellfish eggs
and larvae which would become impingeable on the 200 micron screens.
Response:
Technically, zooplankton is a comprehensive term that is inclusive of ichthyoplankton (fish eggs
and larvae), invertebrate meroplankton (larvae of benthic invertebrates), and holoplankton
(invertebrates that are planktonic their entire lives). Of course we know that ichthyoplankton and
meroplankton experience 100% virtual mortality due to entrainment. For purposes of the policy,
ichthyoplankton and meroplankton are defined separately. For purposes of the policy,
meroplankton is defined as only those zooplankton that are pelagic larvae of benthic
invertebrates, and zooplankton is defined to include only planktonic invertebrates larger than
200 microns. Therefore the zooplankton definition in the policy does not include holoplankton,
such as copepods, that have short life cycles and rapid turnover.
Monitoring is recommended by staff for all meroplankton greater than 200 microns, because for
example this includes organisms such as abalone (which for some species are threatened),
bivalves and sea urchins which are important members of benthic communities. It is important
to know the impact on these organisms.
Based on public comments, staff has revised the Policy to remove the wording “all life stages”.
Staff has also specified that if screens are employed to reduce entrainment, compliance would
be determined based strictly on ichthyoplankton, the crustacean phyllosoma and megalops
larvae, and squid paralarvae fractions of meroplankton. Staff would not expect 0.2 millimeter
wedgewire screens to be used. Note, however, that these screens could be used in conjunction
with other controls, such as variable speed drives, to accomplish the required reduction. The
requirement for monitoring at a lower size would not interfere with the use of screens as a Track
2 compliance measure.
Lastly, staff is hopeful that screening devices would not impinge the organisms that they are
designed to exclude from entrainment. Such devices should be designed to prevent mortality
either from entrainment or by impingement.
Comment 50.04:
At the December 1, 2009 workshop, Dominic Gregorio, Environmental Scientist, Division of
Water Quality" State Water Resources Control Board, explained that the “reference to 200
microns" in the definition of "zooplankton" pertained to the size of entrainment sampling nets
and was not applicable to intake screening devices. This distinction is very important because
the 200 micron size essentially eliminates any reasonable means of compliance under Track 2
since there are no existing technologies that can screen out 200 micron organisms. However,
the Revised Draft Policy does not clearly make that distinction. The Board must make that
distinction explicit in the Policy given its importance to compliance determinations. We suggest
that a size of 2 mm or greater be applied to screening devices based on consideration of
reducing fouling opportunities and a mesh size that would meet with the intentions of the Policy
Response:
Staff stands by the statement made at the Dec.1, 2009 workshop. Please see the response to
Comment 41.01.
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Comment 61.04:
Section 1.1 of the SED states that "policy adopts appropriate technology-based standards…",
but there is very little information presented relative to technology-based methods for reducing
IM&E. The policy for the most part eliminates OTC at all fossil facilities since compliance
includes screening zooplankton down to 200 microns in size. There are no technologies
available that would provide screening of small zooplankton, and therefore, the feasibility of
using Track 2 for compliance is virtually eliminated.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 4.04, 20.01, and 41.01.
Comment 9.21:
One of the "Reasonably Foreseeable Means of Compliance" technologies listed in the SED is
the aquatic barrier net. It should be removed from the list of technologies that can be used to
comply with the policy because numerous studies, including those submitted to the Energy
Commission during its review of Duke Energy's application for a new power plant in Morro Bay,
as well as to other governmental agencies, have shown that such technology is not effective
mitigation for OTC.
Response:
The SED discusses both the benefits and short comings of barrier nets. In some situations their
use may be appropriate. Site specific evaluations will be needed to determine if the use of
barrier nets will meet the goals of the policy. A categorical prohibition of their use is
inappropriate.
 Miscellaneous comments
Comment 11.50:
The STATE WATER BOARD should revise Track 2 implementation by providing that where flow
reduction is the sole compliance approach, impingement and entrainment studies are not
required and flow reduction will be determined over an annual period. Any shorter-term flow
reduction measure is unworkable and would potentially cause grid reliability issues by limiting
electricity production during periods when the need for electricity is the greatest. Given the
difficulties in and high cost of directly measuring cooling water volume flows, the proposed
Policy should also allow the use of appropriate calculations to demonstrate flow reduction where
flow reduction is selected as a compliance strategy, rather than requiring direct measurement of
cooling water volume.
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Response:
Staff agrees and has revised Section 2.A(2) of the Policy, to clarify that where to flow reduction
is the sole compliance approach, entrainment studies are not required. However, monthly
verification of the flow reductions is required. Staff determined that flow reductions should be
determined on a monthly basis, because this time period was recommended by the ERP to
account for seasonal variability in fish larvae. If the compliance period was set to a year, a
power plant could use OTC for the entire month of June, when the fish larvae were most
plentiful, and shut down the rest of the year. Please also see the response to Comment 3.08.
Regarding measuring intake flows, there are several established indirect methods, which are
routinely used in power plants. For instance, if you turn on a pump and have established the
pumping rate, you can easily calculate the volume pumped.
Regarding impingement, if a plant has reduced through-screen intake velocities to 0.5 ft/sec, no
impingement studies are required. However, monthly verification of the reduction in throughscreen intake velocities is required.
Comment 11.66:
The proposed Policy should give credit for both entrainment and impingement survival. As
currently drafted, Track 2 would require a comparable level (i.e., within 10% of the reduction
achievable under Track 1) of reduction for both "impingement mortality and entrainment". Thus,
credit apparently would be given for impinged fish that survive, but not allowed for entrained
organisms that survive. The standard should be clearly expressed in terms of both
''"impingement mortality and entrainment mortality since the objective is to reduce mortality.
Response:
Staff agrees that the objective of the proposed Policy is to reduce both entrainment and
impingement mortality. However, although some experts believe that a very small fraction of
entrained organisms may survive, this fraction is likely so negligible that State Water Board staff
is assuming 100% mortality for ease of determining compliance.
Comment 31.33:
Under Track 2, a facility can use either technological or operational options to comply. Credit is
given to technological changes installed prior to the adoption of the Policy, but not to operational
options. But if operational options (i.e., running less) can qualify as BTA going forward, why do
they not qualify retrospectively? The SED is silent on that question. It is unreasonable to make
that distinction however, and Track 2 should be modified to allow lower run hours to qualify as
BTA regardless of when the lower run hour regime started.
Response:
Track 2 is based on Track1, requiring comparable level of reductions. The proposed Policy
specifies under Track 1 that “A minimum 93 percent reduction in intake flow rate* for each unit is
required for Track 1 compliance, compared to the unit’s design intake flow rate.” (emphasis
added). The design intake flow rate does not vary over time, as it is based on the maximum
pumping rate that the intake pumps are designed for. Compliance is determined on a monthly
basis.
By using the design intake flow rate as the baseline for calculating flow reductions, a facility gets
full credit for any reduction they make below the maximum possible intake flow rate. A facility
thus may be able to comply by running less.
Staff does not understand what is meant by the comment that operational options should be
able to qualify retroactively. As explained above, permittees will be able to claim full credit for
any flow reductions they make to be in compliance with the Policy.
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Comment 43.03:
Since there is a difference in reduced impingement mortality and entrainment between Tracks 1
and 2, we suggest that if an owner or operator selects Track 2, they should be required to
provide mitigation, as provided under section 2.C.(3)(a)(b)(c) of the policy, for the difference.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.09. The Policy specifies that owners or operators must
reduce impingement mortality and entrainment to a level comparable with Track 1; thus there
should be no difference in IM/E between Track 1 and 2.
Comment 46.02:
If comparison between historical and actual facility-wide OTC flow is going to be used as a
proxy for IM/E reductions, then the averaging period must be sufficiently long to allow for the
year to year variations in relative monthly electricity consumption. Ideally, the averaging period
would be annual; however, this may not accommodate the variability of larval production across
the year. To deal with the variability of larval production from month to month, it may be
necessary to use a semi-annual or other seasonal averaging period. Alternatively, monthly flows
could be translated into estimated impacts by applying a monthly impact weighting. The
weighting factor could be higher in months with high larval productivity and lower in months with
less larval production. The fundamental point is that straight monthly averaging will not provide
the flexibility needed to address year to year weather fluctuations.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.08. Historical and actual facility-wide OTC flow is not
going to be used as a proxy for IM/E reductions. Regarding the averaging period for
compliance purposes, staff has changed the proposed Policy to clarify that under Track 2, if
Track 2 compliance is solely based on flow and velocity reductions, compliance with required
IM/E reductions will be determined on a monthly basis based on comparisons to the facility’s
design flow. Staff chose a monthly basis because the ERP recommended determining
compliance on a monthly basis and applying a monthly impact weighting. Staff has not
specified the “averaging period” for determining compliance with other types of Track 2 controls,
as the need for compliance monitoring may depend on the type of control used. For structural
controls, such as screens, a baseline monitoring study before the control is installed, followed
by a monitoring study afterwards to determine the efficiency of the control in reducing IM/E, may
be all that is needed, unless conditions change.
Comment 49.13:
The proposed Policy states that “Reductions in impingement mortality and entrainment resulting
from the replacement of steam turbine power-generating units with combined-cycle powergenerating units*, installed prior to [the effective date of the Policy], may also be counted
towards meeting Track 2 requirements.” No previous data should be allowed because there is
no assurance that old data are relevant to contemporary operations and impacts on marine life.
The Water Board and other state agencies do not follow the practice of considering past
historical damage caused by OTC to determine the effectiveness of contemporary measures to
reduce or eliminate that damage; therefore, past measures to reduce or eliminate damage
under the Policy have no place in requiring compliance with Track 2 requirements. Only those
efforts following adoption of the Policy should be considered. How the reductions are to be
determined for compliance must also be stated.
Response:
Prior data are relevant to determining the appropriate reductions to be achieved under the
proposed Policy. Note that Track 1 reductions are based on the design intake flow rate. The
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proposed Policy now includes a description of the method by which reduction credits are
calculated.
Comment 62.01:
It is our understanding that achieving at least 90% of the reduction in impingement and
entrainment mortality required by Track 1 at a Track 2 facility will not result in a reduction of
efficacy down to only 83%. STATE WATER BOARD staff clarified at the hearing that an 83%
reduction was not sufficient. The following is an example of our understanding of how this
provision works: A facility that utilizes OTC technology uses 100 MGD of cooling water. They
are required under Track 1 of the Policy to reduce this now by a minimum of 93% by using the
BTA, down to a rate of no more than 7 MGD. Therefore they are permitted to entrain or impinge
a number of organisms correlated to this flow which will be based upon monitoring conducted by
the facility. If it is determined that they can not meet the BTA requirement of Track 1, then under
Track 2 they must reduce their mortality rates to a comparable level as Track 1 ("at least 90% of
the reduction required under Track 1") Given that entrainment rates are generally proportional to
intake rates (but ignoring the very important component of seasonality addressed by several
presenters), the facility would be permitted to impact an equivalent amount of organisms as if
their intake rate was 7.7 MGD (comparable level to Track 1 with some variance because track 1
is not feasible at this site), They would then be required under the Immediate and Interim
Requirements section of the Policy, to mitigate for their remaining impacts until they can achieve
BTA under Track 1 or the production from the facility is replaced by other sources and it ceases
operation. If this interpretation is correct, then it is more proper to state that Track 2 facilities
may receive an additional variance in allowable levels of impact up to, but no greater than 10%
from Track 1 levels. Please inform us if this interpretation is incorrect as that would represent a
significant change from the July 2009 version of the policy.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.09.
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7. Monitoring Requirements
Comment 3.13:
Impingement and entrainment impact monitoring provisions should be strengthened. The Draft
Policy only requires 12 consecutive months for facilities to determine past impingement and
entrainment impacts to use as a basis for future impingement and entrainment reductions under
Track 2. This design fails to account for annual variability and source water depletion in the
determination of baseline impingement impacts. It also gives discretion to power plant operators
to choose an advantageous 12-month period that would potentially create a scenario where
impingement and entrainment reductions are easier to meet. Instead, we recommend
generational flow be used as a proxy for entrainment. We further recommend that current
source water monitoring be used to help provide a basis for compliance monitoring of Track 2
controls. Most facilities have conducted impingement monitoring (species impinged and
impingement rates) for the last decade or more; this data should be used to help determine
baseline impingement impacts to minimize any bias due to annual variability and provide a
reference for Track 2 compliance monitoring. Section A.1(b) of the monitoring provisions
requires that impingement and entrainment be measured during “different seasons” when the
cooling system is operating. This requirement is overly general and may provide the power plant
operator discretion to choose monitoring times that reflect select impingement and entrainment
reductions, but do not accurately reflect true reductions. Periods of peak use (such as the
summer months when energy is in high demand) and biofouling maintenance should be
included in the monitoring provisions to ensure accurate reflection of impingement and
entrainment impacts and reductions.
Response:
The impingement and entrainment studies are not necessarily limited to just 12 months. Twelve
months is the minimum period allowed for monitoring. The Policy clearly states that the
Regional Water Board has the discretion to require further impingement studies when changing
operational or environmental conditions indicate that new studies are needed. Likewise, with
regard to entrainment monitoring the Regional Water Board has the discretion to require the
monitoring to determine larval composition and abundance in the source water, representative
of water that is being entrained. The source water for sampling shall be based on reasonably
expected oceanographic conditions. The Regional Water Board may require further
entrainment studies when changing operational or environmental conditions indicate that new
studies are needed. Staff believes that monitoring flow is a better proxy for entrainment when
flow reductions are used for compliance. Staff is proposing to include this requirement in the
Policy for those Track 2 plants that intend to rely strictly on flow to reduce the Plant’s
entrainment impacts. Regarding clarity of staff’s intent in the entrainment monitoring
requirements, staff is proposing to add a requirement that sampling shall occur during different
seasons, including periods of peak use when the cooling system is in operation (such as the
summer months when energy is in high demand).
Comment 3.14:
After Track 2 controls are implemented, permittees should be required to perform regular
(monthly) impingement and entrainment monitoring. The monitoring provisions in the Draft
Policy currently require 12 consecutive months of monitoring after Track 2 controls are
implemented. This limited time frame will not reflect annual variability or any changes in the
effectiveness of Track 2 controls (e.g. increased impingement due to biofouling or other
complications). Regular monitoring should be required to accurately reflect the ability of Track 2
controls to meet impingement and entrainment reduction requirements. NPDES dischargers are
required to perform continuous monitoring of constituents in their discharges for the entire
lifespan of their permit, and OTC permittees should have a similar requirement.
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Response:
Under the proposed monitoring provisions the Regional Water Board has the option to require
additional studies when changing operational or environmental conditions. In addition, staff is
proposing to provide further clarity in the monitoring provisions. For those plants relying on
reduced flows, for example plants installing a combination of closed cycle cooling at some units
and variable speed drives with reduced intake velocity (at or below 0.5 ft/sec) at other units,
impingement monitoring would not be cost effective, but instead flow velocity monitoring would
provide a sufficient proxy. In other cases, such as the installation of screens, direct monitoring of
impingement and entrainment impacts would be required. In short, one approach for monitoring
does not “fit” all of the potential compliance options under Track II, but staff is providing
clarifying edits to the draft policy to address this.
Comment 4.14:
As currently written, the Draft Policy would require a baseline entrainment study unless the
discharger demonstrates that any prior study is acceptable to the Regional Water Board. The
Impingement Mortality and Entrainment Characterization Studies required to comply with the
2004 Federal Rule, which were approved by the respective Regional Water Boards and have
since been completed by all California utilities, may have utilized a net size larger than 200
microns. A 333-micron mesh entrainment sampling net is considered the standard sampling
protocol. If this were the case, another round of sampling would be required.
Response:
Previous entrainment studies were performed usually with a plankton net mesh size of
approximately 333-335 microns. Since these studies were approved by the Regional Water
Boards, staff believes these studies may be acceptable to the Regional Water Boards as
baseline entrainment studies as long as they are representative in terms of oceanographic and
operational conditions. A 200 micron mesh would better characterize the small invertebrate
larvae that are very important ecologically. Examples include both abalone and sea urchin
larvae, which are not captured by a 333 micron net. Future entrainment studies should include a
sampling for these and other important planktonic invertebrate larvae. Furthermore, it is staff’s
understanding that 333 micron plankton nets do not sample even all of the ichthyoplankton,
since some species can swim through a 333 micron mesh. For future entrainment studies a 333
micron net may be nested within a 200 micron net, thereby preventing plugging of the 200
micron net and allowing a subsample of the 200-333 micron size fraction.
Comment 14.09:
The Policy fails to consider in its monitoring provisions the substantial impacts that OTC has on
plant life. Any environmental impact assessment of OTC that fails to consider affected aquatic
plant life is simply inadequate. For example, the discharge of organisms that are impinged
"clouds the water around the discharge area, blocking light from the ocean . . . which further kills
plant and animal life by curtailing light and oxygen."
Response:
The impact described in the comment appears related to a discharge effect. While staff agrees
that such effects occur, the Policy is only intended to directly address intake effects. Nothing in
the Policy, however, precludes the authority of Regional Water Boards to regulate discharges
from existing power plants through NPDES permits, consistent with water quality standards.
Comment 14.10:
The monitoring provisions should similarly require that impacts to water flows be considered.
Hydrological cycles differ depending on the season and the time of the day and month; and thus
withdrawals and discharges that alter the variability may impact the ecosystem's health. Even
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though intakes and discharges into the ocean may not be as dramatic as those from and into
lakes and rivers, impacts on plant and animal life from the practice should still be monitored.
Response:
The draft policy’s entrainment monitoring provisions would require that source water shall be
determined based on oceanographic conditions reasonably expected after Track 2 controls are
implemented. Furthermore monitoring would be required to account for variation in
oceanographic conditions and larval abundance and behavior. While temporal variability in
hydrologic cycles (i.e., different runoff conditions as in wet vs. dry years) do affect
oceanographic conditions, such hydrologic variability is more relevant to discharges than
intakes.
Comment 18.07:
The persistent use of OTC at coastal power plants has clearly contributed to the loss of
biodiversity and the documented population decline of many marine species over the past 50
years. Although we support a simple approach to phasing out OTC along California’s coast, it
should be recognized that today’s impacts are not reflective of the 40-50 years of marine life
impacts caused by OTC, where adjacent ecosystems have suffered a long history of
entrainment and impingement. We cannot go back in time to gauge the true impact of these
facilities; however, we recommend the State Water Board ensure that reference location studies
are conducted to better determine ecological productivity in areas without impacts from OTC to
more accurately assess impingement and entrainment impacts. Accurate monitoring and
assessment of biological and resource impacts (both past and present) is critical, and the
subsequent information should be used to inform interim restoration requirements for coastal
generators.
Response:
Staff agrees that OTC has contributed substantially to detrimental marine life impacts for over
half of a century. However, staff does not believe that the identification of reference stations is
feasible, in that the entire coastal zone of California is no longer pristine and has experienced a
myriad of impacts such as from coastal development, pollution, and fishing. Unlike reference
areas for water quality studies, where locations may be found that do not experience serious
pollution, it will be difficult or impossible to find reference locations untouched by all of the
various stressors on coastal ecosystems, including current OTC impacts which are cumulatively
substantial over large stretches of the coast.
Comment 20.02:
Furthermore, the rationale for the requirement to collect and analyze all zooplankton in
entrainment samples, and to provide for their protection, is unclear. Zooplankton are generally
excluded from entrainment assessments since the potential for detectable impacts to these
organisms is minimal. Reasons for this low potential of impact to zooplankton include: (1) the
widespread distributions (spanning large oceanic areas) of most taxa, (2) the relatively short
reproductive times of most taxa, and (3) their ability to withstand physical entrainment stresses
compared to ichthyoplankton. Studies performed for the Marine Review Committee at SONGS,
which accounts for approximately one-fourth of permitted cooling water withdrawal in southern
California, determined that “in fact no substantial changes have occurred in the zooplankton…”
due to plant operations.
Response:
It is true that staff intends for entrainment monitoring, when Track 2 is selected by a plant
operator, to include sampling for all ichthyoplankton and invertebrate meroplankton
species/taxa. Invertebrate meroplankton are clearly defined in the Policy as pelagic larvae of
“benthic invertebrates” and does not include all invertebrate zooplankton. Many benthic
invertebrates are important members of benthic communities (e.g., crab, lobster, urchins) and
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some are actually endangered or otherwise protected (e.g. abalone). Staff is clarifying the Policy
to make it clear that only ichthyoplankton and meroplankton would be monitored under Track 2
for entrainment.
Comment 22.06:
The Board should specify that all species be monitored for impingement and entrainment, not
just those which are commercially and recreationally important.
Response:
Staff agrees. Please see the response to Comment 3.21.
Comment 25.03:
The State Water Board's stated intent is to protect marine and estuarine life from the impacts of
OTC without disrupting the critical needs of the State's electrical generation and transmission
system. To assess potential impacts to marine and estuarine life at EI Segundo and Encina,
NRG conducted Impingement Mortality and Entrainment (IM&E) characterization studies in
2005 and 2006 and submitted the reports to the Los Angeles and San Diego Regional Water
Boards in January 2008. The 1977 USEPA guidance for assessing Adverse Environmental
Impacts (AEl) was used in evaluating the results of the lM&E characterization studies. The
information from these and other recent studies obtained from most of the power plant in
California addresses some of the questions regarding levels of significance and relative
magnitude of the impact at the California OTC plants raised by Board members. Based on the
findings from these recent IM&E studies at EI Segundo and Encina, there was no evidence that
OTC resulted in AEl to fish and shellfish populations using USEPA guidelines. We recommend
that results from these recent IM&E studies for EI Segundo and Encina and any other California
OTC plants be considered in the SED, where such results may otherwise not have been
analyzed. Furthermore, we recommend that such characterization studies need not be repeated
as part of the implementation of the OTC Policy.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 20.03. The Policy states that previous studies may be
used to determine baseline IM/E impacts if the discharger demonstrates, to the Regional Water
Board’s satisfaction, that prior studies accurately reflect current impacts.
Comment 26.11:
See Comment 3.13.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.13.
Comment 26.12:
See Comment 3.14.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.14.
Comment 29.05:
PG&E strongly believes that as further work is done to quantify the benefits of compliance, sitespecific assessments of biological impact are required. Facilities such as Diablo Canyon have
over 30 years of biological data available to demonstrate that there has been no significant
impact to fish populations since the commencement of plant operations. Further data from the
SED indicates that Diablo Canyon contributes a disproportionately small percentage of both
impingement and entrainment. These factors must be considered in quantifying the benefits of
policy implementation. Diablo Canyon is a base load facility that runs at nearly continual full
capacity. Based on the SED data of average flows from 2000 to 2005, Diablo Canyon circulates
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roughly 22% of the state’s OTC flow. However, only 1% of the impingement and 8% of
entrainment are associated with Diablo Canyon. Thus, the location and design of the plant’s
cooling water intake system ensures that its impact, if any, is far less than its proportion of
cooling water flow. Diablo Canyon’s impingement impact is not just “less” than other plants – it
is virtually non-existent (totaling less than 1600 pounds per year) and was found by the Central
Coast Regional Water Board to be “so minor that no alternative technologies are necessary to
address impingement at DCPP, and the cost of any impingement reduction technology would be
wholly disproportionate to the benefits to be gained.” Additionally, Diablo Canyon has not
documented a single sea turtle or marine mammal death due to impingement. Diablo Canyon’s
entrainment is estimated at an average of approximately 11% of fish larvae in the source water
body. This must be understood in the context that over 99% of fish larvae do not reach
adulthood. Available data demonstrate that the operation of Diablo Canyon has not caused any
detectable impacts on adult fish populations in the region. As part of the plant’s biological
monitoring program, PG&E has collected data on fish populations at control stations in the
Diablo Canyon area since 1976 – ten years prior to plant operation. Graphs of this data
demonstrate that there have been no shifts in population that can be attributed to entrainment.
Further, a previously submitted study by researchers from California Polytechnic University
indicated no evidence of a declining trend for Rockfish along the Central Coast. This study
began in 1980 – five years before plant operation. If the operation of Diablo Canyon was
impacting rockfish populations, this study should have found declining populations of species
susceptible to entrainment. PG&E believes it is important to stress that the focus on fish and
shellfish is appropriate. USEPA has determined that phytoplankton and zooplankton do not
warrant assessment as there is a very low probability of impact given their extremely short
generation times, ability to continually reproduce, and abundance throughout California’s
coastal waters and beyond. Second, both Section 316(b) and Porter-Cologne recognize the
potential for some effects due to once through cooling. Section 316(b) requires that adverse
impacts be minimized – not eliminated. Thus, it is not appropriate to equate a fish kill from a
chemical spill or other non-compliance activity to impingement from a permitted OTC facility.
There is no direct evidence that OTC is causing adverse environmental impacts at all OTC
facilities. Impacts are site specific and should be assessed as such.
Response:
First, it must be noted that the State Water Board does not have to show population level effects
in order to adopt and implement this Policy. Furthermore it is the position of the staff that Diablo
Canyon’s OTC impacts are substantial. There is no test, nor is staff proposing a test, to base
this policy strictly on the relative impacts from one plant to another. All OTC plants must comply
with CWA Section 316(b).
Diablo Canyon has substantial entrainment impacts. For just nine taxa of rocky reef fish Diablo
Canyon entrainment impacts an average source water coastline length of 74 kilometers (46
miles) out to 3 kilometers (2 miles) offshore, an area of roughly 93 square miles. Other fish
species are also entrained, as well as the larvae of benthic invertebrates. The plant is
responsible for entrainment at least 1,481,948,383 fish larvae alone, annually.
Based on the proportional mortality in the source water, and using Habitat Production Foregone,
it is estimated that the entrainment from the plant represents between 296 and 593 acres of
rocky reef larval production.
Comment 31.35:
The staff recommends that IM/E monitoring would be conducted in association with each
NPDES permit renewal to provide a baseline but does not justify why additional data must be
obtained and how it would be utilized. Most facilities have accumulated years of monitoring data
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as required by their NPDES permits as well as recent monitoring pursuant to the EPA Phase II
rule. This monitoring has been conducted at considerable expense. These data can be
extrapolated to represent the estimated IM/E levels over a range of a facility's projected
operating levels to assist in establishing a baseline. Assuming a facility has met the Track 2
compliance target based upon previous IM/E monitoring, what assurance would that facility
have that it could continue to operate if new sampling data indicated IM/E levels had increased?
Would this result in denial of the NPDES permit renewal? If so, the facility would suddenly be
faced with closure within a very short timeframe. Again, all of these decisions are to be made in
an unspecified way "to the Regional Water Board's satisfaction".
Response:
Staff disagrees. Baseline studies would only be required fro those operators selecting
compliance through Track 2. Track 1 compliance would not necessitate any new baseline
studies upon NPDES permit renewal. For Track 2, new baseline studies may be required but
only if the Regional Water Board determines that previous studies do not accurately reflect
current impacts. Staff is not aware of any OTC facility in the state that currently meets the Track
2 compliance target based upon previous IM/E monitoring. In cases where previous monitoring
does not reflect current operating and environmental conditions, the Regional Water Board must
retain the authority to require additional monitoring, in order to be protective of marine and
estuarine aquatic life.
Comment 31.36:
The staff is recommending that those entities utilizing Track 2 compliance would perform IM/E
monitoring to verify the measures taken have enabled the facility to achieve Track 2 compliance
levels. The scope, duration and frequency of the monitoring are, again, at the discretion of the
Regional Water Board. Post-implementation compliance monitoring should only be required
once to verify compliance.
Response:
Different oceanographic and operating conditions must be considered and therefore the
monitoring requirements must be at the discretion of the Regional Water Board. Depending on
the specific Track 2 compliance method, the Regional Water Board may need to require
additional monitoring in order to verify compliance.
Comment 33.09:
Under Monitoring Provisions, baseline studies should account for yearly variations in
populations. Salmon populations, for example, vary due to several factors affecting recruitment
and delta smelt populations change according to differences in water year.
Response:
Staff agrees, and is of the opinion that the language in the policy allows for annual variability.
Baseline studies must accurately reflect current impacts, which would be inclusive of population
variability, and that must be proven to the Regional Water Board’s satisfaction. For entrainment,
the source water shall be determined based on oceanographic conditions reasonably expected
and sampling must provide an unbiased estimate of larvae entrained.
Comment 33.10:
The public and appropriate wildlife agencies need to be given an opportunity to review and
comment on these studies.
Response:
Monitoring plans submitted to Regional Water Boards are public records and are therefore
available upon request. Since the monitoring plans are reviewed associated with the issuance of
NPDES permits, the staff recommendations are also made in a public process and would
include consideration of public comments, including the comments from other agencies.
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Comment 33.11:
It may also be necessary to require a Technical Advisory Committee to review and evaluate
baseline studies if the Regional Water Boards do not have sufficient expertise.
Response:
As with other statewide plans and policies, the staff of the State Water Board Division of Water
Quality would be available to consult with the Regional Water Boards with regard to the
adequacy of baseline monitoring studies. If necessary the State Water Board staff could reconvene the ERP if there is sufficient reason to consult with academic and other scientists.
Comment 34.01:
The focus of the biological and cumulative impacts caused by once through cooling has been on
impingement and entrainment of fish and fish larvae and loss of the commercial value of the
fish. Impingement and entrainment studies have not addressed the impacts on the aquatic life
from an ecosystems based view point. Very little has been done to quantify by direct monitoring
the entrainment of the benthic organisms, the organisms that are at the bottom of the food web.
These organisms besides being the source of food also provide other important biological
services such as scavenging detritus. It should be pointed out that the State Water Board
Sediment Quality Objectives Part 12 for Enclosed Bays and Estuaries was recently approved by
EPA. It is based on multiple lines of evidence; toxicity, chemistry, benthic community. Of
particular interest is the line of evidence for the benthic community, which include three new
benthic indices that were developed for Part 1. We recommend that these new benthic indices
be evaluated for monitoring and assessing the impact of OTC power plants located in enclosed
bays and estuaries. The best technology available should also apply to monitoring technology.
Response:
Staff generally agrees with the comment as it relates to past studies for many power plants.
Ecosystem effects and effects on early life stages of benthic invertebrates are considered by
staff to be very important and must be considered. However staff also understands the technical
difficulty in sampling and identifying invertebrate larvae, and the current inability to model
ecosystem effects. Staff also agrees that presenting IM/E in terms of commercial fish values is
inappropriate but it does not take into account the ecological values of the marine life impinged
and entrained. The three lines of evidence approach as required for direct effects in our
Sediment Quality Objectives Part 1 for Enclosed Bays and Estuaries is designed around
chemical contamination and toxicity to marine life/communities, and is not appropriate for
assessing the effects of power plant intakes.
Comment 34.05:
We support Alternative 2. Staff argument for Alternative 3, which eliminates monitoring for Track
1 while not needed for compliance, will provide the baseline data needed for comparing the pre
Track I to post Track I changes in the aquatic ecosystem. This section does not clearly define
the monitoring requirements. Monitoring only the larvae in the water column and not the benthic
community is not adequate to assess the aquatic ecosystem.
Response:
Staff is recommending BTA under Track 1 as a means to reduce entrainment by 93% or more.
Closed cycle cooling will achieve that, so there is no need to monitor before and after.
Impacts from the intakes of OTC directly impact fish and plankton in the water column. Benthic
impacts are relevant only to determine the presence and abundance of species whose larval
forms are affected by entrainment; however other stressors (pollution, fishing, etc.) may affect
the benthic community as well.
Comment 40.10:
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In the Track 2 monitoring provisions of the proposed policy, State Water Board proposes to give
the Regional Water Boards complete discretion in determining if and when additional biological
monitoring to determine entrainment and impingement impacts is needed. This follows the initial
"baseline" monitoring and monitoring post implementation of Track 2 controls. NMFS disagrees
with this approach. Preferably, those facilities which continue to withdraw from ambient water
sources for cooling would be required to monitor more frequently to show that they are not
impacting the beneficial uses managed by State Water Board. Indeed, increased monitoring is
necessary to determine what a "representative" year is and to make sure that it is captured in
the monitoring scheme. A more appropriate requirement for facilities that choose to continue
utilizing antiquated OTC systems would include long-term sampling in source waters with
reference stations to determine impacts to the ecosystem.
Response:
As in other statewide plans and policies the State Water Board relies on the Regional Water
Boards to carry out their legal mandate for implementation. This is true in all NPDES permitting
the Regional Water Boards perform, including NPDES monitoring and reporting programs. The
State Water Board staff is always available to consult with when additional expertise or
interpretation is necessary. Therefore the approach for Regional Water Board monitoring
discretion is consistent with existing state law and policy. The purpose of the policy is to
discontinue the uncontrolled use of OTC. Therefore BTA relies on operational and structural
controls which would permanently reduce impacts to levels comparable to closed cycle cooling.
Depending upon the specific compliance approach, the Regional Water Boards have discretion
to require monitoring to verify reductions in impacts.
Comment 40.12:
The proposed policy should clarify that the use of the Adult Equivalent Loss and Fecundity
Hindcast models to determine impacts are not sufficient. These methods have typically only
been used for a limited subset of impacted species and the assumptions built into the models
contain significant uncertainties, such as the lack of data for California fishes, a lack of sitespecific data and inadequate accounting for unknown environmental compensatory or other
factors operating on population levels. (see the presentations posted on the State Water Board
website from the January 2008 Research Results Symposium at the University of California,
Davis by Stratus Consulting (presented by Dr. Elizabeth Strange) and by Dr. John Steinbeck
(Tenera Environmental) for additional information on this subject).
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 7.06, 3.21, and 22.05. Staff agrees that Adult
Equivalent Losses and Fecundity Hindcast models are insufficient to assess IM/E impacts.
These are both demographic fish population models that require a great deal of life history and
other information, and much of that information is unknown or quite uncertain for the vast
number of species impacted by OTC. A far superior approach is the Empirical Transport Model.
Comment 41.01:
Eliminate the requirement to protect zooplankton. Currently there is no data or information
provided to indicate zooplankton suffer mortality as a result of entrainment. Further, due to the
short life cycle and rapid reproduction of these organisms significant impacts are unlikely to
occur. Making this change to the Policy will create a viable Track 2 option. To achieve Track 2
compliance, zooplankton would have to be protected at the expense of fish and shellfish eggs
and larvae which would become impingeable on the 200 micron screens.
Response:
Technically, zooplankton is a comprehensive term that is inclusive of ichthyoplankton (fish eggs
and larvae), invertebrate meroplankton (larvae of benthic invertebrates), and holoplankton
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(invertebrates that are planktonic their entire lives). Of course we know that ichthyoplankton and
meroplankton experience 100% virtual mortality due to entrainment.
For purposes of the policy, ichthyoplankton and meroplankton are defined separately. For
purposes of the policy, meroplankton is defined as only those zooplankton that are pelagic
larvae of benthic invertebrates, and zooplankton is defined to include only planktonic
invertebrates larger than 200 microns. Therefore the zooplankton definition in the policy does
not include holoplankton, such as copepods, that have short life cycles and rapid turnover.
Monitoring is recommended by staff for all meroplankton greater than 200 microns, because for
example this includes organisms such as abalone (which for some species are threatened),
bivalves and sea urchins which are important members of benthic communities. It is important
to know the impact on these organisms. However, staff recognizes that if screens are employed
200 microns is not advisable. Therefore, staff is recommending, if screens are employed under
Track 2, that the minimum size openings in the screens be 500 microns. The requirement for
monitoring at a lower size therefore would not interfere with the use of screens as a Track 2
compliance measure.
Lastly, many ichthyoplankton and some meroplankton are larger than even 500 microns, and
staff is hopeful that screening devices would not impinge the organisms that they are designed
to exclude from entrainment. Such devices should be designed to prevent mortality either from
entrainment or by impingement.
Comment 43.10:
Page A-9, Section 5 - Track 2 Monitoring Provisions Subsection A.(1)(a) - Rather than prepare
current studies, this subsection allows the use of prior studies as documentation for current
impacts. Should the Regional Water Board choose to allow prior studies, those studies should
be subjected to third party independent scientific review.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 11.53. Staff does not believe that third party independent
scientific review of prior studies is necessary.
Comment 43.11:
Page A-9, Section 5 - Track 2 Monitoring Provisions Subsection A.(1)(a) - We suggest
incorporating the language used on page A-10, subsection B.(1)(b) which requires that sampling
be designed to account for variation in oceanographic conditions, larval abundance, and larval
behavior such that abundance estimates are reasonably accurate.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.13.
Comment 43.12:
Page A-1 0, Subsection B.(1) As with the baseline impingement study, if prior studies are used
to establish current impacts, those data should be subjected to, independent third party
scientific review.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 43.10.
Comment 44.08:
The "Track 2 Monitoring Provisions" requires that a "baseline entrainment study shall be
performed, unless the discharger demonstrates, to the Regional Water Board's satisfaction, that
prior studies accurately reflect current impacts.” The Draft Policy should be amended to include
standards and criteria to clarify "The Regional Water Board’s satisfaction".
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 43.10.
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Comment 49.12:
(2) (a) Compliance for impingement mortality shall be determined either (1) by monthly
verification of through-screen intake velocity not to exceed 0.5 foot per second, or (2) by
monitoring required in Section 4.A, below. Comment: This compliance mandate should state the
grounds for using one or the other determination.
Response:
Staff has revised the Policy to clarify the grounds for using one or the other determination.
Comment 50.04:
At the December 1, 2009 workshop, Dominic Gregorio, Environmental Scientist, Division of
Water Quality" State Water Resources Control Board, explained that the “reference to 200
microns" in the definition of "zooplankton" pertained to the size of entrainment sampling nets
and was not applicable to intake screening devices. This distinction is very important because
the 200 micron size essentially eliminates any reasonable means of compliance under Track 2
since there are no existing technologies that can screen out 200 micron organisms. However,
the Revised Draft Policy does not clearly make that distinction. The Board must make that
distinction explicit in the Policy given its importance to compliance determinations. We suggest
that a size of 2 mm or greater be applied to screening devices based on consideration of
reducing fouling opportunities and a mesh size that would meet with the intentions of the Policy
Response:
Staff stands by the statement made at the Dec.1, 2009 workshop. In order to clarify the policy
staff is including language in the Track 2 provisions that if screens are employed, the minimum
size openings in the screens shall be 500 microns. However, staff wants to make it clear that a
2 mm (2000 micron) screen will not protect most ichthyoplankton from entrainment, and would
likely need to be employed along with flow reductions (or some other controls) in order to
reduce entrainment, for plankton > 500 microns, comparable to that achieved with closed cycle
cooling.
Comment 53.02:
The definition indicates that HPF is the area of production "lost to all entrained species." The
proportional mortality estimates, which are used as input to HPF, cannot be calculated for all
entrained species. Therefore, at present, HPF can only be used for (1) those species with
sufficient abundance in both entrainment and source water samples, and (2) species with
sufficient life history information for calculation of larval duration (exposure to entrainment). In
addition, there must also be some level of confidence in estimates of the size and extent of the
source water. The correct application should also take into account variations in habitat in the
source waters. The example listed in the definition assumes the habitat is homogenous, and the
affected species all utilize this same habitat. This is unlikely to ever be the case, and we
recommend deleting the example. The HPF, if used appropriately, can be one of many methods
used in scaling restoration projects to offset IM&E losses. However, like all other scaling
methods, it has limitations on its use. Lastly, any restoration scaling application, such as the
HPF, is limited by the state of science with regards to relevant knowledge of the life history
parameters of affected species. This problem was further identified by the Water Intake
Structure Environmental Research program (WISER) administered by the CEC. Characteristics
such as mortality, growth, fecundity, and more general concepts of population regulation and
stressors are still unknown for the majority of fish species occurring along the California
coastline.
Response:
Staff agrees that the estimates of proportional mortality are for certain target species for which
adequate knowledge is available. Still, the HPF method, when based on the results of the ETM,
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provides a best estimate of the habitat that may replace all entrained species. The Expert
Review Panel clearly states that: “Fish larval mortality and other biological and oceanographic
data can be used in the Empirical Transport Model (ETM) to estimate the percent of the total
larvae lost due to entrainment in the volume of ocean water from which the larvae can be
entrained. This estimate may also reflect % losses to organisms in sea water that are not
sampled in entrainment studies (e.g., invertebrate larvae and other zooplankton, and
phytoplankton) and is thus a more comprehensive measure of entrainment impacts.”
Upon consideration of comments, staff is recommending deletion of the example in the
definition of HPF.
Comment 53.03:
Compliance for Track 2 impingement can be determined "by monthly verification of through
screen intake velocity not to exceed 0.5 foot per second, or (2) by monitoring required in Section
4.A, below." The velocity monitoring is straightforward. However, it is not clear how monitoring
could demonstrate compliance when it is not understood what impingement mortality would
result from a 93% reduction in flow.
Response:
For impingement mortality, Track 1 requires the through-screen intake velocity must not exceed
0.5 foot per second. Based on available information a through-screen intake velocity of 0.5 foot
per second or less will result in virtually no impingement mortality. For Track 2 plants may rely
solely on reductions in velocity not to exceed 0.5 foot per second (even if the flows are not
reduced by 93%, as may be the case with the installation of fine mesh screens); the other option
is reduce impingement mortality to a comparable level as under Track 1. A “comparable level”
is a level that achieves at least 90 percent of the reduction in impingement mortality required
under Track 1. This may be achieved by comparing baseline (pre-control) impingement with
impingement after controls are instituted. The difference between baseline impingement and
controlled impingement should be only 10% of the baseline (i.e. 90% controlled).
Comment 53.04:
The policy requires "sampling for all ichthyoplankton and meroplankton species" (Section '
4.8.1.a). The definition of "meroplankton" in Section 5 is incorrect. It is currently defined as:
“Meroplankton - Refers to that component of the zooplankton community composed of the
pelagic larvae of benthic invertebrates." Meroplankton are those organisms that only spend part
of their life cycles in the planktonic phase, and is not limited to benthic invertebrates (e.g., fishes
and barnacle nauplii are considered meroplanktonic) (see for example: Nybakken, J. 1988,
1997. Marine Biology: An Ecological Approach).
Response:
Staff is aware and agrees that the definition provided in the comment is correctly stated as
applied in marine biology and oceanography. However, in order to describe entrained plankton
organisms, staff recommends the definitions in the policy, with the caveat that the
recommended definitions are only applicable within the context. To emphasize that, staff
recommends clarification by adding the statement “For purposes of this Policy” at the beginning
of the meroplankton definition. That was always the intent as evidenced by the fact that staff
had previously included that same statement in the definition of zooplankton, of which
meroplankton is a component.
Comment 53.05:
MBC performed some of the original Section 316(b) demonstrations in California in the 1970s,
and designed and performed studies in southern California from 2004 to 2008 for multiple power
plants. All of these studies utilized 333- or 33S-micron mesh plankton nets. Recent Section
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316(b) IM&E Studies utilized 333- or 33S-micron mesh for sampling, and target invertebrates
included spiny lobster phyllosoma, market squid paralarvae, and crab megalopae. The
language in the current policy implies that new studies would have to be performed. There is still
no justification or reasoning for the 200 micron requirement. Sampling with finer mesh, could
affect study results; the finer mesh clogs faster, reducing sampling efficiency of the plankton
net(s). Finer mesh has been used in some surveys targeting specific invertebrate larvae on in
Northern California; this could still be performed without the requirement to sample and analyze
all meroplankton for a 12-month period.
Response:
Upon considering public comments received, staff is recommending clarifying language in
section 4.B.(1) of the policy, as follows: “Prior studies that may have used a mesh size of 333 or
335 microns for sampling are acceptable for compliance with the review and approval of the
Regional Water Board. If the Regional Water Board determines that a new baseline entrainment
study shall be performed to determine larval composition and abundance in the source water,
representative of water that is being entrained, then samples must be collected using a mesh
size no larger than 335 microns. Additional samples shall also be collected using a 200 micron
mesh to provide a broader characterization of other meroplankton* entrained.” Staff feels
strongly that although many studies have used 333 or 335 micron screens, new studies should
subsample for the 200 – 335 micron size fraction in order to identify smaller invertebrate larvae,
and for ichthyoplankton that may escape capture in 335 micron nets (by moving through the
mesh head or tail first. A subsample of the 200 – 335 micron size fraction may be obtained,
without undue clogging, simply by nesting a 350 micron net within a 200 micron net.
Comment 55.01:
We share the concerns of CCEEB, utility and fellow independent power producers (IPPs) on the
omission of wholly disproportionate demonstration and exclusion of cost considerations in
assessing feasibility (in Track 2); and potential necessity of dischargers to repeat
comprehensive Impingement Mortality and Entrainment (IM&E) studies (as noted, El Segundo
and Encina conducted IM&E and submitted voluntarily the Comprehensive Demonstration
Studies).
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 43.10.
Comment 61.02:
Sampling was not done with smaller mesh nets because they rapidly clog reducing the
effectiveness of the net and affecting the quality of the sampling. Also, there is limited taxonomic
knowledge of the early larval stages of many invertebrate limiting the ability to determine what is
even being collected. There has also been a general recognition that the potential for impacts to
invertebrates due to entrainment is very limited due to their large reproductive capacity. In
addition, there is probably a high level of entrainment survival for many invertebrate larvae
which, unlike delicate, soft-bodied larval fishes, have chitonous or calcareous shells that protect
them from damage while passing through a cooling water system. Finally, the scientists involved
in these studies realized that the large abundances of invertebrate larvae in the coastal waters
allow the mortality due to entrainment to be estimated based on the volume of cooling water
relative to the volume of the source water. Using this assumption there was no need to include
sampling for smaller invertebrate meroplankton.
Response:
While previous studies have not focused on organisms smaller than 335 microns, any future
studies should perform sampling to identify the 200-335 micron fraction of plankton, particularly
for meroplankton of benthic invertebrates. These organisms are important ecologically, and in
some cases commercially, and the fact that they have not been consistently sampled in the past
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is not a reason to ignore them if any future studies are performed. Furthermore, staff is only
recommending a sample for the 200-335 micron fraction, not an elimination of the sampling for
335 micron and above. One way a subsample may be obtained, without undue clogging, is
simply by nesting a 335 micron net within a 200 micron net. However there are other ways in
which a sample for organisms larger than 200 microns may be obtained.
Regarding taxonomic knowledge, staff only recommends identification to the lowest taxa, and
not necessarily to the species level when that is not scientifically valid. There is no evidence
that invertebrate larvae have a better chance of survival than fish larvae. Staff stands by its
opinion that entrainment of all species results in 100% virtual mortality. Staff agrees that there
are large abundances of invertebrate larvae in the coastal waters, and that entrainment may be
estimated based on the volume of cooling water. Therefore staff is recommending when plants
rely solely on reductions in flow to meet Track 2 entrainment compliance, monitoring may be
performed simply by recording and reporting reductions in terms of monthly flow, in order to
verify a minimum of 93% reduction in terms of design flow; in such cases no entrainment
sampling would be required.

8. Immediate and Interim Requirements
Comment 1.08:
The requirement to mitigate or offset impacts for units that have not complied within five years
forces many facilities to comply twice - the first time by funding a mitigation project and the
second time by shutting down or taking other action to achieve full compliance with Track I or
Track 2. Mitigation should be eliminated as a required interim measure, especially since many
facilities do not have the ability to achieve full compliance within five years given the need to
ensure a sufficient supply of electricity in critical local reliability areas.
Response:
Staff is proposing an implementation schedule that is quite long, and IM/E impacts during that
interim period will likely be substantial. Those IM/E impacts during the interim period should be
offset to protect and conserve the environment. However, there is no requirement that a plant
operator need to wait the entire period of its respective implementation deadline to comply with
BTA, and those plants that can install BTA within five years would not need to perform the
required interim mitigation.
Comment 1.09:
The habitat production forgone methodology specified in the SED estimates the amount of
habitat (in acres) it would take to offset the estimated loss of habitat due to the ongoing
operation of a plant's OTC system. The estimated lost habitat is typically compensated for by
completing a wetland restoration project or constructing an artificial reef. The bulk of the cost of
this project would be associated with the initial restoration effort. Once the wetland is created or
restored, the ongoing cost to maintain the wetland is minimal compared to the initial investment.
The inequity of requiring interim mitigation results from the fact that as long as the restoration
project is maintained it will produce benefits indefinitely, while the impacts of the OTC system
will be eliminated as soon as full compliance with the Policy is achieved. The elimination of
impacts could occur as early as one year after the interim restoration project is funded while the
project itself could go on producing benefits for 40, 50 or 100 years.
Response:
Staff agrees that mitigation (e.g., restoration) projects have the potential to produce substantial
benefits. That is why staff is proposing the interim mitigation measure as a way to offset
substantial losses to marine/estuarine life due to IM/E. It is likely that such restoration projects
will have long lasting benefits, but OTC has been employed for many years prior to the Policy
and many plant operators have not performed any mitigation during that historical period.
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Comment 1.10:
If the Water Board is unwilling to eliminate mitigation as an interim requirement, the Policy
needs to provide more clarity to Regional Water Boards about how to determine the
requirement so that plants are not forced to comply twice. AES-SL has two suggestions for how
an equitable and simple interim mitigation requirement could be structured. One, rather than
requiring a generator to identify a specific restoration project to fund, the Water Board should
establish an annual $/acre mitigation fee that would be paid into an overall state-wide fund and
managed by one agency. Two, the required annual mitigation fee should be based on actual
annual OTC flow rather than on a conservative forward estimate of expected flow. In addition,
the habitat production foregone calculation must be scaled based on a typical power plant life of
30 years so that the annual mitigation fee is 1/30 of the calculated total habitat impacted by
ongoing plant operation.
Response:
Staff is in favor of using the habitat production foregone (HPF) method to determine the area for
a mitigation project. Once the HPF acreage is determined a $/acre mitigation fee may then be
determined depending on site specific conditions. For example a rocky reef project may have a
different per acre cost than a wetland project. Once these are determined, and then approved
by the Regional Water Board the plant operator would have the option to either directly fund the
restoration project or the same amount of money may be provided to a third party to oversee the
restoration project. Staff disagrees with the recommendation to scale mitigation fees to a
fraction of the typical power plant life.
Comments 3.25 and 26.21:
We support the general intent of the interim requirements to immediately reduce negative
impacts to our marine and estuarine ecosystems; however the complexity of these requirements
raises concern. We urge the State Water Board to clarify that compliance with the actual policy
is of primary importance, and further refine the requirements for the interim measures to ensure
streamlined compliance. Technology to prevent the entrainment of organisms such as marine
mammals and turtles (such as large organism exclusion bars) and restoration are beneficial
measures in the interim, but neither will satisfy the compliance goal of reducing impingement
and entrainment by 90%. By comparison, NPDES permits often have interim requirements while
new technology is installed. There is no reason that power plants should be provided special
treatment or credit for mechanisms employed to remediate the past and present environmental
damages caused by OTC. For improved clarity, it should be stated in the “Immediate and
Interim Requirements” that the prohibition of seawater intakes is not an “interim” requirement –
but a permanent and “immediate” requirement.
Response:
Compliance with BTA is the ultimate goal of the Policy, and staff believes that this is clear. We
agree that wildlife exclusion and mitigation/restoration are very beneficial measures. Staff has
never stated or implied that these measures satisfy BTA. However, it is true that reductions in
flows, as required in the interim measures, is also a potential component, along with other
controls, to a plant’s ultimate compliance with BTA under Track 2.
Comments 3.26 and 26.22:
Currently interim requirement allows the intake of water to occur only during “power generating
activities or critical system maintenance.” While “power generating activities” are defined in the
Draft Policy, “critical system maintenance” is not. “Critical system maintenance” needs to be
clearly defined so that it does not allow for continued flows for co-located desalination facilities
or other practices not included in “critical system maintenance.” Without definition, this provides
a significant loophole for plants to continue intake flows, which is contrary to the intention of this
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policy to actually reduce impacts to marine life. We suggest defining “critical system
maintenance” to only include activities that are critical for maintenance of a plant’s physical
machinery and absolutely cannot be postponed until the unit is operating to generate electricity.
This will help protect against the intake of excess cooling water when no power generation or
essential maintenance operations are being performed.
Response:
The definition of power generating activities in the draft policy clearly states certain activities that
are not considered directly related to the generation of electricity, which include dilution for inplant wastes, maintenance of source-and receiving water quality strictly for monitoring
purposes, and running pumps strictly to prevent fouling of condensers and other power plant
equipment. Staff agrees that the term critical system maintenance is not clearly defined but was
intended to include activities that are critical for maintenance of a plant’s physical machinery
and absolutely cannot be postponed until the unit is operating to generate electricity. Critical
system maintenance is not intended to allow flows to supply desalination plants or other
industrial facilities co-located at a power plant.
Comments 3.27 and 26.23:
Restoration should not be confused with mitigation. We are concerned by the use of the term
“mitigation” in section C(3), as that is a term also used in California Water Code Section
13142.5(b) which establishes standards for regulating new power plant cooling technology and
other industrial seawater intakes. “After the fact” restoration as an alternative to implementing
BTA has been plainly rejected by the Courts. However, we are not opposed to mandating
restoration as an interim measure while all units come into compliance. To avoid future
confusion in defining the term “mitigation” when enforcing the Water Code for all intakes of
seawater for industrial purposes, we encourage the replacement of “mitigation” with the term
“restoration.” We do not believe the two terms are synonymous. Furthermore, we urge the State
Water Board to not only account for interim damages caused by OTC between adoption of this
policy and compliance by facilities in this section, but also for past entrainment and impingement
by coastal power plants. We also urge the State Water Board to prohibit credit for past
mitigation efforts as counting toward compliance with interim requirements. The general intent of
the interim requirements is meaningless if the State Water Board chooses to give credit to
power plants for their past mitigation efforts through Coastal Commission or other permitting
processes. Therefore, we recommend the deletion of interim requirement section C(3)(a).
Response:
Staff agrees that restoration is not a technology and is not allowable to substitute for BTA.
However staff believes that restoration and other forms of mitigation have a value during the
interim period until BTA is implemented.
Staff does agree that more clarity is required in the use of the term mitigation and therefore is
proposing a definition for “mitigation projects” to include projects to restore marine life.
Restoration of marine life may include projects to restore and/or enhance coastal marine or
estuarine habitat, and may also include protection of marine life in existing marine habitat, for
example through the funding of implementation and/or management of Marine Protected Areas.
Past mitigation project commitments by power companies were intended, among other things,
to replace entrained larvae from larvae of the same species produced by new or improved
natural habitat. These projects were funded through permit requirements with the understanding
that new mitigation projects would not be required. It is important to note that very few of the
power plants have funded mitigation projects, and therefore if certain other plants do not comply
with BTA within five years then mitigation, which can be very beneficial to the ecosystem, would
be employed as an interim measures.
Comments 3.28 and 26.24:
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Plant owners and operators should fund restoration projects designed and implemented by
government agencies. Due to the complexity of restoration projects, we urge the State Water
Board to exclude section C(3)(b) and (c) of the Immediate and Interim Requirements Section
and instead require that coastal power plant owner and operators participate in funding of
restoration projects that are designed and managed by experienced entities with knowledge in
restoration scaling and ecosystem-level restoration project design and implementation, such as
the California Coastal Conservancy or Santa Monica Bay Restoration Commission. The design
and execution of ecosystem-level restoration projects requires significant time, resources and
expertise– without the right expertise and direction, restoration efforts can be very expensive
without the intended results. How will the Regional Water Boards streamline these processes
and ensure the development of a restoration plan that results in ecosystem-level benefits?
Furthermore, how will the State Water Board address the problem of maximizing restoration, but
avoiding compromises to ecosystem integrity? For example, fish hatcheries are often used as
restoration measures, but are a species-specific approach that can cause adverse
environmental impacts such as habitat degradation and water quality impairments when not
properly designed. Another critical question is: what is the appropriate restoration ratio for the
impacts caused by OTC? The California Coastal Commission spent years trying to identify an
appropriate mitigation ratio for various damages, and this issue still comes up for debate before
the Commission for many restoration and mitigation projects. Clearly, restoration for ecosystemlevel impacts is complex and many questions need to be addressed before moving forward with
appropriate measures.
Response:
Staff agrees that restoration for ecosystem-level impacts is complex and many site specific
project design issues need to be addressed when projects are funded. Staff also agrees that it
would be very preferable for these projects to be designed and implemented by state
government agencies experienced in these issues. Staff is proposing that funding for mitigation
projects, including projects implementing or managing Marine Protected Areas, be funneled
through the Calif. Ocean Protection Council, and this is the preferred alternative for funding
mitigation projects.
Comment 3.29:
Historic source water depletion should be analyzed with the use of reference sites and
incorporated into Interim Requirements. We cannot go back in time to gauge the true impact of
these facilities; however, we urge the State Water Board to include reference location studies to
better determine ecological productivity in areas without impacts from OTC to more accurately
assess impingement and entrainment impacts. These studies must be multiyear studies to
account for seasonal and annual variability and should be used to inform interim restoration
requirements. If local source water studies are used to assess current OTC impacts, the
impacts will be vastly underestimated. Accurate monitoring and assessment of biological and
resource impacts is critical, and the information must be used in an appropriate manner that
does not artificially underestimate historical abundance and diversity and the requirements of
restoration costs in the Immediate and Interim requirements. The persistent use of OTC at
coastal power plants has clearly contributed to the loss of biodiversity and documented
population decline of many marine species over the past 50 years. Although we support the
simple approach of using generational flow as a proxy for entrainment to achieve marine life
mortality reductions in Track 2, this approach does not account for potentially depleted source
waters surrounding OTC facilities, and may bias the actual achievement of marine life mortality
reductions. To maintain the simplicity of the policy, we urge the State Water Board to account
for historic impacts caused by OTC in the final policy as an interim requirement. We recommend
an approach involving reference site monitoring to help gauge larval and planktonic marine life
densities at similar sites not impacted by power plants, stormdrains or point sources, and utilize
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this information to help designate the interim requirement to mitigate past and present
impingement and entrainment impacts before policy compliance. Reference baseline
characterization studies should be conducted over multiple years (at least four years and
repeated at least once every five years thereafter) to account for seasonal and annual variation.
Response:
Unfortunately the substantial cumulative impacts of power plants for approximately a half
century has changed the marine ecosystem, and along with coastal development, pollution, and
fishing, there are few if any reference areas for planktonic larval condition. While reference
areas in the coastal ocean are available for studies on water quality condition and benthic
community condition, these types of studies are quite different from a comparison of planktonic
larvae, which are the offspring of fish and benthic invertebrates, many of which are depleted
from historic levels. Staff agrees that cumulative impacts have resulted in impacts to
biodiversity, but by the same token these impacts have been widespread (huge source areas)
resulting in the unlikely existence of untouched reference areas.
Comment 7.04:
According to the proposed Policy, beginning five years after the policy’s effective date, the
owner or operator of an existing power plant must implement interim measures (e.g., technology
based and restoration) to lessen marine life impingement and entrainment, and must continue to
do so until full compliance is achieved. Central Coast Water Board staff supports the Policy
requirement that mitigation/compensation is achieved during the interim period. Additionally,
Central Coast Water Board staff is pleased that the draft SED allows Regional Water Boards to
use the habitat production foregone method in the decision making process for restoration
projects. Mitigation based on such approaches provides many environmental benefits. For
example, with mitigation funds related to the Moss Landing Power Plant’s withdrawal of OTC
water, the Elkhorn Slough Foundation has preserved and enhanced thousands of acres of
wetlands and surrounding watersheds in and around Elkhorn Slough.
Response:
Staff agrees with and thanks the Regional Water Board for its support of interim mitigation and
the habitat production foregone method.
Comment 7.05:
Although not in the proposed Policy, Central Coast Water Board staff supports the principal of
establishing a water/organism use fee (e.g., so many dollars per million gallons) as interim
mitigation for the use of the public resource and impacts caused by OTC. Central Coast Water
Board staff suggests that if such an approach were adopted, appropriate fees should be
directed to implement beneficial coastal environmental projects, including watershed projects.
Response:
Staff has considered a water use fee but there are several technical and administrative details
that make that approach somewhat difficult to impose through the Policy. Determining the actual
dollar per MGD at this time without the HPF information for all plants is one difficulty, another is
that wastewater fees are imposed through another State Water Board process. Therefore staff
is not proposing the water use fee approach.
Comment 7.08:
The proposed Policy requirement to mitigate and compensate for impacts that can not be
addressed by technological “fixes” will avoid situations where OTC is "banned" while power
plants continue to use OTC water for decades without any benefits to the environment. For
example, power plants in New York State continue to use OTC rather than converting to closedcycle cooling while in litigation. Allowing mitigation in certain circumstances will allow for
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compliance that has many other environmental benefits and thereby makes the Policy stronger
and more protective of the environment than federal regulations.
Response:
Staff agrees that mitigation has an important role, and have therefore included it in the interim
measures. However staff is precluded from using restoration or other non-technology mitigation
in place of BTA, and therefore mitigation will not be a final compliance option.
Comment 9.11:
We question whether mitigation is permissible under a cost-benefit or a wholly disproportionate
analysis since the Second Circuit decision explicitly prohibited habitat restoration by name as
compensation for OTC impacts.
Response:
Riverkeeper II concluded that restoration measures are not a part of the location, designed,
construction or capacity of cooling water intake structures, such that restoration measures may
not substitute for use of best technology available (BTA) to minimize adverse environmental
impact. However, restoration measures may be used where a facility first employs technology
to minimize adverse impacts through BTA or an appropriate variance.
Comment 9.12:
If mitigation, under circumstances that may be permissible under the Riverkeeper decisions, is
incorporated into the policy, we strongly believe that it should be used, not to compensate for
and potentially prolong OTC, but to finance new alternative energy sources as planned
substitutes for power plants, especially photovoltaic solar energy, which has been recognized by
the CEC as a feasible, cost-effective alternative to existing power plants. Urban photovoltaic
could directly serve to replace coastal power plants, especially the oldest and least needed
plants, and thereby contribute to earlier attainment of the state's global warming goals. We are
also concerned that mitigation funds paid to the water boards could become habit-forming and
might influence the agencies to not pursue aggressively the goal of ending OTC.
Response:
Use of mitigation or restoration measures other than directly to reduce impingement and
entrainment effects from OTC may lack appropriate nexus to reduction of intake water and its
effectiveness may be difficult to measure. The policy implementation schedule is designed to
limit the period required for plants to come into compliance. Use of mitigation funds to reduce
environmental harm during that interim period would do nothing to artificially extend that period.
Comment 9.20:
To make “habitat production foregone” a valid instrument in measuring marine impacts, the
State Water Board must provide in the policy a reference to the regulatory or scientific basis for
its use in order to bestow legitimacy as a standard. Further, evidence must be presented as to
why it is acceptable to measure impacts in terms of the average proportional mortality, rather
than several species that may be most significantly impacted, both in numbers and in proportion
of the species inhabiting a water body area. With proportional mortality measured in acres, what
standard would be used to determine acceptable and unacceptable impacts in terms of
acreage?
Response:
Based on staff discussions with Expert Review Panel members, Habitat Production Foregone
(HPF) is the best available method to convert proportional mortality into area and thence a
dollar value of procuring and/or restoring that area. Staff has included a requirement that
proportional mortality must be based on the Empirical Transport Model. The Expert Review
Panel clearly states that: “Fish larval mortality and other biological and oceanographic data can
be used in the Empirical Transport Model (ETM) to estimate the percent of the total larvae lost
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due to entrainment in the volume of ocean water from which the larvae can be entrained. This
estimate may also reflect % losses to organisms in sea water that are not sampled in
entrainment studies (e.g., invertebrate larvae and other zooplankton, and phytoplankton) and is
thus a more comprehensive measure of entrainment impacts.”
The Expert Review Panel also stated that “If restoration is adopted as an interim control
measure then, based on
experience with determining mitigation on a plant-by-plant basis, the ERP favors using a
mitigation fee based on entrainment-weighted flow. This fee might best be "pooled" from all
power plants and administered by a one
institution that collects and allocates funds for projects…” Staff therefore is including a
statement in the policy that “The habitat production foregone method, or a comparable alternate
method approved by the State Water Board Division of Water Quality, shall be used to
determine the habitat and area for funding a mitigation project.” For situations in which an
operator opts to providing funding to the California Coastal Conservancy/California Ocean
Protection Council to fund an appropriate mitigation project, staff may then consider a fee based
on entrainment weighted flow to be “a comparable alternative method” if that fee were based on
costs of previous mitigation projects which in turn were determined using HPF.
Finally, staff also realizes that HPF has practical limitation when the primary habitat is
unconstrained (open coastal) soft bottom, in that there are little or no opportunities to restore
such habitat. However, protecting that habitat in a Marine Protected Area, and providing funding
to implement, manage and monitor that habitat is a viable, even preferred option.
Comment 11.53:
The State Water Board should give full credit for purposes of meeting the required interim
mitigation measures, as well as the wholly disproportionate mitigation requirements, to existing,
permit-required mitigation projects that already address a power plant’s OTC environmental
impacts. While the proposed Policy provides that existing mitigation efforts may meet the interim
mitigation requirements, section 2.C(3)(a) of the policy leaves it to the Regional Water Board's
satisfaction the determination of whether an existing mitigation effort required by state or federal
permits/approvals will be given credit. That is unacceptable. Where existing mitigation is already
required by permit, such as Moss Landing, the proposed Policy should clearly state that the
interim mitigation requirement is deemed satisfied or does not apply.
Response:
Staff does recommend that existing mitigation efforts, including any projects that are required by
prior state or federal permits, be allowed credit toward meeting the interim mitigation
requirement; staff has changed this section to require that such mitigation be to the State Water
Board’s (instead of Regional Water Board's) satisfaction. In making that determination the State
Water Board would review the record of the relevant state or federal permits, and determine if
the prior mitigation project in fact mitigates both the interim impingement and entrainment
impacts. For example a mitigation project may mitigate entrainment impacts but not
impingement mortality.
Comment 11.67:
The proposed Policy should clarify that funding of interim mitigation requirements may be based
on projected or actual annual flows during the interim period. Because interim mitigation is
short-term temporary measure, detailed, complex biological models should not be required. In
addition, up-front, one-time payments should not be required, given that the retirement date of
certain power plants may not be certain.
Response:
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An accepted and tangible approach must be used in determining the funding for a mitigation
project, such as Habitat Production Foregone with proportional mortality based on an Empirical
Transport Model, or some other comparable method such as flow weighted entrainment in
which the fees are in turn based on previous Habitat Production Foregone determined mitigation
projects. Nothing in the Policy precludes the use of actual annual flows, but projections would
need to be based on historical averages or based on committed reductions in flow due to the
interim measures.
Comment 11.68:
The proposed Policy should clarify that once the approved mitigation project has been fully
funded, the owner/operator's obligation is deemed fulfilled. Follow-up studies should not be
required and, because it is only an interim measure, the owner/operator should not be held
responsible if the efficacy of the mitigation project ultimately falls short of what was anticipated.
Response:
Staff does not intend that mitigation be based on continual monitoring; instead it would be based
on existing baseline studies and the Plant’s flow. Interim mitigation is not intended as a
technological solution as is Track 2, which requires monitoring.
Comment 13.08:
Continued operation due to alleged reliability needs should be charged commensurately. Many
of these aging power plants enjoy lucrative contracts from CAISO for reliability purposes. In the
case of the South Bay Power Plant, the operators received $32 million this year - down from
$33 million last year. The water boards should increase the fees significantly for permitting
these facilities due to the extended impacts to water quality and their known noncompliance with
BTA. Clearly, the revenues enjoyed by the owners of the plants will be sufficient to pay
increased fees. The additional funds should be used to restore degraded water bodies in the
region.
Response:
Staff believes the approaches taken in this policy are balanced between the needs of the
electricity generators and the requirements of Section 316(b). The time schedules proposed for
OTC phase out incorporate many competing policy goals. Short term power company revenues
are a necessary aspect for long term construction funding for power replacement.
Comment 14.07:
The mitigation requirements set forth in the "Immediate and Interim Requirements" provide an
unnecessary exemption for any facility with a compliance date within five years of the effective
date of the Policy. The Policy provides no justification for allowing such a broad cushion for
mltigation of interim impacts. Under the proposed scheme, Mirant would not be required to
mitigate any of its interim impacts. The Policy's justification for this exemption is insufficient.
Response:
For plants meeting final compliance within five years, staff would prefer that the plant operator
dedicate resources toward reducing impingement and entrainment by installing BTA. Staff
believes that compliance for most plants can be attained within five years. However, staff
believes mitigation is an appropriate interim measure for those plants opting to take a longer
time to install BTA.
Comment 15.05:
Restoration as an interim mitigation for marine impacts seems paradoxical; it is posed as an
alternative if final compliance with the policy cannot as yet be achieved. However restoration
itself is a time consuming process which will only reveal its effectiveness over time, if at all.
Would the restoration project be abandoned when compliance is attained? An interim mitigation
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measure really should be capable of immediate implementation as soon as the decision is made
that final compliance is not yet achievable. Examples that come to mind are: shutting down one
of several operating units, or shutting down operation during the spawning season. If restoration
is selected it certainly should be stipulated that the project will be maintained even after final
compliance.
Response:
Staff believes that restoration can be a cost-effective method that can be implemented in a
reasonable timeframe without placing an undue burden on the facility. However, restoration and
other mitigation projects may have drawbacks, include the one example in the comment
regarding showing effectiveness over time. For this and other reasons, staff is proposing that
operators have the option to contribute toward a fund implemented by the Ocean Protection
Council that would be used to implement, manage and monitor MPAs.
Comment 18.07:
The persistent use of OTC at coastal power plants has clearly contributed to the loss of
biodiversity and the documented population decline of many marine species over the past 50
years. Although we support a simple approach to phasing out OTC along California’s coast, it
should be recognized that today’s impacts are not reflective of the 40-50 years of marine life
impacts caused by OTC, where adjacent ecosystems have suffered a long history of
entrainment and impingement. We cannot go back in time to gauge the true impact of these
facilities; however, we recommend the State Water Board ensure that reference location studies
are conducted to better determine ecological productivity in areas without impacts from OTC to
more accurately assess impingement and entrainment impacts. Accurate monitoring and
assessment of biological and resource impacts (both past and present) is critical, and the
subsequent information should be used to inform interim restoration requirements for coastal
generators.
Response:
Staff agrees that OTC has contributed substantially to detrimental marine life impacts for over
half of a century. However, staff does not believe that the identification of reference stations is
feasible, in that the entire coastal zone of California is no longer pristine and has experienced a
myriad of impacts such as from coastal development, pollution, and fishing. Unlike reference
areas for water quality studies, where locations may be found that do not experience serious
pollution, it will be difficult or impossible to find reference locations untouched by all of the
various stressors on coastal ecosystems, including current OTC impacts which are cumulatively
substantial over large stretches of the coast.
Comment 19.05:
The proposed policy requires the owner or operator of an existing power plant to implement
measures to mitigate the interim impingement and entrainment impacts resulting from cooling
water intake structures for the period commencing five years after the effective date of the
proposed policy and continuing up to and until the owner or operator achieves final compliance.
We agree with the requirement for mitigation or restoration to offset interim impacts until power
plants achieve full compliance with the proposed policy. However, we would recommend that
mitigation for interim impingement and entrainment impacts should be required starting with the
effective date of adoption of the proposed policy, rather than providing a five-year grace period.
Response:
For plants meeting final compliance within five years, staff would prefer that the plant operator
dedicate resources toward reducing impingement and entrainment by installing BTA. Staff
believes that compliance for most plants can be attained in five years. However, for those plants
opting to take a longer time to install BTA then staff believes mitigation is an appropriate interim
measure. Please see the response to Comment 43.04.
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Comment 19.06:
The policy does not define or discuss how the level of impacts and required mitigation should be
calculated, what types of mitigation should be required (e.g., in-kind mitigation versus general
habitat restoration), or how to monitor and evaluate the success and effectiveness of mitigation
projects. We would recommend that State Water Board develop guidance on these issues to
assist the Regional Water Boards and promote statewide consistency.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 31.41.
Comment 23.10:
Section 2.C.(3) requires operators to implement mitigation measures prior to the compliance
deadlines set for Tracks 1 and 2. Mirant has already undertaken mitigation measures at its OTC
units, including the use of variable speed drives and the payment of compensation to the
Department of Fish & Game. The Policy should confirm that Section 2.C.(3) does not
necessarily impose new requirements on operators if existing mitigations satisfy the standards
set forth in that subsection.
Response:
The proposed Policy allows owners/operators to take full credit for already installed controls,
such as variable speed drives, designed to limit entrainment and impingement impacts. Existing
mitigation measures may also be counted.
Comment 29.08:
The current proposal requires the development and implementation of major capital equipment
and mitigation projects on an interim basis. There are a myriad of issues which suggest that
establishing a fund to which plant operators could contribute mitigation funds would provide
much more efficient, effective water quality improvements. Water Board or Regional Water
Board staff could oversee projects and ensure timely implementation.
Proposed interim compliance measures include large organism exclusion devices for offshore
intakes, ceasing intake flows when power is not being generated and developing restoration
measures. The policy contains no details as to how these provisions would be implemented.
This should be clarified to ensure more consistent and efficient compliance.
Response:
Staff has clarified that it is the preference of State Water Board staff that mitigations projects be
performed by third parties and that such projects be associated with the implementation of the
State’s Marine Protected Areas. Staff has also defined “critical system maintenance”, but
believes that the section on large organism exclusion devices for offshore intakes is sufficiently
clear.
Comment 29.21:
Because Diablo Canyon does not have an offshore intake, PG&E generally has no opinion on
the use of exclusion devices for large organisms. However, as with any technology requirement,
the Board should ensure that this is a cost-effective approach. If a facility plans to retire,
repower or retrofit in the longer term, it may not make economic sense to install such a device
for the short term.
Response:
Comment noted.
Comment 29.22:
The proposal calls for the elimination of cooling water flows unless a facility is engaged in
“power-generating activities” or “critical system maintenance.” Nuclear power plants generally
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must operate the cooling system for several days prior to reactor start up following either a
refueling outage or a forced outage. This is due to the need to heat-up the secondary (turbine)
condensate system and establish the required condensate chemistry and condenser vacuum
before reactor start and systems feed forward can commence. PG&E believes that this required
procedure meets the definition of a "critical system maintenance" activity. It should be noted that
the time in which cooling system flow will be required when power generation is not occurring
will likely be significantly longer for nuclear facilities in comparison to most fossil fueled facilities.
Response:
Staff has defined “critical system maintenance” and believes that the described activity falls
within this definition.
Comment 29.23:
The third component of the interim requirements poses the greatest challenge. Mitigation
measures must be implemented to mitigate for the interim impact through existing programs,
funding new projects, or developing a new project. This approach raises several complex
questions: 1) how to define the mitigation period; 2) how to scale mitigation; and 3) how to
quantify the mitigation. Additionally, the timeframe to develop and receive approval to implement
projects may be longer than the interim mitigation period. Assuming that issues of scaling and
timeframe can be overcome, PG&E supports the concept of establishing a fund to which the
discharger could contribute mitigation funds. The Board staff could then develop projects on a
more holistic basis that may provide a greater overall benefit to the State’s water quality.
Response:
Staff agrees that it is preferred if the plant operators contribute to a fund implemented by a state
agency to appropriate mitigation projects. In fact, staff is recommending as a preference that
funding be provided to the California Coastal Conservancy, working with the California Ocean
Protection Council, for mitigation projects directed toward the implementation, monitoring,
maintenance and management of the State’s Marine Protected Areas.
With regard to quantifying temporal aspects, scaling and quantification and ultimately funding
levels for mitigation projects, the Policy provides Habitat Production Foregone (HPF) based on
the proportional mortality determined by the Empirical Transport Model. A comparable method
may be approved by the State Water Board staff, such as when an operator opts to providing
funding to the California Coastal Conservancy/California Ocean Protection Council to fund an
appropriate mitigation project; in such cases staff may then consider a fee based on
entrainment weighted flow to be “a comparable alternative method” if that fee were based on
costs of previous mitigation projects and similar examples using HPF.
Comment 31.39:
The use of exclusion devices where applicable is a cost-effective means to minimize
impingement of large aquatic organisms.
Response:
Staff agrees.
Comment 31.40:
Many plant operators are not running intake pumps when the facility is not generating electric
power due to the costs of running the pumps. Allowing for pump operation during facility startup,
shutdown and standby conditions is necessary and appropriate.
Response:
Staff agrees.
Comment 31.41:
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We agree with the staff that restoration is a valuable means to offset IMIE impacts. We further
agree that the effectiveness of restoration is inherently site-specific. Flexibility in the selection of
restoration options is essential. The effective use of restoration however, requires establishing
specific criteria for the Regional Water Boards to use in assessing restoration proposals. The
criteria should be developed through a public stakeholder process to ensure goals and
expectations are realistic and not cost-prohibitive.
Response:
Staff has already recommended HPF, based on a proportional mortality estimate developed
through the ETM, as the best available method to determine the habitat and area for a
mitigation project. Staff also recognizes that comparable methods may be employed, which may
be approved by the State Water Board Division of Water Quality. This should eliminate any
burden on the Regional Water Boards and provide statewide consistency.
Comment 31.42:
The Ormond Beach facility currently has a 14" exclusion device as opposed to the18" grid listed
in the SED.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff has made the correction to the SED.
Comment 31.43:
The Mandalay facility intake is not a shoreline structure but is located at the end of a 2.5-mile
long canal originating at the Channel Islands Harbor in Oxnard.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff has correctly identified the location of the Mandalay intake on page 21 of
the SED, but considers it a nearshore intake for purposes of complying with the immediate and
interim requirements of the proposed Policy.
Comment 32.02:
Intake flows not directly related to power-generating activities should not be allowed under
Immediate and Interim Requirements. Under the Draft Policy, power plants will be required to
cease intake flows unless the power plant is “directly engaging in power-generating activities or
critical system maintenance…” As undefined, the “critical system maintenance” exception
creates an opportunity for significant intake flows completely unrelated to power-generation.
Several desalination plants are proposed throughout the state, and more will surely follow. Part
of the temptation to co-locate a desalination facility with an OTC power plant is the ability to
divert flows from the power plant intake without having to address resultant entrainment and
impingement as the water is diverted from the discharge. However, this incentivizes prolonged
and/or increased power plant flows for the benefit of the desalination plant. The San Diego
Regional Water Board recently approved a plan in which the desalination is the main driver for
intake flows with no Section 316(b) implication for the power plant as the conduit for such flows.
A best technology available evaluation pursuant to CWA was also not required for the
desalination plant, as section 316(b) does not directly apply to desalination plants. In San Diego,
this has resulted in a permitted intake of 304 MGD to produce only 50 MGD of potable water, for
365 days per year. Although we appreciate the State Water Board’s intention of addressing
desalination plants through a subsequent policy, this does not address the current problem
facing Regional Water Boards or the reality of co-located desalination plants being permitted
today. In the interim period during which the State Water Board develops a desalination policy
under state law, the possibility of circumventing the CWA through state permitting of co-located
desalination plants must be foreclosed. “Critical system maintenance” must be defined to only
include activities that are necessary for maintenance of a power plant’s physical machinery.
Further, a power plant owner must not be able to show “a reduced minimum flow is necessary
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for operations” for the benefit of a co-located desalination plant. Any “necessary” flow must be
directly related to energy generation.
Response:
Staff agrees that intake flows not directly related to power-generating activities should not be
allowed under Immediate and Interim Requirements, and has further defined “critical system
maintenance”. Please see the response to Comment 3.26. However, staff believes that the colocation of a power plant and a desalination plant can result in an overall benefit to the
environment. Please see the response to Comment 1.12.
Comment 33.03:
Under Immediate and Interim Requirements, the policy should clearly state that the mitigation
requirements are being imposed pursuant to the Board’s authority under the Porter-Cologne Act
and are in no way intended as a means of complying with Section 316(b) of the CWA.
Response:
Immediate and interim requirements for mitigation are set forth separately from the BTA
requirements in the Policy. Because the Policy does not allow the immediate and interim
requirements to substitute for Track 1 or Track 2 beyond the immediate compliance schedule
set forth, it is unnecessary to state exclusively state or federal authority for these interim
measures.
Comment 33.04:
Power plants should demonstrate to the Regional Water Boards that their existing mitigation
efforts effectively mitigate impacts to all species. Mitigation efforts enacted solely for the benefit
of protected species (like those undertaken by the Mirant plants) are not sufficient.
Response:
Because mitigation is not mandated as part of BTA pursuant to Section 316(b), implementation
of any mitigation or restoration alternatives are within the discretion of the State and Regional
Water Boards.
Comment 33.05:
The Regional Water Boards must be provided with the information and guidance necessary to
quantify the amount of mitigation that is needed. We also recommend that the payments to
compensate for interim impingement and entrainment be collected in a fund to be managed by
the State Water Board.
Response:
Variables resulting from length of compliance schedule and site-specific intake usage generally
preclude specifications as to amount of necessary mitigation for continuing impacts during the
period preceding full compliance with the Policy. Centralized collection of payments for
management by the State Water Board would limit flexibility in allowing Regional Water Boards
to use their localized expertise to approve beneficial projects.
Comment 34.09:
We support Staff Alternative 4: establishing interim IM/E requirements using technology-based
methods) and requiring interim restoration.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the support for the proposed Policy.
Comment 35.09:
The policy orders plants that are not generating electricity or are engaged in critical system
maintenance to "cease intake flows" within one year of adoption of this policy, but allows intakes
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to continue if the owner can demonstrate (no definition or criteria provided) it "is necessary for
operations."
Response:
Staff has defined “critical system maintenance”.
Comment 35.10:
The policy allows plants to mitigate, or compensate, for the killing of aquatic life commencing
five years after the OTC policy is adopted, even though the 2007 court decision explicitly
banned habitat restoration, which is defined as mitigation.
Response:
Riverkeeper II found that mitigation or restoration measures do not constitute technology for
minimizing adverse environmental impact. Thus, restoration measures may not substitute for
other measures to meet BTA. The use of mitigation in this Policy is only an interim measure until
BTA is implemented, and is not intended to substitute for or qualify as BTA.
Comment 37.09:
The Policy's requirement for SONGS to install a marine mammal prevention cage around the
Unit 2 and 3 circulating water intake velocity caps by the end of 2010 will be very difficult to
achieve. Such a barrier would require several months to design and review for nuclear safety
concerns. It would also take additional time to deploy if it is determined to be feasible. SCE is
currently working with the National Marine Fisheries Service on receiving a marine mammal
take permit that would require SCE to study the issue. Therefore, this requirement is redundant
and unnecessarily restrictive and should be removed from the Policy.
Response:
Staff disagrees that the requirement is redundant because SCE is working with the NMFS on
receiving a marine mammal take permit. Staff also believes that it is possible to design and
install the required marine mammal barrier within one year of the effective date of the Policy.
Please also see the response to Comment 40.05.
Comment 40.05:
NMFS supports the requirement for large organism exclusion devices to be installed on facilities
which do not yet have them within one year of policy approval.
Response:
Comment noted. The support is appreciated.
Comment 40.06:
NMFS supports the requirement to cease intake flows when the facility is not generating power
or conducting critical system maintenance within one year of policy approval.
Response:
Comment noted. The support is appreciated.
Comment 40.07:
NMFS supports the requirement for mitigation of interim impacts up to and until the facility
achieves compliance with the entrainment and impingement reduction measures specified
under section 2.A. of the proposed policy. The necessary level of mitigation is to be determined
through the use of a biologically based model, such as the habitat production foregone method,
in order to account for all "non-use" impacts to affected biota.
Response:
Comment noted. The support is appreciated.
Comment 40.08:
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NMFS recommends that mitigation be required for any impacts to aquatic resources remaining
after a facility has upgraded their cooling system to closed-cycle wet cooling, if the facility
continues to draw their make-up water from ambient sources.
Response:
Comment noted. While it is legally possible to require ongoing mitigation for any remaining
impacts to marine and estuarine life after facilities have implemented BTA, staff believes that
any remaining impacts would be relatively minimal.
Comment 40.09:
NMFS recommends the use of a habitat equivalency analysis method, such as the habitat
production foregone method, to determine the scope of the needed mitigation.
Response:
Comment noted. The support is appreciated.
Comment 41.07:
In the interim, allow for mitigation until compliance is achieved; and/or, Provide a “staged”
approach to compliance, i.e., rather than a final milestone deadline for a facility's compliance,
define interim milestones with interim reductions.
Response:
The Policy does allow for mitigation until compliance is achieved and also establishes an
adaptive management approach to determining deadlines for compliance.
Comment 43.04:
In Section 2.C(3) of the Policy, it is stated that if the owner or operator has not achieved
compliance within five years of the effective date of the Policy, they must implement measures
to mitigate the interim impingement and entrainment impacts. The cumulative effect of the,
many preceding years of impingement mortality and entrainment coupled with an additional five
years of continued impacts is substantial. We therefore suggest that the five-year period be
reduced to two years.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff believes that it is reasonably to allow the power plant owner/operator a
reasonable period of time to comply with Track 1 or 2 before requiring mitigation for interim
impingement and entrainment impacts. Two years is too short of a time frame. For plants
meeting final compliance within five years, staff would prefer that the plant operator dedicate
resources toward reducing impingement and entrainment by installing BTA. Staff believes that
compliance for most plants can be attained in five years. However, for those plants opting to
take a longer time to install BTA then staff believes mitigation is an appropriate interim measure.
Comment 44.04:
The Draft Policy states at Page 4, Paragraph C. (1), that no later than one year after the
effective date of this Policy, the owner or operator of an existing power plant with an offshore
intake shall install large organism exclusion devices having a distance between exclusion bars
of no greater than nine inches, or install other exclusion devices, deemed equivalent by the
Regional Water Board." The Draft Policy should be amended to ensure that the definition of
"Offshore Intake" includes a “bay or estuary”.
Response:
A bay or estuary is not “offshore”; it is nearshore.
Comment 44.05:
The Draft Policy states at Page 4, Paragraph C. (2), that no later than one year after the
effective date of this Policy, the owner or operator of an existing power plant unit that is not
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directly engaging in power-generating activities, or critical system maintenance, shall cease
intake flows, unless the owner or operator demonstrates to the Regional Water Board that a
reduced minimum flow is necessary for operations," The Draft Policy should be amended to
include standards and criteria to determine how "necessary for operations" must be
demonstrated.
Response:
Staff has defined “critical system maintenance”.
Comment 44.06:
The Draft Policy states at Page 4, Paragraph C. (3) (b) that "Demonstrating to the Regional
Water Board's satisfaction that the interim impacts are compensated for by the owner or
operator's participation in funding an appropriate mitigation project". The Draft Policy should be
amended to include standards and criteria to determine an "appropriate mitigation project".
Response:
Staff has clarified that it is the preference of State Water Board staff that mitigations projects be
performed by third parties and that such projects be associated with the implementation of the
State’s Marine Protected Areas.
Comment 46.01:
There is no precedent for applying the HPF methodology, or any comparable methodology, to
compensate for impacts that could end as early as one year after the mitigation is required. It
would be unfair to require the same level of mitigation from a facility that expected to operate for
five more years at most, compared to what would be required from a new facility that had an
expected operating life of thirty to fifty years. Without more direction and clarity provided to the
Regional Water Boards it is highly likely that the HPF methodology, or any comparable alternate
method, will be applied unfairly and inconsistently.
Response:
Please see the response to Comments 1.09.
Comment 49.15:
2 C (3) The owner or operator of an existing power plant* must implement measures to mitigate
the interim impingement and entrainment impacts resulting from the cooling water intake
structure(s), commencing [five years after the effective date of this Policy] and continuing up to
and until the owner or operator achieves final compliance. The owner or operator must include
in the implementation plan, described in Section 3.A below, the specific measures that will be
undertaken to comply with this requirement. Comment: This authorization of mitigation as stated
is deficient and highly objectionable, as was explained in CAPE's Sept. 29, 2009, comments:
The Second Circuit court stated in its Riverkeeper II decision, “As we noted in Riverkeeper I,
restoration measures substitute after-the-fact compensation for adverse environmental impacts
that have already occurred for the minimization of those impacts in the first instance ....
Restoration measures are not part of the location, design, construction, or capacity of cooling
water intake structures, Riverkeeper /, 358 F.3d at 189 .. ,' Therefore, mitigation required under
the board policy may not under the decision be used for "restoration measures. This should be
made clear in the policy and to regional water boards that will administer the policy. In our
comments on the board's previous draft OTC policy, we expressed strong reservations about
use of mitigation because of concern that mitigation funds paid to the water board or Regional
Water Boards could become habit-forming and might influence the agencies to not pursue
aggressively the goal of ending OTC. However, if mitigation, under circumstances that may be
permissible under the Riverkeeper decisions, is incorporated into the policy, we strongly believe
that it should be used, not to compensate for and potentially prolong OTC, but to assist in
development of new alternative energy sources, particularly urban photovoltaic, that would
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directly serve to rep/ace coastal power plants, especially the oldest and least needed plants,
and thereby contribute to earlier attainment of the state's global warming goals.
Response:
Please see the response to Comments 9.11 and 9.12.
Comment 49.16:
(3)(a) Demonstrating to the Regional Water Board's satisfaction that the owner or operator is
compensating for the interim impingement and entrainment impacts through existing mitigation
efforts, including any projects that are required by state or federal permits as of [the effective
date of this Policy]; Comment: It should be made clear whether existing mitigation efforts can be
used to compensate for OTC impacts, if those same efforts are under challenge in the courts.
Response:
The proposed Policy clearly states that the Regional Water Board will decide whether existing
mitigation efforts can be used to compensate for interim OTC impacts.
Comment 49.17:
(b) Demonstrating to the Regional Water Board's satisfaction that the interim impacts are
compensated for by the owner or operator's participation in funding through a third party of an
appropriate mitigation project; or ... Comment: Third party should be explained.
Response:
Staff has clarified that it is the preference of State Water Board staff that mitigations projects be
performed by third parties and that such projects be associated with the implementation of the
State’s Marine Protected Areas.
Comment 49.18:
(c) Developing and implementing a mitigation program for the facility, approved by the Regional
Water Board, which will compensate for the interim impingement and entrainment impacts.
Comment: Scientific evidence that mitigation effectively compensates for entrainment losses
should be required as a basis for authorizing such a program. CEC staff in the Morro Bay sitting
case argued "that a critical nexus both can and should be measured. This nexus should be
increases in larval production of those species impacted by the CWIS. If the Energy
Commission approves the HEP (habitat enhancement program) as mitigation, it should require
that the Applicant actually measure and monitor the fish and invertebrate larvae that will be
increased as a direct result of its actions, as well as, how much this increase in productivity
offsets the losses caused by the CWIS.II (Page 9, SUPPLEMENT TO THE FINAL STAFF
ASSESSMENT - PART 3 MORRO BAY POWER PLANT (OO-AFC-12), September 20, 2002 at
http://www.energy.ca.gov/sitingcases/morrobay/documents/2002-09-20 AQUATIC
BIOLOGIC.PDF). The staff report also stated, "Without adequate baseline monitoring and ongoing project-specific monitoring it would be impossible to determine whether the projects attain
predetermined performance standards and result in successful mitigation." (Page 9, op.cit.) Staff
concluded, "In staff's opinion, avoidance of the impacts of the proposed MBPP by eliminating or
avoiding OTC is the only certain way to mitigate the significant adverse impacts of OTC." (Page
27 op.cit.) Based on this sitting experience dating back at least seven years, the Board is
obligated to establish standards governing any mitigation program to assure effectiveness and
protection of invaluable resources.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 49.16.
Comment 49.19:
(d) The habitat production foregone* method, or a comparable alternate method approved by
the Regional Water Board, shall be used to determine the habitat and area for a mitigation
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project. Comment: The board cannot justify authorizing habitat production foregone or any
alternative method for mitigating the killing of marine life by power plants without citing (a)
scientific evidence that this method or any alternative is effective in mitigation using a nexus and
(b) a record of performance in California. These requirements must be established by the board
as guidance for Regional Water Boards so that they meet reasonable standards of performance
and there is consistency among Regional Water Boards in supervising this program.
Response:
Based on staff discussions with Expert Review Panel members, Habitat Production Foregone
(HPF) is the best available method to convert proportional mortality into area and thence a
dollar value of procuring and/or restoring that area. Staff has included a requirement that
proportional mortality must be based on the Empirical Transport Model. The Expert Review
Panel clearly states that: “Fish larval mortality and other biological and oceanographic data can
be used in the Empirical Transport Model (ETM) to estimate the percent of the total larvae lost
due to entrainment in the volume of ocean water from which the larvae can be entrained. This
estimate may also reflect % losses to organisms in sea water that are not sampled in
entrainment studies (e.g., invertebrate larvae and other zooplankton, and phytoplankton) and is
thus a more comprehensive measure of entrainment impacts.” Regarding the use of
comparable methods, staff is now recommending that those be approved by the State Water
Board Division of Water Quality, thereby eliminating the need for preparing guidance to the
Regional Water Boards.
Comment 51.03:
The requirement for a marine mammal protection barrier should also be either removed or
redone to allow for a feasibility determination for nuclear power plants and a more flexible
compliance schedule to allow for stations to be more able to comply if such barriers were
determined to be feasible.
Response:
Please see the response to Comments 37.09.
Comment 60.04:
We strongly urge deleting the current language in sub-section (3) (C) and replacement with:
“The best available restoration-scaling methodology approved by the Regional Water Board
shall be used to determine the habitat and area to meet the full replacement value of marine life
lost to operation of the facility’s cooling system.” We strongly urge removal of the terms
“mitigate” and “mitigation” in the section – and replacement with the term “restorative measures
to fully replace marine life losses”. We strongly encourage designating the California Coastal
Conservancy as the recipient of compensation coasts paid by power plant owners, and that the
funding be earmarked for habitat restoration and/or creation projects to meet full replacement
value. To the extent the funds account for additional replacement value above what would have
been achieved in the absence of the funding. Lastly, these funds should be deposited in the
Coastal Trust Fund of the State Coastal Conservancy. The Coastal Fund has the proper
structure to best assure that the monies dedicated to restoration are applied in full and
continuous and adaptive manner.
Response:
Staff respectfully disagrees with the removal of Habitat Production Foregone. Based on staff
discussions with Expert Review Panel members, Habitat Production Foregone (HPF) is the best
available method to convert proportional mortality into area and thence a dollar value of
procuring and/or restoring that area. Staff has included a requirement that proportional mortality
must be based on the Empirical Transport Model. The Expert Review Panel clearly states that:
“Fish larval mortality and other biological and oceanographic data can be used in the Empirical
Transport Model (ETM) to estimate the percent of the total larvae lost due to entrainment in the
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volume of ocean water from which the larvae can be entrained. This estimate may also reflect %
losses to organisms in sea water that are not sampled in entrainment studies (e.g., invertebrate
larvae and other zooplankton, and phytoplankton) and is thus a more comprehensive measure
of entrainment impacts.”
In order to clarify the policy with regard to mitigation, staff is recommending a definition of
mitigation project as follows: Projects to restore marine life lost through impingement mortality
and entrainment. Restoration of marine life may include projects to restore and/or enhance
coastal marine or estuarine habitat, and may also include protection of marine life in existing
marine habitat, for example through the funding of implementation and/or management of
Marine Protected Areas.
Staff agrees that it is preferred if the plant operators contribute to a fund implemented by a state
agency to appropriate mitigation projects. In fact, staff is recommending as a preference that
funding be provided to the California Coastal Conservancy, working with the California Ocean
Protection Council, for mitigation projects directed toward the implementation, monitoring,
maintenance and management of the State’s Marine Protected Areas.
Regarding the use of comparable methods, staff is now recommending that those be approved
by the State Water Board Division of Water Quality, thereby eliminating the need for preparing
guidance to the Regional Water Boards. A comparable method may be approved by the State
Water Board staff, such as when an operator opts to providing funding to the California Coastal
Conservancy/California Ocean Protection Council to fund an appropriate mitigation project; in
such cases staff may then consider a fee based on entrainment weighted flow to be “a
comparable alternative method” if that fee were based on costs of previous mitigation projects
and similar examples using HPF.
Comment 60.05(d):
"Power Generating Activities" We strongly believe that if the Board's discussion of "beneficial
outcomes" is to be achieved, the elimination of marine life mortality from enforcement of this rule
for the electrical generating industry cannot be undermined by allowing other industrial seawater
withdrawals to take the electrical industry’s place.
Response:
Staff agrees.
Comment 61.01:
Currently the Draft Policy implies that HPF would be a preferred method for scaling interim
restoration projects. I would recommend that reference to HPF be deleted as the method of
restoration scaling should be chosen based on site-specific conditions such as the species
affected, and data available on source populations, habitats, and currents.
Response:
Staff respectfully disagrees with the removal of Habitat Production Foregone. Based on staff
discussions with other Expert Review Panel members, Habitat Production Foregone (HPF) is
the best available method to convert proportional mortality into area and thence a dollar value of
procuring and/or restoring that area. However, based on discussions with members of the ERP,
staff has included a requirement that proportional mortality must be based on the Empirical
Transport Model. The Expert Review Panel clearly states that: “Fish larval mortality and other
biological and oceanographic data can be used in the Empirical Transport Model (ETM) to
estimate the percent of the total larvae lost due to entrainment in the volume of ocean water
from which the larvae can be entrained. This estimate may also reflect % losses to organisms in
sea water that are not sampled in entrainment studies (e.g., invertebrate larvae and other
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zooplankton, and phytoplankton) and is thus a more comprehensive measure of entrainment
impacts.”
A study performed by the commenter (J. Steinbeck) along with other ERP members (P.
Raimondi, G. Cailliet) in 2007 for the CA Energy Commission, entitled “Assessing power plant
cooling water intake system entrainment impacts” makes the point that entrainment effects are
best evaluated using an empirically based source water body information and the ETM model.
That same study also supports the use of ETM coupled with “Area Production Foregone” (a
synonym for HPF) for determining the area of adult habitat in extrapolated source water. Staff
recognizes that the study cautions that HPF may not be applicable to all habitats and species,
such as the case with open water pelagic habitat. Therefore in recognition of the limitations of
HPF in certain cases, staff is recommending that a comparable alternative method may be
used, and that option is clearly included in the policy.
Comment 61.12:
SED, pg. 9 par. 5: The appellate court decision on the restoration plan for Moss Landing Power
Plant is described but not further mention is made until pg. 76 where the restoration package is
again described. There is no discussion of how the decisions for the Moss Landing Power Plant
restoration plan or the restoration package for Huntington Beach Generating Station are
affected under the proposed policy. If these were acceptable mitigation for impacts at these
facilities, why is it unacceptable at other facilities?
Response:
The Immediate and Interim Measures” portion of the policy allows an owner or operator credit
towards the interim impingement and entrainment impacts through existing restoration (i.e.
mitigation) efforts. However, restoration is not allowed as BTA according to RiverKeeper II, and
therefore does not constitute final compliance with the Policy’s BTA requirements (Tracks 1 and
2). The examples in the comment were for permits issued prior to the policy.
Comment 61.22:
SED, pg. 77, par. 3: The statement that habitat production foregone (HPF) can address losses
across all habitat types is not true. HPF is really only applicable to species where the habitat
associated with adult production can be identified. The approach is problematic for fishes such
as northern anchovy that release eggs into the water column.
Response:
The statement (“This method can address all losses across all habitat types.”) was actually on
page 78 of the draft SED. However, staff agrees that the statement is overly broad due to the
example provided in the comment. The statement has been changed in the SED to state: “HPF
is applicable to species where the habitat associated with adult production can be identified.
This method can address losses across most habitat types.”

9. Wholly Disproportionate Demonstration (WDD)
a. Support for the WDD
Comment 7.06:
Consistent with the Supreme Court decision, the proposed Policy includes an allowance, in
limited circumstances, for a Wholly Disproportionate Demonstration (WDD). During the process
of developing a state OTC policy, experts testified that in some cases after-the-fact redesigning
of large scale power plants to implement closed cycle cooling may not be possible and/or cost
effective and that mitigation may be the only effective solution to address OTC effects. Central
Coast Water Board staff supports that the proposed Policy allows for mitigation both as an
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interim measure and to compensate for OTC impacts in certain circumstances where
technological fixes such as closed cycle cooling are not possible and/or cost effective.
Response:
The Supreme Court in Entergy vs. Riverkeeper, 129 S.Ct. 1498 (2009) found that a cost-benefit
analysis is permissible for both BTA determination and for setting variances. However, the
State Water Board staff has determined that the purposes of a wholly disproportionate analysis
limited to plants that have previously invested in combined-cycle technology can be more
appropriately addressed through a credit for prior reductions via Track 2. Nuclear facilities will
be subject to a separate compliance alternatives determination once appropriate studies are
completed, a process that will include opportunity for public review and input, and include a
cost-cost analysis. While the Central Coast Water Board staff states its support for mitigation in
specified circumstances, it should be noted that mitigation is allowable only as a supplement to
compliance with BTA as set forth in the proposed policy. According to RiverKeeper II mitigation
is not a technology for minimizing adverse environmental effects and may not be used as a
substitute for operational or structural controls that constitute BTA.
Comment 29.10:
PG&E strongly supports the inclusion of a WDD in the proposed policy. This is an absolutely
critical component to ensuring that the policy is implemented in a reasonable, cost-effective
fashion. It should be noted that the CPUC has also registered its support for this approach
stating concerns with the cost of alternatives and disinclination to trade water impacts for air
impacts. Given the Supreme Court’s decision in Entergy, it makes fundamental sense for the
Water Board to include, at a minimum, a cost-benefit variance within its policy. While many
facilities will eventually repower or retire, recently updated facilities and the nuclear facilities
represent a substantial capital investment and are poised to provide cost effective, efficient, and
cleaner power to the state for years to come and a variance which allows these facilities to
weigh the costs of compliance and the potential benefits is essential to ensuring that compliance
dollars are spent cost effectively. Furthermore, the policy would require such facilities to fully
mitigate any impacts that cannot be reduced through technology or operational measures. It is
very likely that the funds spent on mitigation may provide for a greater overall environmental
benefit than the elimination of OTC – at least at some facilities.
Response:
The State Water Board is not required to perform or include a cost-benefit analysis in
developing and adopting its statewide water quality control plans and policies. It is important to
remember that the Supreme Court, in Entergy, does not require that the permitting authority
perform a cost-benefit test. The Court viewed the statute’s silence on the point of cost as
supporting agency discretion on how costs are considered. As per the response to Comment
7.06, Staff is proposing to eliminate the WDD provisions. Regarding nuclear plants, staff
believes that the implementation provisions for special studies, and evaluation thereof, for the
two nuclear plants generally accomplishes the same objective as previously provided in the
WDD section. The revisions set forth specified factors to be considered in evaluating the need
to modify the Policy and consideration of costs that may be wholly out of proportion to those
considered by the State Water Board in establishing Track 1. Staff is proposing to address
fossil-fueled combined cycle units in the Track 2 provisions, whereby these plants (Haynes,
Moss Landing and Harbor power plants) will need to meet Track 2 reductions but may take
credit for reductions in IM/E due to installation of the combined cycle technology.
Comment 51.01:
We request that the State Water Board policy contain a WDD cost provision as it did in the
previous draft of the policy.
Response:
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Please see response to comment 29.10, above.
Comment 53.01:
The WDD compliance option (Section 4 of the previous version of the policy) has been
removed. Therefore, it is now unclear how a facility could be in compliance if (1) closed-cycle
cooling were not feasible per Track 1, and (2) operational and/or structural controls could not
achieve the 83.7% IM&E reduction as required by Track 2.
Response:
Please see response to comment 29.10, above. A BTA technology must be “available” in the
sense that it is technically and logistically feasible for most facilities subject to the proposed
Policy, and must in addition be an economically viable method. The 2008 Tetra Tech report
evaluated the technical and logistical feasibility and cost of retrofitting most of the State’s OTC
power plants with closed-cycle wet cooling (plants with stated plans to cease OTC operation
were not included). The report found that closed-cycle wet cooling was technically and
logistically feasible at 12 facilities out of the 15 facilities studied. Two of the twelve facilities are
the nuclear plants. The 2008 Tetra Tech report and the SED both state that retrofitting the
nuclear-fueled facilities is problematic, although not infeasible according to the Tetra Tech
report criteria. At Diablo Canyon, sufficient space is available but will require relocating other
facility infrastructure (parking, maintenance shops, etc.) to other areas. Diablo Canyon would
have to shut down its operations for months to integrate the new cooling system into the existing
facility but cannot stagger implementation because Units 1 and 2 share a common intake
structure. Space is less of a concern at SONGS, but its location immediately adjacent to a state
beach and sensitive coastal bluffs, as well as its tenant relationship with the Camp Pendleton
Marine Corps base, add to the likelihood that the approval process would be lengthy. SONGS
would also have to shut down its operations for months to integrate the new cooling system into
the existing facility. However, at SONGS, Units 2 and 3 can be taken offline separately since
each essentially operates as an individual unit. Lastly, any nuclear plant system modification
would require approval by the NRC to ensure compliance with all relevant safety standards. For
these reasons, and others, the Policy will include a provision for “Special Studies” for the
nuclear plants.
It should be noted that closed-cycle dry cooling is a cooling technology that has no entrainment
or impingement impacts, and would be available to fossil fuel fired plants, especially for repowering projects. A facility may completely convert to closed-cycle dry cooling to be in
compliance with the policy, or may use air cooling at some units to meet the Track 2
requirements for the facility as a whole. A facility may also choose to lower intake flow rates to
be in compliance.
Comment 56.01:
The language of the Revised Policy regarding cost and feasibility in Section 3.D (special studies
for nuclear facilities) provides only an opportunity to further amend the Policy, but no framework
with which to make the decision to amend the policy or any guidance as to what form that
amendment would take. Therefore the substantive standard providing for application of
alternative requirements in specific situations has been replaced with an undefined and
ambiguous process to amend the Revised Policy. PG&E believes that this is a significant and
detrimental change to the proposed policy. The Board clearly has the ability to implement a
cost-benefit test, under both Porter Cologne (see e.g. Water Code Section 13000) and the
Supreme Court's Entergy decision, Entergy Corp. v. Riverkeeper, Inc.129 S. Ct. 1498 (2009). A
clear concise standard would be far more effective than merely allowing for the potential
amendment of the Revised Policy.
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Response:
Staff is recommending inclusion of specific factors for evaluating the need to modify this Policy
for nuclear plants, including: costs of compliance in terms of dollars per megawatt hour of
electrical energy produced over an amortization period of 20 years compared to the costs
estimated in the SED; the ability to achieve compliance with Track 1 or Track 2 considering
factors including, but not limited to, engineering constraints, space constraints, permitting
constraints, and public safety considerations; potential environmental impacts of compliance
with Track 1 or Track 2, including, but not limited to, air emissions; and any other relevant
information. Thus, a clear process with defined factors will govern amendments to the Policy
with respect to the nuclear facilities.
Comment 56.02:
PG&E acknowledges the Board's need to minimize administrative burdens where possible and
ensure efficiency and consistency when implementing the Policy. However, we strongly believe
the WDD, or a similarly well-defined consideration of costs, must be included In the Policy.
Without such an approach, the Policy will treat all electric generation facilities in the same
fashion regardless of their specific attributes. At a minimum, the WDD cannot be eliminated
without a detailed discussion of how cost and feasibility will be considered or a justification as to
why they will not be considered. Response:
Please see the response to comments 7.06 and 29.10, above. The proposed Policy continues
to give special consideration to the two nuclear-fueled facilities and three facilities with
combined-cycle units due to their unique technology, but removes the potential burden placed
on the Regional Water Boards and facility owners/operators in having to make the WDD.

b. The WDD should be available to all OTC facilities
Comment 4.09:
Currently, the Draft Policy limits use of a site-specific cost-benefit analysis that could
demonstrate wholly disproportionate costs to benefit to nuclear plants and fossil plants with an
8,500 BTU/KWhr heat rate or less. The 8500 BTU/KWhr standard is an arbitrary criterion
unrelated to water resource issues that are being used in this instance to restrict the use of this
analysis by virtually all of the fossil-fueled plants. We believe that it is inappropriate and poor
public policy and outside the jurisdiction of the State Water Board to attempt to use this Policy to
implement an inferred state energy policy and to accelerate the closure of coastal power plants.
The State Water Board should provide an option for all OTC plants to demonstrate whether the
costs of implementing the Policy are wholly disproportionate to the environmental benefits to be
gained. If the cost-benefit analysis shows a disproportionate cost to benefit ratio, the State
Water Board should specify practical and cost-beneficial steps to protect marine organisms that
are cost-beneficial at each site.
Response:
The State Water Board is not attempting to use this Policy to implement a state energy policy.
As stated in the draft SED, the goals of the proposed OTC policy is to: (1) reduce IM/E impacts
from OTC facilities; (2) implement Section 316(b); (3) provide clear standards and guidance to
permit writers to ensure consistent implementation across Regional Water Boards; (4)
coordinate implementation at the state level to address cross-jurisdictional concerns such as air
emissions impacts and grid stability; and (5) reduce the resource burden on the Regional Water
Boards that would continue under the existing BPJ-permitting approach.
Based on public comments received, Staff is concerned about the WDD section not meeting the
goals of the policy because of the potential burden placed on the Regional Water Boards in
having to make determinations regarding the WDD, and the potential for statewide
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inconsistency in implementing this provision due to lack of guidance. Staff is therefore proposing
to remove the WDD section of the policy, while continuing to give special consideration to the
two nuclear-fueled facilities and three facilities with combined-cycle units due to their unique
technology. Please see response to comment 29.10, above. Staff wanted to acknowledge that
the existing OTC combined-cycle units generally produce more electricity per gallon of OTC flow
than older steam boiler technology, and also produce more electricity per BTU of fuel with less
air pollution produced. The 8500 BTU/KWhr standard was intended to limit the wholly
disproportionate consideration to power-generating units with combined-cycle technology.
Under the revised policy, a fossil-fueled plant with all or some of its units using combined cycle
technology may take credit for IM/E reductions due to the installation of combined-cycle in
calculating their Track 2 reductions. Regarding nuclear plants, staff believes that the
implementation provisions for a special study for the two nuclear plants generally accomplishes
the same consideration as what was stated in the WDD section, with the addition of a
consideration of specific factors, including costs of compliance compared to the costs specified
in the SED and potential impacts of compliance, along with ability to achieve compliance.
Please also see the response to Comment 11.45, below, regarding the use of “heat rate”.
Comments 11.45 and 50.01:
The State Water Board should apply the WDD standard to all units at all facilities. While Section
316(b) may not require that BTA determinations consider site-specific cost-benefit analyses, the
Board's decision to preclude consideration of site-specific costs and benefits in determining BTA
for almost all OTC plants is unreasonable, arbitrary, capricious, and an abuse of discretion.
Failing that, the State Water Board should clarify that the WDD standard applies to all units at a
plant with an average facility-wide design heat rate of 8,500 Btu/KWhr or less. As currently
drafted, this provision may exclude the most efficient steam boiler units that are capable of
providing load following services necessary to meet California's renewable energy standards.
In the event a heat rate value is retained as the criterion for applicability of the wholly
disproportionate alternative, the Board must clearly define the term "heat rate". We recommend
that "heat rate" be defined as the higher heating value (HHV) at designed maximum sustainable
capacity. Utilization of the design heat rate is appropriate to avoid issues regarding
determination of actual heat rate.
Response:
Please see response to comments 7.06, 29.10, and 4.09 above, regarding applying the WDD
standard to all units at all facilities. For some of the reasons mentioned in the comment, Staff
agrees that the use of “heat rate” is problematic and proposes to eliminate this term entirely
from the policy. Instead, the proposed Policy now uses the term “combined-cycle powergenerating unit”, which has been defined in the Policy.
Comment 12.03:
The proposed policy should be changed to account for site-specific feasibility criteria, including
cost-benefit considerations that realistically account for the practical implications of the Policy at
the affected facilities. All facilities affected by the Policy must be allowed to demonstrate that the
cost of compliance is unreasonable and/or wholly disproportionate to the benefits derived from
compliance. This scenario is inconsistent with the requirements and purpose of Section 316(b).
The proposed policy should include fair and reasonable thresholds and compliance options that
allow facilities to implement economically feasible technologies to minimize environmental
impacts.
Response:
Please see response to comment 53.01, above. Staff does not believe that the policy must be
changed to account for site-specific feasibility criteria. The policy is a statewide policy and
individual circumstances can be accounted for within the SACCWIS process and the Regional
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Water Board permit proceedings based on the Policy. Furthermore, staff has changed the
Policy language in response to comments, so Track 2 is now available to all OTC plant
owners/operators that prefer this compliance alternative.
Comments 23.14, 25.05, and 41.02:
As a matter of fairness to California's ratepayers, the WDD should be a route open to all OTC
facilities in California. By doing this, the State Water Board would permit a determination of
whether it really makes sense, for example, to shutter a unit that runs less than 5% of the time
on a yearly basis, but would cost a billion dollars or more to replace through new generation and
transmission upgrades. The State Water Board may ultimately conclude that this is an expense
worth incurring, but at least some analysis will have gone into the conclusion.
Response:
Staff is proposing to remove the WDD section of the policy, while continuing to give special
consideration to the two nuclear-fueled facilities and three facilities with combined-cycle units
due to their unique technology. Please see response to comments 7.06, 29.10, and 4.09 above,
regarding applying the WDD standard to all OTC facilities. We do recognize the potential costs
imposed and look to this as a statewide policy and not tailored to individual plants. Section
316(b) requires the use of BTA to minimize environmental impacts. The extended compliance
schedule and integration into the SACCWIS process are the approaches the policy proposes to
deal with cost and effectiveness issues.
Comment 31.45:
Staff correctly notes that "the possibility that the Track 1 or Track 2 compliance costs might be
unreasonable compared to overall benefits.” This is exactly the scenario the Supreme Court
indicated was not intended by the CWA. Consequently, the State Water Board must provide an
opportunity for every facility affected by the Proposed Policy to be eligible for an alternate
compliance plan if they can demonstrate that costs are wholly disproportionate to benefits.
Response:
Please see response to comments 7.06, 29.10 and 53.01, above. A cost-benefit analysis is not
required. The Supreme Court made no determination that CWA 316(b) required a specific
interpretation, instead finding that EPA’s Phase II interpretation was a permissible reading of the
statute.
Comment 31.08:
The Draft Policy unreasonably limits the use of a WDD to just a few facilities, contrary to federal
and state precedent. The U.S. Supreme Court confirmed that the USEPA could rely on a costbenefit analysis in establishing national performance standards and in providing for cost-benefit
variances from those standards. RRI believes that a reasonable Policy must include the
opportunity for all facilities to demonstrate that the cost of compliance is significantly above
and/or wholly disproportionate to the benefits of compliance.
Staff has acknowledged that the cost to comply with the Draft Policy may be prohibitive for
almost all of facilities. While the Draft Policy includes a cost-benefit approach for the nuclear
units and for the repowered OTC units, the justification for limiting the use of a “WDD” has no
merit. RRI is not challenging the ability of any nuclear or combined cycle facility to seek
alternative compliance options by means of a WDD, but questions the basis for concluding that
these facilities should be the only ones allowed to make such a determination.
With respect to the nuclear units, the SED claims the compliance costs for the nuclear facilities
were determined to be "uniformly higher" than that for non-nuclear units, and, because they are
deemed "critical" to the state's electric generating system, they were deemed eligible for
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alternative compliance considerations. This argument fails, because the fossil steam units have
higher costs of compliance on both the cited measure (c/kWh) and on the most relevant
measure (cost/revenues after fuel costs). Moreover, these fossil steam units are also critical to
grid reliability and "must continue to operate.” Thus, the main arguments advanced in the SED
on why nuclear plants deserve separate treatment do not justify excluding this option for the
other facilities. The repowered OTC plants were deemed eligible for a WDD because they are
able to "generate electricity more efficiently" which ''translates to... lower intake water demands
when expressed on a per MWh basis.” No rationale is given for why a flow per MWh standard is
appropriate for providing access to a wholly disproportionate test. Since combined cycle units
are slightly more fuel efficient at full load on this standard, State Water Board staff concludes
that the environmental harm is less significant as compared to a slightly less efficient steam
generator. But harm to the aquatic environment does not occur based on heat rate, it occurs
based on actual impingement and entrainment, which the SED assumes elsewhere to be
proportional to gallons used. The reality is that the lower heat rate units run more, use more
gallons and impinge and entrain vastly more fish and larvae than the fossil steam units with
lower capacity factors. For instance, the Moss Landing combined cycle units have a rated
capacity of 1080 MW compared with Ormond Beach at 1500 MW. Yet Moss Landing 1 and 2
entrains ten times more fish larvae than Ormond Beach (311 million larvae vs. 32 million). The
numbers for fish impingement are even more pronounced with a hundred-fold difference
between the two facilities (57,000 for Moss Landing compared to 517 for Ormond Beach). The
Draft Policy allows the lower heat rate plants, even though they entrain and impinge orders of
magnitude more larvae and fish, to demonstrate wholly disproportionate costs to benefits, while
denying that ability to the plants with the lower impact. This simply makes no sense if the
concern is minimizing adverse environmental impact on coastal waters. It only makes sense if
the goal is to force retirement of fossil steam boiler generation in California. Furthermore, the
SED's conclusion that heat rate is a good measure is based on the mistaken assumption that
the value of electric generation is measured solely by the value of energy produced. It ignores
reactive power, capacity, and ancillary services. A more appropriate index for the purpose of
determining environmental harm in relation to a unit's value to the electric grid might be the
number of operating hours or gallons of seawater pumped per MW of Resource Adequacy
capacity. No reasonable electric system planner would use a single heat rate standard as the
basis for deciding what units to retire. Moreover, Ormond Beach and Mandalay are shown to be
essentially as efficient as the combined cycle units in the 1000 gallons/MWh metric created in
the SED.
Ultimately, from an environmental viewpoint the unreasonableness of the approach to only allow
high capacity factor units the ability to demonstrate wholly disproportionate cost is self-evident.
The units that run the most and have the most impact on entrainment are allowed the
exemptions, while the units that have less flow and less impingement and entrainment impact
are deliberately denied the ability to demonstrate wholly disproportionate cost. The SED's next
line of reasoning in rejecting the ability of all plants to seek a wholly disproportionate test is that
this would "encourage most facilities, if not all, to opt for this compliance strategy.” This rationale
is arbitrary and an admission both that Tracks 1 and 2 are likely infeasible for most, if not all of
the OTC units, and that the costs of requiring BTA as defined in the Draft Policy are wholly
disproportionate to the benefits derived for most plants. The SED then reasons that nuclear
units and the repowered units required large investments to build and provide cost-effective
energy relative to units with higher heat rates. The relevance of that fact to reducing IM/E is a
mystery. The reasoning supporting the eligibility criteria to make the wholly disproportionate
demonstration makes little sense, is arbitrary and should be eliminated.
Response:
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Please see response to Comment 11.45, above, regarding the use of “heat rate” in the Draft
Policy. Please see response to Comments 7.06, 29.10 and 53.01, 4.09, and 23.14 regarding
extending the WDD option to all facilities. The SED does state that compliance costs, when
based on 2006 net output, for the nuclear facilities are only slightly lower ($12.43/MWh, or 1.2
cents/KWh) than for steam turbine units ($14.48/MWh or 1.4 cents/KWh). However, when
based on rated capacity, the compliance costs for nuclear facilities are much greater
($11.34/MWh or 1.1 cents/KWh) than for steam turbine units ($1.64/MWh or 0.2 cents/KWh). An
even more important point is that nuclear plants are an entirely different technology, with very
important safety considerations, and that has been included in Staff’s recommendations for
special studies for nuclear plants.

c. Specific comments or suggested revisions to the WDD Section
Comment 9.07:
The policy contains use of the Moss Landing plant as a possible model for wholly
disproportionate analysis, which is inappropriate because of the plant's age, continued litigation
over its operational status and the questionable record of mitigation for OTC impacts.
Response:
There are only three coastal OTC plants in California that have repowered with combined cycle
units, and Moss Landing is the only one of those that has funded mitigation. It is true that the
steam boilers at Moss Landing are quite old, but these must be retrofitted or repowered using
BTA, either under Track 1 or Track 2. Staff is proposing to remove the WDD but will continue to
recommend specific requirements for combined cycle units.
Comments 3.21 and 26.19:
The State Water Board should set clear standards for calculating the benefits of reducing
entrainment: (1) the methodology must be the “best science available”; (2) the method should
include the “precautionary principle”; (3) the method should calculate “full replacement”; and (4)
opportunities for public comment should be provided. “Habitat production foregone” (HPF) fall
short of these standards and should not be a suggested methodology. We strongly urge the
State Water Board to consider a “restoration scaling” methodology in an effort to more
accurately reflect “full replacement” value. Additionally, the policy should incorporate a strict and
definitive margin of error to compensate for the lack of certainty inherent in calculating the
benefits to a natural ecological system that is so poorly understood. Further, in order to avoid an
underestimate of benefits, care should be taken to assure that quantitative factors do not
dominate important qualitative factors in decision-making. It also should be clear that it is
perfectly appropriate for the Regional Water Boards to include non-monetized and qualitative
benefits in their consideration. It is not clear why the sub-section concerning impingement is not
similar in detail to the section on entrainment, but the State Water Board should include similar
standards to calculate the benefits of reducing impingement.
Response:
As per the response to Comments 7.06 and 29.10, Staff is proposing to eliminate the WDD
provision and will therefore no longer recommending calculating the monetary benefits of
reducing IM/E in this section. Staff disagrees with the inclusion in the policy of a vague
reference to “restoration scaling.” Staff is still proposing the using the HPF method to estimate
interim impacts and required mitigation under the section titled “Immediate and Interim
Requirements”. HPF (or a comparable method) is really the only methodology that has been
employed successfully in California for mitigation of power plant entrainment. While the state of
the science regarding the estimation of impacts from power plant intakes is less than desirable,
HPF, based on an Empirical Transport Model (ETM) is still the best method currently available
to convert entrainment impacts into a tangible area for restoration and enhancement. ETM
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does not rely on uncertainties in fish life history as did previous demographic models. Instead
ETM is a more elegant model combining the presence of entrained species in the source water
with oceanographic characteristics of that source water. While still not without assumptions,
ETM is a more ecologically based approach with fewer uncertainties than previous demographic
models. Staff has consulted with biologists on the ERP and they have confirmed this. A study
performed by the J. Steinbeck, J. Hedgepeth, P. Raimondi, G. Cailliet, and D. Mayer in 2007 for
the CA Energy Commission, entitled “Assessing power plant cooling water intake system
entrainment impacts” makes the point that entrainment effects are best evaluated using an
empirically based source water body information and the ETM model (CEC-700-2007-010, see
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/npdes/docs/cwa316b/symposium_2007j
an/john_steinbeck.pdf ). That same study also supports the use of ETM coupled with “Area
Production Foregone” (synonym for HPF) for determining the area of adult habitat in
extrapolated source water. The study does caution that HPF may not be applicable to all
habitats and species, such as the case with open water pelagic habitat. Therefore, in
recognition of the limitations of HPF in certain cases, a comparable alternative method may be
used, and that option is clearly included in the policy.
Regarding impingement, staff believes that monitoring results provide more direct estimates of
mortality, and therefore a complex approach like the ETM coupled with HPF is not applicable for
impingement.
Comment 7.07:
The proposed Policy allows Regional Water Boards to decide what is considered wholly
disproportionate. Although Central Coast Water Board staff appreciates this flexibility,
permitting decisions may be strengthened and clarified if the Policy would include parameters
the Water Boards could use to value and compare the loss of natural resources with the
monetary costs of compliance. For example, what do the Water Boards use to compare the
value of the natural resource to the monetary cost of compliance, in order to determine if the
cost is wholly disproportionate?
Response:
Staff is also concerned about the potential burden placed on the Regional Water Boards in
having to make the WDD. Upon considering these and other comments Staff is therefore
proposing to remove the WDD section of the policy (please see responses to comments 7.06
and 29.10.). However we will continue to recommend specific requirements for combined cycle
units and nuclear facilities. Staff is not proposing to include a cost benefit analysis and
therefore does not need to provide a conversion factor for biological resources lost to monetary
terms.
Comment 9.15:
The policy requires that the owner or operator of an existing power plant must reduce
impingement mortality and entrainment impacts to the extent practicable, as evidenced by the
WDD, and as determined by a Regional Water Board. The difference in impacts to marine life
resulting from alternative, less stringent requirements shall be fully mitigated. A required
process for measuring those impacts should be stated. How is compensation for impacts to be
demonstrated? In the absence of an answer to this question, funding alone could be accepted
as adequate to mitigate with no evidence of effectiveness and with no direction on how that
money will be allocated or whether it would be related in any way to OTC impacts on marine life.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.21.
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Comment 20.07:
As part of a WDD, the owner/operator of a power plant is required to quantify the environmental
benefits of compliance, including (1) the reduction in entrainment expressed as HPF, (2) the
reduction in impingement mortality, and (3) the improvement in receiving water quality due to
reduction of thermal discharge. It is not clear how these different metrics would eventually be
analyzed.
Response:
Staff is proposing to remove the WDD section, and therefore the owner of a power plant would
not need to quantify benefits, and Regional Water Boards would not need to assess that
information. Please see the response to Comments 7.06 and 29.10, above.
Comment 22.04:
If the Board retains the WDD exemption, the Policy should significantly clarify and constrain the
circumstances under which it can be employed. The open-ended wording of the Draft Policy
invites manipulation, controversy, and litigation at each step. To protect the uniformity of the
permitting process and the integrity of our marine resources, the Policy will need to substantially
reduce the permit writer's discretion by (1) crafting a more robust and scientifically defensible
approach to valuing ecological benefits than the "habitat production forgone"; (2) specifying that
the burden of showing that the methodology employed reflects the best available science rests
on the applicable Regional Water Board; (3) incorporating corporate procedural protections in
the form of both expert peer review; (4) allowing for a full and fair opportunity for the public to
review and comment; (5) articulating clear standards for how costs per acre will be calculated, if
the Policy sanctions any valuation methodology that relies upon an acreage restoration
calculation; (6) providing strict sideboards for interpreting the term "wholly disproportionate" to
limit the exemption to circumstances where costs are truly extraordinary compared to the fully
valued environmental benefits and out-of-line when compared to the costs incurred by similarly
situated facilities to achieve compliance. Response:
Staff is proposing to eliminate the WDD exemption for some of the reasons mentioned in the
comment. Please see the response to Comments 7.06 and 29.10, above.
Staff is proposing to include a requirement for using HPF (based on proportional mortality from
the ETM), or a comparable alternative method, in the policy for purposes of determining area
and habitat for interim mitigation projects. Staff has consulted with biologists on the ERP and
they have confirmed this. A study performed by the J. Steinbeck, J. Hedgepeth, P. Raimondi,
G. Cailliet, and D. Mayer in 2007 for the CA Energy Commission, entitled “Assessing power
plant cooling water intake system entrainment impacts” makes the point that entrainment effects
are best evaluated using an empirically based source water body information and the ETM
model (CEC-700-2007-010, see
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/npdes/docs/cwa316b/symposium_2007j
an/john_steinbeck.pdf ). That same study also supports the use of ETM coupled with “Area
Production Foregone” (a synonym for HPF) for determining the area of adult habitat in
extrapolated source water. The study does caution that HPF may not be applicable to all
habitats and species, such as the case with open water pelagic habitat. Therefore in recognition
of the limitations of HPF in certain cases, a comparable alternative method may be used, and
that option is clearly included in the policy.
Comment 22.05:
The HPF Model does not accurately or adequately quantify ecological benefits. For an accurate
cost-benefit analysis, the regulations must ensure that the environmental benefit calculations
capture the full ecological impact of OTC to the greatest extent possible, not just the immediate
impact on commercial and recreational species. To that end, using only the HPF method to
measure impacts is insufficient. USEPA has found that where, as here, the environmental
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assessment focuses on impacted fish species alone, the analysis is likely to lead to a potentially
significant underestimate of baseline losses and, therefore lead to understated estimates of the
regulatory benefits from a closed cycle system. This underestimation is due to several factors:
(1) There is substantial uncertainty surrounding the accuracy of entrainment and impingement
monitoring data because usually only a subset of commercial and recreational fish species are
monitored, leading to an underreporting of the mortality of all other affected species; (2) The
cumulative, ecosystem-wide effects are entirely ignored in the HPF formula. In the National
Benefit-Cost Analysis that USEPA prepared in connection relation to the section 316(b) Phase II
requirements, the agency noted it was not able to monetize the benefits associated with 98.2%
of the marine life that would be saved by compliance with the Phase II regulations. Moreover,
USEPA has recognized the cumulative effects that multiple coastal power plants can have and
has stated that "this type of cumulative impact is largely unknown and has not adequately been
accounted for in evaluating impacts; (3) The HPF methodology fails to consider the effects of
fish kills on the rest of the food web, e.g., on invertebrates or on fish-eating birds and mammals
which depend on them as a food source. The interrelated nature of climate, habitat, predatorprey relationships, and other environmental factors make it difficult to credit an environmental
benefit directly to a reduction in OTC, even if such a reduction would dramatically improve the
health of an ecosystem. In addition, because of the dynamic nature of ecosystems, it may be
difficult to attribute any proportion of a change in a population to the operation of a cooling water
intake structure. The cumulative result of this uncertainty is that the ecological benefits are
extremely difficult to quantify under any methodology. The HPF model makes no attempt to
grapple with these issues, ensuring that facilities will vastly underestimate the benefits of
closed-cycle cooling systems and overstate (relatively) the costs. The "considerable
uncertainties" inherent in the simple HPF method render it wholly incapable of reliably
measuring ecological processes and benefits for complex marine systems. Thus, even though
this methodology is attractive because the cost of restoring or enhancing a certain acreage of
habitat can quantified, the estimate becomes meaningless if the ecological impact is inaccurate
or incomplete.
Response:
Please see response to Comment 3.21. Staff agrees with these comments and specifically
wishes to highlight the commentators point: “In the National Benefit-Cost Analysis that USEPA
prepared in connection relation to the section 316(b) Phase II requirements, the agency noted it
was not able to monetize the benefits associated with 98.2% of the marine life that would be
saved by compliance with the Phase II regulations.” Staff, however, disagrees that the HPF
method, when based on proportional mortality determined through the empirical transport model
(ETM), does not account for the ecological impact of entrainment. To the contrary, the HPF,
although often based on target species proportional mortality via ETM, is the best available
method to mitigate ecological effects. When target species represent a range of life history
types, the area determined through HPF should be sufficient to support the other non-targeted
PM species. In addition, setting aside that habitat area for protection also accounts for the
ecological impacts (e.g., a organisms protected from anthropogenic impacts in the habitat set
aside continues to serve its same ecological function, and its offspring are available as both
prey and/or predators within the ecosystem, thereby effectively replacing the entrained
organisms.
Comment 22.06:
The Board should specify that all species be monitored for impingement and entrainment, not
just those which are commercially and recreationally important. Response:
Staff agrees. Please see response to Comment 3.21.
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Comment 22.07:
The Policy should require that facilities attempting to invoke the WDD exemption using an HPF
model must supplement their valuation estimates using other methodologies to better capture
the non-use value of the ecological impact from OTC. USEPA recommends simultaneously
conducting three broad types of economic impact analyses (benefit-cost, economic impact and
equity assessment, and cost-effectiveness) in order to determine a particular policy's impact.
The Board should also require facilities to provide more than one measurement of the ecological
impacts from their OTC operations. Thus, HPF should be supplemented using estimates from
other market-based approaches, revealed preference methods, or stated preference methods.
Over the past decade, federal agencies and non-profits have been hard at work developing best
practices for valuating difficult-to-measure ecosystem impacts. The Board should specifically
require facilities to use some of these recommended methodologies when providing Regional
Water Boards with their cost-benefit analysis of incorporating new technology.
Response:
Staff is proposing to eliminate the WDD exemption. Please see response to Comment 3.21. In
addition, staff recognizes the difficulty in quantifying the economic benefits of ecological impacts
with only market based assessments. Any study attempting to do cost-benefit analysis should
include non-market based methods such as revealed preference, stated preference or other
methods that attempt to value the entire ecosystem and not just the commercially availably fish.
Comment 29.27:
Further details are required to ensure a consistent application of the WDD provision. The
proposed policy does not include sufficient definitions and explanations of how costs are
calculated, how benefits are calculated, and how the two are compared. Much time, effort, and
energy has been spent by staff at the USEPA, NOAA and other agencies to develop tools for
the estimation of costs and benefits. The Water Board should be careful not to reinvent the
wheel or to be overly concerned that such estimations cannot be made. Environmental costs
and benefits are calculated frequently in the regulatory setting and USEPA has published a
guidance document on the subject. If there is no definition, each Regional Water Board is free
to make its own determination and this will lead to the very inconsistency that the Water Board
is trying to avoid by developing the OTC policy. It is entirely appropriate for the Water Board to
establish a minimum threshold over which costs are found to be wholly disproportionate. While
there is no clear cut answer, several court cases suggest a range of two to three times benefits
would be reasonable. (Comment letter 29.27).
Response:
Please see responses to Comments 7.06, 29.10, and 7.07.
Comment 29.28:
As proposed, the Regional Water Board may grant a variance if a discharger demonstrates that
the cost of compliance is wholly disproportionate to the benefits achieved. PG&E believes that
the Water Board should establish a clear framework for making such a demonstration – and if
the discharger meets this burden, the variance must be granted. Assuming that the variance is
established to avoid the irrational outcome of spending billions of dollars to achieve a very small
benefit, allowing it to be granted on a discretionary basis could lead to inconsistent results that
contradict the objective of the statewide policy.
Response:
Staff agrees that the WDD could lead to inconsistent results that contradict the objective of the
statewide policy, and is therefore proposing to eliminate the wholly disproportionate exemption.
Please see responses to Comments 7.06, 29.10., and 7.07.
Comment 29.29:
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The proposed policy requires the discharger to provide information on the costs of compliance
in terms of “dollars per megawatt hour of electrical energy produced over an amortization period
of twenty years.” While the calculation of benefits appears to be “lump sum” in nature, the costs
are presented on an amortized basis and further divided by the number of megawatt hours of
electricity produced. This appears to create two different types of cost streams. Costs and
benefits need to be presented in a manner that allows for accurate comparison and evaluation.
Response:
Staff agrees that to the extent possible that costs should be defined in comparable manners.
Ecologic benefits cannot be quantified monetarily by normal economic analysis of damage to
market fish stocks. Staff is proposing to eliminate the WDD exemption. Please see responses
to Comments 7.06 and 29.10.
Comment 29.30:
The proposed policy’s approach to benefits calculation should be reviewed. Currently, it states
that HPF or some other appropriate method approved by the Regional Water Board” must be
used to determine the benefits from impingement and entrainment reductions. First, PG&E
believes that the Water Board should set a standard for the Regional Water Boards to follow.
Individual Regional Water Boards should not be able to select different benefit assessment
models, as this would lead to inconsistent results. The SED suggests that an ecological
approach to benefits calculation is necessary because only 2% of what is entrained and
impinged is accounted for under standard processes for quantifying benefits. This misstates the
situation. In standard economic analysis, all fish and shellfish are accounted for through tropic
transfer modeling. All that is not accounted for is phytoplankton or zooplankton. USEPA has
found that there is a very low potential impact to these species due to their extremely short
generation times, continual reproductive capabilities, and abundance along the entire California
coast. Thus, there is no need to include zooplankton and phytoplankton in any benefits
assessment. The proposed policy’s recommended approach, the HPF model, has not been
subject to significant peer review. The HPF model was developed by scientists working with the
Central Coast Water Board on various entrainment studies during the 1990s. As stated in our
2006 and 2008 comments concerns with the HPF model include: 1) failure to provide a
necessary linkage between impingement and entrainment effects, ecological services, and
human services; 2) failure to consider discounting, and thus a high likelihood of overestimating
the size of a restoration project; 3) no accounting for uncertainty in its analysis; and 4) failure to
consider biological compensation, especially in relationship to larval losses – further
overestimating the size of a restoration project. Further, reviews of the HPF approach by
resource economists have found that the approach violates fundamental economic principles by
using habitat replacement as a proxy for the value of the lost resource. Additionally, the results
of the HPF model are based on averaging the various entrainment rates for all fish that are
evaluated and the source water body size for each species. This averaging process introduces
a great deal of uncertainty as to what the calculation represents. The final result is presented as
a range of habitat size and the evaluation done for Diablo Canyon demonstrates the potential
breadth of such a range. The Independent Scientists’ Report to the Central Coast Water Board
estimated the size of an artificial reef to compensate for entrainment losses ranged from 85
hectares to 412 hectares – a factor of five. There is no obvious mechanism to choose a point
within the range and thus, there is a great deal of discretion that goes into making a final
determination. The Water Board should review existing cost-benefit models developed and
used by other agencies, as well as the cost-benefit guidance document prepared by USEPA,
and provide clear guidance to the Regional Water Boards on how to perform such an
assessment.
Response:
Please see responses to Comments 7.06, 29.10., and 7.07. Staff does not believe that the
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standard market based analysis of ecologic impacts is sufficient or adequate. However,
monetized ecological benefits are not a major factor under BTA requirements of Section 316(b).
Staff is proposing to include a requirement for using HPF (based on PM from the ETM), or a
comparable alternative method, in the policy for purposes of determining area and habitat for
interim mitigation projects. Staff has consulted with biologists on the ERP and they have
confirmed this. A study performed by the J. Steinbeck, J. Hedgepeth, P. Raimondi, G. Cailliet,
and D. Mayer in 2007 for the CA Energy Commission, entitled “Assessing power plant cooling
water intake system entrainment impacts” makes the point that entrainment effects are best
evaluated using an empirically based source water body information and the ETM model (CEC700-2007-010, see
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/npdes/docs/cwa316b/symposium_2007j
an/john_steinbeck.pdf ). That same study also supports the use of ETM coupled with “Area
Production Foregone” (a synonym for HPF) for determining the area of adult habitat in
extrapolated source water. The study does caution that HPF may not be applicable to all
habitats and species, such as the case with open water pelagic habitat. Therefore in recognition
of the limitations of HPF in certain cases that a comparable alternative method may be used,
and that option is clearly included in the policy.
Comment 30.08:
It is not advisable to have the affected parties conduct a WDD analysis. These parties are on
record as opposed to cooling tower retrofits. There is sufficient public domain information, much
of it paid for by the state, for review, identification of data gaps, and decision making.
Response: Staff proposes removing the WDD. See responses to Comments 7.06 and 29.10.
Comment 31.14:
The cost amortization period utilized in making a WDD should be changed from 20 years to no
more than 10 years and costs and benefits should be measured in net present value, not in
$/MWh. An amortization period of 20 years is not reasonable. For example, the plants that have
an early compliance date, such as 2015, are presumably no longer needed for reliability
purposes after that date. With the potential for only five more years of operation, it makes no
sense to assume that the investments made to comply with the OTC policy could be recovered
over a 20 year period! Additionally, it makes no sense to have a wholly disproportionate test
with costs based on dollars per MWh and benefits based on an indeterminate measure. How
can one determine whether costs are wholly disproportionate to benefits if the bases are not
comparable? Are the Regional Water Boards supposed to calculate HPF per MWh? As the
NERA report shows, the widely accepted way to compare cost and benefits is to use net
present value, and that should be adopted here.
Response:
Please see responses to Comments 7.06, 29.10., 7.07, and 29.30.
Comment 37.12:
The Policy would allow owners and operators of affected nuclear and fossil-fueled power plants
with a heat rate of 8,500 BTU/kWh or less to request alternative reduction targets from the
Regional Water Board if they demonstrate that the costs of the Policy for their power plants
would be wholly disproportionate to the benefits. The Policy does not provide specific guidance
on how the cost-benefit analysis should be performed, although it does indicate that costs
should be measured in terms of cents-per-kWh and that benefits should be measured in terms
of "habitat production foregone" (an estimate of habitat area production that is lost to all
entrained species). As discussed in NERA's report, these measures of costs and benefits are
not consistent with state or federal guidelines and raise a number of conceptual and practical
difficulties.
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Response:
Please see responses to Comments 7.06, 7.07, 22.05 and 29.30.
Comment 37.27:
The State Water Board should consider assuming that the costs of cooling towers are wholly
disproportionate to the environmental benefit for nuclear facilities. Under this alternative, the
covered facilities would be assumed to demonstrate that the costs of cooling towers would be
wholly disproportionate to the environmental benefits. Because this alternative would not result
in cooling towers at the nuclear facilities, it may greatly minimize the Policy's significant
environmental impacts.
Response:
Please see responses to Comments 7.06 and 29.10.
Comment 40.12:
The proposed policy should at least clarify that the use of the Adult Equivalent Loss and
Fecundity Hindcast models to determine impacts are not sufficient. These methods have
typically only been used for a limited subset of impacted species and the assumptions built into
the models contain significant uncertainties, such as the lack of data for California fishes, a lack
of site-specific data and inadequate accounting for unknown environmental compensatory or
other factors operating on population levels. Response:
Please see responses to Comments 7.06, 3.21, and 22.05. Staff agrees that Adult Equivalent
Losses and Fecundity Hindcast models are insufficient to assess IM/E impacts. These are both
demographic fish population models that require a great deal of life history and other
information, and much of that information is unknown or quite uncertain for the vast number of
species impacted by OTC. A far superior approach is the EMT.
Staff has determined that the purpose of allowing a limited WDD would be better served by
providing credit for previous reductions at facilities with prior investments in combined-cycle
technology and providing special options for the nuclear-fueled power plants. Thus, the WDD
has been removed from the proposed policy.
Comment 43.06:
While we support requiring that the owner or operator of an existing power plant bear the
burden of providing detailed, site-specific data to the Regional Water Board in support of a
request to implement requirements that are less stringent than those in Tracks 1 and 2, we
suggest that these data be subjected to independent third party scientific review.
Response:
Please see responses to Comments 7.06, 29.10, and 7.07.
Comment 43.07:
We are concerned about the use of the HPF method for estimating impingement mortality and
entrainment.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 3.21.
Comment 43.08:
The analysis of air emission impacts should include an analysis of the generation of greenhouse
gases (GHG).
Response:
Please see responses to Comments 7.06 and 29.10. Staff is proposing to eliminate the WDD
provisions. Regarding nuclear plants, staff believes that the implementation provisions for a
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special studies and evaluation thereof for the two nuclear plants generally accomplishes the
same objective as previously provided in the WDD section. The revisions set forth specified
factors to be considered in evaluating the need to modify the Policy and consideration of costs
that may be wholly out of proportion to those considered by the State Water Board in
establishing Track 1. The special studies for the nuclear facilities will investigate alternatives for
the nuclear-fueled power plants to meet the requirements of this Policy, including the potential
environmental impacts of compliance with Track 1 or Track 2, including, but not limited to, air
emissions.
Comment 43.09:
We support the requirement to fully mitigate the impacts of impingement mortality and
entrainment when requirements less stringent than those under Tracks 1 and 2 are approved by
the Regional Water Board and implemented by the owner or operator of an existing power plant.
Response:
Please see responses to Comments 7.06 and 29.10. Staff is proposing to eliminate the WDD
provisions, and will therefore no longer recommending mitigating the impacts of impingement
mortality and entrainment when requirements less stringent than those under Tracks 1 and 2
are approved by the Regional Water Board. However, staff is still proposing mitigation for
interim impacts under the section titled “Immediate and Interim Requirements”.
Comment 59.02(a):
SCE proposes the addition of the following definition to the revised Policy: Wholly
disproportionate - Refers to situations where the costs of compliance unreasonably exceed the
environmental benefits to be gained by compliance. Absent substantial evidence to the contrary
on a case-by-case basis, costs are presumed to unreasonably exceed environmental benefits if
the ratio of costs to benefits is greater than 5-to-1. Response:
Please see responses to Comments 7.06 and 29.10. Staff is proposing to eliminate the “WDD”
provisions.

d. The WDD should be eliminated
Comments 3.15 and 26.13:
The WDD exception is not required, not a common practice, and should be removed. Given the
small number of OTC facilities and the work already performed by various state agencies, it
seems the State Water Board should be able to adopt a policy without this exception. Indeed,
based on available information, it is far easier for the State Water Board to conclude that the
economic benefits of our coasts make closed-cycle cooling worth the costs to retrofit. In
addition, the proposed Policy already contemplates economic considerations through selection
of wet cooling as BTA. Moreover, not withstanding a recognized range of 93-97% achievable
reduction in intake through closed-cycle cooling, the proposed Policy chooses the low end of
that performance range – 93% reduction – rather than the high end of the range. While not
completely clear in the Draft SED, the basis for this also seems to be economic in nature.
Finally, economic considerations also appear inherent in the grid reliability exception.
Response:
Please see responses to Comments 7.06 and 29.10. Staff is proposing to eliminate the WDD
provisions. With regard to setting the Track 1 BTA at 93%, staff believes this is necessary given
the range of different conditions at the various plants, and certainly did not propose 93% for
economic reasons. Staff freely admits that continued grid reliability is an important feature of the
policy, but again this is not primarily due to economic considerations. Grid reliability is essential
for public health and safety, which is the primary reason why it is included prominently in the
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policy.
Comments 3.16 and 26.14:
Inclusion of a WDD does not promote the stated goals of the Draft Policy, namely producing
clear guidance and reducing the burden placed on the Regional Water Boards. Indeed, the
State Water Board is essentially leaving the most difficult decisions to the Regional Water
Boards. Intensive economic studies will be required and even then Regional Water Boards will
still be left determining what the remaining “extent practical” standard will be if a facility qualifies
for the exception. This will not save time, create consistent permits, nor reduce the burden on
the Regional Water Boards. Response:
Staff agrees. Please see response to Comment 7.07. Staff is proposing to eliminate the WDD
provisions.
Comment 3.17 and 26.15:
Inclusion of the WDD invites litigation at both the State Water Board and Regional Water Board
level. At the State Water Board level, industry has already expressed a desire that the exception
apply to all facilities, not just those identified in the Draft Policy. This could lead to litigation
instead of a shift to modernizing California’s power plants. Litigation will be pursued at the
Regional Water Board level because of the disparity in resources and inconsistent approaches.
The numerous difficulties of accurately measuring both the benefits and the costs lend itself to
extensive dispute and litigation. As discussed in the Riverkeeper cases and the analysis of the
State Water Board itself, benefits also are typically undervalued and subject to inconsistent
approaches, especially when compared to costs. For example, industry already disputes any
non-use valuation methodologies and likely will continue to do so at the Regional Water Board
level. Further, this approach moves the debate away from technology and more towards water
impacts, which often is more contentious and more difficult. Moreover, Congress rejected a
regulatory approach that relies on water quality standards, which is essentially what industry
argues in focusing on fish populations and consequential environmental harm. The inevitable
disputes invited by this exemption have the potential to undermine the Implementation
Schedule. In contrast, the removal of this exemption is consistent with the US Supreme Court
ruling in Entergy, because it would significantly reduce potential litigation, and eliminates an
unnecessary loophole that undermines otherwise clear guidance for compelling use of the best
technology available.
Response:
In itself, the likelihood of opposition and resulting litigation does not provide a basis for including
or excluding any particular aspect of the proposed policy. The Supreme Court in Entergy found
that a cost-benefit analysis is permissible for both BTA determination and for setting variances.
However, the State Water Board has determined that the purposes of a WDD analysis limited to
plants that have previously invested in combined-cycle technology can be more appropriately
addressed through a credit for prior reductions via Track 2. Nuclear facilities will be subject to a
separate compliance alternatives determination once appropriate studies are completed, a
process that will include opportunity for public review and input. Please see responses to
Comments 7.06 and 29.10.
Comments 3.18 and 26.16:
We agree with the rationale and ruling of the Second Circuit Federal Court in the Riverkeeper
cases that benefit/cost analyses are unworkable. Accurately quantifying the impacts of
entrainment and impingement from an ecosystem-wide perspective is beyond the abilities of the
current state of marine sciences. Further, the numerous difficulties of accurately measuring
both the benefits and the costs lend itself to unlimited dispute and litigation. In 2002, the State
Water Board expressed uncertainty about the usefulness of a WDD analysis in the U.S. EPA’s
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draft Phase II rule: “Our experience is that it is difficult to obtain agreement on costs or benefits.
The result is a long series of arguments involving dueling cost/benefit analyses. Cost estimates
vary widely between estimates generated by the applicant and those generated by independent
consultants. Estimates of biological impacts are even more variable, and the applicant often
asserts that there will be no net impact. Even if agreement could be obtained on the benefits to
a biological community of meeting the performance standards, agreeing on the monetary value
on this benefit would still be difficult. If USEPA decides to adopt this portion of the Proposed
Rule, we request that the Proposed Rule require the applicant to fund an independent analysis.
We also request that "wholly disproportionate" be substituted for "significantly greater" to ensure
that site-specific determinations will only be used in unusual circumstances. A rule that requires
cost/benefit analyses for most decisions will be difficult to administer.”
Response:
Staff agrees that cost-benefit analyses are problematic and is proposing to eliminate the WDD
provisions. Please see responses to Comments 7.06, 29.10, 7.07, and 3.17.
Comment 3.19 and 26.17:
We currently do not adequately understand the numerous complexities of the ocean
environment, including the marine living resources and the physical processes, to accurately
determine the impacts of entrainment and impingement either in an immediate “snap shot”, or
more importantly, in the long-term. It is currently impossible to accurately determine what is
considered a “sustainable yield” for the majority of species controlled under fishery management
plans. Compounding this problem is that the data on non-commercial species is, for the most
part, equally poor, if not more so. Further, there is limited information about the role of both
commercially valuable species and non-commercial species in the marine ecological system
and impossible to quantify in any discrete conclusions. Finally, the complexities of an everchanging ocean physical environment results in unreliable data for long-term ecosystem based
management. Not only is the ocean a physically dynamic place involving El Nino events,
oscillating regime shifts, and other factors that have limited understanding, knowledge about
these complex dynamics is complicated by the on-going effects of climate change. Traditional
benefit analysis tends to reward facilities in degraded waterways because the benefits are more
difficult to accurately calculate due to the long term degradation of the resource. Given the
limits of science to accurately determine the adverse impacts on the environment, quantifying
the impacts in monetary or any other comparable terms to compare the benefits of reducing
entrainment and impingement to the cost of improved cooling technology is simply impossible.
USEPA does not believe that it is necessarily required to prepare any monetized assessments
at all, and has stated that “care should be taken to assure that quantitative factors do not
dominate important qualitative factors in decision-making.” The Draft SED fails to mention
benefits at all in the Economic Analysis section.
Response:
Staff agrees that it is very difficult to accurately estimate all the environmental benefits of many
regulatory actions, and is proposing to eliminate the wholly disproportionate provisions. Please
see responses to Comments 7.06 and 29.10. Staff and consultants have, to the best of their
ability, documented environmental impacts of OTC, which because of long term degradation
clearly understate current and past problems. Staff has not attempted to provide economic
environmental benefits in the SED due to many of these reasons. Staff agrees that there are a
myriad of complexities and unknowns regarding the ocean environment. Science still has a
limited understanding of the complexities of the ocean ecosystem. Staff agrees that monetizing
the impacts that, while substantial, are poorly understood on a scientific level, is not possible.
The State Water Board is not legally required to do cost-benefit analysis when developing water
quality plans and policies. It is our general policy not to perform cost-benefit analyses. However,
in a greater sense, staff believes that the impacts of OTC are substantial and that there will be a
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great environmental benefit to the adoption and implementation of the Policy. That is the basis
for our making this policy one of the Board’s highest priorities.
Comment 3.20 and 26.18:
There is an assumption that the calculation of the cost to implement BTA is relatively
straightforward in comparison to calculating the benefits. While it is true that estimating costs
has the advantage of calculating variables that are “monetized” in the market, that relative ease
of calculating costs does not eliminate disputes. Efforts at estimating the cost of compliance are
a source of controversy amongst experts. For example, estimates are dramatically impacted by
choice of discount values as well as terms of amortization (e.g. 20 or 30 years) for capital
projects of this nature. It is also important to put costs in perspective. Hundreds of millions of
dollars in capital expenses– once spread out over time and across the population – equal a
change of 6-18 cents a month in terms of household costs, for example. Moreover, as EPA
noted in the adoption of the Brayton Point power plant in Massachusetts, the courts have been
clear that under the analogous BPT wholly disproportionate cost test, environmental controls
might be required where costs could cause some “economic dislocation” and even plant
closures to achieve the stated environmental objective. While this approach is generally
supported by the environmental community, this also leads to debate with industry. In addition,
there is another benefit that is often overlooked when viewing costs: costs drive conservation as
well as the more efficient use of resources. There has been a great deal of effort already
invested in trying to craft a benefit-cost rule for enforcing CWA Section 316(b), which has not
resulted in a standard formula that is workable – nor would it benefit the industry with clear
guidance for future planning or investment. Arguably, efforts to craft a benefit/cost exemption to
the rule compelling the use of best technology available stand as a clear example of why a
mandate passed by Congress in 1972 remains unenforced. We strongly believe that this
exemption is simply unworkable and should be removed.
Response:
Staff agrees that cost-benefit analyses are problematic and is proposing to eliminate the WDD
provisions. Please see responses to Comments 7.06, 29.10, 7.07, and 3.17.
Comment 3.22 and 26.20:
There is no basis for giving gas-fired facilities a WDD exception, given that based on capacity
on a cost per MWh basis, all of the gas-fired facilities experience similar and only modest costs
associated with phasing out OTC. To the extent that the final policy retains the wholly
disproportionate exemption, it should do so on a more limited basis. The two nuclear plants are
the most likely facilities to face real retrofit cost and downtime constraints, and when these two
facilities are taken out of the equation, statewide costs of retrofit drop significantly. It is not clear
why the gas-fired facilities that repowered over the last several years using antiquated and
environmentally destructive cooling technology should now be given a competitive advantage
over similar plants that will repower over the next several years. Although new gas turbine units
are more efficient than older facilities and, therefore, tend to use somewhat less intake water
per kilowatt of output, they nevertheless consume hundreds of millions of gallons of intake water
per day and destroy billions of marine organisms in the process. Moreover, because these units
are very new, unlike the nuclear plants, they will continue to wreak environmental destruction for
many decades to come. We urge the State Water Board to exclude the gas-fired facilities from
any available wholly disproportionate exemption. At the very least, older units at the same plant
that have not yet been repowered clearly should not be entitled to utilize a cost exemption,
either as part of a permit renewal or as part of a permit for a repower.
Response:
Please see responses to Comments 7.06 and 29.10. Staff is proposing to remove the WDD
section of the policy, and in its place provide Track 2 provisions for the three plants now
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operating with existing combined-cycle power-generating units. As mentioned in the comment,
OTC combined-cycle units produce more electricity per gallon of OTC flow than older steam
boiler technology, and also produce more electricity per BTU of fuel with less air pollution
produced. Considering this, a fossil-fueled plant with all or some of its units using combined
cycle technology may take credit for IM/E reductions due to the installation of combined cycle in
calculating their Track 2 reductions. It is true that these units are newer and will likely continue
to operate for decades with higher IM/E impacts than what would be required for traditional
steam boiler technology. However, if addressed on a unit basis by reducing the through-screen
intake velocity to a maximum of 0.5 foot per second, facilities must still comply with the stringent
controls in the interim measures. If addressed within the context of the whole plant, then that
plant, while taking credit for reductions in entrainment due to the combined cycle units, will need
to comply with the Track 2 provisions to have comparable reductions to Track 1.
Comment 9.10:
The State of California undoubtedly has the right to enact standards more stringent than those
proposed or initiated on a federal level. Now that the vast damage caused by OTC has been
irrefutably proven, the State Water Board should adopt and even go beyond the standards set
forth in the Second Circuit decision, and we urge the State Water Board to do so by declining to
apply the WDD. Nothing in the policy makes the case that it is necessary to employ use of
wholly disproportionate, instead of urgently pursuing the requirement that power plants convert
to BTA if they choose to continue to operate. As one of the most environmentally-conscious
states, California should be loathe to use an option, and nothing more, that has the clear
potential of diverting us from our goal of ending the decimation of fish and other species in our
coastal waters. Response:
Staff agrees that the State Water Board can enact standards more stringent than those
proposed or initiated on a federal level. Based on comments, staff is recommending removing
the WDD from the policy. Please see responses to Comments 7.06 and 29.10.
Comment 9.17:
A WDD is nothing new; it has been part of the CEC's power plant application process for many
years. But use of WDD has accomplished nothing more than delays and diversions from
reaching the policy goal of ending marine impacts. The enormous damage caused to marine life
by OTC is essentially accepted through costs of mitigation, but it is virtually impossible to assign
a cost to this damage. For one thing, we don't fully understand all impacts of OTC on all aspects
of the marine ecosystem, which makes it scientifically impossible to identify that which is to be
mitigated. For another, it's virtually impossible to translate these harmful impacts into a
monetary amount. On top of this, power companies refuse to release profit data, claiming a
proprietary interest. So, how can a WDD be accurately and effectively used when the costs of
switching to best technology can't be compared to the profits achieved? To eliminate these
inequities of the analysis -- and the uncertainty and cost of resulting legal challenges -- the
WDD should be removed completely from the equation. This is especially true since it is well
known that power plants all over the world--including three on the California coast--have been
and are being built without OTC; the fair inference of this is that cost is not a disproportionate or
unreasonable factor.
Response:
Staff agrees that cost-benefit analyses are problematic and is proposing to eliminate the WDD
provisions. Please see responses to Comments 7.06, 29.10, 7.07, and 3.17.
Comment 9.18:
By not adopting the WDD, it is our belief that the State Water Board will promote investment in
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new energy technologies, rather than wasting time, money and other resources on helping OTC
plants limp along.
Response:
Staff is recommending removing the WDD from the policy. Please see responses to Comments
7.06, 29.10, and 4.09. The commenter may be correct that the OTC Policy will promote
investment in new energy technologies; however, State Water Board staff is not attempting to
implement a state energy policy.
Comment 9.19:
The key to avoiding policy compliance is for plant owners to use the WDD provision. This
option was approved by the U.S. Supreme Court, despite there being no mention of any such
caveat in the CWA. Cost-benefit was the only aspect of the wide-ranging Second Circuit
decision that was successfully challenged by the power industry. It allows plant owners to argue
that ending OTC would be too costly, compared to the benefit of saving sea life from
destruction. The proposed policy also provides that opportunity, even though it contains no
standards, criteria or ground rules on how cost versus benefit is to be decided by authorities.
Adding such a standard will only increase the State Water Board's burden to implement and
administer the policy and no doubt result in costly litigation.
Response:
Staff agrees that cost-benefit analyses are problematic and is proposing to eliminate the WDD
provisions. Please see responses to Comments 7.06, 29.10, and 7.07.
Comment 13.07:
We do not believe that the policy should allow any WDD for plants over 40 years old. We agree
that this will be the focus of many power plant operators who will not try to meet the other
standards. If you keep this option, any WDD that is allowed should be amortized over 50 years the actual life of a power plant even if designed for only 30 years.
Response:
Staff is recommending removing the WDD from the policy. Please see responses to Comments
7.06 and 29.10.
Comment 14.08:
The Policy fails to provide adequate justification for the inclusion of the WDD provision
considering the Policy's ultimate goal of phasing out OTC altogether. Moreover, in the event that
the State Water Board can provide adequate justification for this provision, the Policy should
explain the basis for choosing 8500 Btu as the baseline measure for facility eligibility. The Policy
should also clarify how this figure is to be calculated to avoid confusion and to ensure that this
provision is not improperly invoked.
Response:
Staff is recommending removing the WDD from the policy. Please see responses to Comments
7.06, 29.10, and 11.45. Staff agrees that the use of “heat rate” is problematic and proposes to
eliminate this term entirely from the policy. Instead, the proposed Policy now uses the term
“combined-cycle power-generating unit”, which has been defined in the Policy. Staff does not
agree that the goal of the Policy is to phase out the use of OTC; rather a primary goal of the
Policy is to establish a BTA to reduce IM/E impacts to acceptable levels.
Comment 19.07:
We strongly recommend elimination of the WDD provision from the proposed policy. This
provision simply provides a loophole for non-compliance with the required impingement and
entrainment reductions if these particular power plants can demonstrate that compliance is too
costly. Since the policy does not define or discuss the factors that the Regional Water Board's
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should use to determine that the costs are wholly disproportionate to the benefits or how to
quantify environmental benefits, it is unclear how this decision would be made. In addition, since
the Los Angeles Regional Water Board does not possess the expertise required to conduct or
review cost-benefit analyses, we would need assistance to accomplish this difficult task for the
Haynes and Harbor power plants if this provision is retained in the policy.
Response:
Please see response to Comment 7.07. Staff is also concerned about the potential burden
placed on the Regional Water Boards in having to make the WDD, and is therefore proposing to
remove this section of the policy.
Comment 22.01:
The Policy should not incorporate the WDD exemption or, at most, should limit its application to
nuclear facilities. Although the Supreme Court recently held that section 316(b) allows USEPA
to consider costs in the permit decision process, California can and should set a higher standard
of protection. Additionally, California's Porter-Cologne act mandates that the Board minimize
the negative impacts of OTC on all forms of marine life. California's robust public trust doctrine
imposes the most exacting fiduciary obligations to preserve and protect the public's collective
interest in our precious but increasingly imperiled marine resources. Thus, the State Water
Board not only has the authority to adopt its own, more protective regulations to implement
section 316(b), it has an affirmative state law mandate to ensure that water quality regulations
and resulting permits minimize impacts to all living coastal resources. The Board should use its
expansive legal authority to remove, or at the very least significantly improve upon, the WDD
exemption.
Response:
Based on comments received, Staff is recommending removing the WDD from the policy.
Please see responses to Comments 7.06 and 29.10.
Comment 22.02:
If the WDD is not either eliminated entirely or significantly narrowed and clarified, it may well
undermine the State Water Board's efforts to achieve clear, uniform, and environmentally
protective guidance for Regional Water Board permit writers. The WDD is unworkable as
currently conceived. Not only does it leave the State with the same problem that it currently has
squandering resources on the evaluation of complex technical and biological issues and leading
to inconsistent power plant regulation - but it will also lead to the persistence of OTC and further
environmental degradation. Given the dire state of our ocean and coastal resources, we urge
the Board to close this egregious loophole. Our experience in watching Regional Water Boards
as they attempt to implement the WDD at existing facilities strongly suggest that the approach is
conceptually flawed. By their nature, the true environmental benefits of employing an alternative
technology - or put differently, the ecological costs of utilizing OTC - cannot be monetized or
quantified with any degree of precision or certainty. As a society, we simply have not yet figured
out how to accurately or adequately capture the inherent complexities of ecological functions
and ecosystem services in an "environmental benefit" calculation, especially in the marine
realm. Thus, in applying a "wholly disproportionate" test, permit writers are forced to improvise
by using speculative surrogates for ecological value that systematically undervalue the true
ecosystem services and benefits. When the highly questionable results of this process are then
weighed against the very precise compliance cost estimates provided by the permit applicant
(and generally not questioned, documented, or verified by the permit writers), the inevitable
conclusion is that costs exceed benefits. In this way, the WDD becomes a de facto loophole for
every single facility at which it is applied. Accordingly, we urge the Board to delete the WDD
exemption altogether from the final Policy or, at the very least, to limit its potential application to
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the two nuclear facilities where retrofit costs may be somewhat more problematic due to design
and safety constraints.
Response:
Staff agrees that cost-benefit analyses are problematic for the reasons given. Staff is also
concerned about the potential burden placed on the Regional Water Boards in having to make
the WDD, and is therefore proposing to remove this section of the policy. Please see responses
to Comments 7.06, 29.10, and 7.07.
Comment 22.03:
There is no evidence that such a significant and easily manipulated regulatory loophole is
warranted for any of California's gas-fired coastal power plants. One by one, these plants are
being or will soon be repowered (or shuttered) using state-of-the-art generating technology.
Several of them already have committed to alternative cooling technologies for their repower
projects. All facilities should be required to address the significant environmental externalities
created by their antiquated cooling systems with installation of the best technology available to
minimize environmental degradation, as required by state and federal law. The efficiency
argument articulated in the Draft Policy for this exemption is not persuasive. While the particular
gas-fired facilities identified as the targets of the WDD generally are newer and thus somewhat
more efficient, they nevertheless continue to pump hundreds of millions of gallons of public trust
marine resources through their cooling systems every single day and to destroy billions of
marine organisms every year. Because these newer facilities are operating at higher
efficiencies, they already are more competitive in the energy market than their older
counterparts. There is, therefore, no reason why they cannot amortize any necessary retrofit
costs in the same way that older or later repowered facilities will be required to do under the
Policy. Indeed, in our view, the public policy arguments cut exactly the other way. These newer,
more efficient units were constructed at a time when there could be no question that closedcycle cooling was "best technology available." The fact that their owners knowingly chose to
construct the new units in very recent years using an outdated, somewhat less expensive but
enormously more environmentally destructive cooling technology, sometimes over strenuous
public opposition, cannot possibly justify giving these units a "pass" from the best technology
requirements for the next several decades over which they will continue to operate.
Response:
Please see response to Comment 3.22. Staff is proposing to remove the WDD section of the
policy, and in its place provide Track 2 provisions for the three plants now operating existing
combined cycle units (Haynes, Moss Landing and Harbor). OTC combined-cycle units produce
more electricity per gallon of OTC flow than older steam boiler technology, and also produce
more electricity per BTU of fuel with less air pollution produced. Considering this, a fossil fueled
plant with all or some of its units using combined cycle technology may take credit for IM/E
reductions due to the installation of combined cycle in calculating their Track 2 reductions.
Comment 24.06:
By allowing the WDD exception, the policy defers a critical, and highly contentious question to
the Regional Water Boards. Intensive economic studies will be required and even then Regional
Water Boards will still be left determining what the remaining “extent practical” standard will be if
a facility qualifies for the exception. This exception will be particularly difficult because of the
difficulty of accurately quantifying the impacts of entrainment and impingement from an
ecosystem-wide perspective is beyond the abilities of the current state of marine sciences.
Further, the numerous difficulties of accurately measuring both the benefits and the costs lend
itself to dispute. Despite the known value of our ocean resources, it is very difficult to fully
assess the economic value of our ocean environment, including the marine living resources and
the physical processes, to accurately determine the impacts of OTC on these resources.
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Moreover, traditional benefit analysis also tends to reward facilities in degraded waterways
because the benefits are more difficult to accurately calculate due to the long term degradation
of the resource. To the extent that this exemption is maintained, it should only be available for
those plants where compliance would put grid reliability at risk, not because of the cost to the
plant operator.
Response:
Staff agrees that cost-benefit analyses are problematic for the reasons given. Staff is also
concerned about the potential burden placed on the Regional Water Boards in having to make
the WDD, and is therefore proposing to remove this section of the policy. Please see responses
to Comments 7.06, 29.10, and 7.07.
Comments 34.10, 54.02, and 60.01:
We support the removal of the WDD from the policy.
Response:
The State Water Board has decided to eliminate the limited WDD. Please see responses to
Comments 7.06 and 29.10.
Comment 40.11:
NMFS recommends that the WDD provision be removed from the proposed policy. It is not a
requirement that such an exception be offered by the State in this process and the provision, as
written, would only apply to three natural gas fired facilities and the two nuclear power plants.
However, it seems likely that allowing the WDD for this handful of facilities will lead to numerous
requests by the remaining facilities for the same consideration. This will undercut two of the
main goals of the proposed policy - to insure consistency across California and to level the
playing field for the dischargers regulated by different Regional Water Boards. The proposed
exception already requires that the facilities reduce the entrainment and impingement impacts to
the extent practicable and that the remaining impacts (i.e., as if the intake flow rate had been
reduced a minimum 93 percent and the through screen velocity no longer exceeds 0.5 feet per
second) be fully mitigated in accordance with the benefits determined through the use of a
habitat production foregone (or equivalent) analysis. Therefore, there does not seem to be much
benefit to allowing this exception. If the facilities do not upgrade their cooling systems to the
best technology available, even though they have already installed modern generating units,
they should not be rewarded with a less stringent permitting process.
Response:
Staff agrees. Staff has determined that the purpose of allowing a limited WDD would be better
served by providing credit in Track 2 for previous reductions at facilities with prior investments in
combined-cycle technology. Thus, the WDD has been removed from the proposed policy.
Please see responses to Comments 7.06 and 29.10. The nuclear facilities will be subject to a
later determination of compliance alternatives after appropriate studies are completed and data
made available.

10. Compliance Deadlines
Comment 1.06:
The compliance schedule is not sufficient to allow for the orderly replacement of AES-SL's
fourteen units at the Redondo Beach, Alamitos, and Huntington Beach Generating Stations.
We do not believe Track 1 is possible or practical at any of our three sites given their location,
the age of the facilities and the higher closed-cycle cooling capacity needed for conventional
thermal plants compared to combined-cycle or peaking facilities. AES-SL intends to modernize
our entire fleet through the installation of more efficient, fast-ramping, environmentally friendly
gas-fired peaking and combined-cycle technologies that do not rely on OTC. The compliance
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schedule outlined in the proposed policy may be feasible if we intended to retrofit our existing
units or otherwise comply with Track 1 or Track 2, but due to the complexities of repowering as
compared to retrofitting, a longer compliance timeline is needed. Given the size of the AES-SL
portfolio and existing contractual commitments that run through 2018, we would not be able to
modernize our entire fleet before the expected compliance deadline of 12/31/2020 and could be
forced to shutdown multiple units in an important LCR region. The Policy and SED
acknowledge that targeted RFO's for the replacement or repowering of facilities in the Los
Angeles basin would stem from the 2013 LTPP. This proceeding would not result in approved
PPA's until 2015, at the earliest. Given the additional time that may be needed to complete
permitting, secure financing and construct the new units, AES-SL would need to be repowering
our entire portfolio virtually simultaneously. This is not realistic or achievable. The Water Board
should consider adopting a phased compliance schedule for each facility that is more consistent
with how a modernization project would proceed. In addition, the final compliance dates should
be extended to be more realistic - a fleet this size requires 15-20 years, not 10 years. AES-SL
can outline a compliance schedule that it believes would be possible to achieve. We have
begun formulating the long term plan for our portfolio and should be ready to communicate our
goals in the next 3 to 4 months.
Response:
Staff applauds AES-SL’s decision to modernize their three OTC facilities through the installation
of more efficient and environmentally friendly peaking and combined-cycle technologies that do
not rely on OTC. The Policy states that these plants are included in the 2012 LTPP, which
should result in a decision by 2013, and approved PPA’s in 2015. The schedule outlined in the
Policy is based on the advice of the State’s Energy Agencies (as explained in their joint report
(Appendix C of the SED) and in the Policy findings), in order to implement CWA 316 (b) in an
orderly fashion to protect grid reliability. Please see the response to Comment 2.04. The
commenter does not explain why the policy’s implementation schedule is not realistic or
achievable.
Comment 1.11:
To provide an incentive for early action and additional compliance flexibility, the Policy should
be modified to allow for the "banking" of entrainment and impingement reductions that are
achieved prior to the required compliance date. The owner of a facility should be able to earn
early action credits by achieving reductions before the applicable compliance date that can then
be used to extend the compliance date for other reductions required at the same facility. Such
an intra·facility banking system would encourage owners to make significant impact reductions
as soon as possible in order to (1) decompress the compliance schedule which would allow the
eventual repowering of most of the units on an schedule that is actually achievable, (2) reduce
the perceived need for imposing an interim mitigation tax on top of the compliance obligation
because an incentive for early action would already be in place, and (3) alleviate the stringency
of the Track 2 requirements by allowing owners to not only bank large impact reductions made
before the due date but also smaller impact reduction schemes associated with operational or
structural modifications. Under the proposed Policy, facility owners do not have such an
incentive.
[Various examples were given for calculating credits. The time credit would be calculated as the
percentage of reduction in impacts achieved divided by the percentage of impact reductions still
needed (100 percent impact reduction required for these calculations), then multiplied with the
time difference between the date reductions were actually achieved and the final compliance
deadline. If the still-operating OTC portion of the facility happened to exceed the historical flow
rates that were used to determine the early compliance credit, the credit could be reduced
proportionally].
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Response:
Staff appreciates the submitted suggestion and the detailed example given for how the incentive
would be implemented and calculated. However, upon closer examination, staff believes the
suggested incentive program (1) would not be nearly as protective of marine life as the
proposed Policy; (2) unnecessary because the interim mitigation requirements serve as
incentive; (3) would create an additional staff work load to administer; and (4) may not be fair to
all power plant owners/operators.
Firstly, any early reductions in impacts under the incentive program could be “banked” and used
later, so there’s no actual reductions in impacts to marine life overall compared to the proposed
Policy. Furthermore, the listed compliance deadlines in the Policy are in staff’s opinion very
generous and may well be tightened once the individual implementation plans are received from
the power plant owners and operators. The proposed Policy requires that BTA be met in a short
a timeframe as possible without impacting the electrical grid in order to protect the State marine
resources. Secondly, the Policy’s interim mitigation requirements serve as an incentive to bring
facilities into compliance as quickly as possible. Under the incentive program proposed by the
commenter, interim requirements would be reduced. Thirdly, keeping track of early reduction
credits could be quite challenging as the deadlines in the Policy could quite possibly change
several times, thus presumably changing the allotted credits. Even if the deadlines did not
change, the incentive program would require staff resources to administer. Lastly, some power
plants may not be able to apply for early reduction credits because they would be designated as
needed for grid stability while other plants repower, retrofit, etc.
Comment 2.04:
BAMx believes that more aggressive and accelerated compliance dates may be appropriate.
Although substantial issues remain to be resolved in the Los Angeles basin, it appears some of
the plants in Northern California, including the Greater Bay Area (GBA), in addition to Potrero
Unit 3, could be considered for more aggressive compliance dates. For instance, the proposed
Policy lists a 12/31/2015 compliance date for Morro Bay, but no indication is given as to how the
compliance date was selected. Morro Bay is not part of any Local Reliability Area (LRA), so it is
unclear why an earlier date could not be adopted for a target date. The CAISO 2010 LCR
studies indicate that obeying the local area requirements of Pittsburg and Oakland Sub-areas,
as well as the overall Greater Bay Area (GBA), can result in the retirement of nearly 1,200 MW
of OTC capacity within the GBA itself without the addition of new generation or transmission
capacity. The GBA OTC Retirement study prepared by Quanta Technology for Pacific Gas &
Electric indicated that the existing grid with additional reactive compensation would allow 3,900
MW of OTC to be retired before major additions of transmission or new generation would be
required on or before 2020. The reactive compensation needed would cost in the range of $37.5
million to $45 million. The Jones & Stokes study reaches similar conclusion, which indicates that
all OTC capacity can be retired within the GBA in the presence of the transmission upgrades
with a total cost $42 million. The study by Quanta Technology also pointed to the Russell City
Project as allowing substantial retirement of GBA plants without the approximately $40 million of
transmission upgrades indicated above. For example, even the Potrero Unit 3 compliance date
could be accelerated since a settlement agreement for shut down and removal of Potrero has
already been reached with the plant owners and CCSF without further delaying the compliance
to “one year after the effective date of the Policy.” Since we were not part of the discussions
involving the recommended energy agencies’ proposal to the State Water Board, we are not
aware of the reasons the above observations did not lead to a more aggressive compliance
dates for GBA OTC generation. No reasons were given for the 12/31/2017 compliance dates
for Contra Costa, Pittsburg and Moss Landing. The basis given was the “CPUC 2010 Long
Term Procurement Plan”. The reader is left to speculate why this is a reason. Even if that
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process is expected to lead to new generation capacity in the GBA, if some plants can be forced
to comply with the OTC requirements before the installation date for the new capacity and still
comply with reliability standards, the compliance dates should be accelerated. At a minimum, a
clearer justification of the proposed dates and reconciliation of those dates with existing studies
should be included in the SED.
Response:
Comment noted. The implementation schedule set forth in the policy is the result of
consultation with state agencies and other entities responsible for, and experts in, energy policy
and regulation. The period of time necessary to bring facilities into compliance is designed to
allow necessary upgrades while ensuring reliability of the electrical grid. The State Water Board
must balance its priorities and regulatory mandates with those of other agencies responsible for
energy and the environment.
Regarding the final compliance deadlines, staff is mainly relying on the advice of the State’s
Energy Agencies (CAISO, CEC, and CPUC) (as explained in their joint report (Appendix C of
the SED) and in the Policy findings), in order to implement CWA Section 316 (b) in an orderly
fashion to protect grid reliability. While the CEC, CPUC and CAISO each have various planning
or permitting responsibilities important to this effort, the approach relies upon use of competitive
procurement and forward contracting mechanisms implemented by the CPUC in order to
identify low cost solutions for most OTC power plants. The CPUC has authority to order the
investor-owned utilities (IOUs) to procure new or repowered fossil-fueled generation for system
and/or local reliability in the Long-Term Procurement Plan (LTPP) proceeding.
LTPP proceedings are conducted on a biennial cycle and plans are normally approved in oddnumbered years. The 2010 LTPP is estimated to result in a decision by 2011. The subsequent
cycle, the 2012 LTPP, would in turn result in a decision by 2013. Once authorized by the CPUC
to procure, the IOUs need approximately 18 months to issue targeted requests for offers (RFOs)
to acquire replacement, repowered or otherwise compliant generation capacity, sign contracts,
and submit applications to the CPUC for approval. Approval by the CPUC takes approximately
nine months. If the contract involves a facility already licensed through the CEC generation
permitting process, then financing and construction can begin. A typical generation permitting
timeline is 12 months, but specific issues (such as ability to obtain air permits) can delay the
process. IOUs often give preference to RFO bids with permits already (or nearly) in place.
From contract approval, construction usually takes three years, if generation permits are
approved, or approximately five years, if generation permits are pending or other barriers
present delays. In total, starting from the initiation of an LTPP proceeding (the 2010 LTPP or
2012 LTPP), seven years are expected to elapse, before replacement infrastructure is
operational. Due to the number of plants affected, efforts to replace or repower OTC power
plants would need to be phased.
The OTC power plants included in CPUC’s 2010 LTPP are the Encina, Contra Costa, Pittsburg,
and Moss Landing power plants. These plants are therefore required to be in compliance seven
years after the initiation of the 2010 LTPP proceeding, i.e., at the end of 2017. These plants
were chosen for the 2010 LTPP because (1) they have been identified as currently completely
or partially needed for local and/or grid reliability; and (2) they are not located in the Los Angeles
Basin where new electrical transmission is difficult to construct due to land issues and air credits
may be hard to obtain.
The OTC power plants included in CPUC’s 2010 LTPP are the Huntington Beach, Redondo,
Alamitos, Mandalay, and Ormond Beach power plants. These plants should have been
required to be in compliance seven years after the initiation of the 2012 LTPP proceeding, i.e.,
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at the end of 2019, but because these facilities are located in the Los Angeles Basin, they were
given an extra year to comply. They have been identified as currently completely or partially
needed for local and/or grid reliability.
The final compliance dates for the two nuclear OTC power plants (SONGS and Diablo Canyon
Power Plant) were chosen to be concurrent with their NRC operating license renewals in 2022
and 2024, respectively. These plants were given more time to comply due to their unique and
more complex generating technology requiring the need for special studies to assess feasibility
and cost of compliance, their large energy contribution to the grid, and role in meeting the
mandates of the Global Solutions Act requirements by not emitting green house gases while
generating electricity.
As the commenter mentioned, Morro Bay Power Plant is not now needed for local area and/or
grid reliability. However, State Water Board staff believes that it is fair to give all
owners/operators of OTC power plants a reasonable opportunity to comply with the Policy and
continue doing business, whether the plant is needed for reliability, or not. Staff believes that
five years is a reasonable timeframe for retrofitting a plant, although less time may be needed if
the Track 2 compliance alternative is pursued. The proposed Policy is therefore requiring Morro
Bay Power Plant to be in compliance by the end of 2015, or about five years after the effective
date of the Policy (if adopted in 2010).
South Bay Power Plant is a different story. Two of the four OTC units have been shut down
since December 31, 2009, when they were no longer needed for local and grid reliability after
the Otay Mesa Power Plant came online. The two remaining units may, according to the
Energy Agencies’ Joint Proposal, be needed for reliability until 2012, when the Sunrise
Powerlink transmission project becomes operational. South Bay Power Plant is operated by
Dynegy South Bay, LLC (Dynegy) and located on the southeastern shore of San Diego Bay in
the City of Chula Vista. Chula Vista city officials and the Port of San Diego (who leases South
Bay Power Plant to Dynergy) want the entire plant to be decommissioned and demolished as
soon as possible. The proposed Policy is therefore requiring the South Bay Power Plant to be
in compliance when no longer needed for reliability, which should be no later than the end of
2012.
Humboldt Power Plant should have finished repowering and will no longer use OTC by the end
of 2010. Unit 3 of the Potrero Generating Station (which uses OTC) will no longer needed for
local area and grid reliability once the TransBay Cable transmission project is finished in 2010.
The owner/operator of the Potrero Generating Station (Mirant Potrero, LLC) has further reached
an agreement with the City of San Francisco to close the plant, when no longer needed for
electrical reliability. Because the Humboldt Bay Power Plant has almost finished repowering
and because Mirant Potrero, LLC has agreed to close their facility at Potrero no later than
December 31, 2010, staff believes that these two power plants should easily be able to be in
compliance within one year of the effective date of the Policy and, most likely, half a year sooner
than that. However, setting an earlier compliance date for these two plants would not
accomplish much because the owners/operators of these plants have already committed to not
using OTC by the end of 2010.
Three OTC power plants are not within CAISO’s balancing authority area or CPUC’s jurisdiction.
These plants are the Haynes, Harbor, and Scattergood Generating Stations, which are within
the service territory of the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP). LADWP is a
municipally owned utility that owns and operates its own generation, transmission, and
distribution systems. Haynes, Harbor, and Scattergood Generating Stations represent about a
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third of LADWP's generating capacity and the majority of the in-basin generation. The final
compliance dates for these three facilities are based on estimates provided State Water Board
staff in the comment letter submitted by LADWP on December 8, 2009. LAWDP requested that
final compliance dates for Haynes, Harbor, and Scattergood Generating Stations tentatively be
set at 2019, 2015, and 2022, respectively. Staff believes that some of these timeframes are too
long, but agreed to tentatively set the final compliance dates for these plants at 2019, 2015, and
2020, respectively.
Note that all the final compliance dates contained within the Policy’s implementation schedule
are subject to change, based upon SACCWIS and State Water Board review of proposed
individual implementation plans submitted by the owners and operators of the OTC facilities
within six months after the effective date of the Policy. In these implementation plans, the
owners and operators will describe how they intend to comply with the Policy and how much
time they estimate is needed for the various steps in the process. SACCWIS may well
recommend that final compliance dates be adjusted based on review of these proposed
individual implementation plans in the context of a statewide implementation schedule.
Comment 2.05:
BAMx believes that an aggressive signal is needed to counter slow adoption of an OTC Policy:
The State Water Board has been very slow and tardy in finalizing a statewide policy on OTC
since initiating the policy development process with workshops beginning in September 2005.
The State Water Board initiated public workshops in September and December of 2005,
released a CEQA Scoping Document in June 2006, conducted a scoping meeting in July 2006,
issued another Scoping Document in March 2008, and conducted hearings in May 2008. It was
not until the 2008 scoping document that electric reliability was addressed. As such very little
has been done to re-enforce the transmission system. Long lead times that are provided in
Section 3.E, Table 1, Implementation Schedule, provide insufficient incentives for compliance
and serve to delay and prolong the start of compliance by using unnecessarily extended “but no
later than dates.” BAMx recommends more aggressive near-term, “but no later than”
compliance dates. If truly needed replacement infrastructure is not in place in time, the
proposed backstop should ensure that reliability standards will be met.
Response:
Staff does not believe that the State Water Board has been very slow and tardy in finalizing a
statewide policy on OTC. Other states have not developed such a policy on implementing
Section 316(b). The State Water Board, working within legal requirements for its public
process, initially considered an overall approach based on the USEPA’s Phase II rule.
However, the USEPA’s Phase II rule was challenged in court, and the overall approach for the
statewide OTC Policy required significant changes based on the outcome of the RiverKeeper II
decision in 2007. The State Water Board was required to go through the scoping process once
more. Based on public comments, the State Water Board set up an Expert Review Panel to
answer scientific questions and committed a significant amount of time to working with other
agencies to assure grid reliability during the implementation of the Policy. Staff believes that
the extra time spent in developing the OTC Policy has resulted in a much better Policy.
Regarding the length of the implementation schedule, please see the response to Comment
2.04.
Comments 3.30 and 26.26:
The statewide policy should be adopted and implemented as soon as possible and the
compliance dates should reflect other state efforts to move California towards modern and
efficient power generation. Extending the life of these antiquated power plants not only
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prolongs the damage to our coastal and estuarine ecosystems, but also extends the life of
inefficient power generation in California. We are long overdue for the state to embrace a policy
on OTC that reflects Californians’ desire to protect our valuable marine and coastal resources,
while investing in a sustainable, environmentally sound future energy supply. The State Water
Board has been working on this policy for over four years. We encourage the Board to move
forward with adopting and implementing a policy with clear deadlines as soon as possible. In
early 2007, after the Phase II Rule was suspended, USEPA directed permit writers to use their
BPJ when permitting existing OTC power plants. Despite this directive, the Regional Water
Boards have failed to properly reissue NPDES permits for power plants using OTC. Out of the
19 plants currently using OTC, 15 have NPDES permits that have already expired; Regional
Water Board staff has stated that they are waiting for the statewide policy to update these
overdue permits. At the end of 2009, one more plant will have an expired NPDES permit, which
means that 84 % of the plants using OTC will have overdue permits by the end of 2009 because
of the delayed policy.
Response:
Staff agrees that OTC has major impacts to the State’s marine resources. When implemented,
the Policy should significantly reduce the harmful IM/E impacts of OTC on marine life. The
Policy will be implemented in NPDES permits, by the Regional Water Boards issuing NPDES
permits for existing OTC facilities. A statewide approach is necessary to ensure that issues that
cut across Regions, such as electrical grid reliability, air quality, and costs to the ratepayers, are
identified and addressed in a comprehensive fashion. Please see the responses to Comments
2.05, 2.04, and 5.04.
Comment 4.10:
Flexible timelines are needed to conduct studies and feasibly implement the retirement of OTC
fossil plants without undesirable reliability and rate impacts. Replacement of more than 30% of
California's generating capacity is likely to take decades, not 7-9 years as contemplated in the
Draft Policy, due to licensing, grid reliability, and other issues, such as the unavailability of
pollution credits in the SCAQMD; sequencing of bidding into utility request for offers (RFO's)
versus permitting of a facility; the degree of reliance on generating facilities versus preferred
technologies; resolution of the nuclear plant issues; and, development of a comprehensive plan
and preferential treatment of elements of the plan in licensing proceedings compared to
proposed facilities not included within the plan.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 2.04 and 5.04.
Comment 5.01:
Our comments focus on the need for implementing any adopted policy in a manner that ensures
the continued reliability of electric service in California. As a result of extensive work with State
Water Board staff, we believe the draft policy contains a satisfactory mechanism to assure
electric system reliability by allowing continued operation of existing power plants using once
through cooling until replacement infrastructure obviates the need for such plants for reliability.
The draft policy and attachment to the SED provide a preliminary schedule for the development
of replacement infrastructure. The draft policy calls for periodic updates to this schedule in order
to be responsive to delays or changes in energy policy not foreseen at this time. The draft policy
incorporates a workable schedule and process to implement the State Water Board's objectives,
while considering the need to maintain reliable operation of the electric grid. Adoption of this
draft policy will create a long-term relationship between State Water Board, CEC, CPUC and
CAISO as we develop more detailed plans for the necessary infrastructure to allow for
implementation of the draft policy and as other complex issues affecting the need for power
plants using once through cooling unfold. Implementation of the draft policy through time will
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require maintaining a close working relationship over many years that allows the State Water
Board to satisfy its objectives, while not jeopardizing the reliability of California's electricity grid.
Response:
Staff agrees that the implementation schedule and process is workable and is looking forward to
a continued close working relationship with the member agencies of SACCWIS, including the
energy agencies, to successfully implement the Policy.
Comment 5.04:
Any adopted policy must realistically account for the time necessary to provide replacement
power in the form of a repowered facility, a replacement facility in the same area, or new
transmission to serve load coupled with replacement power procured from elsewhere on the
system. Design, permitting and development for generation and transmission is a multi-year
process, and current regulatory uncertainty, such as the availability of air emission reduction
credits to meet Southern California air quality regulations, increase the uncertainty of these time
lines. In addition, experience has taught us that assumptions in the area of energy
infrastructure, including but not limited to the plans of existing power plant owners, may change
materially during the implementation of any adopted policy. Thus, any policy should provide
flexibility to accommodate development and permitting delays as well as other contingencies.
The draft policy includes provisions for periodically revisiting the infrastructure replacement
schedule, and we urge the retention of such scheduled updates as a key element of a final
policy.
Response:
Staff agrees that an adaptive management approach that allows changes to the implementation
schedule, as specified in the proposed Policy, is essential to successfully implementing the
Policy requirements without causing disruption to the electrical grid reliability. Under the
adaptive management approach outlined in the proposed Policy, SACCWIS is the entity
assigned to ensure that the individual power plants move forward towards compliance with the
Policy at a speedy, but even pace that does not disrupt the electrical grid. To do so, the
SACCWIS representatives must meet on a regular basis to review progress and potential
problems, such as permitting delays or early retirements.
Under the March 22, 2010 version of the proposed Policy, SACCWIS is required to report to the
State Water Board annually with any recommendations on modifications to the implementation
schedule. Note that the State Water Board may independently schedule a hearing at any time,
at their discretion, to revisit the Policy, and if needed, revise the Policy.
Based on concerns that flexibility is needed to immediately suspend final compliance dates due
to an unforeseen event, such as a wildfire disrupting electrical transmission, State Water Board
staff has inserted language allowing for a suspension of a final compliance date of up to 90 days
upon receipt of notification by CAISO (and if not objected to by the Executive Directors of CEC
or the CPUC). CAISO is the agency that most firmly keeps its finger on the electrical pulse of
the State, and the Policy clearly acknowledges that the Energy Agencies (CAISO, CEC, and the
CPUC) are the experts on power generation and grid reliability.
Should CAISO determine that a suspension of a final compliance date for more than 90 days is
necessary for grid reliability, CAISO will notify the Water Boards and SACCWIS within 10 days
of its determination. If the Executive Directors of CEC or the CPUC do not object, the final
compliance date will be suspended for 90 days. The State Water Board will hold a Hearing
within these 90 days to fully evaluate an amendment to the Policy’s implementation schedule.
The LAWDP may likewise request that the State Water Board hold a Hearing and amend a final
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compliance date for the three OTC plants that are not within CAISO’s jurisdiction but within
LAWDP’s service area.
Staff has also added language to clarify that NPDES permits issued by the Regional Water
Boards shall include appropriate permit provisions to implement authorized suspensions and
modifications of final compliance dates without reopening the permits. The Regional Water
Boards are required to base compliance schedules in individual NPDES permits on the
implementation schedule in the Policy.
Comment 6.04:
The policy timeline is of concern, which allows for plants to comply as late as 2020. Many of
these plants impact more than the marine resources destroyed by OTC technology. They also
impact the communities in which they are located by contributing to environmental degradation,
visual blight, and depressed land values. Several are located in or adjacent to wetlands where
they inhibit the ability of the community to properly restore wetlands necessary to achieve water
quality and urban runoff abatement goals. A 2008 study commissioned by the OPC and State
Water Board found that plants could be converted in a much shorter timeframe than 2020. I
urge the State Water Board to consider the findings of this study and be as aggressive as
possible in the implementation of this policy.
Response:
Staff agrees that OTC has major impacts to the State’s marine resources, and that these
impacts should be reduced as soon as possible, while taking into account electrical grid
reliability and other important factors. The OPC/State Water Board-funded Jones and Stokes
Grid Study in 2008 stated that final compliance would be possible by 2015, essentially providing
a seven-year conversion period if the Policy were adopted at that time. Many of the OTC plants
are scheduled for compliance by 2017 (or earlier), still a seven year period. Please see the
responses to Comments 2.05, 2.04, and 5.04 regarding the need for longer compliance periods
for the remaining OTC facilities.
Comment 8.04:
The Potrero Power Plant, operated by Mirant Potrero, LLC and located in southeast San
Francisco, is one of the oldest plants in California. The City is concerned about the impacts on
human health and the environment from the continued operation of the OTC system at Potrero
Unit 3 in addition to the other adverse impacts from the plant's operation. The surrounding
communities include some of San Francisco's most economically disadvantaged residents,
many of which use the bay for recreation and subsistence fishing. In recent years, these
communities have seen disturbingly high rates of cancer, asthma and other healthcare
problems that are known to be influenced by environmental factors. The Policy establishes a
compliance date for Potrero Unit 3 that is 1 year from the effective date of the Policy. We urge
the State Water Board to modify this provision to adopt a date certain that is consistent with the
expectations of the City, the plant owner, and the energy agencies regarding the closure of
Potrero Unit 3, namely December 31, 2010. This is a conservative date that includes margins
for error and allows for timelines to slip, and a reasonable requirement in view of the (a) the
terms of the NPDES permit issued in May 2006; (b) the removal of the reliability need for
Potrero Unit 3 during 2010; and (c) Mirant's agreement with the City to close the plant when it is
not needed for reliability. Enforcement of the Potrero Unit 3 permit has been delayed since its
expiration in December 2008, in part due to the pending adoption of a State policy on OTC. The
State Water Board has an opportunity now to ensure that there is no further delay in the
elimination of this source of OTC harm by establishing December 31, 2010 as the compliance
date for Potrero Unit 3.
Response:
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Comment noted. Staff fully understands the concerns and and supports the efforts of the
citizens of San Francisco to close Potrero Unit 3 as soon as no longer needed for grid reliability,
which is hopefully by December 31, 2010. The deadline established in the Policy for Potrero
Power Plant (“one year after the effective date of the Policy”) was originally established with this
date in mind. Due to adoption of the Policy being delayed, these dates no longer coincide.
However, nothing in the Policy prevents Mirant from shutting down Potrero Unit 3 when no
longer needed for grid reliability at the end of this year, as agreed with the City of San
Francisco.
Comment 8.05:
The proposed timeline for compliance is overly extended and the compliance standards are too
open-ended. In adopting a state policy, the Board does not need to choose between electric
reliability, environmental protection, and sound economics. The Board can adopt a policy to
eliminate OTC with a timely compliance schedule that is fair to plant owners while also
protecting electric reliability and electric ratepayers. Adoption of an aggressive timeline for
compliance is particularly appropriate here in view of the long delays in developing this policy.
The proposed policy also includes too many loopholes that invite delay and litigation. The Policy
proposes an "adaptive management" approach, which means that feedback gained through the
process will be incorporated to adjust requirements. Given this approach, there is no justification
for the overly generous deadlines and unclear compliance standards that include a number of
off ramps for plant owners. Adoption of a state policy to eliminate OTC cannot be a surprise to
any facility owner. Forward-thinking generation owners have already been developing and
implementing plans for OTC elimination. Plant owners will make appropriate investment
decisions once a clear policy is adopted. Nor can the long compliance schedule be justified by
electric reliability needs. According to recent studies of the Greater Bay Area electric system,
OTC compliance can be implemented more aggressively than set forth in the Policy without
threatening electric reliability or imposing substantial costs on electric ratepayers.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 2.04, 2.05, and 5.04.
Comment 9.02:
We conclude that the State Water Board's proposed Policy, is deficient and unacceptable. This
is because it fails to terminate or sharply limit OTC within a reasonable time period. Its
implementation schedule allows up to 13 years for all plants to comply with no reasonable
justification.
Response:
Staff disagrees that proposed Policy is deficient or fails to limit OTC within a reasonable time
period. Please see the responses to Comments 2.04, 2.05, and 5.04.
Comment 9.05:
There are numerous inconsistencies. For example, the policy Implementation Schedule calls for
the Morro Bay Power Plant to achieve compliance by 2015. Yet the Schedule states that the
"plant is not needed" after 2011 to help meet grid reliability requirements. There is no mention of
the outfall lease expiring in 2012, which could be another significant factor in the operational
status of the plant, and no explanation of why the policy would allow the plant to operate and
use OTC for four years after it "is not needed." Therefore, we implore the State Water Board to
require that the plant be required to be in compliance by 2012.
Response:
The additional three years allowed under the draft policy for Morro Bay (2012 to 2015) is an
allowance for the plant operator to install BTA if they wish to keep running the plant for electrical
generation, which is a business decision that have not formally made public yet. Staff is not
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privy to any possible negotiations that may be taking place regarding the lease, and therefore
did not include such information. Please also see the response to Comment 2.04.
Comment 9.13:
In terms of how to prioritize the phasing out of operating plants most logically and efficiently, we
urge that the oldest, most inefficient plants (such as Morro Bay and Redondo) be the focus of
such efforts because of their antiquated technology and relatively insignificant energy
generation. At the same time, the phase-out of OTC should be designed to cover the relatively
newer plants (like Moss Landing) as well as the nuclear plants, depending on their different
circumstances.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 2.04. The compliance schedule represents a realistic
approach to phasing out harmful effects of OTC without adverse effects upon the power grid
while maintaining progress toward achieving BTA.
Comment 11.33:
Ultimately, the state's energy agencies overseeing the state's electric infrastructure and supply
should determine the timeline for OTC plant operation, not the state agency in charge of water
quality.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 2.04.
Comment 12.05:
The proposed policy should avoid rigid timelines that do not reasonably reflect electric grid
reliability needs.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 2.04 and 5.04 regarding built-in flexibility in the
proposed Policy’s implementation process.
Comment 12.11:
The CAISO has suggested that the transmission build out would take 5 to 10 years or more,
while SCE has indicated that it may take decades in the Los Angeles area. The Policy and the
SED do not accurately account for the regional impacts of the Policy in southern California.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 2.04 and 5.04.
Comment 13.01:
South Bay Power Plant is a special case, has damaging impacts to a sensitive marine area, and
should be scheduled for termination immediately. We appreciate the reasons for phased
compliance schedule, however, there is no reason that the South Bay Power Plant should be
given until the end 2012 to come into compliance. There are many physical and biological
attributes of the south San Diego Bay that make the impacts of OTC more devastating and
insidious than some other plants. South San Diego Bay is warmer, shallower, more biologically
diverse and sensitive than the receiving waters of virtually all of the other OTC plants, and
functions as a fish nursery. The low tidal exchange (30 days) and flushing makes all of the
impacts worse. Many of these impacts were outlined in detail in the findings of the 2004 permit
for the plant, which found that biotic communities in the immediate vicinity of the discharge point
and in the discharge channel have been degraded by exposure to the discharge due to several
factors, including elevated temperature, flow volume, flow velocity, and turbidity. The permit
also found that about 27% of the goby complex and 50% of the longjaw mudsucker larval
source water populations are lost annually due to entrainment, and about 13% of equivalent
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adult anchovy and 15% equivalent adult silverside fish populations are lost annually due to
larval entrainment losses, constituting a significant adverse environmental impact. Studies of the
distribution of juvenile halibut revealed that there are many fewer juveniles in shallow waters of
San Diego Bay compared to Mission Bay even though it is many times larger. The SED also
shows South Bay as having the third worst entrainment numbers in the state due to the high
concentration of larval fish per cubic meter in the water, even though it operates at low capacity.
Response:
Staff agrees that the South Bay power plant has substantial damaging impacts to South San
Diego Bay, and looks forward to the elimination of those impacts. Some of those impacts are a
result of discharge effects and may be addressed by the Regional Water Board through
additional NPDES requirements on the discharge, and nothing in this Policy precludes that.
Regarding the final compliance date, staff is relying on the advice of the State’s Energy
Agencies in order to implement CWA Section 316 (b) in an orderly fashion to protect grid
reliability. Please see the response to Comment 2.04 on how the dates for the individual plants,
including South Bay Power Plant, were derived. Two of the four OTC units at South Bay Power
Plant have been shut down since December 31, 2009, when they were no longer needed for
local and grid reliability after the Otay Mesa Power Plant came online. The other two remaining
OTC units may, according to the Energy Agencies, be needed for reliability until 2012, when the
Sunrise Powerlink transmission project becomes operational. Because Chula Vista city officials
and the Port of San Diego (who leases South Bay Power Plant to Dynergy) want the entire plant
to be decommissioned and demolished as soon as possible, the proposed Policy is requiring
the South Bay Power Plant to be in compliance when no longer needed for reliability, which
should be no later than the end of 2012, and hopefully sooner.
Comment 13.02:
In accordance with the State Water Board's Environmental Justice policy, environmental justice
should be a strong factor and basis for establishing your compliance priorities. If South Bay
Power Plant is not shut down when Otay Mesa goes on-line (expected October 2009), it will
exacerbate a clear environmental injustice for communities in the South Bay region. South Bay
area has more energy infrastructure per 10,000 people than any other area of San Diego
County, as measured by total online megawatts from natural gas or landfill gas energy plants.
This area also has the greatest proportion of nonwhite population.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 13.01 regarding how the final compliance date for South
Bay Power Plant was derived. Staff agrees that there are many good reasons that South Bay
Power Plant should be shut down, including to promote environmental justice. However,
electricity is a vital requirement for any community. According to the Energy Agencies, South
Bay Power Plant may be needed for electrical reliability until 2012, when the Sunrise Powerlink
transmission project becomes operational. The proposed Policy therefore does not require
South Bay Power Plant to be shut down until 2012.
Comment 13.03:
South Bay Power Plant is not needed after Otay Mesa Power Plant goes on-line as expected in
October 2009. At the September 9, 2009 Regional Water Board hearing, CAISO presented
evidence that the peak demand after Otay Mesa was on-line was 186 MW. However since that
date, the CEC finalized its demand forecasts, showing that peak demand has dropped 171 MW,
effectively eliminating this gap. With the revised forecasts and Otay Mesa going on-line the
need for South Bay Power Plant has evaporated. While we appreciate the State Water Board’s
desire to coordinate with the energy agencies, the State Water Board should not take their input
as gospel and need to make its own assessment of when power plants can be removed. CAISO
is not a public agency subject to the same input and accountability as the State Water Board.
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They have their own narrow mission that does not take into consideration things like
environmental impacts, community health, or community impacts. CAISO’s accounting is not
transparent or objective. It’s easier for CAISO to keep South Bay Power Plant, but it is not
easier for us, for the people who live in the region and have to live with the plant. We ask that
you use the updated and lowered peak demand numbers for your calculation of whether South
Bay Power Plant is needed at all in 2010. In our case, CAISO has other options for closing any
gaps in energy need. We also believe it to be significant that the South Bay Power Plant
operators have had more than sufficient time to develop a compliance action, as their 2004
permit states that the plant only had 5 years of expected life remaining. This community has
been patient. We have accepted another 596 MW power plant and multiple peaking power
plants in the area. Chula Vista has adopted aggressive energy reduction programs and projects.
We are doing our part and we are asking the State Water Board to do their part by ending the
damaging and unnecessary discharges from South Bay Power Plant immediately.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff understands and supports the efforts of the citizens of Chula Vista to
close the South Bay Power Plant as soon as possible. While the State Water Board retains final
authority over the Policy and its compliance schedule and deadlines, the State Water Board
recognizes the expertise of agencies and entities with specific responsibilities for energy policy
and grid reliability within the state of California. The State Water Board must balance its
priorities and regulatory mandates with those of other agencies responsible for energy and the
environment. Please see the responses to Comments 2.04 and 13.01.
Comment 14.01:
We support the overall goal of adopting a policy that protects the State's coastal and estuarine
waters without disrupting electrical generation and transmission. The State Water Board should,
however, impose more stringent requirements to protect the state's waters, and the Policy
should explicitly recognize the impending closure of certain power plants, including Potrero
Generating Station, which Mirant Potrero, LLC owns and operates in the City of San Francisco.
We have been actively advocating for the closure of the Potrero Plant for nearly a decade, in
part because of the significant
environmental impacts associated with the facility's use of OTC. The NPDES permit for the
Potrero Plant's Unit 3 was last issued in 1994 for a five-year term, and the San Francisco
Regional Water Board administratively extended the permit until 2005. In 2006, the Regional
Water Board granted the plant a limited extension of the NPDES permit until December 2008. In
2008, because of the continued operation of the Potrero Plant - despite the expiration of the
permit and without the necessary demonstration of lack of harm to the Bay from Mirant - the City
of San Francisco's Board of Supervisors unanimously enacted an ordinance in 2009,
establishing city policy to take all feasible steps to close the facility as soon as possible. In a
recent settlement agreement with the City, Mirant committed to, among other things, a
shutdown of the Potrero Plant as soon as it is no longer needed for electric reliability. CAISO
has indicated that new infrastructure is expected to replace the need for Unit 3 as early as
March of 2010, and Potrero is expected to close by December 31, 2010. The Policy's proposed
compliance date for the Potrero Plant is one year from the effective date of the Policy, which
may be later than when the Potrero plant can be shut down. The implementation schedule
should be revised to reflect the latest available data concerning local electric reliability
requirements. Retirement should be listed as the appropriate compliance milestone for the
Potrero Plant, and the due date should be changed to December 31, 2010, reflecting Mirant's
agreement with the City of San Francisco. Alternatively, the compliance date could be the
earlier of the two events that will allow the plant to close - the completion of the Trans Bay cable
or the recabling of the Martin-Bayshore-Potrero lines.
Response:
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Please see the response to Comment 8.04.
Comment 15.04:
There is a lack of urgency to the policy. The enormous damage to marine life from once-thrucooling is recognized but the policy allows the problem to continue for years to come. The WDD
option for nuclear plants and plants exceeding 8500 BTU is a loophole so large that it allows for
years of postponement of any real action. The years of studies contemplated afterwards
similarly postpone action. Where is the incentive for the industry to change? Use of the “free”
ocean and estuary water for cooling purposes provides a monetary advantage that power plants
cooled by other means do not have. The state policy needs to provide an incentive to change, in
other words, a financial disadvantage to the use of its waters.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff agrees that OTC has major impacts to the State’s marine resources, and
believe that the Policy, when implemented, should significantly reduce these harmful IM/E
impacts of OTC on marine life. Staff also agrees that the Policy should be implemented as soon
as possible, but recognizes that the electrical power needs essential for the welfare of the
citizens of the State must also be met. Please also see the responses to Comments 2.04, 2.05
and 5.04. Because the nuclear facilities have more complex technology and safety concerns,
special studies are needed to evaluate compliance alternatives for these facilities. Based upon
comments, Staff is proposing to eliminate the WDD provisions.
Comment 24.03:
We encourage the State Water Board to move forward with adopting and implementing a policy
with clear deadlines as soon as possible without compromising grid reliability or integration of
renewable power sources. California is committed to the highly ambitious goal of integrating
33% of its electricity from renewable sources. At least of the short term, the intermittent nature
of many renewable power sources requires back-up and support from fossil generation. Some
of the OTC plants may be highly useful in this regard. However, new cooling technology should
not eliminate the usefulness of these plants and in some cases may provide opportunity for
plant upgrades that in addition to reducing make the plants more efficient, less polluting and
more capable of providing ramping and other support services for renewable power. The
current policy appears to provide a schedule compliance that accommodates the needs of the
grid in integrating renewables over the coming years. We strongly urge the State Water Board
to ensure that compliance is timed to provide for reliability, but allow no greater delay than is
absolutely necessary.
Response:
Staff agrees with the comments and appreciates the support for the proposed Policy.
Comment 25.06:
El Segundo and Encina must be in compliance by 2015 and 2017, respectively. Target
compliance dates for these facilities should be predicated on successful completion of the
repowering permitting and development at both generating facilities. Unfortunately, permitting of
natural-gas fueled, fast-start combined cycle generation using air cooling at either facility has
taken far longer than the statutory mandate (one-year completion) for the CEC Application for
Certification (AFC) process and the local air districts' processes. Specifically, the South Coast
Air Quality Management District's permit moratorium, which affects the completion of permits for
electrical generating facilities in the Los Angeles Basin that rely on SCAQMD Rules 1304,
1309.1 and 1315, has delayed El Segundo's repowering project by more than one year, and the
resolution to this permit delay will not be solved in the immediate future. The city of Carlsbad are
among the intervenors to the repowering of a portion of Encina to a more environmentally
beneficial plant that will prompt the retirement of a portion of the existing OTC generation; this
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intervention despite the environmental benefits of the repowering project has likewise delayed
the CEC and air district permitting processes. Thus, the targeted compliance schedules must
remain flexible, accounting for delays in permitting of new generation that would otherwise
replace OTC generation, address demand and planning reserve capacity, and support future
renewable energy sources. Compliance schedules must also account for the key attributes of
the existing OTC generating capacity at the respective facilities attributes that include location
within the respective load center and ramping rate.
Response:
The implementation schedule set forth in the Policy allows for flexibility in continued
consideration of factors affecting compliance dates and amendments to those dates through
recommendations of the SACCWIS. To the extent that litigation involving the South Coast Air
Management District’s permitting process has resulted in delays for repowering projects,
California Health & Safety Code § 40440.13 now allows that the district may issue permits in
reliance on, and in compliance with, south coast district Rule 1304. While the statute is in effect
only until May of 1012, the apparent intent is for readoption of rules in compliance with adverse
court decisions.
Comment 28.15:
Retirement of aging plants should be timed to deployment of new clean energy resources; this
will minimize cost and is most protective of the future environment. The aging coastal natural
gas plants operate almost exclusively to meet the summer demand, while idling the rest of the
year. The 15,000 MW of aging plant capacity nearly matches the peak air conditioning demand
in California. Thus, every megawatt of appropriate air conditioning efficiency and conservation
measures could directly remove the need for a megawatt provided by the aging natural gas
power plants. The CEC and CPUC have recognized in the 2007 Integrated Energy Policy
Report that widespread adoption of the most efficient appliances available can reduce peak
demand by 46% in homes and 13% in industrial building. By meeting the state’s goal of 33%
renewable energy by 2020, while implementing required efficiency measures, OTC power plants
can be reduced or eliminated without building any more large natural gas plants. Regional peak
load can be served by solar power, which is most productive on sunny, warm days when
electricity demand is high, as well as by efficiency measures such as better insulation, and more
efficient air conditioners and shade trees. All the aging OTC coastal plants should be retired on
a schedule consistent with the rate at which renewables and efficiency can be brought on line,
so that the state is not bound by a long-term commitment to new natural gas plants that would
be around for 30 to 50 years. Coordinating the retirement of aging plants with the deployment of
green energy supplies would allow the state to meet environmental commitments while assuring
electric system reliability.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 2.04 regarding how the final compliance deadlines were
developed. The State Water Board’s authority to require that the location, design, construction
and capacity of cooling water intake structures reflect BTA for minimizing adverse
environmental impact does not extend to specifying technology for electricity generation.
Setting energy policy is outside of the scope of this Statewide Water Quality Control Policy.
Comment 29.07:
Effective implementation of the policy requires on-going review of the implementation schedule.
The SACCWIS must provide input on a regular basis (preferably quarterly or semi-annually), the
Energy Agencies must maintain a leadership role in providing input to the Water Board on the
implementation schedule, and plant operators must have a clear process by which they can
seek changes in the implementation schedule.
The proposed SACCWIS includes not only the Energy Agencies, but representatives from the
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SLC, CCC, and ARB. While these additional agencies all have an important role to play in the
permitting arena, it makes more sense for the Energy Agencies to maintain responsibility for
recommending modifications to the implementation schedule. The primary driver to any
schedule modifications should be preventing the disruption of the state’s electrical power
system. The Energy Agencies are best situated to provide input on each plant’s role in
maintaining system reliability. These agencies understand and have direct regulatory authority
for power plants and transmission facilities. Other agencies can provide valuable input regarding
permitting challenges or other regulatory hurdles, but it is the Energy Agencies that can
integrate that information as it relates to maintaining the reliability and stability of the grid.
Additionally, while the policy acknowledges the need to phase compliance so as to maintain grid
reliability, the ability of the utilities to procure adequate resources to ensure reliability, through
either the replacement or repowering of existing facilities, is dependent upon the outcome of
several regulatory processes. Implementation of the process by which OTC facilities would be
replaced or repowered -- the CPUC's Long Term Procurement Plan (LTPP) and, subsequently
the utilities' Long Term Request for Offer (LTRFO) activities - includes a great deal of
uncertainty. While utilities can plan for a particular outcome, the vagaries of the process require
the need for significant flexibility. The multiple steps along the way - submittal of offers,
negotiating of deals, approval by the CPUC, permitting through the CEC, and construction - all
are subject to a variety of business and regulatory hurdles. Thus, there is a strong need to
ensure adequate flexibility in the OTC policy implementation schedule in order to ensure that
those facilities needed for grid reliability purposes can continue to operate as necessary. If the
policy is adopted, the Water Board must understand that in many cases, the proposed schedule
reflects a "best case" scenario and there may be a need to modify the proposed schedule based
on developments in the aforementioned proceedings.
Response:
Staff agrees that there likely will be a need to revise the final compliance deadlines in the
proposed Policy’s implementation schedule during the implementation period for various
reasons. Staff is therefore proposing the use of an adaptive management strategy (please see
the responses to Comments 2.04 and 5.04) with the SACCWIS overseeing the implementation
process and reporting back to the State Water Board. Staff initially proposed that SACCWIS
would report to the State Water Board every other year or more often if needed; however, based
on public comments, staff modified the Policy so it now requires that SACCWIS report to the
State Water Board annually. Staff considers quarterly or semiannual reporting to not be
necessary and also requires substantial agency staff time. The proposed Policy will allow for
more frequent reporting, should it be necessary.
Staff has also added new Policy language to reiterate that it has always been the State Water
Board’s intent to rely on the expertise of the SACCWIS’ Energy Agencies to determine whether
changes to the implementation schedule will be needed for grid reliability. Nonetheless, as the
commenter mentioned, the other agencies in SACCWIS are also very important players, which
will be counted upon to provide valuable input in their area of expertise and possibly assist with
overcoming regulatory delays. Therefore, staff finds it appropriate that the SACCWIS as a
group presents its recommendation to the State Water Board (with allowance for minority
views).
Comment 31.38:
Before the State Water Board approves a policy with fixed compliance dates, it should verify
that (1) the federal Department of Homeland Security concurs that such a policy would in no
way compromise the security of the Nation's critical electric infrastructure or violate the intent of
Homeland Security Presidential Directive-7; and (2) The North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC) and Federal Energy Regulatory Commission concur that the State Water
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Board's policy does not conflict with any mandatory and enforceable NERC Reliability
Standards.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 2.04. The compliance deadlines in the Policy’s
implementation schedule were developed in consultation with state agencies and other entities
responsible for, and experts in, energy policy and regulation. The period of time necessary to
bring facilities into compliance is designed to allow necessary upgrades while ensuring reliability
of the electrical grid.
Comment 33.12:
The State Water Board should include an explanation as to how the Long-Term Procurement
Plan led to the final compliance date of 2017 for Bay Area Plants.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 2.04.
Comment 34.08:
We agree with the Staff Alternative 3 on establishing a compliance schedule. However, we do
have a major concern about the December 13, 2012 compliance date for South Bay Power
Plant. The existing power plant is located at the extreme end of San Diego Bay with cooling
water intake and discharge located in the Bay. The water depth is very shallow, 1 to 4 meters.
The low tidal exchange takes 30 or more days to flush the waters in South Bay. These
conditions and along with the solar thermal loads can cause the water temperature to exceed
100 degrees Fahrenheit in the late summer months and the water to become hypersaline. The
volume of the daily cooling water for this plant is a significant fraction of the source water
volume, unlike a coastal power plant that draws in offshore waters with the source water much
greater than the daily cooling water demand. Figure 13 of the SED shows the seasonal
variation of larval fish abundance. The maximum occurs in the summer months when the power
demand and cooling flow rate is the highest. The South Bay power plant data impingement and
entrainment losses are the highest during this period. The cumulative environmental damage,
thermal, impingement and entrainment for caused by the power plant for almost 50 years
cannot be accurately assessed compared to the unknown preexisting conditions, especially the
biodiversity of the aquatic life. The Duke Section 316(a) report that the benthic infauna tax in the
discharge are less in abundance and lower frequency of occurrence compared to the stations
away from the discharge channel. It is only within the past decade that environmental
monitoring has revealed the unacceptable damage to the South Bay aquatic life, including the
loss of eel grass, benthic infauna, shellfish, local and pelagic fish. There has been a strong
community opposition to this power plant and effort to have it decommissioned. The City of
Chula Vista has long sought to have the power plant removed and the property incorporated in
their community redevelopment plans. The San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board at
their regularly scheduled meeting on September 9 this year heard testimony from elected
officials, the public and environmental groups expressing the need to have this plant retired at
the earliest date. The combined cycle power plant in Otay Mesa will be coming on line shortly
and eliminates the need for a repowered South Bay Power Plant. We recommend that the
Policy retire the existing South Bay Power Plant at the earliest date.
Response:
Comment noted. Please see the responses to Comments 2.04 and 13.01.
Comment 35.01:
California faces a federal mandate to prevent coastal power plants from continuing to decimate
sea life along the coast, but the State Water Board is proposing a policy that will take up to 12
years to require all remaining 19 plants to comply. This long delay would be a violation of the
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spirit and intent of the law. In even 10 years, many of the plants will be 50 to 60 years old, highly
inefficient and unnecessary ongoing sources of significant air pollution. The proposed timeline is
unacceptable because little evidence has been provided to justify allowing the destructive and
needless practice of destroying sea life to go on that much longer. In its 2007 historic ruling,
the US Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit required technology-based cooling be used by
all power plants and, in effect, banned the use of water from bays, estuaries and the ocean for
plant cooling. California has an opportunity to stop the killing of billions of fish and larvae that
has savaged the aquatic life of our coastal waters, which studies show has contributed
significantly to the disappearance of fish and the deterioration of coastal economies. The State
Water Board is poised to implement the policy requiring that modern technology replace the
outmoded and now illegal use of ocean, river and lake water-- OTC--by power plants. But the
long-awaited policy misses the opportunity to ensure that the killing will stop as soon as possible
and to begin replacing or converting the outmoded power plants with technology-based cooling
methods or alternative energy sources.
Response:
The compliance schedule set forth in the policy is the result of consultation with state agencies
and entities responsible for energy policy and regulation. The period of time necessary to bring
facilities into compliance is designed to allow necessary upgrades while ensuring reliability of
the electrical grid. The State Water Board must balance its priorities and regulatory mandates
with those of other agencies responsible for energy and the environment. Riverkeeper II,
referenced by the commenter, remanded USEPA’s Phase II regulations for existing power
plants on various grounds, including need for clarification, impermissibility of cost-benefit
analyses, and inappropriately-broad performances ranges. The decision was reversed on the
issue of cost-benefit analyses and otherwise contains nothing to act as an effective ban on use
of cooling water intake. Please also see the responses to Comments 2.04 and 5.04.
Comment 35.02:
The proposed policy allows unnecessary and unreasonable delays in complying with the court
decision's requirements, a result of the fact that it is often vague, unclear, ill-defined,
contradictory, lacking in essential information and, most importantly, without dates certain by
which the court decision will be complied with and OTC will end. Instead, power plant owners
are presented with opportunities to exercise options made available in the policy to avoid
achieving the board's stated goal of "protecting the state's coastal and estuarine waters."
Perhaps the clearest example of how the proposed policy plainly anticipates ongoing use of
OTC is its stated requirement for developing and implementing a mitigation program for the
facility, approved by the Regional Water Board, which will compensate for the interim...impacts."
This mitigation for continuing to kill marine life would be in effect until five years after the policy
is adopted. Whether OTC would actually end after five years is not clear because of the
opportunities in the policy for plant owners to avoid final compliance. The key to avoiding
compliance is the "cost-benefit" analysis in the policy, which would allow plant owners to argue
that the cost of ending OTC exceeds the benefit of protecting marine life. The board's costbenefit process contains no standards, criteria or ground rules on how cost versus benefit is to
be decided by authorities.
Response:
Staff does not agree that the proposed policy allows unnecessary and unreasonable delays.
Please see the response to Comments 35.01 regarding the court decision's requirements and
the implementation schedule. The commenter is not correct about the mitigation being “in effect
until five years after” the policy is adopted. The interim mitigation is required after the Policy has
been in effect five years and until the facility is in compliance. Thus, the longer the facility is not
in compliance, the more mitigation will be required. Based on public comments, staff has
eliminated the WDD section of the policy which discussed using a cost-benefit analysis.
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Comment 36.02:
Your draft policy provides a timeline for requiring power plant owners to ostensibly comply with
the policy by phasing out OTC by various dates. But that implementation schedule is
unnecessarily prolonged without justification. It calls for the large majority of plants to reach
compliance with the policy over the next 8-13 years. In the case of the Morro Bay plant, the
schedule requires compliance by 2015. Yet it states that the plant is not needed after 2011 and
provides no explanation for why it should be allowed to operate for four more years, especially
since the plant now operates only occasionally. Your own study concluded that the state's
aging, existing plants are not needed for grid reliability after the next few years. There seems to
be no good reason to adopt a schedule that will allow them to continue to operate for so long.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 2.04.
Comment 40.04:
NMFS supports the inclusion of compliance dates for facilities to come into compliance with the
policy.
Response:
Comment noted.
Comment 41.03:
Modify the compliance dates to reflect from date of Policy adoption.
Response:
The closest compliance dates for facilities reflect from date of Policy adoption because if there is
a delay in approval of the Policy, these dates may be difficult to change. Later compliance
dates for facilities are dates certain to coordinate with SACCWIS reporting to the State Water
Board in March.
Comment 41.06:
Provide an additional compliance path whereby if utilities opt for repowering with closed cycle
cooling rather than impingement and entrainment control technology retrofits and/or operational
measures, they can have an extended schedule with milestone dates and increasing flow
reductions until Track 1 levels are achieved.
Response:
The implementation schedule contained in the proposed Policy already accommodates the
option of repowering with closed-cycle cooling. There is therefore no need to further extend the
schedule.
Comment 41.07:
In the interim, allow for mitigation until compliance is achieved; and/or, provide a “staged”
approach to compliance, i.e., rather than a final milestone deadline for a facility's compliance,
define interim milestones with interim reductions.
Response:
Interim mitigation is required until compliance is achieved; however, note that mitigation is not a
substitution for meeting BTA. Also, the schedule does allow for a “staged” approach to
compliance, by allowing power plants to stagger implementation if needed for grid reliability.
The NPDES permits for the OTC power plants must further comply with the statewide State
water Board Compliance Schedule Policy, which requires interim milestones.
Comment 44.07:
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The draft policy states at Page 8, Number 16 that the Morro Bay Power Plant shall be "in
compliance" by 12/31/2015. According to footnote 2, this "Due Date" was developed
considering information provided by the CEC, the CPUC, CAISO, and the LADWP. The City
encourages the Board to examine the record very closely and determine whether the timeline
for compliance can be shortened to minimize the adverse impacts from OTC systems and
protect marine resources.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 2.04 and 5.04.
Comment 47.04:
CCEEB is concerned that if a "Final Compliance Date" as shown in Table 1 is included in an
NPDES permit, 3rd parties may be able to bring legal action to enforce that provision of the
permit without regard to whether that date has been confirmed by the appropriate balancing
authority (CAISO or the Board of Water and Power Commissioners of the City of Los Angeles)
as not raising a grid reliability concern. Such a suit could place a federal judge rather than the
Water Board in the decision role and disrupt this Draft Policy's "adaptive management strategy."
We believe that the dates in Table 1 should more appropriately be regarded as Preliminary
Target dates and not be included in NPDES permits until after a reliability determination has
been made by the appropriate balancing authority.
Response:
Staff does not believe it is appropriate to revise the planned implementation of the Policy based
upon the possibility of litigation. The Policy has been revised to include additional provisions to
address grid reliability needs. Please see the response to Comment 31.09.
Comment 47.05:
The change in Section 2.B. of the Draft policy to schedule "... a hearing to consider suspension
of a compliance date applicable to an existing power plant" after being notified by an energy
agency of a grid reliability concern is an insufficient safeguard of grid reliability. The CAISO
suggestion that a compliance date be stayed upon notice by CAISO of a reliability concern
should be the minimum response to an expression of concern. The responsibility to determine
grid reliability matters should rest with the respective balancing authority. The State Water
Board has no expertise to make such determinations and should defer to the appropriate
balancing entity in all instances. Holding a hearing to "consider" suspension of a compliance
date merely adds risk that a determination will be made contrary to the advice of the balancing
entity.
Response:
The State Water Board retains final authority to make decisions about implementation of the
Policy. However, the Policy as proposed would require the State Water Board to implement the
recommendations of the CAISO unless the Board finds that there is compelling evidence not to
follow a recommendation and makes a finding of overriding considerations. Based on concerns
that flexibility is needed to immediately suspend final compliance dates due to an unforeseen
event, such as a wildfire disrupting electrical transmission, State Water Board staff has inserted
language allowing for a suspension of a final compliance date of up to 90 days upon receipt of
notification by CAISO (and if not objected to by the Executive Directors of CEC or the CPUC).
CAISO is the balancing authority overseeing most of the OTC facilities, and the Policy clearly
acknowledges that the Energy Agencies (CAISO, CEC, and the CPUC) are the experts on
power generation and grid reliability.
The new policy language further states that should CAISO determine that a suspension of a
final compliance date for more than 90 days is necessary for grid reliability, CAISO will notify the
Water Boards and SACCWIS within 10 days of its determination. If the Executive Directors of
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CEC or the CPUC do not object, the final compliance date will be suspended for 90 days. The
State Water Board will hold a Hearing within these 90 days to fully evaluate an amendment to
the Policy’s implementation schedule. The LAWDP may likewise request that the STATE
WATER BOARD hold a Hearing and amend a final compliance date for the three OTC plants
that are not within CAISO’s jurisdiction but within LAWDP’s service area.
Staff has also added language to clarify that NPDES permits issued by the Regional Water
Boards shall include appropriate permit provisions to implement authorized suspensions and
modifications of final compliance dates without reopening the permits. The Regional Water
Boards are required to base compliance schedules in individual NPDES permits on the
implementation schedule in the Policy, which is based on statewide and local reliability.
Comment 48.01:
Section 2.B (2) of draft policy: replace "shall hold a hearing to consider suspension of
compliance date applicable to an existing power plant" with "shall suspend the compliance date
applicable to the existing power plant" and add "The State Water Board's decision to amend the
final compliance date for an existing power plant shall be conditioned on the need to maintain
the reliability of the electric system as determined and communicated by the CAISO, CEC or
CPUC acting according to their individual or shared responsibilities. Any final compliance shall
be stayed by a CAISO determination that an existing power plant is needed for reliability
purposes." The language changes identified above ensure that final compliance dates in the
policy will not jeopardize electric grid reliability.
Response:
Staff has substantially revised the provisions governing suspension of compliance dates,
addressing the standard for implementing CAISO recommendations and the need for grid
reliability. Please see the response to Comment 47.05.
Comment 48.02:
The draft policy identifies a final compliance date for South Bay of December 31, 2012. At the
December 1, 2009 workshop, commenters expressed an interest in accelerating the final
compliance dates for South Bay to December 31, 2010. CAISO strongly recommends that the
Water Board maintain the final compliance date for South Bay as December 31, 2012. The draft
policy includes this date based on information jointly provided by CAISO, CPUC and CEC that
projects that commercial operation of the Sunrise Powerlink transmission line will allow South
Bay to retire.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff recommends retaining the final compliance date for South Bay as
December 31, 2012. Please see the responses to Comments 2.04 and 13.01.
Comment 49.04:
The energy agencies have stated that the dates specified in their report may require periodic
updates. Periodic updates on the state of marine resources affected by power plants and
results of independent studies by qualified experts in that regard should also be required.
Response:
The power plants following Track 2 will be required by the Policy to monitor to show impact
reduction. This may be part of SACCWIS’ reports to the State Water Board.
Comment 49.05:
The State Water Board recognizes the compliance dates in this Policy may require amendment
based on, among other factors, the need to maintain reliability of the electric system as
determined by the energy agencies included in the SACCWIS, acting according to their
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individual or shared responsibilities. Comment: This statement must identify "other factors" for
clarity and completeness. The statement also indicates that only the energy agencies among
the SACCWIS will determine if grid reliability is being met by the compliance dates, indicating
that other members of the SACCWIS, i.e., the CCC and SLC will not be consulted, excluding
the agencies primarily responsible for environmental protection. Clarification is required.
Response:
It is not possible to anticipate all the factors that may require that the Policy be amended. For
instance, new legislative action on the state or federal level may require that the Policy be
amended. Because the Energy Agencies are the experts on grid reliability, it is natural that
these agencies will be relied for information on grid reliability. That is not to say that the other
members of SACCWIS are not important, or will be relied on, for other types on information that
affects how the Policy is implemented.
Comment 49.14:
Section 2.B. (1) of the Policy states that “Existing power plants* shall comply with Section 2.A,
above, as soon as possible, but no later than, the dates shown in Table 1, contained in Section
3.E, below.” The vagary of "as soon as possible" fails to provide an effective means of
enforcement and invites undocumented and unsubstantiated excuses for continuing to use
OTC. Plant owners or operators should be required to justify why OTC operations cannot be
ended as soon as the Policy is enacted.
Response:
Staff disagrees that Section 2.B.(1) of the Policy fails to provide an effective means of
enforcement and invites undocumented and unsubstantiated excuses for continuing to use
OTC. Section 3.A of the Policy requires plant owners and operators to submit an
implementation plan that identifies the selected compliance alternative and describes the
general design, construction, or operational measures that will be undertaken to implement the
alternative, and propose a realistic schedule for implementing these measures that is as
short as possible [emphasis added]. In other words, plant owners or operators ARE required
to justify why OTC operations cannot be ended as soon as possible. However, as stated in
Section 3.C.(1) of the Policy, “If the State Water Board determines that a longer compliance
schedule is necessary to maintain reliability of the electric system per SACCWIS
recommendations while other OTC power plants are retrofitted, repowered, or retired or
transmission upgrades take place, this delay shall be incorporated into the compliance schedule
and stated in the permit findings.” That is, certain plants may be required to wait their turn to be
allowed to be retrofitted, repowered, etc. because they are needed to provide support for the
electrical grid while other plants get upgraded.
Comment 49.24:
Section 3.C.(1) of the Policy only takes into account the needs and convenience of grid
reliability with no concern expressed for the victims of OTC: aquatic life and coastal
communities whose economies are interconnected with coastal resources. A provision is
needed to authorize the Water Boards to accelerate the compliance schedule if conditions of
marine life go into accelerated downfall such as could happen, for example, with the Morro Bay
National Estuary, which, the CEC staff has found, “is already impaired and in ecological decline
... " This is why stringent monitoring by power plant owners or operators is essential if OTC-and risks to aquatic life—are to continue for any time.
Response:
Staff agrees that regular monitoring, as specified in Section 4 of the proposed Policy, is
essential to ensure compliance for those OTC plants that are following the Track 2 compliance
alternative without reducing flows and/or through-screen velocities. Staff also acknowledges the
ongoing impacts of OTC on marine resources, which the OTC Policy seeks to address. Staff
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further believes that an adaptive management approach that allows changes to the
implementation schedule, as specified in the proposed Policy, is essential to successfully
implementing the Policy requirements without causing disruption to the electrical grid reliability
(please see the response to Comment 5.04). Note that the Policy requires SACCWIS to report
to the State Water Board regularly (now annually) with recommendations on changes to the
schedule or Policy. At these public meetings, anyone can bring their concerns about the OTC
implementation schedule or need for revisions to the State Water Board’s attention. The State
Water Board may also, at its discretion, hold a meeting at any time to investigate the need to
modify the schedule, for instance if conditions of marine life at an OTC plant goes into
accelerated downfall, as described.
Comment 50.02:
In accordance with Dynegy's contractual obligation with CAISO to use its best efforts to oppose
permit conditions that could make continued operation of South Bay illegal, uneconomical or
otherwise impractical, Dynegy strongly opposes any acceleration of the proposed December 31,
2012 final compliance date. Given South Bay’s limited remaining operating life as explicitly set
out in and made enforceable through its current NDPES permit, an accelerated date is
unwarranted and inappropriate and would only serve to: unnecessarily create potentially severe
future burdens, including litigation, for the Board, Regional Water Board, and CAISO in the
unexpected event that CAISO determines South Hay Units 1 and/or 2 are needed for electrical
reliability purposes beyond December 31, 2010 (or one year of adoption of the Policy).
Response:
Comment noted. Staff recommends retaining the final compliance date for South Bay as
December 31, 2012. Please see the responses to Comments 2.04 and 13.01.
Comment 52.01:
LADWP is very concerned with the compliance dates as published in the revised Draft Policy,
along with the procedure used to evaluate whether or not these dates can be changed, both in
the Policy and in the NPDES permits. LADWP has, and continues to recognize, that repowering
efforts require a thorough and thought out replacement strategy. Concurrent repowering efforts
do not allow for proper planning, and more importantly would remove needed megawatts (MWs)
from the system without a source of replacement. LADWP cannot relinquish any of the MWs
provided by the current plants, via repowering or retrofitting, without first installing replacement
MWs in place at the site. The reality is that every MW of capacity from these plants is vital to the
essential public service of electricity supply to the City and any loss of capacity must be made
up by construction of new power generating facilities in essentially the same location.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff has changed the final compliance dates for the three LADWP OTC
facilities, based on new information from LADWP.
Comment 55.03:
While NRG continues the pursuit of repowering at El Segundo and Encina stations with faststart technology, we recognize the critical role that these existing steam boilers provide during
the transition to a balance of new renewable generation shaped and supported by new natural
gas-fueled generation, in particular in California where permitting challenges and delays affect
the development of new energy sources. Such permitting challenges, including the lengthy
(minimum of three years) CEC permitting process for thermal generation and potentially
contentious air district permitting process, must be considered in review of compliance
schedules.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 31.09.
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Comment 57.02:
Staff has been clear that retirement of existing OTC facilities is the intent of an OTC policy. If
the State Water Board determines that a water quality policy adopted pursuant to Section
316(b) of the CWA is the appropriate mechanism to force removal of this important power
source in California, it should fully consider the consequences of this agenda and ensure that
the Policy does not jeopardize electric reliability. It is extremely dangerous and risky to set an
implementation schedule to hold the energy industry's "feet to the fire," while hoping that grid
reliability can be guaranteed by other agencies. In the Revised Draft Policy, State Water Board
staff have recognized and confirmed that changes to the implementation schedule will likely be
necessary to ensure grid reliability, yet have proposed a firm implementation schedule despite
that reality. A firm implementation schedule cannot be accomplished in the future without
impacts to reliability in the near term. Since the owners of most existing facilities are not
expected to actually do anything but retire the facilities when the time comes, the feet being held
to the fire do not belong to the OTC owners but rather to the other units of state government
who are responsible for approving replacement infrastructure. And if these other state
authorities fail to put the necessary infrastructure in place, the feet getting burned are those of
the citizens of the State of California.
Response:
Please note that intent of the Policy is not to force the retirement of existing OTC facilities. The
purpose of the Policy is to implement CWA Section 316(b) and to establish BTA for cooling
water intake structures at existing coastal and estuarine power plants to reduce IM/E impacts to
acceptable levels. Staff realizes that there will be some plants that will decide to re-power and
in some cases even shut down, but that will be based strictly on business decisions by the
owners/operators of those plants. The Policy clearly provides a Track 2 compliance path that
would allow a continuation of OTC as long as impingement and entrainment are controlled
comparable with Track 1. The implementation schedule was developed with the assistance of
the CEC, CAISO, and the CPUC and is believed to be realistic. Nonetheless, the Policy
employs an adaptive management strategy, which through SACCWIS will monitor the situation,
and allows for changes to the schedule, if needed to ensure grid reliability.
Comments 57.03 and 57.05:
The Revised Draft Policy's current approach is to set a firm schedule in the policy and provide a
future hearing opportunity to modify the Policy and the schedule if, in the State Water Board's
discretion, reliability conditions in the State or regionally warrant a change to the implementation
schedule for Track 1 or Track 2. The problems with this approach are twofold. The first is that
such a policy will start creating reliability issues in the near-term, not just the indefinite future,
and these issues will only snowball with the passage of time.
The second problem is that a modification to a firm implementation schedule will be subject to a
host of legal and administrative requirements to amend the Policy, including notice and
comment, CEQA review, and approval by the Office of Administrative Law. These onerous
processes will in turn invite new rounds of litigation and delay, and will inevitably slow and
possibly thwart the ability to implement the very amendments necessary to ensure grid
reliability. It is arbitrary and capricious to subject such important Policy amendments to a lengthy
and uncertain review that likely will take years to effectuate.
Response:
Staff anticipates that there likely will be a need to revise the final compliance deadlines in the
proposed Policy’s implementation schedule during the implementation period for various
reasons. The use of an adaptive management strategy to address this need for periodic
updates of the compliance schedule (please see the responses to Comments 2.04 and 5.04) is
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a well-tested approach for the State Water Board, when complex long-term compliance issues
are addressed. Staff initially proposed that SACCWIS would report to the State Water Board
every other year or more often if needed; however, based on public comments, staff modified
the Policy so it now requires that SACCWIS report to the State Water Board annually. The
proposed Policy allows for more frequent reporting, should it be necessary.
An amendment to the Policy’s implementation schedule does require public notice, review, and
comment, a staff report, CEQA review, and approval by the Office of Administrative Law.
However, such an amendment would be very narrow and focused as it would just entail a
change in dates and any public comments (or legal challenges) would need to be limited to
addressing just this change in dates. The entire Policy would not be opened up for review and
comment. Furthermore, mere changes to the implementation schedule in the Policy should not
require many staff resources.
Comment 57.04:
The firm implementation schedule in the Revised Draft Policy very clearly creates an end-of-life
date for many facilities covered by the Policy; including RRI's facilities, and begins to affect
reliability immediately because it will affect spending on maintenance and capital additions
necessary to keep these facilities running today. No prudent owner will expend the same
amount for a plant with a known retirement date which is difficult - if not impossible to change.
For instance, if one had a car with 100,000 miles on the odometer, a prudent owner would not
buy new tires or perform certain maintenance procedures if he knew he had to junk the car in
one year when the mileage is expected to be 120,000 miles and buy a new one. This decision
to avoid maintenance will increase the likelihood that the car will break and the owner will be
stranded prior to the purchase of the new car. Now assume that at 118,000 miles, the car owner
is told his new car will not be ready for another year. Again, it may not make sense to spend
money on new tires, and the deferral of maintenance is starting to dramatically increase the
likelihood of breakdown.
Response:
Staff does not believe that a firm implementation schedule in the proposed Policy will affect
electrical reliability due to lack of maintenance and capital additions. Power plants must meet
minimum safety requirements, as must all cars on the road if they want to avoid a ticket. If
anything, the proposed Policy will likely provide an incentive to upgrade old power plants to
meet BTA if the ultimate intent is to stay in business. Prudent car owners do not drive on bald
tires or with fading brakes.
Comment 57.06:
RRI suggests not setting a firm implementation schedule, because in addition to creating
procedural, timing, and risk concerns for most facilities, including RRI’s facilities, a firm schedule
simply is not necessary to force compliance with the Policy or retirement of OTC facilities. The
reality is that gas-fired steam boiler OTC facilities will be retired when replacement infrastructure
is in place because they will no longer be economical. But until such time, California is better off
if the OTC facilities that are needed for grid reliability continue to operate.
Response:
Staff believes that without the proposed Policy and firm deadlines to meet the proposed BTA,
some facilities may choose to repower but keep using OTC, as the Moss Landing Power Plant
recently did. Regarding grid reliability, the Energy Agencies have stated that the draft policy
incorporates a workable schedule and process to implement the State Water Board's objectives,
while considering the need to maintain reliable operation of the electric grid.
Comment 58.02:
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In addition, the policy now allows 10-12 years for some existing plants to phase out OTC,
without justification. With some owners already moving ahead to replace old plants without even
waiting for a new policy and others considering alternative uses of plant sites, there seems to be
no excuse for not stepping up the timeline on replacement of existing plants, especially with so
many renewable energy opportunities, such as PV solar, now available to ensure grid reliability
without relying on gas-fired plants. The destruction of marine life and other coastal resources
should be paramount in determining priorities for continued operation of existing plants.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 2.04 and 5.04.
Comment 60.03:
We urge you to remove provision 2(B)(2). Giving these agencies individual discretion to
recommend changes in compliance dates may cause unnecessary delays in compliance and
take away from the goals of the policy. Further, we are strongly opposed to an automatic stay
(or noticed stay) at the individual request of CAISO, which was raised in public comment at the
December 1, 2009 workshop. Any potential request for changes to the compliance dates can be
predicted far enough in advance to allow meaningful participation by the public; therefore
adequate notice and time for review should be granted if such a provision is added to the policy.
We suggest the request for a waiver to the Compliance Dates be: 1) published for public review
immediately upon receipt by SACCWIS and 2) scheduled for review and public comment at the
next scheduled SACCWIS meeting, but not sooner than 90 days.
Response:
It is possible, although highly unlikely, that an unforeseen event, such as a wildfire or an
earthquake, could disrupt the electrical grid in such a way that an immediate suspension of a
final compliance date(s) for a facility may be necessary. The Policy clearly acknowledges that
the Energy Agencies (CAISO, CEC, and the CPUC) are the experts on power generation and
grid reliability. CAISO and LADWP, as the balancing authorities overseeing the OTC facilities,
are the agencies that keep the closest attention to the stability of the electrical grid. It is
therefore appropriate that these agencies be able to suspend the final compliance deadlines
immediately on a short-term basis (less than 90 days). Staff has added further language
clarifying Section 2.B.2 (please see the response to Comment 47.05.)

11. Implementation Issues
a. SACCWIS
 Purpose and Process
Comment 2.01: The Bay Area Municipal Transmission group (BAMx) commends the Water
Board for working closely with the state energy agencies (CEC, CPUC, CAISO) in developing a
proposed plan to deal with the reliability impacts of the proposed OTC Policy. The principle
mechanism of developing the proposed eleven step plan (OTC Power Plant Replacement
Infrastructure Plan) to implement the Policy on an individual power plant or unit basis while
maintaining electric reliability is appropriate. BAMx believes development of a feedback loop to
allow for adjustments to the plan as time goes on is also very appropriate and provides for
needed flexibility in complying with both the reliability requirements and proposed water policy
objectives as part of the eleven step process.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in further
detail in the commenter’s submission.
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Comments 3.31, 24.05, 26.27:
We applaud the State Water Board for its coordination and partnership with other involved
agencies. However, it is imperative that such coordination facilitates, rather than delays, this
process. SACCWIS should be used as a streamlining tool to expedite the various permitting
processes before the multiple agencies involved. Because the relevant permitting agencies
including the CEC, CPUC, and California Coastal Commission are members of the SACCWIS,
we recommend using this group to expedite and streamline any permit requirements from
multiple agencies related to this policy.
Response:
Staff appreciates the support for its coordination and partnership with other involved agencies.
Staff believes that such coordination will facilitate the implementation phase, as it has facilitated
and strengthened the proposed Policy. The intent is to streamline the OTC permit process by
requesting owners/operators to submit proposed implementation plans and schedules within six
months after the effective date of the Policy for the SACCWIS to review.
Comments 3.32, 24.04, 26.28:
SACCWIS’s role in extending compliance deadlines should be better defined and opportunity for
public comment should be given. The SACCWIS is required to report to the State Water Board
with “recommendations on modifications to the implementation schedule every two years
starting in 2013.” The language as written is unclear and we urge the State Water Board to
amend this language to make it clear that the SACCWIS should only make recommendations
on modifications to the schedule if necessary for grid reliability. Furthermore, the required
findings for the SACCWIS to recommend a delay in the compliance schedule are not defined,
nor is the State Water Board’s “appropriate” determination based on that recommendation
defined or a procedure prescribed. We urge the State Water Board to include definitions in this
section and to make clear that the State Water Board will retain decision making authority on
when and if the compliance schedule is altered. Finally, the State Water Board’s “appropriate”
determinations of the SACCWIS timeline modifications should provide opportunity for public
comment. These decisions should not be made behind closed doors, and the public should
have the opportunity to review and provide comment on SACCWIS and State Water Board
recommendations.
Response:
State Water Board staff agrees that SACCWIS’s role in extending compliance deadlines should
be better defined. Staff has added language under Section 2.B.(2) describing in further detail
the circumstances under which a suspension of the final compliance date may be allowed,
pending full evaluation of amendments to the implementation schedule. The proposed
language lays out a method for how changes to the schedule that have a short lead time will be
addressed and clarifies the roles and responsibility of the different agencies.
The SACCWIS is intended as an advisory body to the State Water Board and therefore will
make no final decisions. The SACCWIS will have noticed public meetings and will receive public
comment at those meetings. The SACCWIS will then provide its recommendations to the State
Water Board and those recommendations will be considered according to the State Water
Board’s public process, including the consideration of new public comments at that stage.
The State Water Board Hearing itself, where the State Water Board will consider
recommendations to change final compliance deadlines, is a noticed public meeting where the
public will have full opportunity to comment, both orally and in writing, on any proposal to
change the implementation schedule. The State Water Board will retain decision making
authority on when and if the Policy, including the implementation schedule, is altered. For that
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reason, Staff cannot require the State Water Board to make a certain decision based on certain
findings.
Staff does not intend the role of SACCWIS to be limited to advising the State Water Board on
modifications to the schedule if necessary for grid reliability. The intended purpose of
SACCWIS is to report to and advise the State Water Board on the overall implementation of the
policy, which includes protection of marine life as a fundamental objective. Please also see the
response to Comment 45.02.
Comment 8.01:
We commend the staff of the State Water Board as well as the staffs of CAISO, CPUC, and
CEC for the substantial work they have done on this important matter.
Response:
Staff appreciates the comment.
Comments 12.14:
The Policy relies on an untested advisory process that involves multiple agencies and regulatory
objectives.
Response:
The State Water Board staff is required by law to consult with appropriate, affected federal and
state agencies during the development and implementation of any water quality policy or
regulation. It is staff’s experience that close collaboration with other agencies improves the
overall effectiveness of a policy, and prevents unintended negative consequences. The
purposes of the proposed Policy are listed in the SED under “Statement of Goals”. Multiple
purposes for a policy are not a problem as long as they are not mutually exclusive.
Comment 11.52(a):
By limiting the use or potentially causing the shutdown of any number of the 21 California OTC
plants, the proposed Policy potentially would cause significant and serious negative impacts on
the stability of the State's electrical grid, particularly with respect to peak demand periods and in
localized service regions. Given the importance of maintaining electrical grid stability, it is
imperative that the State Water Board and its staff work in close collaboration with the energy
agencies (CEC, CPUC, and CAISO) - not only in determining what impacts the policy will have
on grid stability, but also in the implementation process to ensure that grid reliability is, in fact,
maintained. As written, the proposed Policy limits the role of energy agencies to participating in
SACCWIS, which will only advise on proposed implementation schedules. The State Water
Board should expressly define the SACCWIS's role to also include advising on the discharger's
proposed implementation plan.
Response:
Staff disagrees that the Policy would cause significant and serious negative impacts on the
stability of the State's electrical grid. However staff agrees with the importance of collaboration
with the energy agencies (CEC, CPUC, and CAISO) to ensure that grid reliability is maintained.
The proposed Policy states that SACCWIS will review the power plants’ proposed
implementation schedules and will report to the State Water Board with recommendations no
later than one year after the effective date.
Comment 25.02:
We recognize the merits of obtaining input from CEC, CPUC, CCC, SLC, ARB, and CAISO
when developing the draft OTC Policy, but believe the development of the current draft OTC
Policy would have benefited from more inter-state agency workshops leading up to the release
of the draft OTC Policy. The process to which SACCWIS will review implementation plans and
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incorporate bi-annual lntegrated Energy Policy Report findings into the compliance schedule for
this policy is not well defined at this point. Thus, we encourage the State Water Board to initiate
additional inter-state agency workshops regarding the OTC Policy and its implementation.
Response:
Many workshops addressing the use of OTC by power plants have already been held by the
State Water Board and many of the other SACCWIS agencies to get input from the
stakeholders and the general public on the proposed OTC Policy. The State Water Board held
public three meetings and the CEC, CPUC, and CAISO held at least two public workshops on
the proposed OTC policy in 2009 alone. State Water Board staff believes that sufficient
workshops have been held to get a broad range of public input. Many, smaller inter-agency
staff meetings to discuss inter-agency collaboration are likewise necessary when it comes to
developing a policy.
Comment 29.03:
Overall, we believe that the draft policy is moving in a positive direction. We are very
encouraged by the Water Board’s on-going efforts to engage the CPUC, the CEC, and CAISO
(collectively, the Energy Agencies) in both policy development and implementation strategy.
This coordination is absolutely essential to ensure that implementation of an OTC policy
maintains the reliability and stability of the state’s electric grid.
Response:
Comment noted. The support is appreciated.
Comment 31.26:
The SED notes that the Draft Policy would establish an advisory committee made up of the
Energy Agencies and certain other environmental agencies to assist the State Water Board as it
establishes plans and to "prevent disruptions to the State's electrical supply." It is not clear how
the State Water Board, which lacks legislative or budgetary authority, expects to require these
other agencies to participate. Who is to pay for these meetings and reports? Is it in these
agencies' budgets? What obligates an independent agency to participate? When did the State
Water Board become responsible for preventing disruption to the State's electrical supply? The
SED should have included such information to allow the public to understand the effects and
reasonably foreseeable impacts of the proposed Policy, including the possibilities that funds
may not be available for a particular agency to participate or an agency may decline to
participate in the future.
Response:
Staff anticipates that a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) be negotiated among the agencies
and entities comprising SACCWIS, in order to define the functions and processes necessary to
ensure effective performance of the advisory role of the SACCWIS. The MOA will address
composition of the SACCWIS, meeting requirements, consultation of outside agencies, and
formulation of recommendations. While the State Water Board cannot require the proposed
SACCWIS member agencies to participate, staff from these agencies has already participated
in IAWG meetings for several years. The proposed OTC Policy will directly affect these
agencies workload and manner in which they fulfill their mission and it thus is in their interest to
participate. The SACCWIS meetings will be public meetings. Various agency staff will be paid
by their respective agencies to attend the meetings and participate in preparing reports. While
funding levels are always uncertain, this issue is of very high priority for many of the
participating agencies and it is unlikely that funding issues will cause any of these agencies to
decline to participate.
As the commenter noted, the State Water Board is responsible for adopting state policy for
water quality control, and is not responsible for preventing disruptions to the State's electrical
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supply. However, it is clearly essential that the electrical power needs for the welfare of the
citizens of the State are met. It is also an obligation under CEQA for the State Water Board to
consider possible adverse environmental impacts of any policy, including impacts to utilities,
and identify ways of avoiding or mitigating these impacts. State Water Board staff has been
working with representatives from the CEC, CPUC, CCC, SLC, ARB, and CAISO to develop
realistic implementation plans and schedules for this Policy that will not cause disruption in the
State’s electrical power supply. Staff further believes that the advice and effort of SACCWIS,
acting according to their individual or shared responsibilities, will prevent disruption in the
State’s electrical power supply.
Comment 45.02:
We support the creation of the proposed SACCWIS. However the purpose of SACCWIS
appears to be limited in the current draft policy language to advising “…on the implementation of
this Policy to ensure that the implementation schedule takes into account local area and grid
reliability.” The overall Policy is an explicit balancing act between protecting marine resources
and beneficial uses while maintaining reliable electric supply. The limited mandate of
SACCWIS seems to focus the group’s work entirely on one side (grid reliability) of the equation.
The same text is mirrored in the draft Board Resolution. We encourage you to consider striking
the italicized text quoted above, so the sentence ends “...to advise the State Water Board on the
implementation of this Policy.” This change would better reflect the role suggested in the
group’s title, and would provide the SACCWIS with the broader purpose of advising on the
overall implementation of the policy, which clearly includes ensuring grid reliability, but also
includes the fundamental policy objective of protecting beneficial uses and marine resources. If
the mandate is to remain limited as currently proposed, a more appropriate title would be
‘Statewide Advisory Committee on Ensuring Grid Reliability’ or something similar.
Response:
The support for SACCWIS is appreciated. Staff does not intend the role of SACCWIS to be
limited to advising the State Water Board on grid reliability. The intended purpose of SACCWIS
is to report to and advise the State Water Board on the overall implementation of the policy,
which includes protection of marine life as a fundamental objective. Staff does not believe that
the current Policy language precludes SACCWIS from advising on protecting beneficial uses
and marine resources. Grid reliability is emphasized in the Policy because this is an important
issue outside the State Water Board staff’s purview where coordination with the SACCWIS
agencies is especially crucial.
Comment 54.01:
We support the continued effort to formalize coordination with the state energy agencies.
Response:
Comment noted. The support is appreciated.
Comment 49.22:
The SACCWIS review of the owner or operator's proposed implementation schedule should be
in nine months--six months after the SACCWIS is impaneled-in order to rightfully convey
recognition of the ongoing death of marine life with every day that passes and the urgency to
stop this slaughter as soon as possible.
Response:
Staff does not understand this comment. The proposed Policy requires that a power plant
owner or operator submit a proposed implementation plan and schedule for the SACCWIS’
review three months after the SACCWIS is impaneled and the SACCWIS must report to the
State Water Board with recommendations within nine months after the SACCWIS is impaneled.
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Comment 49.23:
Regarding the statement: “If members of SACCWIS do not believe the full committee
recommendations reflect their concerns they may issue minority recommendations that the
State Water Board shall consider as part of the SACCWIS recommendations”: Does/this mean
that all members of the SACCWIS have equal votes? If so, it should be made clear for members
of the SACCWIS and the public.
Response:
It is not intended that the SACCWIS will vote. Rather the SACCWIS will issue
recommendations, and as stated by the commenter, may issue minority recommendations, if
necessary. This is clearly stated in the Policy.
Comment 49.08:
The Policy states that in order to assure that repowering or new power plant development in the
Los Angeles basin addresses unique permitting challenges, the SACCWIS will assist the State
Water Board in evaluating compliance for power plants not under the jurisdiction of the CPUC or
operating within the CAISO Balancing Authority Area. LADWP, which has an expansive
program of photovoltaic development under way, should be involved in this process of
developing new generation sources.
Response:
LADWP is to be commended for their expansive program of photovoltaic development. LADWP
will be asked by SACCWIS to be involved in planning issues when issues that pertain to
LADWP are discussed.
 Composition
Comment 13.06:
We recommend that local community representatives, the people who live with the impacts of
these plants, be included in SACCWIS.
Response:
SACCWIS is intended to be a smaller advisory group and only include representatives from
statewide agencies with regulatory authority over OTC power plants. Staff considered including
other representatives, but concluded that the group would be too large and unwieldy to
effectively serve the purpose of an advisory group. However, the SACCWIS will have noticed
public meetings and will receive public comment at those meetings, and local community
representatives and other stakeholders are encouraged to attend these meetings and provide
input to the process.
Comments 44.01 and 49.06:
The Ocean Protection Council should be included in SACCWIS.
Response:
Please see response to Comment 13.06.
Comment 15.06(a):
Regarding the composition of SACCWIS, the Ocean Protection Council should be included, as
well as Fish and Game (Marine Branch) as the Marine Protection Act is very protective of
marine resources. The MPA regulations allow recreational fishing only and no commercial
fishing; once-thru-cooling is a taking of fish.
Response:
Please see response to Comment 13.06 regarding the inclusion of the Ocean Protection
Council. Staff has added the following language to the Policy to address the need to consult
with the Department of Fish and Game (among others): “The SACCWIS may consult with other
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appropriate agencies, including but not limited to the Regional Water Boards, air quality districts,
and the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, in the process of reviewing
implementation schedules and providing recommendations to the State Water Board.”
Comment 23.11:
If, as the Draft Regulation states, the purpose of the SACCWIS is "to ensure that the
implementation schedule takes into account local area and grid reliability", the appropriate
agencies to sit on the SACCWIS are those with grid expertise, namely CAISO, CEC, and
CPUC. Accordingly, other agencies without grid expertise which are tentatively identified for
inclusion on the SACCWIS need not be included.
Response:
Please see responses to Comments 13.06 and 45.02.
Comment 41.05:
The SACCWIS should include a representative from LADWP for only those discussions that
pertain to LADWP and a representative from the construction engineering industry who can
bring an important and added perspective to the Committee.
Response:
Staff has added the following language to the Policy to address the need to consult with the
LAWDP staff (among others): “The SACCWIS may consult with other appropriate agencies,
including but not limited to the Regional Water Boards, air quality districts, and the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power, in the process of reviewing implementation schedules and
providing recommendations to the State Water Board.”
 Public Involvement:
Comment 49.21:
The meeting notice in Section B(1) should be amended to state 10 working days out of respect
to the public.
Response:
The SACCWIS will certainly comply with California's open meeting laws, which just requires 10
days. Where possible, more notice will be given. In most cases, the meetings can be
scheduled in advance and more than 10 days notice given. However, it is quite possible that
SACCWIS will be required to meet with short notice, which may make it difficult to provide more
than 10 days notice in some cases.
Comment 2.03:
It is not clear how public input will be received by SACCWIS, which is tasked with implementing
this proposal and eleven step process. Section 3.B of the proposed Policy should explicitly
identify where stakeholders will have an opportunity to contribute to and review the execution of
these steps, especially 1-3, 8, 9, and 10. BAMx recommends there be broad stakeholder input
in SACCWIS’ deliberations and decisions, especially the “adaptive management” portion of the
proposed Policy. We caution that the energy agencies may be conservative about compliance
dates. The State Water Board should be careful that other State goals do not automatically
trump the goal of reducing the impact of once through cooling. For instance, we believe that
increased electricity imports may be a cost effective way to achieve OTC goals and achieve the
Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS), although some say that California is already too heavily
reliant on imports to meet our reliability needs. And if meeting the RPS goals impedes
eliminating OTC plants, then the required compromise needs to be made by policymakers (with
input from stakeholders) and not the implementers of analytic studies that may include inherent
and unintended policy decisions.
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Response:
Comment noted. The SACCWIS is intended as an advisory body to the State Water Board and
therefore will make no final decisions. The SACCWIS will have noticed public meetings and will
receive public comment at those meetings. The SACCWIS will then provide its
recommendations to the State Water Board and those recommendations will be considered
according to the State Water Board’s public process, including the consideration of new public
comments at that stage.
Comment 11.52(b):
The SACCWIS must comply with California's open meeting laws, which require that all meetings
of the SACCWIS, and meetings of the State or Regional Water Boards when considering
recommendations from the SACCWIS, be open and public, that notice be provided, and that the
public be allowed to directly address the state body on each agenda item.
Response:
The SACCWIS will of course be required to comply with California's open meeting laws.
 Meeting Schedule
Comment 4.12:
In the proposed Policy, SACCWIS is scheduled to meet every two years. Issues associated with
grid stability and performance that could easily be affected by unanticipated early shutdown of
generating capacity are in too great a flux to be left to a two year oversight review. This situation
needs to be carefully monitored on a continual basis. We suggest that a subgroup of the larger
SACCWIS be formed to meet on a quarterly basis to track site-by-site information in real time. In
addition, the Draft Policy should be revised to delegate the authority to the Executive Director to
modify compliance dates for any reason at any time.
Response:
The June 30 version of the Policy did not explicitly state how often the SACCWIS would meet,
but rather provided a schedule of minimum reports to the State Water Board. Staff envisions
relatively frequent meetings of the SACCWIS. The intent is that SACCWIS would meet regularly
and as needed, and the Policy has therefore been modified to more clearly express this intent.
The SACCWIS would be convened three months after the effective date of the Policy. Once
convened, SACCWIS would begin reviewing draft implementation plans and schedules which
must be submitted by power plant owners/operators within six months after the effective date of
the Policy. Based on the review of these submittals, SACCWIS would make recommendations
to the State Water Board on changes to the implementation schedule no later than one year
after the effective date of this Policy, and every other year following the first report to the State
Water Board [Staff has now changed the proposed Policy to require annual reporting to the
State Water Board]. To accomplish this schedule, SACCWIS would probably need to meet at
least monthly.
The compliance dates can only be modified by readopting that portion of the Policy, which
would probably take an estimated three months. The June 30, 2009 version of the Policy
allowed for earlier compliance dates if recommended by SACCWIS (the “as soon as possible,
but no later than” language in Section 3.C of the Policy); however, power plant owners and
operators were concerned that Regional Water Boards would force compliance earlier than
what the SACCWIS recommended, so this language has been removed in the March 22, 2010
version of the Policy. The March 22, 2010 version of the Policy also allows the suspension of a
final compliance date if continued operation of the power plant is needed to maintain the
reliability of the electric grid. Meanwhile, a new compliance date could be adopted.
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Comment 11.52(c):
SACCWIS must be involved more often than only once initially (one year after the effective date
of the Policy) and, thereafter, every two years starting in 2013. The importance of electrical grid
stability and the complexity of changing conditions affecting grid stability dictates constant
monitoring. The SACCWIS and Board should be engaged on grid stability as related to the OTC
plants on an ongoing basis. We recommend that SACCWIS meet at least once every six
months.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 4.12.
Comment 23.12:
The Draft Policy contemplates the SACCWIS will operate on a two-year schedule. However, two
years is a virtual eternity when measured against changes in circumstances impacting the grid.
For example, the possibility that development in Southern California would grind to a halt due to
a lack of emission credits was likely unknown two years ago. The Policy should make it clear
that the two year reporting process is a minimum standard, and that the SACCWIS may report
more frequently as it deems appropriate. We recommend the following revisions to Section
3.B.(2): “The SACCWIS will report to the State Water Board with recommendations on
modifications to the implementation schedule at least every two years and more frequently if
necessary starting in 2013.”
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 4.12.
Comment 41.04(a):
Allow for a more fluid and flexible process for SACCWIS to meet in order to review constantly
changing information and recommend compliance date changes. Beginning in 2012, LADWP
recommends that SACCWIS meet quarterly and report to the State Water Board semi-annually.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 4.12 regarding the meeting and reporting schedule of
SACCWIS.
Comment 55.02:
While the State Water Board acknowledges the importance of grid reliability considerations in
the revised draft OTC Policy, we share concerns at the frequency at which SACCWIS will meet
(every 2 years) and the process (State Water Board hearing) to which the changes to the
compliance schedule may be affected.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 41.04.

b. Implementation plans for individual facilities
Comment 11.62:
A concern is the apparent lack of flexibility in the process if market conditions change during the
implementation period warranting a change in the implementation plan. For example, a plant
may elect to shut down rather than repower based on current regulatory and market conditions,
but, if, for example, three years from now the economy improves or if the LTPP provides an
opportunity for a power purchase contract, repowering or retrofitting may become a viable
option. The Draft Policy should expressly recognize that if so implementation plans may be
amended.
Response:
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Please see the responses to Comments 2.04 and 5.04 regarding built-in flexibility in the
proposed Policy’s implementation process. The owner/operator of an OTC power plant may
certainly elect to shut down as a means of complying with the proposed Policy. Should the
owner/operator decide to repower the facility later with dry (air) cooling, the owner/operator
need not worry about complying with the proposed Policy, because no intake of cooling water is
required for dry cooling and the Policy would therefore not apply in this situation. If the facility
shuts down and the owner/operator later decides to start up again by retrofitting and using wet
cooling, this is also not a problem as long as the facility is in full compliance when it starts back
up.
Comment 11.63:
The proposed Policy requires an owner or operator to submit a proposed implementation plan
within six months of the effective date of the Policy. That's simply not enough time to conduct
the thorough engineering and operational studies and financial analyses needed to evaluate the
feasibility of various complex compliance options. We request that the Policy be revised so that
all facilities with compliance deadlines on or after December 31, 2012 not be required to submit
the initial proposed implementation plan until one year after the effective date of the Policy.
Extending the initial submittal deadline will not delay the ultimate compliance deadlines; to the
contrary, it may eliminate delays by eliminating the need for changes to the implementation
plan.
Response:
The policy has been in development since 2005 and the public has reviewed various drafts at
different stages of the process since 2007. Companies have known throughout that period that
regulation of OTC to comply with CWA Section 316(b) was moving forward, and has had ample
opportunity to plan for the implementation of the policy. The draft policy only requires that
implementation plans identify the compliance alternative selected by the owner or operator, and
only would describe the general design, construction, or operational measures that would be
undertaken, and to propose a realistic schedule that is as short as possible. It does not require
“thorough engineering and operational studies and financial analyses needed to evaluate the
feasibility of various complex compliance options.”
Comment 14.03:
We support the proposed Policy requirement that all plants - whether retirement is being chosen
as a compliance option or not - comply with the requirements in the policy. Where a power plant
chooses retirement as a compliance alternative, the Policy should require - as it now appears to
- that the plant submit an implementation plan to account for the possibility that the plant is
required to continue operating beyond the target closure date for reasons relating to electric
reliability. This requirement for a plan will ensure compliance with the CWA, should retirement
fail to occur. Such a requirement should not be burdensome for the power plants because the
Policy envisions a generous lead time for implementation of the compliance measures.
Response:
Staff agrees that the submittal of an implementation plan should not be burdensome for the
power plants. However, the implementation plan submitted by plant operators would need to
provide information on plant or unit retirement if that is intended as their compliance alternative.
Comment 14.04:
We want to ensure that the Regional Water Board responsible for reviewing the submissions
from the power plants provide the public with a sufficient opportunity to review the submissions,
receive public comments, and respond to them. The Board's responses to public comments
should be supported with sufficient statement of basis to ensure that the Board adequately
considers such comments.
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Response:
Sections B.1 and B.2 of the Policy now state:
“(1) SACCWIS meetings shall be scheduled regularly and as needed. Meetings shall be open
to the public and shall be noticed at least 10 days in advance of the meeting. All SACCWIS
products shall be made available for public review and comment.
(2) The SACCWIS shall review the owner or operator’s proposed implementation schedule and
report to the State Water Board with recommendations no later than [one year after the effective
date of this Policy]. The SACCWIS may consult with other appropriate agencies, including but
not limited to the Regional Water Boards, air quality districts, and the LADWP, in the process of
reviewing implementation schedules and providing recommendations to the State Water Board.”
Thus, the public will be provided an opportunity to comment on each power plant’s
implementation plan. Note that it is SACCWIS that will initially review the implementation plans.
Comment 23.08:
The Draft Policy would require operators to file an implementation plan for complying within six
months of its effective date. The six-month timeframe is absolutely unworkable. In Mirant's case,
to try to predict in the first half of 2010 what route it will take to bring its Pittsburg Power Plant
into compliance with a 2017 deadline would be nothing more than a guess. There are a number
of factors that will impact a range of possibilities, for instance the result of a utility procurement
cycle that likely won't conclude until sometime in 2012. Accordingly, to the extent an
implementation plan is required, the deadline for submitting such plan should occur at most
three years prior to the implementation deadline.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 11.63.
Comment 23.09:
The primary concern surrounding a premature implementation plan filing is the possibility that
representations made in such a plan might be seized upon by a Regional Water Board and
incorporated into a permit. The Draft Policy nowhere establishes what the legal significance of
the implementation plan will be. If the Draft Policy were updated to make it absolutely clear that
the implementation plan will not have a binding consequence on the future compliance track an
operator may choose to undertake, then there would be less concern about submitting a plan
that amounts to little more than a guess. Accordingly, the Policy should include a statement that
the details of an implementation plan shall not be binding upon an operator and in no event
should an implementation plan's representations be incorporated into a future permit.
Response:
The implementation plan filed by the individual owners/operators will be used by SACCWIS to
plan for an orderly progress towards meeting the established BTA without causing grid
instability. In certain cases, power plant upgrades may need to be staggered to maintain
sufficient grid reliability. For this reason, it is important that the submitted plant implementation
plan is as accurate as possible. Please see the response to Comment 11.63. Certainly,
Regional Water Boards will use the submitted implementation plans as a starting point for
drafting future NPDES permits for the plants in question. This does not mean that the
implementation plan cannot be further refined or changed, before the permit is issued.
SACCWIS may also recommend a modification of the implementation schedule, if necessary, to
better reflect the proposed means of complying with the Policy. For instance, an owner/operator
may propose to shut down the facility as a means of complying with the Policy. This will be
reflected in future updates to the Policy as the plant being in earlier compliance than expected.
Should the owner/operator decide to repower the facility later, this is allowed as long as the
facility is in full compliance with the Policy when it starts up again.
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Comment 33.06:
Under Implementation Provisions, the policy must emphasize that the final compliance dates
are immutable. We suggest making the following change: “The implementation plan shall
identify the compliance alternative selected…and propose a realistic schedule for implementing
these measures that is as short as possible but, in no event, exceeds the milestone due dates
listed in Table 1’s Implementation Schedule.”
Response:
The final compliance dates in the Policy are NOT intended to be immutable. Staff believes that
an adaptive management approach that allows changes to the implementation schedule, as
specified in the proposed Policy, is essential to successfully implementing the Policy
requirements without causing disruption to the electrical grid reliability. Please see the
responses to Comments 2.04, 2.05 and 5.04.
Comment 33.07:
Additionally, the public and wildlife agencies should have the opportunity to comment on the
implementation plans, especially with regards to the mitigation plans.
Response:
The SACCWIS will be a public body subject to the provisions of the Bagley-Keene Open
Meeting Act. The public will have an opportunity to provide comments to the SACCWIS when
they meet publically to review the Implementation Plans. The public may also submit comments
at a later point, when the SACCWIS makes recommendations to the State Water Board on
possible changes to the Policy’s Implementation Schedule.
Comment 37.15:
The Policy should require each of the Joint Energy Agencies to issue a formal finding that
implementation plans submitted by generators will not adversely impact reliability. SCE
appreciates the provisions in the Policy that provide for ongoing feedback from the Joint Energy
Agencies through SACCWIS. Although SCE supports feedback from such a broad committee,
SCE is concerned that the role of SACCWIS remains an advisory one, and that the committee is
not accountable for the failure to prevent risks to the reliability of the system.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 31.26.
Comment 40.03:
NMFS supports the requirement for the facilities to submit proposed implementation plans to
State Water Board and appropriate Regional Water Board within 6 months of policy adoption. It
would be surprising to find a facility that is not able to comply with this provision due to the long
time period between the release of the scoping document in March 2008 (State Water Board
2008) and the current proposed policy.
Response:
Comment noted.
Comment 49.20:
The Policy states that “....no later than [six months after the effective date of this Policy], the
owner or operator of an existing power plant* shall submit an implementation plan to the State
and Regional Water Boards.” Comment: “Shall submit an implementation plan" is not clear and
its ambiguity risks disputes and avoidance of compliance. This requirement should specify that
the implementation plan is for compliance with board policy and milestones and due dates in the
Implementation Schedule in order to make clear what the obligations of owners or operators are
under the policy.
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Response:
Staff disagrees that the cited Policy language is unclear. The Policy further specifies that “The
implementation plan shall identify the compliance alternative selected by the owner or operator,
describe the general design, construction, or operational measures that will be undertaken to
implement the alternative, and propose a realistic schedule for implementing these measures
that is as short as possible. If the owner or operator chooses to repower the facility to reduce or
eliminate reliance upon OTC, or to retrofit the facility to implement either Track 1 or Track 2
alternatives, the implementation plan shall identify the time period when generating power is
infeasible and describe measures taken to coordinate this activity through the appropriate
electrical system balancing authority’s maintenance scheduling process.”

c. The NPDES permitting process
Comment 9.23:
The policy states that Regional Water Boards shall reissue or, as appropriate, modify NPDES
permits issued to owners or operators of existing power plants to ensure that the permits
conform to the provisions of this Policy. Given the long-expired and out-of-compliance permits
among coastal power plants, including Morro Bay's nine-year expired permit, no permits should
be reissued until demonstration of compliance with policy standards is achieved
Response:
The NPDES permit is the mechanism to impose the requirements of the policy on the power
plants. Thus, the Regional Water Boards have to either reissue or modify the power plants’
NPDES permits to include policy requirements. The Water Boards cannot require compliance
without first reissuing or modifying the power plants’ NPDES permits.
Comment 11.51:
The proposed Policy fails to provide flexibility in the implementation process to accommodate
unforeseen circumstances, changes in market conditions and load growth, or problems with
permitting and equipment contracting. As currently drafted, the Policy would require any change
to the implementation Schedule to first go before the Board through a noticed rulemaking
proceeding, and then the Regional Water Board would have to take up a permit amendment
through a separate proceeding. Instead of requiring such a lengthy, cumbersome process with
numerous points for indefinite delay, the Draft Policy should clearly provide that the Regional
Water Board can directly amend the timeline for each plant as determined by the SACCWIS via
an administrative permit amendment.
Response:
Please see the responses to Comments 2.04 and 5.04 regarding flexibility in the implementation
process. Staff has changed the proposed Policy to require Regional Water Boards to include
appropriate permit provisions to implement authorized modifications (or suspensions) of final
compliance dates without reopening the NPDES permits.
Comment 31.09:
RRI believes that a reasonable Policy should not include explicit retirement dates in NPDES
permits as enforceable conditions, unless Track 1 and 2 are changed as we recommend. The
Draft Policy includes rigid compliance dates, while the Energy Agencies' staff proposal
contained in Appendix C of the SED indicates that the operational dates for the replacement
infrastructure is known for only six of the OTC plants. Even more troubling is that the Draft
Policy makes the compliance requirements considerably more restrictive than the Energy
Agencies envisioned. In order to have any planning flexibility on the part of the plant owners and
the Energy Agencies, the Policy would need to be revised frequently, which would be a
significant administrative burden on the Board and Staff, as well as the Regional Water Boards
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and defeat the goal of reducing workload. These "draft" compliance dates become legallybinding as they are included in each facilities' NPDES permit and the addition of an "as soon as
possible" mandate adds unnecessary ambiguity. Some might later argue that, since the Energy
Agencies are only advisors, "as soon as possible" means that all OTC facilities would either
have to immediately comply with Track 1 or Track 2 of the Draft Policy, or shut down. It is
strongly recommended that the "as soon as possible" language be deleted. Lower investment is
a foreseeable consequence of the current compliance schedule construct, and the reliability
implications of this unintended consequence needs to be evaluated before the Draft Policy is
adopted.
Response:
The implementation schedule set forth in the Policy allows for appropriate flexibility in continued
consideration of factors affecting compliance dates and amendments to those dates through
recommendations of the SACCWIS (please see the responses to Comments 2.04 and 5.04).
Staff disagrees that the final compliance dates are onerous since these dates were developed
with the consultation of the Energy Agencies and LADWP. Note that several of the dates are
less stringent than recommended by the Energy Agencies to allow a reasonable timeframe for
owners/operators of OTC power plants to come into compliance even if the facility is not needed
for grid reliability.
Staff agrees that the “as soon as possible” language in Section 3.C. of the proposed Policy may
cause unintended consequences and therefore deleted this language. Staff further added
language to require Regional Water Boards to include appropriate permit provisions to
implement authorized modifications (or suspensions) of final compliance dates without
reopening the NPDES permits.
Comment 33.08:
The NPDES permit reissuance section should also include more specifics and deadlines.
Permits should be reissued or modified within six months of the implementation plan being
approved.
Response:
Permits will include the appropriate timelines and tasks to be completed. Reissuance of permits
will likely coincide with permit renewals. Since most of the power plants’ permits have expired
and have been administratively continued, the Regional Water Boards would prioritize their
renewals. However, since the Regional Water Boards will include timelines and tasks from the
implementation plans, they will have to wait for approval of those plans before the permits can
be renewed.
Comment 41.04(b):
Allow for a better integration of the Regional Water Boards with the change of dates so
modifications can be made to the NPDES permits without delays.
Response:
Staff has added language to the Policy to clarify that NPDES permits issued by the Regional
Water Boards would include appropriate permit provisions to immediately implement authorized
suspensions of final compliance dates, if necessary. If the State Water Board determines that a
longer compliance schedule is necessary to maintain reliability of the electric system per
SACCWIS recommendations while other OTC power plants are retrofitted, repowered, or retired
or transmission upgrades take place, this delay would be incorporated into the NPDES
compliance schedule and stated in the permit findings.
Comment 50.03:
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The uncertainty regarding the final compliance schedule is extremely troublesome in terms of
ability to plan for the future. Given the substantial and complex planning effort that will be
needed to comply, power plant owner/operators - as well as the State's energy planning
agencies - need certainty in the final compliance date. If the Regional Water Boards have the
discretion to accelerate a plant’s compliance schedule once the SACCWIS has made its
recommendations, that needed certainty is lost, which will both disrupt the intricate planning
upon which grid reliability decisions, were based and delay a plant's commencement and
completion of compliance activities. In short, power plant owners/operators should propose final
compliance schedules that achieve compliance as soon as possible but no later than the
deadlines specified in Table 1, SACCWIS should make its recommendations in light of overall
grid reliability considerations and the plant's proposal, and the Regional Water Boards should
accept the decided upon dates without further adjustments.
Response:
Staff agrees. Staff has added language to clarify that NPDES permits issued by the Regional
Water Boards shall include appropriate permit provisions to implement authorized suspensions
and modifications of final compliance dates without reopening the permits. The Regional Water
Boards are required to base compliance schedules in individual NPDES permits on the
implementation schedule in the Policy.

d. Other Implementation Issues
Comment 4.11:
The issues of lack of long term contracts, lack of air emission credits, lack of freshwater
resources, lack of permits, likely community opposition to the installation of cooling towers in
coastal settings, conflicts with other state or regional laws, ordinances, and regulations, the lack
of technology to allow Track 2 to provide a workable alternative to Track 1 are not adequately
acknowledged or analyzed in the Draft Policy or the draft SED. As such, both documents as
they now stand are technically and legally deficient. We question whether the state's energy
agencies’ staff has adequately considered all these potential destabilizing factors in their
evaluation of the proposed Policy for impact on grid stability. All of the multiple caveats,
clarifications and understandings about how this Policy may be successfully implemented are
contained in a page of footnotes, to a Table, in an Appendix. This document stands alone as an
unofficial (unadopted) draft staff paper that has not been formally acted upon by the governing
body of any of these energy agencies.
Response:
The draft SED identifies the potential environmental impacts related to adoption of the Draft
Policy. Since the State Water Boards do not know what specific steps power plant owners may
take to comply with the policy, project specific environmental impact analyses will need to be
conducted for each facility. State Water Board staff has been and continues to work with the
State’s energy agencies’ staff to maintain grid reliability while OTC facilities come into
compliance with the proposed Policy.
Comment 5.01:
Our comments focus on the need for implementing any adopted policy in a manner that ensures
the continued reliability of electric service in California. As a result of extensive work with State
Water Board staff, we believe the draft policy contains a satisfactory mechanism to assure
electric system reliability by allowing continued operation of existing power plants using once
through cooling until replacement infrastructure obviates the need for such plants for reliability.
The draft policy and attachment to the SED provide a preliminary schedule for the development
of replacement infrastructure. The draft policy calls for periodic updates to this schedule in order
to be responsive to delays or changes in energy policy not foreseen at this time. The draft policy
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incorporates a workable schedule and process to implement the State Water Board's objectives,
while considering the need to maintain reliable operation of the electric grid. Adoption of this
draft policy will create a long-term relationship between State Water Board, CEC, CPUC and
CAISO as we develop more detailed plans for the necessary infrastructure to allow for
implementation of the draft policy and as other complex issues affecting the need for power
plants using once through cooling unfold. Implementation of the draft policy through time will
require maintaining a close working relationship over many years that allows the State Water
Board to satisfy its objectives, while not jeopardizing the reliability of California's electricity grid.
Response:
Staff agrees and is looking forward to a continued close working relationship with the member
agencies of SACCWIS, including the energy agencies, to successfully implement the Policy.
Comment 5.02:
The power plants affected by the draft policy represent approximately 32% of the installed
capacity in California and have important local, zonal and system reliability benefits. Any
adopted policy should accommodate replacement or repowering of at least some of these
power plants and the construction of transmission upgrades.
Response:
Comment noted.
Comment 5.03:
Many of the affected power plants are those with the operating flexibility necessary to integrate
intermittent renewable resources onto the electricity grid. California needs to ensure that
compliance with the proposed policy does not compromise its renewable generation goals,
which are a key element of state energy policy to achieve green house gas emission reduction
targets along with other preferred resources such as energy efficiency, distributed generation,
and demand response. While preferred resources will satisfy a portion of California's resource
needs, retiring existing plants using once through cooling will require development of
replacement infrastructure with comparable operating characteristics. This effort presents a
challenge given current and possibly future restrictions on air permits for replacement
generation in California.
Response:
Staff agrees, and understands that this effort presents a challenge with regard to air permits.
Staff intends to work closely with the SACCWIS member agencies including the Air Resources
Board, as well as the local air districts to implement the Policy within the complex air quality
landscape found in many parts of the State.
Comment 5.05:
The CEC, CPUC and CAISO have worked together to develop a proposal for replacing or
repowering of fossil plants using once through cooling consistent with maintaining reliability of
the electric system and meeting California's environmental policy goals. The key elements of the
proposal recommended a regional and phased approach to implementing any adopted policy in
order to allow for the necessary planning, procurement, and construction of replacement
infrastructure. The CEC, CPUC and CAISO are pleased that the State Water Board's staff has
chosen to incorporate our infrastructure replacement concept into the draft policy. We urge the
State Water Board to preserve this element in any final policy it adopts.
Response:
Staff agrees and plans to preserve this element.
Comment 5.06:
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The draft policy includes the following elements which the CEC, CPUC and CAISO agree are
critical to implementing any adopted policy in a way that ensures grid reliability: (1) a
compliance schedule that reflects a phased, regional approach; (2) the creation of SACCWIS,
which includes representatives from CEC, CPUC and CAISO; (3) the creation of a Review
Committee to provide a public report and study to investigate alternatives to the use of once
through cooling at SONGS and Diablo Canyon nuclear power plants to meet the requirements
of the adopted policy, including the cost of alternative power sources; (4) consideration of less
stringent requirements of nuclear-fueled plants and fossil-fueled plants with a heat rate of 8,500
BTU/kWh or less if the owner or operator can demonstrate that the cost of compliance is wholly
disproportionate to the environmental benefits to be gained.
Response:
Staff agrees with elements 1, 2 and 3 discussed in the comment. However, with regard to
element 4 staff has proposed alternate language to remove the WDD section. Instead staff is
still providing special conditions for combined cycle units and nuclear plants, while not requiring
the WDD. Nuclear plants may establish alternate requirements if costs considered by the
agency in establishing Track 1 requirements are wholly out proportion to costs for the specific
nuclear fueled plant.
Comment 9.09:
The plans to protect grid reliability, based on the asserted need for the existing coastal plants,
fails to take into account the 2008 State Water Board study, "The Electric Grid Reliability
Impacts from Regulation of Once-Through Cooling in California," conducted by a respected
independent consultant, which concluded last year that "more than enough power plants are
expected to be operating in 2015 to more than compensate for any or all OTC plant
retirements." The proposed policy was drawn from recommendations of the CEC, CPUC and
CAISO, but the policy makes no mention of the State Water Board’s own study.
Response:
The 2008 State Water Board study, "The Electric Grid Reliability Impacts from Regulation of
Once-Through Cooling in California," by Jones and Stokes, was used and considered in the
development of the policy, and was specifically cited in the SED. Please also see the
responses to Comments 2.04 and 5.04.
Comment 11.32:
The SED concludes that, by 2015, sufficient power will be online to compensate for older OTC
plants that may choose to shut down rather than comply with the Policy. However, Staffs
conclusion is contingent upon the State's ability to "ensure the transmission system is capable
of delivering power from those plants to the loads presently served by OTC plants. The SED
also states that new power plant siting, repowering and transmission projects will have less than
significant impacts on the environment as long as the proposed Policy allows the State Water
Board to consult with the state's energy agencies. Staffs analysis is overly simplistic and
optimistic. Staffs view of transmission siting does not reflect reality: over the past four years, on
average, it has taken 14 months to complete the permitting process. Once projects were
permitted, it took an average of 29 months for transmission projects to become operational. The
proposed Policy also does not allow for meaningful input from the CEC, CPUC, and the CAISO,
since the role of these agencies in SACCWIS is limited to advising on each facility's proposed
implementation schedule every two years. Given the dynamic nature of the energy industry and
the long lead times necessary to repower or build new generation and transmission facilities,
this infrequent input period of every two years will not be able to address issues in a timely
manner.
Response:
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Staff believes that the SED adequately addresses these issues. Regarding the role of the
Energy Agencies as part of SACCWIS please see the responses to Comments 2.04, 3.32, and
5.04. Regarding the meeting schedule of SACCWIS, please see the response to Comment
4.12.
Comment 11.34:
The SED does not acknowledge the important role many of the OTC plants play in helping
integrate renewable power into the state's energy grid. The older OTC plants, while they do not
have high capacity utilization, are able to ramp up and channel energy onto the grid much faster
than newer generation. For example, Moss Landing Units 6 & 7 can each ramp up at a rate of
30 MW/minute (from 200 MW to 730 MW), as compared to the new combined-cycle combustion
gas turbine generation (Units I & 2) which can ramp up no faster than a rate of 20 MW/minute
(from 290 MW to 510 MW). The rapid ramping characteristics of some of the older units allow
them to adjust energy output to the grid when the power level falls off and picks up from less
predictable wind and solar renewable sources. To replace the ramping abilities of Moss Landing
Units 6 & 7, four new 510 MW combined cycle units would have to be built. It is difficult to see
how this would have no material environmental impacts.
Response:
If a ramping rate of 30 MW/minute is critical for Moss Landing, Track 2 of the Policy would allow
for this type of capacity within the plant while still getting closed cycle cooling for most of the
units. Additionally, the Policy would not require replacement of Moss landing Units 6 & 7.
Comment 11.57:
The proposed Policy is premised on an incorrect understanding of the financing process needed
to repower or retrofit an OTC plant. Most OTC plants are owned by independent power
producers (IPPs) who, unlike utilities, have no assured recovery of investment via rate base
treatment. For many of the older, low capacity-factor OTC plants, capital investment on the
scale required to accommodate a retrofit with alternative cooling technology or repowering
cannot be economically justified. Without a source of revenue to cover the level of investment in
a cooling system retrofit, many of these IPP OTC plants will be retired. In order to repower a
facility that would otherwise be retired, a generator must secure a contract for the replacement
plant that is sufficient in term and price to allow for an appropriate return on the generator's
investment in the repowered plant. However, the current LTPP is inadequate to deal with the
number of facilities being retired, retrofitted or repowered. The LTPP is not transparent,
repowering or replacement projects are not given due consideration, and all of the costs and
benefits of proposed projects are not considered. A reformed procurement process is needed to
provide contracts for new generation and retrofits. First preference should be given to the
owners or operators of OTC facilities that are being forced out of business. Any RFO process
must be structured such that repowered projects can compete on a level playing field with other
alternatives, such as transmission lines or generation in other locations. Repowered plants
must be offered a contract term that is similar in duration to the economic life of utility self-build
options. New generation is capital intensive. Traditionally, the useful life of generation or
transmission is considered to be 30 years or more, and utilities depreciate such large capital
expenditures over the useful life of the asset, yielding an annual rate of recovery that is
moderate. However, when IPPs respond to utility RFO's, IPP's are typically required to agree to
contract terms of 10 years. It is also common that newly constructed power plants are unable to
find contracts for capacity beyond the initial term of their contract. No structured capacity market
exists, and existing units are often disqualified from participating in '''new source" utility RFO's,
even when utilities seek contracts for incremental supply. Faced with this construct, lPPs must
either seek to recover the bulk of their investment within the term of the contract, which makes
their bid into RFO's appear expensive relative to utility self-build options, or chance recovery of
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a significant portion of their investment from the energy market post-contract. Dynegy's
experience is that capital markets are unwilling to finance new power plant projects that rely
upon earnings beyond the initial term of the contract with the utility. For this reason, the terms
and conditions associated with a contract for a repowered facility should be comparable to those
conditions under which utilities might pursue alternative investments. Otherwise, the evaluation
process skews the true cost to the ultimate consumer. Existing OTC plants not only provide
local reliability benefits, but also supply important adequacy benefits and renewable power
integration benefits. When evaluating the appropriate means of replacing a resource, it is
important that the replacement facility truly replicate all of the benefits of the retiring plant
deemed important by the ISO. If the benefit to be replicated is solely local reliability, a
transmission only solution may (or may not) meet the need. If the need is resource adequacy
and/or renewable power integration, incremental transmission is insufficient to meet the need
unless it accesses truly incremental, uncommitted generation resources. Dynegy is currently
unaware of any regions in the west that have large surpluses of generating resources waiting for
market access. Incremental transmission most likely provides solutions only when coupled with
the new, incremental generation required to fill the line. In such situations, evaluation of
alternatives to on-site replacement generation must include the costs of both transmission and
new generation for the evaluation to be valid. Transmission solutions must also account for
other costs associated with displacing local generation, such as the cost of local reactive power
support and increased transmission losses. Alternative evaluations must also recognize that
the environmental impact of reutilizing an existing industrial site will be less than the siting and
construction of new greenfield facilities. In many cases, repowering of existing plants would
reduce local air emissions, result in little to no incremental visual blight, and reduce noise levels,
in addition to conserving otherwise open spaces. All of these considerations suggest that
repowering projects may possess advantages in the new-plant siting process over greenfield
projects elsewhere in the State. Additionally, several OTC plants are located in small, rural
communities in which the plant comprises a major component of local tax revenues and
employment. Loss of these plants would eliminate the single largest employer in these towns
and further stress the budgets of these communities, such as Morro Bay and Moss Landing.
Repowering project approval would also sustain the continued presence in California of several
IPPs that otherwise will be damaged commercially by the closure of much, if not all, of their
California portfolios. The continued presence of IPPs in California will provide generation
service benefits to the State's consumers that are unique to the IPP industry and unlikely to be
replicated by utility owned generation (e.g., lower facility cost, lower cost of operation,
willingness to accept operational performance risk, greater unit availability, etc.).
Response:
Staff acknowledges the complexities of financing replacement power plants and units. This is
one reason State Water Board has worked with the power agencies to provide a extended and
integrated schedule of compliance for the OTC processes at plants along the coast of California.
These agencies will continue to provide recommendations and implementation input through the
SACCWIS. Independent Power Producers must work with the California power agencies to
insure and implement future power requirements. These provisions are, however, beyond the
scope of this policy.
Comment 12.12:
There would be significant impacts to electric supply and reliability should 30% of the State's
generation capacity be retired prematurely, as could result from implementation of the proposed
Policy in its current form.
Response:
The Policy would not cause significant impacts to grid reliability due to the fact that the State
Water Board is committing to continued close collaboration with the State’s energy agencies
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(CAISO, CEC, and CPUC) after policy adoption. Please see the responses to Comments 2.04,
3.32, and 5.04.
Comment 14.02:
The Policy incorrectly omits facility retirement as a compliance alternative for existing power
plants, although the SED recognizes this fact. A number of plants are already considering
retirement as an option to reduce and eliminate environmental impacts from the use of OTC, as
the SED recognizes. Many of these plants have been operating for many decades using
inefficient and outdated technology, and now it appears that electric reliability demands on many
of these plants will soon be replaced. It would seem that decommissioning these facilities is the
most natural and reasonable outcome given these developments and should therefore be
expressly recognized in the Policy
Response:
Even though not explicitly stated directly in the Policy, plant or unit retirement is clearly a
compliance alternative.
Comment 25.01:
NRG owns and operates two California coastal power plants - EI Segundo generates 670 MW
from two steam boilers and Encina generates 950 MW from five steam. NRG is actively
pursuing repowering at El Segundo and Encina station using air-cooled condensers and
eliminating ocean water cooling for the MWs replaced. The NRG design incorporates a balance
of cleaner, more efficient fast-start natural gas-fueled generation. NRG is also actively
developing new renewable (wind and solar) energy sources or California. Despite these efforts,
we recognize the critical role that these existing steam boilers provide during the transition to a
balance of new renewable generation shaped and supported by new natural gas-fueled
generation, in particular in California where permitting challenges and delays affect the
development of new energy sources.
Response:
Comment noted.
Comment 28.03:
California has excess supply of natural gas generation at the expense of renewables. There
has been a rapid build-up of nearly 20,000 megawatts in new natural gas power plants around
the state, dramatically increasing California’s capacity for natural gas generated electricity to a
record high of over 40,000 megawatts. The failure to meet the state’s renewable portfolio
standard is directly connected to the relentless march of new natural gas plants. This is mainly
because natural gas is the next prioritized energy supply resource after renewables. In other
words, renewables have to lose in order for natural gas to win. Even though renewables are
nominally a higher priority, a competitive struggle for existence between natural gas and
renewables is embedded directly into state policy - by design. Not surprisingly, natural gas
seems to win this game almost every time.
As a direct result of this failure to increase renewable energy, policymakers have come to
assume that we “need” to build more natural gas power plants. Utility companies are only too
happy to oblige and foster this impression, which is not surprising given that the other major
product these utilities provide, in addition to electricity, is natural gas. A spree of construction
since 1999 has resulted in major investment in new natural gas electric generation in California,
at least $15 billion so far. Many of these plants replaced older, less efficient power plants, and
for a time actually reduced consumption of natural gas fuel. However, this improved efficiency is
undermined by the fact that while 7,500 megawatts of old plant capacity retired by 2008, over
18,000 megawatts have been built, or will be built; by the end of 2010. But the usage rate of
natural gas plants will need to decrease if the clean energy policies are to achieve their goals. A
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study from 2003 by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory looked at the effects of increasing
renewables and reducing growth in energy demand on the future need for natural gas plants in
California, and projected that if the state implements both the 33 percent renewables
requirement and aggressive efficiency programs, then over 20,000 megawatts could be retired
by 2030; more than the capacity of the 15,400 megawatts of aging once-through cooled coastal
natural gas plants. The policy to move to green energy directly conflicts with any new natural
gas capacity beyond those already built or under construction. Even repowering existing plants
would amount to pushing aside the state’s green energy targets. The 2008 OPC report
concluded that given their low usage, the shuttering of the OTC natural gas plants by 2015
could occur with no additional generation to replace it. The report states that “…the retirements
could be compensated for with as little as $135 million in in-state transmission upgrades.”
Response:
Comment noted. It is not within the State Water Board’s authority to establish an energy policy
for California, but rather to protect the beneficial uses of the State’s waters. The purpose of this
Policy is thus to protect marine and estuarine resources of the State by implementing section
316(b) of the CWA. Staff has been working with the State’s Energy Agencies to develop a
Policy that will implement section 316(b), but not have the unintended effect of causing grid
instability. However, specifying options for replacement of electricity generation is beyond the
scope of this Policy.
Comment 28.09:
At 17 to 29 cents per megawatt hour, efficiency and renewables are a cost effective OTC
replacement strategy. These include accomplishing greater energy efficiency improvements,
increasing renewable energy, and implementing programs for reducing peak demand. Certain
functions of the aging plants — such as voltage regulation and the ability to modify generation
over the course of the day — might have to be met with other technologies. However, such
resources are not entirely lacking in California. There are currently 41,499 MW of natural gas
power plants in California. If all of the 15,400 MW of aging plants retired by 2012, the state will
still continue to operate 26,000 MW of existing natural gas plants. In addition, nearly 2,000 more
megawatts of natural gas plants are currently under construction and due to come on-line by the
end of 2010. Another 18,000 MW of power can be imported over existing transmission wires,
and more transmission capacity is likely to be built in the future. There is also some capacity to
vary the electric generation from hydroelectric plants, especially the 4,100 MW of pumped
storage that is specifically designed to meet peak demand. One important function of the aging
plants is to meet local reliability needs. Retiring these plants will require replacing this capacity
as well. Local resources, such as solar built on rooftops or at substations, and energy efficiency
measures, can help. And there are thousands of megawatts of natural gas peaking capacity that
is already in place that can also meet local needs. Another issue is the increasing demand for
electricity. At this point the state does not even have to meet all of its renewable targets to
erase demand growth. The OPC report examined the option of retiring the natural gas plants,
and concluded that the cost and resources necessary to assure grid reliability depended heavily
on the timing of retirement. If retirement is staggered to 2015, and the nuclear plants are
assumed to still be on-line, then no new electric generation would be needed, and only some
relatively minor transmission upgrades. This represented the low range of cost, as the State
Water Board states, “as little as $135 million in modest, low-impact transmission upgrades in the
still unlikely event that all but the nuclear plants are retired in 2015.” As retirement of the 4,472
MW of in-state nuclear is not likely until the mid-2020s due to long term contracts, this is a
viable scenario. Photovoltaics, solar thermal power, and peak demand reduction should be
able to allow retirement of all the aging natural gas power plants, allow for population growth,
and dramatically reduce other fossil fuel energy. 3,000 MW of new photovoltaic capacity is
planned in California by 2017 under the California Solar Initiative, with $3 billion n rebates
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committed toward this goal. An onsite solar system avoids the energy losses inherent in the
transmission and distribution system, which can be 10% or higher on hot summer days. In 2009,
RETI projected a range of 22 to 30 cents per kilowatt-hour. Other projections demonstrate that
the cost of thin-film solar promises to dramatically change the equation. According to some
industry projections, thin film solar may soon cost as low as 11.4 cents per kilowatt hour. Solar
thermal generators use mirrors to focus the heat of the sun on to long tubes that carry a heat
transfer fluid. The fluid boils water to steam which powers a turbine and generates electricity.
Nearly 360 MW of solar thermal plants have operated for 20 years or more in the desert,
providing reliable power to the grid. Steam turbines powered by solar thermal technology
provide energy during the day. If this system is supplemented with storage or backup fuel
supply, then reliability can virtually match that of a natural gas power plant. The CEC estimates
that the cost of electricity from solar thermal power plants is about 28 cents per kilowatt-hour for
a merchant power plant, and below 20 cents per kilowatt-hour for a publicly owned and financed
facility. Several utility companies have committed to buying power from Concentrating Solar
Power (CSP) installations with large megawatt capacities by 2014. Reducing peak demand with
voluntary curtailments under conditions of stress in the electric system is a valuable and local
resource. Like photovoltaic’s, it does not require transmission, and the infrastructure blends into
existing buildings with minimal footprint. Investor-owned utility companies are required by state
regulators to get 5% of their power capacity needs, equivalent to at least 2,000 MW, from
demand response programs. In 2002, the CEC projected cost curves for market based demand
response resources and found them to be equivalent to operation of combustion peakers. At
this point, demand response programs should be decisively cheaper than building a new natural
gas plant to serve the same purpose. The CEC has also indicated that demand reduction
programs may actually better meet the needs of grid reliability from a technical as well as a
policy standpoint.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff recognizes that efficiency programs and renewable energy strategies
may be more cost effective than retrofitting or repowering the existing OTC power plants. The
policy cannot mandate, but does not preclude this response. Please see the response to
Comment 28.03.
Comment 28.11:
Assembling a portfolio of options for replacing the aging plants and avoiding new ones would
make the most sense. Because a green energy system includes demand reduction it does not
require as much power plant infrastructure. In general, the energy efficiency and peak demand
reduction programs are defined to be cost effective resources. In other words, the energy they
save is worth more than the cost of the measures. Thus, they do not have a net cost. At worst
they are zero net cost or—more typically—a net savings. Utility programs for energy efficiency
have been measured and found to have a benefit to cost ratio that is better than one overall,
thus verifying the assumption of zero net cost. Also, there is significant potential to improve the
performance of the state’s efficiency programs. California has allocated a regular budget of
about $1 billion annually to achieve its energy efficiency goals. The combined efficiency and
demand reduction program targets are 4,500 and 2,000 MWs respectively, for a combined
savings of 6,500 MW. Assuming a program shortfall of 25%, results in a savings of 4,875 MW.
Because this program is on the demand side it avoids transmission and distribution system
losses, which can be 10% or higher on hot summer days when the current aging plants are
most called upon. Thus the 4,875 MW of savings is worth about 5,300 MW. This portfolio is
approximately equivalent to the load carrying capacity of the aging plants. However, if the state
actually implements a requirement to build 33% renewables by 2020 that would create a larger
reduction in need for replacement plants than what is proposed here. The efficiency component
is effective in lowering the average cost per kilowatt-hour from 27.4 cents to 21.2 cents.
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Response:
Comment noted. Staff recognizes that efficiency programs and renewable energy strategies
may be more cost effective than retrofitting or repowering the existing OTC power plants. The
policy cannot mandate, but does not preclude this response. Please see the response to
Comment 28.03.
Comment 28.13:
Significant quantities of green resources can be deployed into the regions where they are
needed for grid reliability. Clean energy plans for San Francisco, San Diego and the LA Basin
have shown that there is a path to the future other than total reliance on new fossil fuel power
plants. Resource decisions are made at the CPUC, and by the utility companies, according to a
“least cost” criteria. For example, when energy efficiency measures are evaluated, they are
compared to the cost of generating comparable amounts of electricity. If the efficiency measure
is less costly, then it will be prioritized. The same is true of contracts for renewable energy.
Contracts are signed and power plants are “dispatched” according to the cost ranking. If full and
realistic costs are imposed on environmentally destructive practices, like OTC and carbon
emissions, then priority will shift toward resources that are less destructive. Thus policymakers
do not need to wait passively for an abstract “market” to take the lead on energy decisions,
particularly when that market has not internalized the proper costs into its assessments.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff recognizes that efficiency programs and renewable energy strategies
may be more cost effective than retrofitting or repowering the existing OTC power plants. The
policy cannot mandate, but does not preclude this response. Please see the response to
Comment 28.03.
Comment 31.12:
The Draft Policy has been developed without comprehensive consideration of all relevant
issues. The Draft Policy relies much too heavily on highly speculative compliance dates based
upon a limited number of preliminary electric reliability evaluations and leaves unresolved too
many issues related to the possibility of the premature retirement of over 24% of the state's
generation capacity. Furthermore, the economic implications of this Draft Policy are
tremendous, yet the cost assessments that have been made to date are woefully lacking. Many
significant issues have been identified either by the Energy Agencies or Staff in the SED as
unresolved, analytically incomplete, or not addressed in the development of the Draft Policy.
Much work remains to be done before a final OTC policy is adopted. While it is important to
have a full understanding and management plan for dealing with each of the issues note above,
it is imperative that the CAISO complete the regional reliability assessments and that work is
just now beginning. The Los Angeles region has been identified as being the "most
problematic" reliability area due to the current unavailability of sufficient air emission credits
needed for new generation development, and difficulties in completing transmission solutions
due to greater potential for significant local opposition. While the Draft Policy provides five
additional years for compliance in that geographical area, the SED provides no evidence
demonstrating that the necessary replacement transmission or generation infrastructure will be
in place by 2015, 2020 or even 2025. A further complication is that LADWP does not fall within
CAISO’s balancing authority area.
Response:
Staff disagrees that the draft Policy and SED are inadequate. Staff has responded to issues
and concerns specifically identified in further detail in the commenter’s submission. Please see
the response to Comment 2.04 regarding how the Policy’s implementation schedule was
developed based on input from the Energy Agencies. The proposed Policy establishes an
adaptive management approach that allows changes to the implementation schedule, if needed
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to prevent disruption to the electrical grid reliability. Please see the response to Comment 5.04
in regards to the adaptive management approach.
Staff agrees that it is important that regional reliability assessments be completed and has
added new policy language in Section 3.B.(3) specifying that “The CAISO and the LADWP shall
each submit to the SACCWIS by December 31, each year a grid reliability study, for their
respective jurisdictions, that has been developed pursuant to a public process and approved by
their governing bodies. In order to assure that SACCWIS can provide annual reports to the
State Water Board by March 31, the SACCWIS shall promptly meet to consider the reliability
studies submitted by CAISO and the LADWP.”
The Policy acknowledges that LADWP does not fall within CAISO’s balancing authority area.
Staff has added new language clarifying that SACCWIS will consult with the LADWP, as
appropriate, when reviewing implementation plans and schedules and proposing
recommendations to the State Water Board.
Comment 31.37:
The staff recommends that power plant owners utilizing Track 1 be required to consider the
feasibility of using reclaimed water as a makeup water source to wet cooling towers. The staff
acknowledges that increasing demand for reclaimed water might impact the availability of such
water. The SED does not specify what criteria would be applied to determine if a reclaimed
water source was available or feasible. In many power plant locations, a reclaimed water
infrastructure is not in place. Where plans for an infrastructure are underway, those plans do not
automatically include service to intermittent users, such as power plants operating at low
capacity utilization rates. Failure to develop criteria for this evaluation could lead to Regional
Water Boards requiring a power plant owner to fund development of a reclaimed water
infrastructure or rely on speculative development plans.
Response:
The Policy does not mandate the use of freshwater. Instead, it encourages the use of recycled
water for cooling water in lieu of marine, estuarine, or fresh water. The amount of makeup water
that would be needed in a closed-cycle wet cooling system would have to be determined by
each facility and could not be included SED because the information is not yet available.
Comment 37.05:
The State Water Board should craft an OTC policy that protects electric system reliability. The
Policy should explicitly acknowledge that OTC generation capacity cannot be retired until the
replacement capacity needed for reliability is operational. Specified grid stability thresholds to be
achieved would be determined by the Board and the applicable energy agencies. This
alternative would avoid the potentially significant grid reliability issues identified in the ENVIRON
Report. As the Joint Energy Agencies acknowledge, Southern California's electrical system
poses unique challenges that make OTC policy implementation via investor-owned utility
procurement actions extremely difficult. The South Coast Air Quality Management District's
Priority Reserve dispute currently prevents the construction of new replacement generation,
while at the same time, siting new transmission in the region is likely to run into extraordinary
opposition, resulting in long lead times and unpredictable outcomes. These obstacles are
separate and distinct from the broader complex exercise of understanding the eventual
configuration of the electrical system in light of the state's renewables goals and A.B. 32
implementation. It is not clear to what extent the State Water Board intends to defer to the
Energy Agency representatives where reliability concerns are at issue.
Response:
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Staff believes that the adaptive management approach specified in the proposed Policy will
ensure that grid reliability will not be jeopardized during the implementation period. Please see
the responses to Comments 2.04 and 5.04. Staff has added new language recognizing the
jurisdiction of the energy agencies over grid reliability in various sections of the Policy, notably
Sections 2.B.(2) and 3.B.(5).
Comment 40.02:
We are also encouraged by the thoughtful participation and support for the development of the
proposed OTC policy by the CEC, the CPUC, and CAISO. The report by these energy agencies
entitled "Implementation of Once-Through-Cooling Mitigation through Energy Infrastructure
Planning and Procurement Changes" and accompanying table identifying key infrastructure
milestones and compliance dates for existing power plants provides a strong basis for
developing a successful implementation plan to support the objectives of the OTC Policy, while
ensuring the reliability of the state's electrical system.
Response:
Comment noted.
Comment 47.06:
The three OTC power plants operated by the LADWP are not subject to the CAISO balancing
authority. Decisions regarding energy supply and reliability for the LADWP service territory are
overseen by the Board of Water and Power Commissioners of the City of Los Angeles. This fact
should be acknowledged and made an element of this policy. "Advice" regarding the ability to
comply with the Policy Implementation Schedule without impacting energy supply and grid
reliability should be issued by the Commission.
Response:
The Policy acknowledges that LADWP does not fall within CAISO’s balancing authority area.
Staff has added new language clarifying that SACCWIS will consult with the LADWP, as
appropriate, when reviewing implementation plans and schedules and proposing
recommendations to the State Water Board. Staff has also added new policy language in
Section 3.B.(3) specifying that “The CAISO and the LADWP shall each submit to the SACCWIS
by December 31, each year a grid reliability study, for their respective jurisdictions, that has
been developed pursuant to a public process and approved by their governing bodies. In order
to assure that SACCWIS can provide annual reports to the State Water Board by March 31, the
SACCWIS shall promptly meet to consider the reliability studies submitted by CAISO and the
LADWP.” New provisions also allow LADWP to apply for a suspension of a final compliance
deadlines, if needed for grid reliability within the LADWP service territory.
Comment 49.07:
The CPUC has authority to order the investor-owned utilities (I0Us) to procure new or
repowered fossil-fueled generation for system and or local reliability in the Long-Term
Procurement Plan (L TPP) proceeding. Comment: In this day and age with AB 32 in effect and
guiding the state's mission to reduce emissions that contribute to global warming, this statement
focusing on seeking fossil-fueled generation to procure new or repowered energy generation in
order meet grid reliability with no mention of renewable energy sources, especially photovoltaic,
now recognized as a feasible and desirable alternative to gas-fired power plants, is
anachronistic and should be removed, unless reviewed by the ARB, which is supervising
implementation of AB 32.
Response:
ARB and State Water Board do not have authority over the CPUC procurement process. The
statement “ The CPUC has authority to order the investor-owned utilities (IOUs) to procure new
or repowered fossil generation for system and/or local reliability in the LTPP proceeding” reflects
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the current CPUC process and is not an indication of how the LTPP process will be modified in
the future when the 33% RPS is implemented.
Comment 59.03:
SCE supports the board’s phased implementation of the revised policy pursuant to the longterm procurement planning process, provided that the revised policy recognizes the jurisdiction
of the energy agencies over grid reliability.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff has added new language recognizing the jurisdiction of the energy
agencies over grid reliability in various sections of the Policy, notably Sections 2.B.(2) and
3.B.(5).

D.
1.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
General adequacy of SED

Comment 1.04:
We do not believe that the SED is sufficient to meet the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and urge the Water Board to devote the necessary time to fully analyze the total
impacts of the proposed policy to ensure that it is consistent with California law.
Response:
Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the California Water Code.
Comment 11.01:
The Draft SED fails to meet the requirements of CEQA. The SED does not provide sufficient
information regarding environmental impacts to foster informed public participation and to
enable the State Water Board to make a reasoned decision on the proposed Policy. The SED
fails to acknowledge, discuss and analyze reasonably foreseeable and significant negative
environmental impacts that would result from implementation of the proposed Policy. The scope
and depth of the analyses are insufficient and does not meet CEQA, CEQA case law precedent,
or the State Water Board's own CEQA standards. In short, the SED requires significant
revisions to satisfy the statutory requirements of the CEQA lead agency and provide the public
and the State Water Board a clear understanding of the environmental impacts and trade-offs
associated with the proposed Policy.
Response:
Staff disagrees. Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the California
Water Code. Since staff does not know what measures will be taken by power plant owners to
comply with the proposed Policy, it would be pure speculation to try and identify project specific
impacts for each facility. As such, this SED is programmatic in nature and meets CEQA
requirements.
Comment 11.02:
The SED fails to meet CEQA's minimum requirements by a wide margin. It assumes more than
a dozen wet or hybrid cooling towers would be built across the State, but ignores the potential
for any significant cumulative impacts. It fails to mention the lack of available PM10 air emission
reduction credits, disregards potential negative impacts on the freshwater water resources,
minimizes potentially significant visual impacts, lacks any analysis of land use impacts resulting
from noise and visual conflicts with local ordinances, and inadequately assesses greenhouse
gas impacts, to name a few examples. The SED has a single conclusive statement regarding
cumulative impacts: '"Implementation of the proposed Policy will not result in cumulative
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impacts." This single sentence does not meet the statutory requirements for a cumulative
impacts analysis; the SED needs to be revised to include this analysis. Nor is there any
substantial evidence in the SED that would justify adopting a statement of overriding
considerations necessary to overcome the negative impacts to air quality, greenhouse gases,
visual resources, noise, freshwater resources, etc.
Response:
The compliance alternatives specified in the policy will allow an OTC plant to operate with
mitigation actions taken. In addition, CO2 emissions could be reduced by the implementation of
non-fossil fuel based power generation. Another option is for power plants to retrofit with dry
cooling and use renewable energy sources to compensate for the reduced efficiency of the
generating unit.
Statements made by the South Coast Air District (AQMD) permitting manager has lead the
State Water Board to believe that SB 827 will temporarily allow the AQMD to issue air permits to
facilities that meet SB 827 requirements. SB 827 was passed to give the AQMD time to resolve
permitting issues for critical infrastructure.
The Policy states that the State Water Board will encourage the use of reclaimed water when
wet cooling towers are proposed therefore reducing fresh water impacts.
The SED adequately identifies potential environmental impacts of the Draft Policy. The SED has
also identified measures to reduce potential impacts. Since staff does not know what measures
will be taken by power plant owners to comply with the proposed Policy, it would be pure
speculation to try and identify project specific impacts for each facility. As such, this SED is
programmatic in nature and meets CEQA requirements.
Comment 11.03:
The SED disregards the 2008 TetraTech report to the State Water Board, which recommended
case-by-case analyses of the various sites.
Response:
The SED does not disregard TetraTech’s recommendation. Rather, a case-by-case analysis will
need to be conducted for each facility as they decide how they will comply with the proposed
Policy.
Comment 11.06:
The SED fails to identify and evaluate a reasonable range of alternatives that would reduce or
avoid environmental impacts of the proposed Policy and still attain most of the basic Policy
objectives (e.g., the SED could evaluate installing partial wet (or dry) cooling technology
combined with retaining partial OTC). Variations that could be analyzed to find the overall
minimum environmental impact include 25, 50 and 75% conversion of current OTC to an
alternative cooling technology. In addition, the SED fails to adequately explain why certain
alternatives were rejected (with no facts and analysis, and only bare conclusions and opinions).
The SED also does not analyze the alternatives in terms of their comparative environmental
impacts, and instead focuses on feasibility and ability to attain the Policy's stated goals. The
SED must evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives, including their ability to reduce or
avoid environmental impacts while still attaining most of the Policy's objectives.
Response:
The SED identifies thirteen issues related to the Policy and evaluates alternatives for each
issue. The SED also evaluates the potential environmental impacts from the reasonable means
of compliance identified by the State Water Board (closed-cycle wet cooling). There are multiple
means of compliance that power plant operators may choose from. The SED does not need to
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analyze all of them since it would be speculation on the State Water Boards part as to which
methods individual plants might use.
Comment 11.07:
The SED may intend that the "front of pipe" technologies and seasonal operation identified
satisfy the reasonably foreseeable alternative means of compliance analysis. However, it not
clearly stated in the document. These technologies and operational controls cannot be both
reasonably foreseeable methods of compliance and alternative means of compliance, yet they
seem to be treated this way by listing them along with other compliance methods.
Response:
Depending on the circumstances for each individual plant, these technologies and seasonal
operations could be either foreseeable methods of compliance or alternative means of
compliance.
Comment 11.08:
The SED either fails to identify impacts or, in other cases, does not adequately analyze
reasonably foreseeable impacts from the proposed Policy (see comments 11.14-11. for details).
Therefore, the document lacks the required identification and discussion of mitigation measures
to substantially lessen or avoid the otherwise significant adverse environmental impacts of the
proposed Policy.
Response:
The SED has identified potential environmental impacts for compliance with the Policy and
provided mitigation measures to substantially lessen or avoid those impacts. Since the State
Water Board does not know how each power plant will choose to comply with the Policy, there
will need to be project-specific environmental reviews for each facility that will identify site
specific environmental impacts along with appropriate mitigation.
Comment 11.09:
In addition, there are other reasonably foreseeable alternative means of compliance with the
proposed Policy that were not analyzed. For example, the SED ignores use of Substratum
Intake System, which would replace a plant's current cooling water intake system with a network
of wells drilled horizontally beneath sand beds on the ocean floor.
Response:
The SED need not address all potential means of compliance. If an operator wants to use some
other means of compliance like Substratum Intake System, then the potential impacts of that
means of compliance will need to be evaluated in a subsequent environmental review.
Comment 11.11:
While CEQA does not require an agency to conduct a project level analysis in analyzing the
reasonably foreseeable impacts of a rule or performance standard, in this case a more detailed,
site-specific analysis is appropriate. The 19 power plants subject to the proposed Policy are
known and can be readily analyzed. The SED could have included more site-specific analyses
in its Tier 1 environmental document. The SED is deficient in that it defers more detailed
analysis to a later date and therefore fails to identify significant effects of the proposed Policy.
Response:
Public Resources Code Section 21159 requires an environmental analysis of the reasonably
foreseeable methods of compliance. As set forth in the SED, the analysis shall take into
account “a reasonable range of environmental, economic, and technical factors, population and
geographic areas, and specific sites, but does not require the agency to conduct a project-level
analysis.” The possibility of a more extensive site-specific analysis does not render insufficient
the analysis set forth in the SED. Further, Section 21159 provides that nothing in its provisions
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“is intended, or may be used, to delay the adoption of any rule or regulation for which an
analysis is required to be performed pursuant to this section.”
Comment 11.12:
Environmental Checklist: For several subject areas the SED states that because no impacts
were identified, no detailed discussion is included. As indicated in the City of Arcadia case, this
is an inadequate approach. In addition, because the SED concludes there are no significant
impacts in areas where there may in fact be, the checklist contains factual errors that must be
corrected.
Response:
In City of Arcadia v. State Water Board the court found that “the Trash TMDL” sets forth various
compliance methods, the general impacts of which are reasonably foreseeable but not
discussed.” The SED has discussed the reasonably foreseeable impacts identified in the
Environmental Checklist.
Comment 12.06:
The SED fails to adequately analyze the reasonably foreseeable impacts from the proposed
Policy, including but not limited to green house gas and other air emissions, use of fresh water
supplies for make-up water, lack of reclaimed water infrastructure, available air credits, and
visual and aesthetic impacts of large cooling towers.
Response:
Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the California Water Code.
See responses to Comments 11.02 and 11.08. Since staff does not know what measures will
be taken by power plant owners to comply with the proposed Policy, it would be pure
speculation to try and identify project specific impacts for each facility. As such, this SED is
programmatic in nature and meets CEQA requirements.
Comment 12.07:
The SED does not consider a reasonable range of alternative policy options that could feasibly
be implemented under Section 316(b).
Response:
See the response to Comment 11.06.
Comment 20.09:
There is a section titled ‘Cumulative and Long-Term Impacts’. However, no cumulative or longterm impacts are even identified. It is unclear how a policy that would affect the state’s power
supply and distribution for the foreseeable future could not result in any cumulative or long-term
impacts.
Response:
Staff does not believe there will be any cumulative or long term impacts, as defined by CEQA,
from this programmatic level review of impacts. Power plant operators will need to modify their
coastal plants, but given the compliance schedule these modifications would be conducted in
concert with other overall improvements to our energy grid.
Comment 29.11:
In general, the SED’s analysis of potential adverse environmental effects associated with
implementation of the policy is quite cursory. The analysis glosses over many areas of concern
and does not provide sufficient detail to adequately address the impacts from implementation.
Response:
Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the California Water Code.
See responses to Comments 11.02, 11.06 and 11.08. Staff disagrees. Staff believes that the
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SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the California Water Code. Since staff does not
know what measures will be taken by power plant owners to comply with the proposed Policy, it
would be pure speculation to try and identify project specific impacts for each facility. As such,
this SED is programmatic in nature and meets CEQA requirements.
Comment 31.15:
We believe that the SED fails to meet CEQA requirements in several respects. Specifically, the
SED fails to analyze an appropriate range of alternatives to the proposed Draft Policy, fails to
provide a reasoned explanation for why certain alternatives were rejected, and fails to
adequately analyze the reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts of the proposed Draft
Policy. The SED omits material that the State Water Board needs to make intelligent decisions
and that the public needs to effectively participate in this process.
Response:
Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the California Water Code.
Please see the responses to Comments 11.02, 11.06 and 11.08.
Comment 31.16:
The SED identified several "alternative technologies" and operational controls, but failed to
identify or analyze any of the reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts associated with
those technologies and controls. The construction of these pollution controls would have at least
some environmental impacts that are reasonably foreseeable, just by virtue of the fact that they
require installation.
Response:
Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the California Water Code.
Please see the responses to Comments 11.02, 11.06 and 11.08. Since staff does not know
what measures will be taken by power plant owners to comply with the proposed Policy, it would
be pure speculation to try and identify project specific impacts for each facility. As such, this
SED is programmatic in nature and meets CEQA requirements.
Comment 31.17:
The SED failed to identify any cumulative impacts, or explain whether any impacts were
considered but rejected as not cumulative. The SED contains a single conclusory statement
regarding cumulative impacts: "Implementation of the proposed Policy will not result in
cumulative impacts.” Yet the proposed Draft Policy would compel the installation of large cooling
towers up and down the California coast and likely force the shut-down of several existing
plants, leading to massive investment in transmission and replacement generation
infrastructure. These reasonably foreseeable consequences of the proposed Policy would likely
have incremental impacts that, when added to other closely related projects, will undeniably
cause cumulative impacts in areas such as air quality, aesthetics, socioeconomic consequences
and greenhouses gases.
Response:
Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the California Water Code.
Please see the responses to Comments 20.09. Since staff does not know what measures will
be taken by power plant owners to comply with the proposed Policy, it would be pure
speculation to try and identify project specific impacts for each facility. As such, this SED is
programmatic in nature and meets CEQA requirements.
Comment 31.18:
The SED failed to identify or analyze reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts of
retrofitting existing OTC units with closed-cycle wet cooling. For example, the SED failed to
reasonably analyze the greenhouse gas and other air emissions and the use of fresh water
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supplies for make-up water that will result from the implementation of the proposed Draft Policy,
and the lack of reclaimed water infrastructure to serve-these projects. The SED does not
disclose or assess the availability of air credits, or the visual and aesthetic impacts of large
cooling towers. The SED also does not fully consider the practical difficulty and feasibility, the
regulatory hurdles, or the economic impacts of constructing replacement transmission and
generation necessary to offset the loss of the affected facilities.
Response:
Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the California Water Code.
Please see the responses to Comments 11.02, 11.06 and 11.08.
Comment 31.19:
CEQA requires an environmental analysis to consider a reasonable range of environmental,
economic, and technical factors, population and geographic areas, and specific sites. In this
case, however, the reasonably foreseeable potential environmental impacts of implementation
of the proposed Draft Policy are not speculative or unknown. The proposed Policy would
specifically target 19 identified facilities, contains strict implementation standards, few
alternative compliance methods, and a rigorous schedule for compliance for each facility. Under
these circumstances, CEQA requires a much more detailed, site-specific environmental
analysis. Even as a programmatic document, the SED must take into account a reasonable
range of site-specific factors. A first tier environmental document must not defer all analysis of
reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts.
Response:
Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the California Water Code.
Please see the responses to Comments 11.01, 11.02, 11.06 and 11.08. Since staff does not
know what measures will be taken by power plant owners to comply with the proposed Policy, it
would be pure speculation to try and identify project specific impacts for each facility. As such,
this SED is programmatic in nature and meets CEQA requirements.
Comment 31.20:
The SED does not consider a reasonable range of alternative policy options that could feasibly
be implemented under Section 316(b) consistent with the Policy's goals. CEQA requires that
agencies refrain from approving projects with significant environmental effects, if there are
feasible alternatives or mitigation measures that can substantially lessen or avoid those effects.
The discussion of alternatives in an environmental document prepared pursuant to CEQA
should evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives and foster informed decision-making
and meaningful public participation. The alternatives analysis should contain facts and analysis,
not just the agency's bare conclusions or opinions. An environmental document must state the
objectives sought to be achieved. The range of potential alternatives to the proposed project
"shall include those that could feasibly accomplish most of the basic objectives of the project
and could avoid or substantially lessen one or more of the significant effects." The SED lists
the goals of the Policy, which include: reducing impingement and entrainment, establishing
technology-based performance standards that will implement CWA §Section 316(b), provide
clear standards and guidance to permit writers, coordinate implementation at the state level to
address cross-jurisdictional concerns, and reduce the resource burden on the Regional Water
Boards. Not included is the goal that was stated orally by State Water Board staff at the
September 16, 2009 hearing to force the shut-down of most OTC plants affected by the
proposed Policy. Since this goal is neither a legitimate objective of Section 316(b) and was not
included in the SED, it cannot be a basis for rejecting an alternative in the SED's analysis. The
SED failed to include a reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives that achieve
legitimate objectives of the Policy. For example, the SED did not consider whether to provide
consistent state-wide guidance to the Regional Water Boards on the use of BPJ either in
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analyzing alternatives to a state-wide performance standard or in alternatives to the wholly
disproportionate standard. This is a logical alternative to include because it would actually
reduce Regional Water Board workload, implement Section 316(b), and provide more flexibility
to address cross-jurisdictional concerns and environmental impacts associated with forcing
shut-down of the plants while still reducing impingement and entrainment. The SED also did not
consider using the "significantly greater" test adopted by the USEPA in its Phase II Rules and
upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court in the Entergy case. Rather, the SED analyzes a narrower
version of the "wholly disproportionate" standard alone, which applies to only a few facilities
based on heat rate criteria that has no basis in the objectives of Section 316(b). The SED
provides no justification for rejecting EPA's long-standing interpretation of reasonable standards
under Section 316(b).
Response:
Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the California Water Code.
Please see the responses to Comments 11.01, 11.02, 11.06 and 11.08. Since staff does not
know what measures will be taken by power plant owners to comply with the proposed Policy, it
would be pure speculation to try and identify project specific impacts for each facility. As such,
this SED is programmatic in nature and meets CEQA requirements. The stated clear goal of the
Policy is to implement Section 316(b); not to eliminate OTC or force the shutdown of OTC
facilities. While individual facilities may choose to shut down, the Policy in no way forces them
to do so. Staff is proposing to eliminate the WDD from the Policy (see the section of this
document discussing the WDD)
Comment 31.21:
The SED failed to provide a reasoned explanation for why certain alternatives were rejected,
and failed to provide a discussion based on facts and analysis rather than bare conclusions. For
example, the SED rejected the alternative requirement, for low capacity units based on the
incorrect assumption that all such plants have a greater environmental impact just because it is
possible that they could be operated in certain ways. The SED contained no supporting facts or
analysis of how these facilities actually operate. The SED also does not fully consider the
importance of low capacity factor units to grid reliability and achievement of California's
renewable portfolio targets. In another example, the SED rejects the alternative that would allow
all plants to make the WDD, incorrectly assuming it would increase Regional Water Board
workload without analysis of its other comparative merits.
Response:
Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the California Water Code.
Please see the responses to Comments 11.01, 11.02, 11.06 and 11.08. Staff is proposing to
eliminate the WDD from the Policy (see the section of this document discussing the WDD)
Comment 31.46:
The SED claims that it is not possible or feasible to evaluate each facility's ability to comply with
the performance standards, yet this is precisely what the Tetra Tech Study attempts. This study
finds cooling towers infeasible at Ormond Beach and two other sites. It comes up with cost per
MWh of compliance for almost all of the other facilities.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 4.06. Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements
of CEQA and the California Water Code. Since staff does not know what measures will be taken
by power plant owners to comply with the proposed Policy, it would be pure speculation to try
and identify project specific impacts for each facility. As such, this SED is programmatic in
nature and meets CEQA requirements.
Comment 31.55:
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After merely stating the definition of cumulative impacts and describing the purpose of
assessing cumulative impacts, the SED concludes that the Policy "will not result in cumulative
impacts". This conclusion is totally unsupported and does not include whether any impacts were
considered but rejected as not cumulative. In locations where power plant facilities are in close
proximity to each other, there are likely to be cumulative environmental impacts. These could
include aesthetic, water use and local grid reliability impacts. There is no basis for the SED to
conclude that there will be no cumulative impacts as a result of the Policy. While cumulative
impacts will be considered in later site-specific environmental analysis, the SED must not defer
all analysis of the Policy's cumulative impacts to future project-level reviews.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 20.09.
Comment 37.25:
The SED does not adequately establish the baseline setting, which is limited to discussing the
effects of impingement and entrainment from OTC plants and a short section on existing air
quality emissions from OTC plants. No other environmental setting information is provided for
any other environmental issue area. The baseline setting also does not consider the existing
and required restoration measures at SONGS to mitigate impingement and entrainment
impacts. No data are provided on GHG emissions from the energy sector or the state as a
whole.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the
California Water Code. Please see the responses to Comments 11.01, 11.02, 11.06 and 11.08.
Comment 37.26:
The SED's one-sentence conclusory assessment of cumulative impact does not comply with the
law. An environmental document prepared under a certified regulatory program must include a
detailed and informative cumulative impacts analysis. The SED lacks even a minimum degree
of specificity or detail and is devoid of any reasoned analysis, which makes it impossible for the
public to participate fully in the assessment of the Policy's cumulative impacts.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 20.09.
Comment 37.06:
The State Water Board should revise and re-circulate the SED to address CEQA requirements,
including preparing a complete alternatives analysis, cumulative impacts analysis, and
evaluation of the myriad significant environmental impacts identified in this comment letter and a
technical review prepared by ENVIRON. The SED falls short of statutory and regulatory
requirements for a CEQA document, even one prepared under a certified regulatory program.
The document's defects are systemic, precluding meaningful review by the public and decision
makers, and amounts to an abuse of discretion. Under an appropriate environmental review the
SED likely would have concluded that the Policy would result in significant environmental
impacts (the SED does not identify any significant impacts). To address these significant
impacts, the SED must analyze and incorporate any feasible mitigation measure or alternative
that would minimize them. If the SED cannot reduce the impact to less-than-significant levels, a
Statement of Overriding Considerations must be adopted.
Response:
Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the California Water Code.
Please see the responses to Comments 11.01, 11.02, 11.06 and 11.08.
Comment 37.16:
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The SED does not provide a meaningful analysis of the mandated "no project" alternative. In a
directly analogous case, the California Supreme Court held that an agency's failure to include a
"meaningful consideration of the 'no project' alternative" amounted to a prejudicial abuse of
discretion for not "proceed[ing) in accordance with procedures mandated by law." In Mountain
Lion Found. v. Fish and Game Comm 'n, 16 Cal. 4th 105, 137 (1997). The "no project"
alternative is particularly appropriate for the SED because the Board is under no compunction to
develop and promulgate a policy pursuant to CW A Section 316(b), which has existed for more
than 30 years.
Response:
Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the California Water Code.
Please see the responses to Comments 11.01, 11.02, 11.06 and 11.08.
Comment 37.30:
The Board did not satisfy its obligations under Public Resources Code Section 21159 to analyze
reasonably foreseeable methods of compliance, according to the ENVIRON report. For
example, the SED does not appear to account for the potential impact on existing power plant
infrastructure from the increase in corrosiveness and the potential increase in fouling of the
condensers due to the use of salt water in closed-cycle wet cooling towers, which can result in
off-cycle or unplanned shutdowns of a power generating unit which could lead to meaningful
environmental impacts due to the need for alternative power generation during shutdowns. In
addition to these shortcomings, there does not appear to be detailed analysis of the impacts
associated with the methods of compliance. Nor are any mitigation measures or alternatives
analyzed to address the impacts associated with the reasonable means of compliance. Thus,
until these defects are addressed, the State Water Board likely will not have complied with
Section 21159.
Response:
Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of CEQA and the California Water Code.
Please see the responses to Comments 11.01, 11.02, 11.06 and 11.08.
Comment 61.16:
SED, pg. 33, Sec. 2.3.1: Cumulative Impacts: The first paragraph in this section seems to
confuse the issue of cumulative impacts. The first sentence defines it in the context of multiple
power plants withdrawing from the same water body, while the second presents the more
conventional definition of impacts due to multiple stressors. One of the concerns with multiple
stressors is synergistic effects that might result from the interaction of multiple toxicants. This
does not apply to impingement and entrainment where the effects of multiple power plants
would be strictly additive. The study by MBC and Tenera cited in this section demonstrates the
low potential for impacts due to OTC. The estimate cited in the draft policy is misleading since
this was the maximum estimated entrainment mortality provided in the report which would only
occur for species with larvae that were susceptible to entrainment for a period of 40 days. Even
the maximum reported estimate of 1.4 percent demonstrates the low potential for adverse
environmental impacts since it is hard to conceive of a situation where this level of additional
mortality would pose any risk to a population. The estimated mortality decreases proportionally
with shorter larval durations that are more representative of the estimates from the studies
conducted in southern California. The estimates were recalculated using the average annual
flows at the plant resulting in a
maximum mortality rate of less than one percent.
Response:
Please see the response to Comments 20.09 and 20.06.
Comment 61.27:
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SED, pg. 107, sec 4.12: As noted, the potential for Cumulative and Long-Term Impacts of the
policy could be significant and definitely should be discussed.
Response:
Please see the response to Comments 20.09 and 20.06.
2.

Air Impacts

Comment 1.07:
The AES-SL units are exempt from ERC requirements, including those for PM-10, under
SCAQMD Rule 1304(a)(2) for repowering units such as ours with new advanced gas turbine
peaking and combined cycle technologies. However, in order to make use of this exemption,
the development of the new generating unit must be contemporaneous with the retirement of
the existing OTC unit. If the Policy resulted in the untimely retirement or an OTC unit such that
AES-SL became ineligible to use the exemption for that unit, then ERCs would need to be
procured from the market in order to eventually complete the replacement. Even if you assume
it would be possible to procure ERCs from the market, which is not feasible today, such a
requirement would unnecessarily add millions of dollars to the cost of developing the new unit
and those costs would need to be passed on to ratepayers. Additionally, it would put additional
pressure on the ERC market for all subsequent permit seekers resulting in higher costs that
would also be ultimately borne by the ratepayers. Given the current difficulties in Southern
California with respect to ERCs, it is important to all stakeholders that eligible OTC asset
owners maximize the use of the exemption provided by Rule 1304(0)(2)
Response:
The compliance alternatives specified in the policy are designed to prevent untimely retirement
of OTC units. In addition, statements made by the South Coast Air District (AQMD) permitting
manager has lead the State Water Board to believe that SB 827 will temporarily allow the
AQMD to issue air permits to facilities that meet SB 827 requirements. SB 827 was passed to
give the AQMD time to resolve permitting issues for critical infrastructure. Issues affecting
compliance dates contained within the Policy will be coordinated through SACWISS.
Comment 4.03:
Closed-cycle cooling creates significant negative environmental impacts, which were not
properly evaluated in the draft SED as required by State Water Board regulations and state law.
Policymakers should understand that closed-cycle cooling does have significant adverse
environmental impacts and very significant costs, including a greater energy consumption and
an increase in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and smog-forming and particulate (PM10 and
PM2.5) emissions, which have significant negative human health impacts. The state's two
nuclear plants play a critical role in meeting California's GHG emission reduction goals.
Requiring a transition to closed-cycle cooling at these plants would mean the emission of large
amounts of pollutants from replacement power during the time required (approximately 2 years)
to retrofit the nuclear plants. Additionally, the lowered efficiency of the nuclear plants and all
other plants after transitioning to closed-cycle cooling will result in increased emissions to
replace the lost generation capacity.
Response:
The SED acknowledges that closed-cycle cooling may have a significant adverse effect on the
environment. However, the SED also identifies available technology to mitigate these potential
impacts. Since the State Water Board staff does not know what measures individual facilities
will take to comply with the Policy, they cannot specifically identify potential impacts from each
individual retrofit. As such, the SED is a programmatic document and each retrofit or repowering project will need to comply with CEQA individually. Staff is also concerned about air
quality and climate change. The SED therefore included a range of compliance scenarios with
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estimated changes in air pollutants and carbon dioxide emissions. While the worst case
scenario would increase CO2 from coastal power plants by 14%, the best case scenario (repowering fossil fuel plants and retrofitting nuclear plants) would decrease CO2 emissions by
14%. Staff did make a qualitative determination of “less than significant impact” in the
environmental checklist for air quality and greenhouse gasses, because we believe that final
compliance by the fleet of coastal power plants will likely fall much closer to scenario 3, since
there are other pressures on plant operators to upgrade their facilities (e.g., age of plants and
the State’s GHG reduction efforts pursuant to AB 32). Staff does not believe that the state’s
nuclear plants will shut down for two years during construction of retrofit facilities. Rather power
production would continue during construction and the facility would only shut down during the
time needed to tie into the new cooling system.
Comment 11.14:
The air quality impact analysis of reasonably foreseeable increases in criteria pollutant and air
toxics emission was inadequate because Staff did not assume the maximum air quality impacts,
did not adequately analyze PM10 and PM2.5 impacts, and ignored increases in toxic pollutants.
Wet cooling towers will significantly increase PM10 and PM2.5 emissions in those areas where
particulate air quality is already unhealthy and in nonattainment with State standards. Staff did
not identify or analyze the significant adverse air quality impacts from additional criteria pollutant
emissions, especially PM10. The required analysis must include not only an estimate of the
increase in air toxics emissions, but also a health risk assessment associated with that increase
to inform the public and the State Water Board about the incremental increase in health impacts
from the change in cooling technology, as well as the total health impacts of each power plant.
Deferring this discussion and its public disclosure to project-specific environmental reviews are
unlawful.
Response:
Health risks for air quality are performed on a case-by-case basis by the local Air Quality
Management District (AQMD). Some of the items they take into consideration include the type
of equipment to be installed by the permit applicant. However, the power generator must
specify how they will comply with the policy before the AQMD can evaluate the health risk. In
addition, the energy penalty for retrofitting OTC plants can be made up by renewable generation
or efficiencies gained at other power plants or facilities.
The SED identified the potential air quality impacts associated with wet cooling towers, and
potential mitigation that could be used to reduce identified impacts to less than significant levels.
As such, the site-specific analysis described by the commenter cannot be conducted until each
power plant determines how they will comply with the Policy. Once the methods of compliance
are determined, then tier two environmental review can cover the project-specific air quality
impacts.
Comment 11.15:
The SED contains a preliminary evaluation of the resulting increase in criteria pollutant
emissions from the energy penalty of retrofitting OTC plants to less efficient wet-cooling towers,
with estimates ranges from an 18% increase in emissions to a 26% decrease in emissions,
depending on the criteria pollutant. However, the SED states, “Staff cannot accurately assess
air quality impacts related to criteria pollutants because it is difficult to estimate the method of
compliance for each facility." Despite this admitted inability to accurately assess air quality
impacts, the Environmental Checklist concludes, without any supporting scientific evidence, that
there would be no significant air quality impacts. CEQA requires full disclosure of the reasonably
foreseeable adverse impacts, and the SED must be revised to disclose the potential increase in
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emissions of both criteria pollutants and air toxics from the increased fossil fuel combustion to
compensate for the energy penalty and discuss possible mitigation measures.
Response:
Health risks for air quality are performed on a case-by-case basis by the local Air Quality
Management District (AQMD). Some of the items they take into consideration include the type
of equipment to be installed by the permit applicant. However, the power generator must
specify how they will comply with the policy before the AQMD can evaluate the health risk. In
addition, the energy penalty for retrofitting OTC plants can be made up by renewable generation
or efficiencies gained at other power plants or facilities.
The SED identified the potential air quality impacts associated with wet cooling towers, and
potential mitigation that could be used to reduce identified impacts to less than significant levels.
As such, the site-specific analysis described by the commenter cannot be conducted until each
power plant determines how they will comply with the Policy. Once the methods of compliance
are determined, then tier two environmental review can cover the project-specific air quality
impacts.
Comment 11.16:
The SED is silent on the emissions of PM2.5, despite the fact that approximately 13% of the PM
emitted by closed-cycle wet cooling towers is in the PM2.5 size range, and four of the seven
coastal districts containing the OTC plants are designated nonattainment areas for PM2.5. To
meet CEQA's minimum requirements, the following reasonably foreseeable PM2.5 impacts
must be identified and analyzed: (1) Potential PM2.5 emissions from the alternative cooling
technologies; (2) Applicability of New Source Review to the estimated PM2.5 emissions; (3)
BACT analysis if the PM2.5 emissions exceed applicability thresholds; and (4) Future
requirements to offset the PM2.5 emissions with reductions of PM2.5 or PM2.5 precursor (i.e.,
NOx, SOx, or VOC) emissions from other sources through the creation of ERCs, using yet-tobe-determined interpollutant offset trading ratios between PM2.5 precursors and directly emitted
PM2.5. By ignoring these impacts, Staff does not meet CEQA requirements to accurately
identify the impacts of the implementation of the proposed Policy.
Response:
Staff agrees that the PM 2.5 standard may pose compliance challenges for power plants that
retrofit with wet cooling. Therefore, the OTC policy allows OTC power plants to comply by
following alternate compliance tracks.
Comment 11.17:
The SED estimates the amount of PM 10 that would be produced by wet cooling towers at only
13 of the 19 coastal power plants, excluding six plants without explanation. After a cursory
analysis that does not include discussion of the availability of PM10 ERCs or possible
exemptions from offsetting, Staff notes that five of the facilities evaluated may trigger federal
NSR requirements due to increased PM10 emissions. This analysis may need to be revised
because not all local air districts have accepted the alternative method for calculating cooling
tower PM10 emissions.
Response:
Some of the OTC power plants have made changes to their water throughput that will help them
comply with the proposed policy. Furthermore, if a power plant’s PM10 emission from wet
cooling triggers NSR, the plant operator has the option of pursuing dry cooling, Track 1, or
Track 2.
Comment 11.18:
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An OTC power plant would not be able to build or operate a wet cooling tower without first
obtaining sufficient local PM10 ERCs. In many districts, PM10 ERCs are not realistically
available. For example, at Moss Landing, the quantity of PM10 ERCs required to offset the
additional emissions associated with wet cooling for just Units 1 and 2 far exceeds the total
inventory of all PM10 ERCs in the Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District. Wet
cooling towers at Moss Landing would increase PM10 emissions by 466 tons per year,
qualifying as a federal major modification subject to NSR offset requirement. This emission
increase is over five times the amount of PM10 emissions currently produced by the Moss
Landing power plant. The total credits perhaps available for purchase by Moss Landing is only
49 tons. Wet cooling towers at Morro Bay are likewise infeasible due to insufficient local PM10
ERCs.
Response:
The compliance alternatives specified in the policy will allow an OTC to operate with mitigation
actions taken. In addition, the power plants could retrofit with dry cooling and low CO2 emitting
renewables could be used to compensate for the reduced efficiency of the dry cooled
generating unit.
Comment 11.19:
The SED does not fully evaluate the ramifications of the New Source Review requirement. To
the extent that certain cooling alternatives would not satisfy federal Best Available Control
Technology ("BACT") requirements at a certain site, those alternatives must be rejected as
infeasible.
Response:
NSR and BACT for air quality are performed on a case-by-case basis by the local Air Quality
Management District (AQMD). Some of the items they take into consideration include the types
of equipment installed by the permit applicant. However, the power providers must specify how
they will comply with the policy before the AQMD can complete an accurate NSR and BACT
analysis.
Comment 11.20:
The SED text that precedes the first four air quality-related questions in the Environmental
Checklist does not provide adequate support for the conclusions marked “No Impact" or "Less
Than Significant Impact." Under “Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air
quality plan?”, the burden is on the State Water Board to demonstrate that applicable local air
quality plans account for the increase in PM10 emissions that would result from implementation
of the proposed Policy. Under “Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an
existing or projected air quality violation?, air dispersion modeling of the new emissions is
required, adding the maximum ground-level concentrations to background levels, and
comparison with ambient air quality standards. Comparison of the maximum project
concentrations against Significant Impact Levels is also required to determine if a significant air
quality impact is produced.
Response:
Air quality plans evaluate the emissions for an entire region on a specified interval. During an
interval, air pollution sources move in and out of the region without any adjustments being made
to the plan. Near the end of the interval, the plans are changed to reflect changes in the basin
sources. Therefore, the plans are not modified on a case-by-case basis only on a regional
basis.
Comment 11.21:
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USEPA's recent proposal of Significant Impact Levels for PM2.5 at levels as low as 1.2 μg/m3
on a 24-hour average basis could also present a siting constraint impossible for wet cooling
towers to meet.
Response:
Staff believes that the PM 2.5 emissions from wet cooling tower will not significantly impact any
air quality basin’s PM attainment status. In addition, the power plant could be retrofitted with dry
cooling and low CO2 emitting renewables could be used to compensate for the reduced
efficiency of the generating unit.
Comment 11.22:
The SED completely disregards the reasonably foreseeable increase in methane. Methane is
another GHG generated by combustion of natural gas and other fossil fuels, whose contribution
to total carbon dioxide-equivalent GHG emissions is approximately four times that of nitrous
oxide emissions. Implementation of the Policy may result in a net increase in the amount of
methane emissions from the OTC facilities as a result of increased combustion of natural gas to
make up for the electric energy output lost to run the alternative cooling equipment.
Response:
Staff believes that some of the older OTC plants will repower with combined cycle power plants
resulting in less than significant increase in GHG emissions. Please see the response to
Comment 4.03.
Comment 11.23:
Based on the scenarios in the Air Quality section, Staff indicates that GHG emissions will
increase between zero and five percent (net), and concludes this will be a less-than-significant
impact. This conclusion is unsupported and does not follow CEQA guidelines. CEQA requires
analysis of the potentially highest impacts, not the average. Hence, the GHG impact analysis
should be based on the 14% increase in carbon dioxide emissions, 18% increase in nitrous
oxide emissions, and yet-to-be calculated increase in methane emissions.
Response:
The SED identifies the potential for a significant impact from GHG emissions, but finds that
there will be a less-than-significant impact. This determination is not based on an average
value, but rather on what is expected to occur as the power plants come into compliance. (See
also responses to Comments 4.09 and 11.22 above)
Comment 11.24:
The SED needs to address whether the potential increase of GHG emissions from the cooling
alternatives would be cumulatively considerable, and hence require a CEQA analysis for each
project. The Draft CEQA Guidelines indicate that a finding of less than significant needs to be
based on showing that the proposed project is consistent with identified State plans and
programs adopted to implement the GHG emission reduction goals of the California Global
Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB32), or that the proposed project is a critical component of
reducing the state's overall GHG emissions in the electrical sector. The latter basis will be
difficult to establish if the alternative cooling technologies increase GHG emissions to generate
the same net electrical energy. The assessment of the increase in GHG emissions must also
be performed on a system-wide basis, and not just a project-specific basis. As discussed in the
CEC guidance for the evaluation of GHG emissions from proposed new power generating
facilities, changes at individual power generating facilities cannot be evaluated in isolation
because of the inherent linkages within California's electric system. The DSED fails to undertake
the GHG analysis required by CEQA and should be revised to evaluate the total increase in
electrical energy that will be needed to replace that loss as a result of eliminating OTC;
determine the most likely marginal generating resources that will be used to provide this
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incremental energy; and assess the increases in GHG emissions associated with those
generating resources.
Response:
The estimated stack emissions for the three scenarios identified in the SED (Tables 23, 24, and
25) are cumulative across the fleet of OTC. The SED finds that there will be a less-thansignificant impact from GHG emissions. This finding also includes cumulative effects. Please
also see the response to Comment 20.09.
Comment 11.25:
There are several new technologies in development that would utilize the seawater from a
plant's cooling system to reduce the power plant's GHG emissions and could potentially reduce
GHG emissions from other sources as well. Should the use of seawater for cooling purposes
become infeasible upon implementation of the proposed Policy, this potential means of GHG
reductions would be lost, thereby exacerbating the GHG impact of the proposed Policy.
A potential sequestration opportunity currently being pursued at a pilot plant level at Moss
Landing Power Plant involves processing power plant emissions using the calcium and
magnesium in seawater to make cement. Calera Cement's demonstration facility, which should
be in operation in 2010, would create cement from the carbon dioxide contained in 10 MW worth
of exhaust diverted from Moss Landing Unit 2. Not only would more than 90% of the carbon
dioxide be captured from Unit 2's exhaust, but each ton of cement created would ultimately
displace one ton of cement created the traditional way, which uses large kilns and is one of the
larger sources of industrial GHG emissions. A second proposed project at Moss Landing would
use an Accelerated Weathering of Limestone process whereby carbon dioxide gas is converted
into compounds that can be disposed in the ocean. The process involves reacting carbon
dioxide from the power plant with water and calcium carbonate from crushed limestone. A DOE
grant has been applied for to fund the design of a pilot plant utilizing this technology at Moss
Landing. While both of these technologies are as yet commercially unproven, they each hold
promise for cost-effective carbon capture and storage.
Response:
Staff believes the proposed OTC policy would not prohibit the use of seawater to make cement
or prohibit the use of seawater in other CO2 sequestration processes. Furthermore, the Policy
would not preclude the use of sea water for the pilot studies on GHG reductions.
Comment 16.04:
Water vapor is much more effective GHG than CO2. How much global warming will be caused
by the millions of tons of water vapor delivered to the atmosphere by cooling towers?
Response:
The amount of global warming that is caused by water vapor from power plant cooling tower is
unknown. This is due to lack of accurate global water vapor measurements. It is very likely that
some of the water vapor will condense into clouds and reflect some of the incoming solar
radiation water vapor possibly causing global cooling. Staff believes that the water vapor
emission rate from wet cooling towers installed at OTC power plants will make an insignificant
contribution to global warming.
Comment 20.08:
Staff does not indicate what their significance criteria are in the SED or how they arrived at
findings of significance. The policy could result in a 14% increase in CO2 emissions, and an
18% increase in NO2 emissions. However, “staff expects the actual net increase in greenhouse
gas emissions will fall somewhere in between these extremes (0-5 percent increase).”
Greenhouse gas levels have been linked to climate change, resulting in gradually increasing
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sea and air temperatures globally, glacial melting, sea level rise, and poleward shifts in
population distributions. Increases in aerial CO2 levels are leading to increased ocean
acidification, which has been linked to reduced calcification in primary producers, such as
pteropods. Such effects will ultimately manifest themselves in the upper trophic levels.
McGowan et al. (2003) reported on reduced zooplankton size, which may partially be the root
cause of many of these upper trophic level declines. With the growing body of knowledge
regarding climate change, the effects of greenhouse gas emissions, and long-term trends in
marine resources, it is unclear how a policy that will increase such emissions can be seriously
considered without a more rigorous effort to estimate potential impacts from various compliance
strategies. It is difficult to fathom how implementation of the proposed policy could not result in
any significant effects, particularly with respect to air quality. The findings of no significance for
water quality are also questionable, particularly since the significance criteria are never spelled
out.
Response:
Staff never applied any statistical significance criteria in the SED with regard to potential
increases in air emissions. The only quantitative significance criteria presented for net
emissions increases are those required by USEPA under the Clean Air Act for the New Source
Performance Standards and the New Source Review. Staff is also concerned about air quality
and climate change. The SED therefore included a range of compliance scenarios with
estimated changes in air pollutants and carbon dioxide emissions. While the worst case
scenario would increase CO2 from coastal power plants by 14%, the best case scenario (repowering fossil fuel plants and retrofitting nuclear plants) would decrease CO2 emissions by
14%. Staff did make a qualitative determination of “less than significant impact” in the
environmental checklist for air quality and greenhouse gasses, because we believe that final
compliance by the fleet of coastal power plants will likely fall much closer to scenario 3, since
there are other pressures on plant operators to upgrade their facilities (e.g., age of plants and
the State’s GHG reduction efforts pursuant to AB 32).
Comment 28.04:
Natural gas power plants cause other damages and costs that go uncounted besides those to
marine ecosystems. These include public health impacts due to emissions of nitrogen oxide and
particulate matter, and the cost of climate change from carbon dioxide and other emissions.
Unfortunately, most damage to human health, water resources, air quality and the global climate
are not folded into the price that utility companies pay for electricity. However, the costs to
human health and the environment are real, and consumers pay for them. Air pollution causes
lost days of work, increases the cost of health care, adds to wear and tear on buildings, and
causes billions of dollars in damage to crops every year. Destruction of ocean life may reduce
commercial opportunities and increase the cost of seafood. Much of the damage is unquantified,
or defies measurement. For example, it is difficult to estimate the burdens future generations will
bear for climate change, or for the lack resources that have been wasted. Some of the damages
caused by fossil fuel plants can loop back to increased utility bills as well. For example, climate
change can lower snowpack, and this in turn reduces hydropower. To counter this risk, utility
companies pay many millions of dollars for natural gas generators to be on call to provide
backup power in years when hydro resources fall short. Rising temperatures also increase use
of air conditioning on ever hotter summer days, which calls for increased use of natural gas to
meet peak energy demand. Although new natural gas plants are preferable to the current aging
plants from an environmental standpoint, pollution from the new plants would cause hundreds of
millions of dollars in damages per year. The majority of this cost comes from carbon dioxide
emissions, which California must curb if it is to reach the climate protection goals of AB32.
Response:
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Staff supports the efficient use of natural resources and believes that the goals of the State
Water Board policy and AB 32 can both be met without a significant impact to the consumer or
the environment.
Staff recognizes the inherent trade off that comes with reduction of water use impacts. Certainly
as is noted by the commenter “…new natural gas plants are preferable to the current aging
plants from an environmental standpoint…” and they will still cause damage. Economic
considerations will probably lead to fewer but more efficient natural gas plants.
Comment 28.02:
The adoption and implementation of the OTC policy provides California with an opportunity not
only to help restore the state’s marine ecosystems, but also to help meet the state’s renewable
and greenhouse gas reduction goals. In 2009, CEC rejected a proposed Chula Vista natural
gas-fired gas turbine power plant partly because they found that solar photovoltaics (PV) could
potentially achieve the same objectives for comparable cost. The proposed power plant was
intended to serve “peak load,” which is the function served by many of the currently operating
OTC natural gas power plants. The use of the urban PV alternative as the litmus test that must
be passed before a new or re-powered gas turbine plant can be approved should move the
rooftop solar PV option onto center stage of how to replace lost generation from OTC power
plants. Retirement of the aging plants would raise the question of how to replace over 15,000
megawatts of lost power supply—roughly 1/4 of the state’s peak electricity demand on the
hottest summer day. On the one hand they could be replaced by building new natural gas
plants. This would commit billions of dollars to new plants that would continue to operate 50
years into the future. Such a path would eliminate the use of sea water cooling, but would also
entail the continued depletion of our natural gas resources, more air pollution (often in
disadvantaged communities), millions of tons of carbon emissions per year, and a need pay
whatever the unpredictable price of natural gas will be in the coming decades to produce the
power. On the other side of the coin are the state’s greenhouse gas reduction and air quality
commitments. These include a dramatic increase in the use of renewable energy, improving
some of the nation’s most polluted air, to reducing future energy demand through efficiency
increases, protecting consumers from rising energy prices, and reducing carbon emissions. The
state’s own analysis—and common sense— demonstrate that if California is to achieve the
existing mandates, the state must move now to renewable energy sources and improved energy
efficiency, and not to more fossil fuel-fired power plants. For many of the OTC natural gas
power plants, solar PV is a viable and preferable alternative to fossil replacement of any type.
Response:
Staff believes that the goals of the State Water Board policy and AB 32 can both be met without
a significant impact to the consumer or the environment. Note that it is not within the State
Water Board’s authority to establish an energy policy for California, but rather to protect the
beneficial uses of the State’s waters. The purpose of this Policy is thus to protect marine and
estuarine resources of the State by implementing section 316(b) of the CWA. Staff has been
working with the State’s Energy Agencies to develop a Policy that will implement section 316(b),
but not have the unintended effect of causing grid instability. However, specifying options for
replacement of electricity generation is beyond the scope of this Policy.
Comment 28.06:
New turbines have lower emission rates than older steam units, even those with SCR pollution
reduction technology. Replacing aging plants with new simple cycle plants would reduce the
nitrogen oxide emission rate by 27%; from 0.128 to 0.093 pounds per megawatt-hour. The
largest environmental benefit is from CO2 reduction, with relatively little economic value
assigned for NOx reduction. While NOx is left out of account here, savings could be up to $1.33
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million per year for all the plants combined. However, as stated above, the reduction in emission
rates does not necessarily mean that absolute levels of pollutants would be lowered if the
number of hours per year that new plant would operate increase. Annual CO2 savings,
assuming a cost of carbon dioxide at $25 per ton, would be over $30 million per year, or
approximately $600 million over the economic lifecycle of the plants. On the other hand, total
carbon costs would still accrue at $163.8 million per year, which means between $4.9 and $8.2
billion in carbon costs over the 30 to 50 year lifecycle of the replacement plants. The actual
climate damage depends on the carbon damage rate, which for this report is assumed to range
from $12 to $80 per ton. Thus carbon savings achieved through a replacement of aging power
plants with newer, more efficient plants would amount to 18%. This would meet the 15%
reduction target for 2020 required under AB 32, the Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006.
However, the plants would continue to operate for another 20 to 40 years, during which time the
state plans to reduce carbon emissions by 80% below 1990 levels. The replacement plants
would fall far short of carrying their weight over this longer timeframe.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff supports the efficient use of natural resources and believes that the
goals of the State Water Board policy and AB 32 can both be met without a significant impact to
the consumer or the environment. However, it is not within the State Water Board’s authority to
establish an energy policy for California, but rather to protect the beneficial uses of the State’s
waters. The purpose of this Policy is thus to protect marine and estuarine resources of the State
by implementing section 316(b) of the CWA. Staff has been working with the State’s Energy
Agencies to develop a Policy that will implement section 316(b), but not have the unintended
effect of causing grid instability. However, specifying options for replacement of electricity
generation is beyond the scope of this Policy.
Comment 29.15:
The SED analysis does not adequately address the air quality permitting issues associated with
saltwater cooling towers. The availability of PM10 credits is not discussed insufficient detail –
and this is a key issue in the San Luis Obispo Air Pollution Control District. The SLOAPCD
issued a letter to the Central Coast Regional Water Board in 2004 indicating that cooling towers
were likely not permittable for the Morro Bay facility due to a lack of available credits, as well as
consideration of whether cooling towers reflected BACT. The SED estimates PM10 emissions
from cooling towers at Diablo Canyon to range from 993 tons per year (USEPA method) to 50
tons per year (alternative method). In either case, it is highly unlikely that cooling towers could
be permitted.
Response:
The compliance alternatives specified in the policy will allow an OTC to operate with mitigation
actions taken. Another option is for power plants to retrofit with dry cooling and use renewables
to compensate for the reduced efficiency of the generating unit.
Comment 30.07:
Particulate emissions from the cooling towers will have little or no impact on local air quality.
Some solids are contained in the small amount of circulating water that is emitted from the
cooling towers as fine mist, and has the potential to become airborne particulate. In San Luis
Obispo County, where Diablo Canyon is located, these emissions can be offset by paving dirt
roads. In San Diego County, where SONGS is located, cooling towers are exempt from air
quality permit requirements. Use of reclaimed wastewater as cooling water, which is an option in
the case of SONGS, would reduce particulate emissions due to the lower solids content of
reclaimed water compared to seawater.
Response:
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Comment noted. As stated in the policy, the State Water Board supports the use of reclaimed
water in wet cooling towers when feasible. Please see the response to Comment 3.23.
Comment 31.50:
The staff correctly notes that the installation of wet or dry cooling towers will cause a decrease
in power plant efficiency and hence a decrease in electric power capacity. The lost energy
capability will have to be provided by the increased generation from other fossil-fueled facilities,
thereby increasing air emissions. If all facilities installed wet cooling towers, California could
experience, by the staff's own estimates, a 13% increase in particulate matter emissions, a 15%
increase in S02, a 17% increase in carbon monoxide and an 18% increase in the ozoneprecursor N02. Such increases in air emissions will be problematic for air districts already
struggling to meet air quality standards. The staff suggests that these increased emissions
could be mitigated by the installation of emission controls but these opportunities are limited
since most air districts are already requiring facilities to meet BARCT and BACT control levels.
The staff concludes that it cannot accurately assess the air quality impacts of the Policy
because it is too difficult to estimate the method of compliance.
Also, the inclusion of Scenario 3 and Table 25 is an unreasonable basis for decision-making.
Dry cooling, assumed to be installed in this scenario, is not the BTA criteria proposed to be
adopted. This scenario assumes that all of the fossil-fuel OTC units are torn down and replaced
with dry-cooled combined cycle units. What this has to do with the Draft Policy is a mystery that
is unexplained in the SED, but it is unreasonable to use in any analysis of the reasonably
foreseeable environmental impacts of requiring wet cooling as BTA. Because the SED fails to
consider a reasonable range of site-specific factors in its analysis of the Policy's impacts and
fails to consider the impacts of all reasonably foreseeable methods of compliance, the
potentially significant air quality impact of this Policy is unknown. Given the air quality
challenges the State currently faces, a Policy that could result in significant increases in
pollutants warrants a more detailed assessment.
Response:
The increase in emission that the scenarios indicate represents the increase at the power plants
only. For example, the State average for PM10 emission is 2112 tons/day (ARB Almanac
2009). The 33 tons/day of PM10 increase that scenario 1 assumes will increase the state's
daily PM10 emission by 1.5%.
The SED states that staff expects that the actual net increase of greenhouse gas emissions will
fall somewhere between 0 and 5%. Therefore, staff does not think all the OTC units will be
repowered with dry cooled combined cycle units. Furthermore, several mandates like AB32 and
RPS are also going to be implemented over the next 10 years making it very difficult to evaluate
the OTC compliance actions of utilities. To allow for some flexibility in complying with the OTC
policy, the State Water Board included two alternate compliance tracks that would still allow the
use of OTC cooling.
Comment 31.51:
The staff correctly notes that the installation of cooling towers will result in a net increase in
carbon dioxide emissions. The retrofitting of cooling towers will cause a loss of thermal
efficiency, requiring the lost electric generating capability to be provided by other facilities. This
electric power will need to be provided by other fossil-fueled facilities, thereby increasing their
total C02 emissions. The SED estimates that if all facilities were to convert to wet cooling
towers, the net increase in carbon dioxide emissions could total 1,237,259 tons! This is
equivalent to adding over 300,000 additional cars to California's highways. The staff notes that
these estimates vary depending on whether facilities install wet or dry cooling towers, repower
or replace the facility. But the only case that reduces emissions is the unsupported one that
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assumes all non-nuclear units are destroyed and replaced with dry-cooled combined cycles.
The two plausible cases have increases greater than 10%. The staff then makes the completely
unsupported assertion that the net increase in carbon dioxide is expected to be between zero
and 5% of its worst case scenario. The SED has not adequately addressed the potential
environmental impacts of this Policy relative to C02 emissions or the Policy's impact on the
State's efforts to meet aggressive GHG reduction goals.
Response:
The SED did not include specific emission results for each OTC power plant since the OTC
power plant operators have not provided the State Water Board with specific information on how
they would meet the new policy. Therefore, staff developed scenarios that represented possible
configurations of the power fleet after the policy has been implemented. In addition, the
compliance alternatives specified in the policy will allow an OTC to operate with mitigation
actions taken. Furthermore, CO2 emissions could be reduced by implementing non-fossil fuel
based power generation to compensate for the reduced efficiency of retrofitted generating units.
Comment 37.18:
The SED does not compare the Policy's estimated emissions against established CEQA
significance thresholds established by the regional air quality management districts. Based on
estimates provided in the SED, Policy emissions would exceed significance thresholds for the
following pollutants: PM10 and PM2.5 from cooling towers; and SOx, NOx, CO, VOC, PM10,
and PM2.5 associated with replacement generation.
Response:
The SED analysis is based on a program wide approach not a case-by-case approach. Staff
chose the three scenarios that would give the best and worst representation of air emissions
due to compliance with the OTC policy.
Comment 37.19:
The heart of the SED's evaluation of air quality emissions involves three "scenarios" to
"describe the range of potential air emission increases", which are with problems. Scenario 1
assumes all ''units deemed feasible" will be retrofitted to "closed-cycle wet cooling" and
replacement power will be met with ''native replacement" for “fossil units” and by "excess
capacity within the coastal fleets" for the nuclear units, but does not evaluate whether the OTC
plants can feasibly make up energy losses with "native replacement" or whether there is a
feasible amount of "excess capacity" available in the coastal fleet to address the nuclear
facilities' replacement needs. If such capacity is not available, the Policy would either undermine
system reliability or require the import of external generation (the effects of which are not
analyzed). The SED makes no effort to evaluate the significance of the estimated emissions by
comparing them to applicable air quality standards, nor does it address the practical infeasibility
of retrofitting nuclear facilities with closed-cycle cooling towers. Scenario 2 makes the bare
assertion that all "generation shortfall is replaced by new combined cycle units, but no
evaluation of the feasibility of this key assumption is made and the SED does not acknowledge
that other portions of the document seriously question the likelihood that new generation can be
developed in time to provide replacement power given regulatory constraints. Further, no
evaluation is made as to where the energy would come from. If the units are not located within
the same load areas, new transmission lines would be necessary. Significant transmissionrelated constraints raise questions about the feasibility of this potential. Scenario 3 assumes "all
fossil units are repowered to combined cycle systems with dry cooling. This assumption is made
even though the SED relies on a Tetra Tech study that determined it was infeasible to retrofit
some of the OTC plants and the SED acknowledges that dry cooling towers likely would not be
utilized at OTC facilities. Despite the potential infeasibility of all three scenarios (particularly
Scenarios 2 and 3), the SED makes no attempt to evaluate the scenario that likely would be the
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environmentally superior option: a scenario that assumes the nuclear plants are not retrofitted
with closed-cycle cooling towers. The SED acknowledges that assuming the nuclear facilities
will be retrofitted with cooling towers accounts for 80-90% of any increase in emissions from the
Policy. Thus, if the nuclear facilities are not retrofitted, the Policy's air quality emissions would
be cut dramatically.
Response:
Staff believes that the three scenarios represent the worst case, probable case and the most
probable case based on the information provided to staff by the power generators, other state
agencies, and current environmental laws. Evaluation of nuclear plant OTC compliance options
will be studied as a major part of the SACCWIS process. In addition, OTC power plants have
the option of following Track 1 or Track 2 as a way to comply with the policy.
Comment 37.21:
The SED does not include any discussion regarding the potential health effects of Policy-related
air pollutants, including the potential impact of increased emissions of PM10 and PM2.5 from
cooling towers. Exposure to elevated concentrations of particulate matter has been linked to a
number of adverse health effects, including acute respiratory infections, lung cancer, and
chronic respiratory and cardiovascular diseases. The SED does not report the increase in air
toxic emissions due to the energy penalty associated with the installation of cooling towers. The
SED should be revised to evaluate these legitimate health risks.
Response:
The SED did not include specific emission results for each OTC power plant since the OTC
power plant operators have not provided the State Water Board with specific information on how
they would meet the new policy. Therefore, staff developed scenarios that represented possible
configurations of the power fleet after the policy has been implemented. In addition, the
compliance alternatives specified in the policy will allow an OTC to operate with mitigation
actions taken. Furthermore, PM emissions could be reduced by implementing non-fossil fuel
based power generation to compensate for the reduced efficiency of retrofitted generating units.
Comment 37.22:
The SED does not provide an analytical framework for determining the significance of Policy
GHG emissions. Staff does not explain how it was determined the "emissions will fall
somewhere in between th[e] extremes" identified in scenarios 1-3, and why GHG impacts would
be less than significant. No evaluation is made about the feasibility constraints raised above for
Scenario 3, which is the only scenario that represents a decrease in GHG emissions, and thus
tends to skew the averaging approach apparently taken by the SED.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 37.19.
Comment 37.23:
The SED's approach does not comport with the Office of Planning and Research's draft CEQA
Guidelines for GHG emissions, which call for a good-faith quantification of all direct and indirect
GHG emissions. The SED does not quantify construction emissions, indirect emissions (e.g.,
from water use), or emissions related to the "interim" period when OTC plants may be offline.
These undisclosed emissions may be very substantial.
Response:
Staff conducted a good-faith effort to quantify the GHG emissions due to the implementation of
the Policy, as called for by the CEQA Guidelines for GHG emissions. The values expressed in
the SED reflect the estimated emissions due to make-up energy production from other plants
related to the "interim" period. Staff believes that there is sufficient information for the State
Water Board to make an informed decision.
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Comment 37.24:
Under A.B. 32, California needs to reduce GHG emissions by approximately 30% (a reduction
of 169 million metric tons (MMT) of C02) by 2020. In order to achieve this objective, the grid
must accommodate a significant amount of intermittent resources (solar and wind) that do not
have certain specific performance requirements such as ramping and load-following needed to
satisfy and maintain system reliability as the OTC plant do. If one assumes the business-asusual scenario is the “no project" alternative, then the Policy results in an increase of potentially
over 2 million metric ton per year of CO2 emissions (a significant impact on climate change) and
be inconsistent with A.B. 32. Notably, if the SED had evaluated an alternative that did not
include the nuclear facilities, the GHG emissions would have been substantially reduced. If it is
determined that the Policy's GHG emissions are significant, the Board must implement any
feasible alternative to reduce the significant impact. We request that the SED be revised to
evaluate this scenario.
Response:
The proposed policy is not attempting to eliminate the existing OTC plants, just reduce their
impacts by insuring that BTA is installed. Furthermore, many different power management
methods can be used to address intermittent renewable power generation. The state power
agencies that participated in the policy development wrote Implementation of Once-Through
Cooling Mitigation Through Energy Infrastructure and Planning and Procurement to address
some of the concerns regarding the proposed policy.
Comment 37.28:
The State Water Board should consider a more realistic range of scenarios to estimate air
quality emissions. Currently, the SED assumes that replacement generation will come from
excess capacity within the OTC fleet or from new, unidentified combined cycle units. Assuming
current transmission and siting constraints continue over the next five to 10 years, these options
may be infeasible. The SED should analyze the emissions associated with obtaining energy
with an average in-state and average out-of-state emissions factor.
Response:
Staff believes that the three scenarios represent the worst case, probable case and the most
probable case based on the information provided to staff by the power generators, other state
agencies, and current environmental laws.
Comment 56.03:
Consideration must be given to nuclear plants' provision of GHG-free base load power: The
implementation of a cost-benefit test allows the Board to fully consider and evaluate the fact that
the state’s two nuclear plants provide roughly 4600 MW of GHG-free baseload power. These
plants have significant useful lives remaining and can play a key role in ensuring that the state
meets the GHG-emission-reduction-mandates of AB 32, the Global Warming Solutions Act of
2006. The adverse environmental impacts of replacing nuclear power with additional baseload
fossil generation must be adequately evaluated. And without the on going reliance on the
nuclear plants, meeting the state’s GHG reduction goals will be virtually impossible. As PorterCologne requires, these impacts, as well as the basic costs and benefits, must be balanced
before making section 316(b) compliance decision.
Response:
Staff agrees that the nuclear plants require special consideration. The special studies related to
the nuclear-fueled power plants are designed to provide a detailed analysis of the alternatives to
meet the requirements of the Policy and the cost for these alternatives. The proposed Policy
now has language which specifies the calculated costs be compared with the cost estimates in
the SED.
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Comment 61.26:
SED, pg. 91, sec. 4.2: Issue areas are presented that need to be addressed as part of the
CEQA review of the policy, but Issue 4 - Biological Resources is not addressed in the following
sections. It seems that the benefits of the policy would be included in this section. The
implication that there are no effects of the policy on Biological Resources is not correct since the
potential increases in greenhouse gases resulting from the policy may have a much more
deleterious effect on fish populations than any potential benefits resulting from reduction in
OTC.
Response:
Staff disagrees. While staff is very concerned about greenhouse gas emissions, there is no
direct evidence at this time that any slight increases in greenhouse gasses will cause “more
deleterious effect on fish populations.” However, we are very aware that IM/E currently causes
substantial mortality to fish, other pelagic organisms, and even some forms of wildlife.
3.

Water Impacts

Comment 11.26:
The SED needs to include an assessment of how much additional freshwater will be necessary
to comply with the proposed Policy. Instead the SED merely asserts that the Board would
"encourage use of reclaimed water". As demonstrated in the SED, the availability of reclaimed
water for such purposes is limited and cannot fully mitigate the millions of gallons of freshwater
needed to comply with the Policy.
Response:
The Policy does not mandate the use of freshwater. Instead, it encourages the use of recycled
water for cooling water in lieu of marine, estuarine, or fresh water. The amount of makeup water
that would be needed in a closed-cycle wet cooling system would have to be determined by
each facility and could not be included SED because the information is not yet available.
Comment 11.27:
The SED does not evaluate the impacts of the proposed Policy on desalinization plants in
California, including the resulting diminished freshwater resources. This approach fails to
recognize that many of the current and planned desalinization plants are co-located at OTC
power plants and use a portion of the same saltwater that passes through the power plant. Nor
does the current document assess and quantify the potential significant adverse impact of the
loss of freshwater resources to coastal communities that desalinization plants do or could
provide and which may be lost if the Policy is adopted, as proposed. Alternatively, if the Staff
chooses to conclude there would be no impacts to current or planned desalinization plants, then
Staff needs to establish the ongoing impacts to marine resources from the use of saltwater
resources to "feed" the desalinization plants. Seven desalination plants have been proposed to
be co-located at California OTC power plants, which would use the power plant's seawater
intake and outfall. It is anticipated that these desalination facilities will provide a minimum of 183
MGD of freshwater. Given the difficulty of permitting coastal industrial uses, it is unclear that
these desalination plants would be able to secure the necessary approvals and build any
necessary infrastructure to continue providing an uninterrupted supply of freshwater to local
communities. The assessment of these impacts needs to be part of any legally sufficient SED.
Response:
The draft SED in Section 3.5 clearly states that the proposed Policy will not address
desalination facilities. As stated in the SED, the State Water Board plans to address the intakes
and discharges from desalination facilities through a separate policy action in the near future, as
there currently are no state or federal regulations that specifically apply to desalination intakes.
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Section 316(b) specifically applies to cooling water intake structures, and federal regulations
governing new facilities are inapplicable to those facilities using less than 25% of intake water
for cooling purposes. While any new desalination facility using a seawater intake must
demonstrate compliance with Cal. Wat. Code §13142.5(b), such facilities present issues distinct
from those affecting power plants. Thus, the State Water Board does not propose including
requirements for desalination facilities in the proposed Policy.
Comment 11.28:
Using reclaimed water for make up water will be expensive. Staff's own analysis concludes,
"'The overall cost savings may be negligible... if the cost to procure, treat, and transport the
reclaimed water is substantial." Such rhetoric misses the point: under CEQA, it is the State
Water Board's responsibility to disclose the potential adverse impacts from the potential
increase in demand for additional fresh water resources, notwithstanding the Board's policy on
the use of reclaimed water or its possible costs. For many of the State's OTC facilities,
reclaimed water would require extensive new infrastructure that would be installed in urbanized
areas. Increasing demands for reclaimed water in other uses, particularly in southern California,
may compete for this resource and make it unavailable. At Moss Landing, diverting all the
recycled water in the area to the power plant would only constitute 71% of the required make up
water.
Response:
State Water Board staff does not anticipate an increase in demand of fresh water resources.
The Policy does not preclude the use of sea water for make up water. The Policy encourages
the use of reclaimed water, but does not require it. The selection of the source of make up water
will need to be determined after the means of compliance has been identified for each power
plant.
Comment 11.29:
The text that precedes the utilities and service systems-related questions in the CEQA checklist
in Appendix B does not provide adequate support for the conclusions marked "'No Impact." The
following question requires additional discussion: Have sufficient water supplies available to
service the project from existing entitlements and resources or are new or expanded
entitlements? Significant volumes of freshwater could be required to provide make up water to
the cooling towers. The SED must acknowledge impacts to freshwater resources or determine
the impacts or the feasibility of using freshwater at these sites.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment #11.28.
Comment 12.13:
The Policy's move to reduce the use of seawater for plant cooling creates potential conflicts with
other State policies designed to reduce use of freshwater and other sources of water.
Response:
The Policy does not mandate the use of freshwater in lieu of seawater. It encourages the use of
recycled water for cooling water in lieu of marine, estuarine, or freshwater, where feasible.
Comment 16.05:
Where will seaside plants get millions of gallons of fresh water to feed their cooling towers?
Evaporating seawater in cooling towers will be fraught with high cost problems.
Response:
The Policy does not mandate the use of freshwater in lieu of seawater. It encourages the use of
recycled water for cooling water in lieu of marine, estuarine, or freshwater, where feasible.
Recent advances in technology make the use of seawater for closed-cycle wet cooling viable.
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Comment 29.16:
The SED analysis does not reflect potentially serious water quality issues given that the cooling
tower blowdown is saltier and warmer than the existing discharge. PG&E’s Enercon study
indicated that a new offshore diffuser would be necessary to ensure that the blowdown meets
Ocean Plan requirements. The construction of the diffuser would cause environmental effects
that must be properly assessed.
Response:
The Policy encourages the use of recycled water for cooling water in lieu of marine or estuarine
water, where feasible, which would alleviate some of the problem with increase in concentration
of salts in the blowdown. The selection of the source of make up water will need to be
determined after the means of compliance has been identified for each power plant. Plants that
switch to closed-cycle cooling may well need to handle their waste streams differently than in
the past, due to less available mixing. Staff believes that the SED meets the requirements of
CEQA and the California Water Code. Since staff does not know what measures will be taken
by power plant owners to comply with the proposed Policy, it would be pure speculation to try
and identify project specific impacts for each facility. As such, this SED is programmatic in
nature and meets CEQA requirements.
Comment 34.07:
We agree with Staff Alternative 2: require that power plant owners consider the feasibility of
using recycled wastewater for power plant cooling, either to supplement OTC or as makeup
water in a closed-cycle system, when developing their implementation plans.
Response:
Comment noted.
Comment 31.53:
The staff concludes that water quality impacts as a result of the Policy will not be significant on
the basis of examining three facilities and the irrelevant assertion that these facilities already
face other water quality challenges. Other facilities were not assessed at all. Again by virtue of
the fact that the SED does not analyze a reasonable range of site-specific factors, the SED
makes broad, unsupported conclusions. Wet cooling towers will concentrate nonvolatile
constituents in the cooling water loop, jeopardizing the ability of the facility to discharge
blowdown water under its NPDES permit. This will make the installation of wet cooling towers
infeasible. The staff indicates new dilution models will need to be developed to accurately
estimate compliance with effluent limitations, inserting yet another major uncertainty in the
feasibility of the staff BTA selection, wet cooling towers. If further wastewater treatment is
required, costs of compliance will escalate even further.
Response:
Please see the response to Comment 31.53.
4.

Other impacts

Comment 11.30:
The SED summarily concludes there are no significant aesthetic impacts for "most facilities" as
they are already located in industrial and/or rural areas. Staff found less than significant impacts
for Morro Bay, El Segundo, Scattergood and SONGS despite their proximity to popular
recreational, residential, or commercial areas. These conclusions gloss over the significant
impacts of placing large cooling towers in communities and underestimate local opposition to
cooling towers that can make building them infeasible. Additionally, cooling towers at several
locations potentially conflict with local laws, ordinances, regulations, and standards protecting
scenic views and areas. For example, Morro Bay has scenic views from and towards Morro
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Rock and is located along a State Designated Scenic Highway (Five OTC power plants are
located on eligible scenic byways). Wet cooling towers and associated plumes would be visible
from the highway and could impact the scenic views near OTC plants. The CEC proceeding for
the proposed modernization project at the Morro Bay Power Plant explicitly found that cooling
towers "'would have substantial adverse visual impacts relative to the proposed facility and
would eliminate one of the principal benefits on the modernization Project from the perspective
of the City residents. Additionally, the CEC concluded at Moss Landing that cooling towers
were not optimal in part because of the visibility impacts of the towers themselves and visible
vapor plume emissions. Additionally, the construction of cooling towers would expand the
footprint of the industrial sites and would increase the night time light and glare impacts. These
impacts are not addressed in the SED. The text that precedes the aesthetic-related questions
in the CEQA checklist in Appendix B therefore does not provide adequate support for the
conclusions marked "No Impact" or "Less Than Significant Impact." All of the questions require
additional discussion in the DSED.
Response:
The SED discussed the potential adverse impacts to aesthetics and identified mitigation
measures for those plants where there could be significant impacts, based on the Tetra Tech
report. The Tetra Tech report took into account local ordinances. These issues have already
been addressed in the SED.
Comment 11.31:
The DSED relies on the Tetra Tech report's conclusions that the OTC facilities can meet local
noise ordinances by installing barrier walls and insulation, and fails to identify significant noise
impacts resulting from the implementation of the proposed Policy. This conclusion ignores the
analysis conducted during the CEC relicensing process at Morro Bay and Moss Landing. At
Morro Bay, analysis of alternative cooling options showed increased noise at several sensitive
receptors using "best case" modeling that incorporated all possible mitigation strategies. Even
with mitigation, the alternative cooled project was on the cusp of compliance and it was unclear
if a vendor would guarantee the necessary noise levels; once constructed, if the project
exceeded the noise limit, no additional mitigations would be available, resulting in a significant
adverse impact to the surrounding communities. The City of Morro Bay also adopted several
resolutions in opposition to alternative cooling system proposals at this facility and concluded
closed-cycle cooling would cause or exacerbate adverse effects on noise. Noise was also a
factor when the CEC eliminated consideration of seawater cooling towers at Moss Landing. The
SED text that precedes the noise-related questions in the CEQA checklist does not provide
adequate support for the conclusions marked "Less Than Significant Impact", as the installation
of closed-cycle cooling towers may exceed local noise requirements at some OTC sites, such
as Morro Bay.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff still relies on Tetra Tech’s conclusion, and finds that sufficient mitigation
is available to make a finding of less-than-significant impact with mitigation for the four plants
identifies with potential significant impacts on noise (Haynes, Alamitos, Scattergood, and Morro
Bay).
Comment 11.35:
The text that precedes several of the utilities-related questions in the CEQA checklist does not
provide adequate support for the conclusions marked "No Impact" or "'Less Than Significant
Impact." The following questions require additional discussion in the DSED: a) “Result in
electrical transmission grid impacts?” - The DSED glosses over the potential impacts of
upgrading the transmission infrastructure; no analysis is provided to support the "Less Than
Significant" finding in the checklist. Examples of potential impacts of transmission lines include
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aesthetics, limitations on aviation, Electric and Magnetic Fields (""EMF"), impacts to
Endangered/Threatened and Protected Species and their habitat, and impacts on cultural
resources. b) “Require or result in the construction of new water or wastewater treatment
facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects?” The SED defers analysis of impacts to desalinization facilities to a later
proceeding. However, as discussed, this proceeding may negatively impact nine proposed colocated desalinization facilities and freshwater supplies in local communities.
Response:
Staff disagrees that the SED does not provide adequate support for the conclusions marked "No
Impact" or "'Less Than Significant Impact." (See section 4.10 of the SED). Regarding
desalination facilities, please see the responses to Comments 1.12 and 11.27.
Comment 11.36:
No impacts to Land Use was identified in the SED. However, for Moss Landing, the CEC
concluded: [ ... Cooling tower salt water drift would significantly increase PM10 emissions, harm
nearby agriculture, and be a significant source of increased noise.] An analysis by Duke Energy
during the Morro Bay relicensing process also identified at least nine specific conflicts with
existing land use regulations and ordinances stemming from the construction of alternative
cooling technologies at this site.
The text that precedes the land use-related questions in the CEQA checklist does not provide
adequate support for the conclusions marked ·'No Impact." The following question requires
additional discussion in the DSED: a) Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or
regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general
plan, specific plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of
avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect? As noted above, the installation of closed-cycle
wet or other cooling towers would create multiple conflicts with existing state and local LORS at
both Moss Landing and Morro Bay. These conflicts result in significant impacts that cannot be
mitigated without amending the Coastal Act or local General Plans, local coastal plans, etc. at
both sites.
Response:
The Tetra Tech report identified the local zoning issues and ordinances for all of the OTC
facilities and determined that alternative cooling structures could be constructed within the local
land use requirements.
Comment 11.37:
The DSED does not acknowledge salt drift from seawater closed-cycle wet cooling towers as a
potentially significant adverse environmental impact on agricultural resources. Staff assumes
drift eliminators will greatly reduce salt deposition and the release of particulate matter from the
cooling towers. The SED states, "No agricultural or forest areas were identified in close enough
proximity to potentially warrant concern over drift deposition, but Moss Landing is located in the
midst of prime agricultural land, and is in fact the upwind, next-door neighbor of a dairy. The
accretion of significant salt drift on these farm lands raises potentially serious concerns
regarding possible adverse impacts on the fertility of this agricultural production. The CEC
rejected sea water cooling, in part, due to "saltwater drip impacts to agriculture. At Morro Bay
and Moss Landing, the CEC rejected salt water wet cooling, in part, due to concern about salt
from cooling towers.
Response:
See section 4.4 of the SED.
Comment 11.38:
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The DSED does not discuss the potential public safety impacts of visible water vapor plumes in
those situations where the placement of new closed-cycle wet cooling towers might allow the
water vapor plumes to cross nearby grade-level or elevated roadways. These plumes could
potentially cause traffic hazards or might be in the vicinity of airports and/or flight paths. Analysis
conducted for implementation of sea water mechanical draft cooling at Moss Landing indicated
that a water vapor plume would be visible approximately 95 percent of the time. This is likely to
be typical for other central and northern California sites. An analysis is needed to determine if
the resulting plumes might cause safety problems on nearby interstate highways and other
roadways, or at nearby airports or flight paths.
Response:
The SED discusses potential impacts from water vapor plumes associated with cooling towers.
The SED also found that there are technologies and design measures available to reduce a
visible plume’s size and frequency to a level that is considered insignificant (See section 4.3 of
the SED).
Comment 11.39:
The SED does not identify any impacts to terrestrial biology resources. However, many of the
OTC facilities have environmentally sensitive habitat on or adjacent to their site that must be
identified and any impacts mitigated to avoid any potential conflicts with local LORS. The SED
must be revised to acknowledge, analyze and, if possible, propose mitigations for these
negative environmental impacts. The SED text that precedes the terrestrial biology-related
questions in the CEQA checklist does not provide adequate support for the conclusions marked
"No Impact." The CEC licensing proceeding identified riparian habitat candidate at Morro Bay
and wetlands and sensitive, or special status species and/or habitat at both Moss Landing and
Morro Bay which required mitigation. The SED should analyze potential impacts riparian habitat,
wetlands, and candidate, sensitive, or special status species caused by the installation of
closed-cycle wet cooling towers.
Response:
The Tetra Tech report identified areas for cooling tower placement that would not require
disturbance of natural habitat. Therefore, the SED concluded that there should be no impacts to
terrestrial habitat.
Comment 11.40:
The DSED does not identify any impacts to terrestrial cultural resources, although the CEC
licensing proceeding identified cultural resources at the Morro Bay site which required
mitigation. The SED should analyze potential impacts to cultural resource sites caused by the
installation of closed-cycle wet cooling towers.
Response:
There is always the possibility for unknown cultural resources to occur within a project area.
Procedures for handling cultural resources are fairly standard and the State Water Board
believes that any cultural resources encountered during the implementation of this Policy will be
handled appropriately during the site-specific evaluation for each facility. Staff believes that
most alternative cooling facilities will be located in areas previously disturbed by past
construction activities and no new discoveries are expected.
Comment 23.16:
The environmental impact analysis in the SED is insufficient and fails to meet the requirements
of the State Water Board's CEQA regulations as it includes no discussion of at least one
potentially significant impact category. The most prominent impact category that the
environmental analysis excludes is Land Use and Planning. Staff simply indicates in the SED
that there will be "no impact" in relation to Land Use Planning without any discussion. However,
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conflicts with local land use plans are a likely and predictable consequence of siting cooling
towers. Given the limited number of existing facilities, a review of applicable local land use
plans, policies and regulations would clearly be practicable and would enable the Board to
determine whether the proposed Policy could result in potentially significant impacts associated
with conflicts with such plans, policies and regulations.
Response:
The Tetra Tech report identified the local zoning issues and ordinances for all of the OTC
facilities and determined that alternative cooling structures could be constructed within the local
land use requirements.
Comment 29.13:
Staff’s assessment that there are no significant aesthetic impacts is not accurate. For Diablo
Canyon, PG&E believes that there are significant impacts. Given site constraints, plume-abated
towers are not possible at the site. The Enercon study includes a detailed plume study and
found that the plume would be visible in San Luis Obispo approximately 20% of the time.
Additionally, the plume would be over half a mile high roughly 35% of the year. Thus, it would
frequently be visible from Avila Beach and San Luis Obispo – as well as continually visible from
the ocean. We believe that this is an aesthetic impact that warrants evaluation.
Response:
The SED discusses potential impacts from water vapor plumes associated with cooling towers.
The SED also found that there are technologies and design measures available to reduce a
visible plume’s size and frequency to a level that is considered insignificant (See section 4.3 of
the SED).
Comment 29.14:
There are agricultural activities both north and south of Diablo Canyon -- livestock grazing in
both areas and various crops are grown to the south. Plume/drift abatement towers cannot be
installed at Diablo Canyon due to space limitations. Salt drift at Diablo Canyon would be at least
15 million pounds per year and it would very likely impact agriculture – particularly to the south.
This potential impact on agriculture warrants evaluation.
Response:
See section 4.4 of the SED.
Comment 31.10:
Mandalay is located at the end of the Edison Canal approximately 2.5 miles from the Channel
Islands Harbor, which connects to the Pacific Ocean. The location of the cooling water intake
structure at the end of a long canal isolates it from the natural shoreline habitat of the Pacific
Ocean. Elimination of pumping at Mandalay would cause the 2.5 mile canal to become
stagnant, imposing potential health impacts on residents, and aesthetic impacts that
compromise the value of homes, businesses and public resources located along the canalnone of which have been considered in developing this proposed Draft Policy.
Response:
Since staff does not know what measures will be taken by power plant owners to comply with
the proposed Policy, it would be pure speculation to try and identify project specific impacts for
each facility. As such, this SED is programmatic in nature and meets CEQA requirements. For
instance, the canal could be filled in and used as a bike trail or walkway, providing an aesthetic
and health enhancement and an increase in value to the homes, businesses and public
resources located along the canal.
Comment 31.48:
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The staff states that it did not identify any significant aesthetic impacts of installing cooling
towers at any of the sites utilizing once through cooling because the sites are already in
developed areas. While that may be the case at some locations, installing the large cooling
towers required for closed-cycle cooling would cause aesthetic impacts at many sites that the
SED does not discuss. While cooling tower structures will be similar to other structures at or in
the vicinity of the facilities, the plumes will create a visual impact more significant than the
facility structures themselves. As one example, RRJ's Ormond Beach facility in Oxnard is
located only 2.5 miles west of the Point Mugu Naval Air station, whose flight operations could
easily be impacted by a cooling tower plume. Plume-abated towers might provide some
mitigation, but such towers would be even larger and thus have even greater impact. Aesthetic
impacts must be assessed on a site-specific basis and should include input from the responsible
local jurisdictions regarding the likelihood they would ever approve of such an installation.
Response:
The SED discusses potential impacts from water vapor plumes associated with cooling towers.
The SED also found that there are technologies and design measures available to reduce a
visible plume’s size and frequency to a level that is considered insignificant (See section 4.3 of
the SED).
Comment 31.49:
The staff did not identify any significant agricultural or forest impacts, based in large part on a
study by Tetra Tech that assumed high efficiency drift eliminators would be installed on any wet
cooling towers. Drift eliminators will increase the cost of the wet cooling towers and there is no
basis to assume they would be included on all wet cooling towers.
Response:
See section 4.4 of the SED.
Comment 31.52:
The SED failed to analyze the reasonably foreseeable effects of the policy on noise resulting
from construction of new facilities to meet the revised standards. The SED also did not consider
other effects of construction due to implementation of the policy.
Response:
Please see the response to comment 11.31.
5.

Renewable energy generation and grid reliability

Comment 9.08:
In planning for heavy, continued reliance on existing OTC plants to meet grid reliability
demands, the policy fails to consider a new and promising alternative that would avoid the
global warming and human health and marine life impacts of such plants. That viable option is
urban photovoltaic, which the CEC determined on June 17, 2009 is a feasible, cost-effective
option to the state's existing coastal plants. In light of that recent development, the proposed
policy is outdated and should be revised to factor photovoltaic, and possibly other alternative
energy sources, into planning for replacement of energy from OTC plants, and hence, earlier
retirements of those plants. The proposed policy is based largely on a report by the "Energy
Agencies", which discusses ways to avoid relying on existing power plants in order to end use of
OTC. But it cites a main way to accomplish this goal is "to rely more upon remote generation."
Reliance on remote solar sources would mean more, very costly and potentially
environmentally-damaging transmission lines, which urban PV, as well as utilizing home and
business roofs, would not require because they would be in local areas where power plants to
be phased out are located.
Response:
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The purpose of this Policy is to protect the beneficial uses of coastal and estuarine waters,
mainly as it pertains to fish and wildlife. The CEC’s determination that roof top photovoltaic is a
viable alternative to a new 100-megawatt natural gas–fired gas turbine power plant does not
alter then purpose of the Policy. Roof top photovoltaic may be an alternative to California’s
coastal OTC plants, and some owner/operators may choose to investigate this option, but the
purpose of the Policy is to eliminate or significantly reduce the amount of OTC in the state. The
method of compliance is up to the owner/operators.
Comment 12.08:
The SED does not fully consider the feasibility, regulatory hurdles, and the economic impacts of
constructing replacement transmission and generation necessary to offset the loss of the
affected facilities.
Response:
These issues were discussed in Section 4.10 of the SED.
Comment 28.07:
Even if some plants must continue to use seawater for closed-cycle cooling, the volume
required for closed-cycle cooling is less than 5% of OTC cooling needs. Closed-cycle cooling
has some minor disadvantages compared to OTC: the increased energy required to operate it,
the extra cost to install it, cooling towers emit plumes of vapor that might be considered
unsightly (but can be abated), and any pollutants in the source water will be discharged in
higher concentrations. For all practical purposes, new gas turbines will inflict no significant
marine damage. Aside from the nuclear power plants, the aging natural gas power plants are
the only source of marine damage. Both the repowering and clean energy replacement options
would eliminate this problem. Of the 12,174,404 MWh total generated by the aging power plants
in 2005, 86% of the electricity, or 10,469,987 megawatt-hours, was produced by OTC plants.
The environmental cost of OTC for marine damages ranges between $177 million and $540
million per year for existing power plants that would be avoided in the replacement scenarios.
Response:
Staff notes the comments. Our policy does not dictate which form of replacement power will be
chosen for insuring electrical grid reliability.
Comment 28.12:
By applying its policy tools, California can retire its aging natural gas power plants while
achieving significantly lower levels of greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution, and natural gas
consumption. Among the most important policies are the state’s mandate to increase renewable
energy to 20% by 2010, and increasing renewables to 33% by 2020. A 33% renewable energy
supply would allow a large amount of the state’s natural gas power plants—about 10,000 MW—
to be retired. The state has also adopted aggressive requirements for energy efficiency and
conservation that have the aim of reducing 4,500 MW of future demand by 2020, a goal that
state regulators expect to exceed. In addition, there are demand reduction programs, such as
demand response and interruptible load that should reduce even further the need for the
specific service the aging natural gas plants provide. Replacing the aging power plants with new
natural gas plants is thus at odds with achieving the state targets for a range of green energy
programs. Continuing to rely heavily on natural gas power plants may be technically and
conceptually easier for grid operators than moving to renewable energy, and we will continue to
need some amount of natural gas power for decades into the future. Yet, if the state is to
achieve its environmental and policy goals, alternative ways of meeting our future energy needs
must be given a higher priority than taking the technically easier path. The challenges of climate
change and depletion of fossil fuels increasingly make it necessary to surmount the technical
challenges of moving to an electric power grid that depends on renewable energy. An
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impressive raft of policies, rules and legislation in California are aiming to address global
warming, to increase environmental protection, to reduce dependency on fossil fuels, and to
secure a stable and economical energy supply for the future. As the state contemplates
retirement of aging natural gas power plants, it is important to keep in mind that there are a
number of opportunities for meeting California’s energy needs with alternatives to conventional
power generation. These include preferred resources in the following priority ranking: (1) Energy
efficiency and demand reduction; (2) Renewables and distributed generation; and (3) Clean
fossil fuel. The need to enforce this order has become more acute under the pressure of AB
32’s mandate to decrease greenhouse gas emissions. The higher loading order resources are
potentially quite large. About 30% of normal summer peak demand, nearly 15,000 MW, is driven
directly by air conditioning struggling against the California heat. There is great potential to
reduce this need through more efficient technologies such as geothermal heat pumps, better
home insulation, “cool roofs” , timed cycling of air conditioners, and shade trees. Only a fraction
of the resources of renewable energy and reducing demand have been tapped.
Response:
Staff notes the comments. Our policy does not dictate which form of replacement power will be
chosen for insuring electrical grid reliability.
Comment 29.17:
The SED analysis of impacts on the state’s electric grid relies on the 2008 Jones and Stokes
report. PG&E believes that this report did not provide significant value to the process and that
the Water Board must look to the Energy Agencies and the CAISO in particular, for an accurate
assessment of the overall risks associated with policy implementation, as well as
recommendations on implementation of compliance schedules and strategies. The study itself
acknowledged these shortcomings: (1) the modeling effort conducted for this study was limited
in scope, capable of only taking a snapshot of the big picture, due to time constraints; (2) the
key recommendation arising from this study is that the industry must continue comprehensive
study of the issue, examining the reliability implications of retirement of each plant individually
and in combinations with all other plants, and constantly reassess the reliability implications of
the Board’s new policy as it is planned and enacted; and (3) the Energy Agencies and
SACCWIS must continue to inform the process to ensure that grid reliability remains an
overarching priority.
Response:
While the 2008 Jones and Stokes report has its limitations (which are clearly stated), staff
believes this report to be reliable and credible. Staff and consultants have spent considerable
time and effort to evaluate compliance options, risks, and the potential costs imposed by this
Policy. The decision to evaluate construction options to reduce IM/E by utilizing wet cooling
towers was done to create a baseline cost analysis that is technologically feasible. It may never
be possible to calculate all the potential technological decisions that each company must make
for each individual generating unit and plant. Staff has further continued to work closely with the
Energy Agencies to develop a workable Policy that will achieve its goals without jeopardizing
grid reliability.
Comment 31.29:
While combined cycle power plants are relatively more efficient in producing energy, they are
less cost-effective for providing ancillary services, since combined cycle plants may incur a
maintenance cost penalty for cycling, while steam units can ramp at rates of up to 30
MW/minute and do not incur any significant increase in maintenance costs from cycling up and
down within an operating day, as may often be required to follow load and integrate intermittent
renewable energy. Combined cycle plants are no more efficient than steam units in providing
firm capacity necessary to assure reliable operation of the electric grid. In terms of C02
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emissions per MW of capacity, the non-combined cycle units are substantially more efficient,
imposing less C02 emissions per MW than combined cycle facilities.
Response:
Pursuant to SB 1368 (Perata, Chapter 598, Statutes of 2006), neither the CPUC (for IOUs) nor
the CEC (for POUs) will allow utilities to develop facilities or sign contracts with new base load
power plants that have a CO2 emission rate of more than 1,100 lbs/MWh. Staff believes that
the emission rate is approximately equal to the emission rate from a natural gas-fired combinedcycle power plant. In addition, pursuant to state policy, the CEC has been discouraging power
plant applications that use OTC. It is unarguable that existing steam units are less efficient than
new combined cycle power plants on a CO2 per MWh of energy produced basis due to the
much lower heat rates of new combined cycles compared to older steam units. The only reason
that existing steam units could have a benefit from the perspective of CO2 per unit of capacity is
that old steam units run much less than would new combined cycles operating in the annual
capacity factor range that would justify development of a new combined cycle unit. The
generator development industry has already recognized the need for some combined cycles to
cycle up and down, such as from the widespread development of intermittent renewables, and
this has already led to new combined cycle units that can operate at 50% of load minimal
degradation of efficiency. For this reason it is not expected that the basis of comparison is old
steam units against older, inflexible combined cycles, but old steam units versus some
combination of combustion turbines, fast start, fast ramp combined cycles, remote renewable,
and other technologies that would make sense in an electricity system of the future. It is also
staffs understanding that the CEC, CPUC, and CAISO considered the need to replace the
ancillary services lost from possible retirement of existing capacity when they created the staff
paper called Implementation of Once-Through Cooling Mitigation Through Energy Infrastructure
and Planning and Procurement and sketched out the planning, procurement and permitting
timelines included in Appendix C of the SED.
Comment 35.03:
The policy represents a significant opportunity to transform California's dependence on
pollution-emitting power plants--which the EPA has concluded imposes a severe risk to public
heath ranging from asthma to premature death in people with heart or lung disease—via the
placement of solar panels (photovoltaic) on rooftops, mainly on parking lots and warehouses,
the most practical, available and cost-effective sites. On June 17, the CEC recognized
photovoltaic's vast potential to revolutionize energy generation. The Commission's
groundbreaking ruling concluded that PV is a feasible, cost-effective alternative to conventional
gas-fired power plants, which means it now will be considered in the regulatory process of
selecting the most efficient, effective and environmentally safe ways to generate electricity and
serve California markets. As the Energy Commission's June 17 ruling elevating PV to its new
status as a replacement for gas-fired power plants may have come after the drafting of the
Board policy on power plant cooling, the policy should be revised in light of the CEC ruling.
Additionally, the policy Is based in part on a report by the "Energy Agencies" (CEC , CAISO,
California Public Utilities Commission) that focuses on means to avoid relying on existing power
plants in order to end use of OTC. But the report cites as a main way to accomplish this goal is
"to rely more upon remote generation." That means building more, very costly and
environmentally-damaging transmission lines, which PV on warehouse and vehicle shelters, as
well as home and business, roofs would not require because they would be in local areas where
power plants to be phased out are located. Therefore, this report has not taken localized PV into
account as a source of energy to replace that of power plants, a major omission. The Energy
Agencies report cites the lack of air credits to upgrade or replace gas-fired plants in the Los
Angeles Basin because of its poor air quality as a significant obstacle to replacing a large
percentage of plants now using OTC. It fails to recognize the potential of localized PV to sharply
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reduce or eliminate the need for pollution-producing plants, making air credits irrelevant. The
newest and most promising alternative is PV, which also on a broader scale has the potential of
quickly reaching the state's widely-praised goal of converting its energy generation to 33%
renewables by the year 2020.
Response:
The State Water Board’s authority to require that the location, design, construction and capacity
of cooling water intake structures reflect BTA for minimizing adverse environmental impact does
not extend to specifying technology for electricity generation. Setting energy policy is outside of
the scope of this Statewide Water Quality Control Policy.

E.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Comment 1.03:
The Policy does not adequately consider the actual economic impact of what is being required,
which results in cost of compliance that is wholly disproportionate compared to the
environmental benefits achieved. This is inconsistent with guidance given by the United States
Supreme Court.
Response:
Staff has spent considerable time and effort to evaluate the potential costs imposed by this
Policy1,2. Staff feels that the environmental impacts of OTC are significant and our approach is
a reasonable response to the requirements of Section 316(b).
Comment 1.13:
The economic analysis in the SED is inadequate and it fails to evaluate the cost of the most
probable compliance alternatives of the Policy, which is repowering and replacement, rather
than retrofitting the existing facilities with wet closed-cycle cooling. Not only is retrofitting not
feasible at many of the existing sites, it is not consistent with the preferred and expected
compliance plan for all but the two nuclear plants and the few existing combined cycle units.
With the significant capital cost of new capacity, the state-wide impact of a policy that
accelerates the retirement of the relatively inexpensive existing units should be carefully
evaluated. Without a more thorough economic analysis, the SED is inadequate and the Board
will not be able to make a fully informed decision that considers the true cost of the Policy.
Water board staff acknowledges its intent to further support California's energy policy objectives
by encouraging, or in this case, forcing the replacement of the existing coastal fleet. We
recommend revising the economic analysis to include the cost of repowering or replacing the
existing fleet. To be consistent and to allow the Board to make an informed decision, the SED
must assess the economic impact of the most probable outcome, not the scenario that is the
easiest to evaluate.
Response:
Staff feels that the environmental impacts of OTC are significant and our approach is a
reasonable response to the requirements of Section 316(b). Note, that neither the California
Water Code nor CEQA require any economic analysis for the Policy. Therefore, the SED is

1

ICF Jones and Stokes, Global Energy Decisions, and Matt Trask. Electric Grid Reliability
Impacts from Regulation of Once-Through Cooling in California. April 2008.

2

Tetra Tech, Inc. California’s Coastal Power Plants: Alternative Cooling System Analysis.
Prepared
for California Ocean Protection Council. Golden, CO. February 2008.
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adequate for the purpose of identifying potential environmental impacts which may occur due to
adoption of the Policy.
Staff has spent considerable time and effort to evaluate the potential costs imposed by this
Policy. The decision to evaluate construction options to reduce IM/E by utilizing wet cooling
towers was done to create a baseline cost analysis that is technologically feasible. It may never
be possible to calculate all the potential technological decisions that each company must make
for each individual generating unit and plant.
Comment 4.06:
The depth of inquiry and information in the two-page economic impact discussion included at
the end of the draft SED is inversely proportional to the seriousness of the question of costs and
woefully inadequate to inform the Board of the relative costs and benefits of the proposed BTA
determination. In evaluating the cost of compliance to affected OTC facility owners and
ratepayers, the current draft SED analysis is limited to providing only the cost of wet-closedcycle cooling retrofits. The cost of OTC unit re-powering and/or replacement with wet or dry
closed-cycle cooling was not evaluated and that cost could be significantly different than a wetclosed-cycle cooling retrofit. From the standpoint of the facility owner, the cost would also
include the revenue lost during the extended outage required for demolition and new unit
construction, which also does not appear to be considered. There are also higher costs
associated with dry cooling due to the decrease in generation efficiency resulting from the need
to use large amounts of energy to allow the cooling tower to function that is not currently
considered.
Response:
Staff has spent considerable time and effort to evaluate the potential costs imposed by this
Policy (SED references extensive studies see references 1&2). The decision to evaluate
construction options to reduce IM/E by utilizing wet cooling towers was done to create a
baseline cost analysis that is technologically feasible. It is not possible for staff to calculate all
the potential technological decisions that each company must make for each individual
generating unit and plant. Staff feels that the environmental impacts of OTC are significant and
our approach is a reasonable response to the requirements of Section 316(b).
Staff provided an estimate of the costs associated with retrofitting the existing power plants with
wet closed-cycle cooling since it appears to be the least expensive option for complying with the
Policy. If a facility chooses to use a more expensive option in order to comply with other
requirements or goals unrelated to the Policy, there is no reason to include such an analysis in
the SED. The US Supreme Court ruled that it is permissible (but not required) to use a costbenefit analysis in setting performance standards [Entergy v. Riverkeeper 556 U.S., (2009)].
Comment 4.07:
The electric utility industry in California is undergoing significant transformations in the areas of
addressing greenhouse gas emissions and adding renewable energy resources to its portfolio.
Load-serving entities are facing costs for: (1) purchasing air emission allocations and/or offsets;
(2) purchasing and/or developing renewable energy resources to meet a 20% (and potentially a
33%) renewable portfolio standard by 2010 and 2020 respectively; (3) making the necessary
transmission line upgrades to integrate or renewable resources; (4) meeting new climate
change program requirements; (5) re-powering aging, less efficient generating units; and, (6)
retrofitting facilities to meet impending state and/or federal Section 316(b) requirements.
Industry-wide costs in these six categories of contemporary investment could exceed more than
$50 billion. The cost of implementing the OTC Policy, combined with the other noted, represent
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costs that cannot be reasonably borne by the utility industry within the time frame set forth in the
Draft Policy.
Response:
Staff is aware of the many constraints upon the industry and has worked closely with the
California energy agencies responsible for managing the electricity grid (CALISO, CPUC, CEC)
to incorporate these concerns to the maximum extent possible while being consistent with our
duty to protect water quality.
Comment 11.10:
The SED evaluation of economic impacts and compliance costs is flawed because it does not
fully and accurately analyze the costs of reasonably foreseeable compliance methods. The
entire economic analysis covers only two pages and, among other things, fails to evaluate the
cost of repowering, is limited to the cost of wet cooling retrofits, and does not include the costs
of carbon dioxide emissions.
Response:
See response to 1.03, 1.13, and 4.06
Comment 11.44:
The State Water Board should perform an environmental impact analysis that identifies the
foreseeable negative environmental impacts that would result from implementation of the Policy
and conduct an overall, program-level cost-benefit analysis. In light of the U.S. Supreme
Court's decision upholding cost-benefit analysis under Section 316(b), it is imprudent for the
Board to determine BTA in the absence of any attempt at conducting an overall cost-benefit
analysis. Without that analysis, the Board cannot make a reasoned decision and the public and
other agencies cannot meaningfully understand the impacts of the Policy. Without that analysis,
imposition of closed-cycle cooling as BTA is arbitrary. The concern with the State Water Board
staffs’ drive to impose closed-cycle cooling as BTA in the absence of an overall cost-benefit
analysis is readily apparent in light of the cost-benefit analysis of the Draft OTC Policy prepared
by NERA Economic Consulting (NERA) for CCEEB. NERA concludes that the costs of the
Policy ($3.12 billion) exceed its benefits ($34.2 million) by 91 times. The State Water Board
cannot simply ignore the economic impacts of its proposed OTC policy. Dynegy strongly urges
the State Water Board to conduct an overall economic analysis of its proposed policy and revise
the proposed policy to appropriately account for the results of that analysis.
Response:
Staff does not feel there should be any benefit/cost requirement in the policy. Estimated cost is
just one of the factors to be considered in evaluating compliance with this policy. Staff and
consultants have spent considerable time and effort to evaluate the potential costs imposed by
this Policy. The decision to evaluate construction options to reduce IM/E by utilizing wet cooling
towers was done to create a baseline cost analysis that is technologically feasible. It will not be
possible for staff to calculate all the foreseeable technological options that companies must
make for each individual generating unit and plant. Also see response to Comment 4.07.
Comment 12.10:
CAISO has determined that billions of dollars in transmission would have to be built to provide
reliability if the affected plants are shut down, with $4.5 billion needed in the Los Angeles area
alone. Statewide cost of replacement has been estimated to be in excess of $11 billion.
Response:
Staff notes that these costs are applicable for much shorter timelines than required by the
policy. The policy has incorporated many concerns and suggestions from CAISO to mitigate
these projected costs. The policy will not cause the sudden shut down of all affected plants.
Some new transmission capacity is needed under any future energy scenario for California.
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Comment 16.01:
As a tax and rate payer I am aghast. Has anyone run a real cost-benefit analysis of this
project? Where is it? Do you realize that it is the ratepayers that will be stuck with the bill? It is
nice to pretend that the IOU stockholders will be liable for the bill, but that is not true.
Response:
Staff recognizes that the ultimate bill for the required changes due to this policy will be bourn to
a large extent by the ratepayers of California. Staff has spent considerable time and effort to
evaluate the potential costs imposed by this Policy. Staff feels that the environmental impacts of
OTC are significant and our approach is a reasonable response to the requirements of Section
316(b). Also see responses to Comments 1.03, 1.13, and 4.06.
Comment 16.06:
The efficiency of seawater plants will be adversely affected by cooling towers. Who will pay for
this?
Response:
With regard to costs of conversion from OTC, please see response to Comment16.01.
Comment 23.13 :
The SED does not provide a cost-benefit analysis in connection with the Draft Policy's
determination to eliminate OTC in California. Without even detailed analysis, it is clear that
eliminating OTC will cost California billions of dollars for replacement capacity and/or
transmission upgrades to account for the loss of these units. Principled rulemaking would
dictate that a more detailed analysis of the actual cost of eliminating OTC should be a
component of the policy determination.
Response:
The State Water Board is not legally compelled to do a cost benefit assessment for adopting the
Policy. However, staff has spent considerable time and effort to evaluate the potential costs
imposed by this Policy (SED references extensive studies 1&2). The decision to evaluate
construction options to reduce IM/E by utilizing wet cooling towers was done to create a
baseline cost analysis that is technologically feasible. It is not possible for staff to calculate all
the potential technological decisions that each company must make for each individual
generating unit and plant. Staff feels that the environmental impacts of OTC are significant and
our approach is a reasonable response to the requirements of Section 316(b). Also see
responses to Comments 1.03, 1.13 and 4.06.
Comment 25.04:
The Draft Policy requires closed-cycle wet cooling, or its equivalent, as BTA. The State Water
Board should first complete a comprehensive cost-benefit analysis of meeting closed cycle
cooling performance standards (Track 1) statewide and alternatively complying with Track 2, if
and where possible at existing plants. A similar study as the September 2009 NERA Report
should be considered before selecting closed cycle wet cooling as BTA. We believe such a test
will demonstrate that retrofitting these coastal OTC plants with closed cycle cooling will be
wholly disproportionate to the cost versus environmental benefit. When considering El Segundo
and Encina, compliance with Track 1 will cost hundreds of millions of dollars, if such changes
could be permitted and built on spaced-constrained sites adjacent to nearby residences.
Response:
Staff does not feel there should be any benefit/cost requirement in the policy. Estimated cost is
just one of the factors to be considered in evaluating compliance with this policy. Staff and
consultants have spent considerable time and effort to evaluate the potential costs imposed by
this Policy. The decision to evaluate construction options to reduce IM/E by utilizing wet cooling
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towers was done to create a baseline cost analysis that is technologically feasible. In addition,
the State Water Board considered many factors in determining that closed-cycle cooling (or
commensurate reductions in impingement and entrainment) constitute BTA for coastal power
plants currently using OTC.
Comment 27.02:
To the best of our knowledge, no cost-benefit analyses have been done on a site-by-site basis
or collectively on the 19 existing coastal power plants. Many of the businesses and residents in
our community are under severe economic stress. The unemployment rate in Oxnard now
exceeds 15%. The proposed OTC policy will only result in higher energy rates. Should this OTC
policy be implemented, it would compound the pressure on power generation along with AB 32
and the new mandate of one-third of all electricity to be generated from renewable sources by
2020. At a time when many businesses and residents are financially hanging on by a thread,
this is not the time to implement an unsubstantiated policy.
Response:
Staff recognizes that the ultimate bill for the required changes due to this policy will be bourn to
a large extent by the ratepayers of California. Staff has spent considerable time and effort to
evaluate the potential costs imposed by this Policy. Staff does not believe that the policy must
be changed to account for site-specific feasibility criteria. The policy is a state-wide policy and
individual circumstances can be accounted for within the SACCWIS process. Staff feels that
the environmental impacts of OTC are significant and our approach is a reasonable response to
the requirements of Section 316(b).
Comment 28.03:
California has excess supply of natural gas generation at the expense of renewables. There
has been a rapid build-up of nearly 20,000 megawatts in new natural gas power plants around
the state, dramatically increasing California’s capacity for natural gas generated electricity to a
record high of over 40,000 megawatts. The failure to meet the state’s renewable portfolio
standard is directly connected to the relentless march of new natural gas plants. This is mainly
because natural gas is the next prioritized energy supply resource after renewables. In other
words, renewables have to lose in order for natural gas to win. Even though renewables are
nominally a higher priority, a competitive struggle for existence between natural gas and
renewables is embedded directly into state policy - by design. Not surprisingly, natural gas
seems to win this game almost every time.
As a direct result of this failure to increase renewable energy, policymakers have come to
assume that we “need” to build more natural gas power plants. Utility companies are only too
happy to oblige and foster this impression, which is not surprising given that the other major
product these utilities provide, in addition to electricity, is natural gas. A spree of construction
since 1999 has resulted in major investment in new natural gas electric generation in California,
at least $15 billion so far. Many of these plants replaced older, less efficient power plants, and
for a time actually reduced consumption of natural gas fuel. However, this improved efficiency is
undermined by the fact that while 7,500 megawatts of old plant capacity retired by 2008, over
18,000 megawatts have been built, or will be built; by the end of 2010. But the usage rate of
natural gas plants will need to decrease if the clean energy policies are to achieve their goals. A
study from 2003 by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory looked at the effects of increasing
renewables and reducing growth in energy demand on the future need for natural gas plants in
California, and projected that if the state implements both the 33 percent renewables
requirement and aggressive efficiency programs, then over 20,000 megawatts could be retired
by 2030; more than the capacity of the 15,400 megawatts of aging once-through cooled coastal
natural gas plants. The policy to move to green energy directly conflicts with any new natural
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gas capacity beyond those already built or under construction. Even repowering existing plants
would amount to pushing aside the state’s green energy targets. The 2008 OPC report
concluded that given their low usage, the shuttering of the OTC natural gas plants by 2015
could occur with no additional generation to replace it. The report states that “…the retirements
could be compensated for with as little as $135 million in in-state transmission upgrades.”
Response:
Comment noted. It is not within the State Water Board’s authority to establish an energy policy
for California, but rather to protect the beneficial uses of the State’s waters. The purpose of this
Policy is thus to protect marine and estuarine resources of the State by implementing section
316(b) of the CWA. Staff has been working with the State’s Energy Agencies to develop a
Policy that will implement section 316(b), but not have the unintended effect of causing grid
instability. However, specifying options for replacement of electricity generation is beyond the
scope of this Policy.
Comment 28.04:
Natural gas power plants cause other damages and costs that go uncounted besides those to
marine ecosystems. These include public health impacts due to emissions of nitrogen oxide and
particulate matter, and the cost of climate change from carbon dioxide and other emissions.
Unfortunately, most damage to human health, water resources, air quality and the global climate
are not folded into the price that utility companies pay for electricity. However, the costs to
human health and the environment are real, and consumers pay for them. Air pollution causes
lost days of work, increases the cost of health care, adds to wear and tear on buildings, and
causes billions of dollars in damage to crops every year. Destruction of ocean life may reduce
commercial opportunities and increase the cost of seafood. Much of the damage is unquantified,
or defies measurement. For example, it is difficult to estimate the burdens future generations will
bear for climate change, or for the lack resources that have been wasted. Some of the damages
caused by fossil fuel plants can loop back to increased utility bills as well. For example, climate
change can lower snowpack, and this in turn reduces hydropower. To counter this risk, utility
companies pay many millions of dollars for natural gas generators to be on call to provide
backup power in years when hydro resources fall short. Rising temperatures also increase use
of air conditioning on ever hotter summer days, which calls for increased use of natural gas to
meet peak energy demand. Although new natural gas plants are preferable to the current aging
plants from an environmental standpoint, pollution from the new plants would cause hundreds of
millions of dollars in damages per year. The majority of this cost comes from carbon dioxide
emissions, which California must curb if it is to reach the climate protection goals of AB32.
Response:
Staff supports the efficient use of natural resources and believes that the goals of the State
Water Board policy and AB 32 can both be met without a significant impact to the consumer or
the environment.
Staff recognizes the inherent trade off that comes with reduction of water use impacts. Certainly
as is noted by the commenter “…new natural gas plants are preferable to the current aging
plants from an environmental standpoint…” and they will still cause damage. Economic
considerations will probably lead to fewer but more efficient natural gas plants.
Comment 28.05:
Replacing old power plants with new power plants, either on the same site or elsewhere (fossil
replacement scenario) would result in a cost of energy for the new plants of approximately 31 to
39 cents per kilowatt-hour—when external costs are included. The seventeen OTC natural gas
power plants produce significant and quantifiable damages to the environment. To determine
whether such impacts can be reduced in a cost-effective manner, we established a base-case
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scenario, in which aging units are repowered at existing sites with newer, more efficient units,
and closed-cycle cooling replaces OTC systems. We calculated some, but not all, of the
external costs associated with natural gas power plants and assumed that the plants were
repowered with a simple-cycle (SC) gas turbine and that they were left operating at the same
capacity as previously. For a load-following unit, the more cost-effective choice is usually a
modern simple-cycle gas turbine. In estimating the costs to repower each plant, we use the
CEC’s 2007 “levelized costs” of Simple Cycle technology. This is a standard method for
calculating the cost of operating power plants. The levelized cost takes an inventory of all the
expenses involved in building and operating a power plant over its full expected lifecycle, then
divides this total expense by the amount of electricity generated over that time. The net result is
a cost of energy expressed as a rate per kilowatt-hour or per megawatt-hour. A cost per
megawatt-hour is assigned to each repowering project based on the plant’s size, with larger
plants generally benefitting from some economy of scale. Even with the efficiency loses
imposed by closed-cycle cooling, the new units will be more efficient. Replacement plants
operating at existing capacity factors would generate electricity costing over $350 per MWh (i.e.,
over 35 cents per KWh). In order for power plants to have electricity costs under 20 cents per
kilowatt-hour, they either require lower cost fuel than is assumed, or they would need to operate
at a higher capacity factor than has been typical for the aging power plants. Although the total
cost to plant owners of repowering is probably higher, fuel costs will usually decrease due to
lower heat rates of newer turbines. Although the total cost to plant owners of repowering is
probably higher, fuel costs will usually decrease due to lower heat rates of newer turbines.
However, the common assumption the new plants would use less natural gas is probably
unrealistic. The higher efficiency would make the new plants more competitive for more hours of
the year; thus the electric generation would very likely be significantly higher than in the aging
plants. This would tend to erase the fuel efficiency and carbon benefits of the new plants.
Inefficient plants are generally only be competitive during the four summer months of June to
September, when market heat rates usually soar above 12,000 BTU per kilowatt-hour during the
peak demand hours. However, they must be kept idling at minimum power all night long in order
to be ready to generate power in the morning, and cannot be shut completely off. This
consumes a considerable amount of additional fuel that produces no salable electricity. The
CEC report projected an effective heat rate of about 10,000 BTU per kilowatt-hour for a new
natural gas combustion turbine, and this would allow a new plant to sell power nearly year round
in a competitive manner, at least during the daytime. In some cases developers have even
proposed building base load plants to replace aging plants, even when there is no market need
for such a service. This would mean replacing aging plants that only produce at nine percent of
annual capacity with base load plants that might operate at 60 percent capacity or more. Even
though such plants would be much more efficient, there would be absolutely no fuel, cost or
emission savings due to the much increased operation of the plant.
Response:
Staff cannot predict the future, but clearly it will be more economical to run new power plants at
higher rates than previous plants. It is likely that not all current plants will be replaced and the
net impact is impossible to predict.
Comment 28.07:
Even if some plants must continue to use seawater for closed-cycle cooling, the volume
required for closed-cycle cooling is less than 5% of OTC cooling needs. Closed-cycle cooling
has some minor disadvantages compared to OTC: the increased energy required to operate it,
the extra cost to install it, cooling towers emit plumes of vapor that might be considered
unsightly (but can be abated), and any pollutants in the source water will be discharged in
higher concentrations. For all practical purposes, new gas turbines will inflict no significant
marine damage. Aside from the nuclear power plants, the aging natural gas power plants are
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the only source of marine damage. Both the repowering and clean energy replacement options
would eliminate this problem. Of the 12,174,404 MWh total generated by the aging power plants
in 2005, 86% of the electricity, or 10,469,987 megawatt-hours, was produced by OTC plants.
The environmental cost of OTC for marine damages ranges between $177 million and $540
million per year for existing power plants that would be avoided in the replacement scenarios.
Response:
Staff notes the comments. Our policy does not dictate which form of replacement power will be
chosen for insuring electrical grid reliability.
Comment 28.08:
Replacing aging plants with new natural gas power plants will reduce marine damages, fuel
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, assuming that the new plant operates at a similar
capacity as the aging plants—which is unlikely. Air pollution is likely to be relatively unchanged,
since the aging power plants have generally been retrofitted to comply with modern air quality
requirements. The new power plants may also have lower operation and maintenance expense
due to reduced repair needs. On the other side of the coin, new power plants would require a
large infusion of new capital spending. These new plants would be much more expensive than
the older ones they would replace, at a projected total of $15.4 billion for all the plants
combined. This borrowed and invested money must return a rate of interest and profit.
Assuming an 11% average weighted cost of capital over a 20 year period would mean that the
investment would need to return over $49 billion in combined interest and profit. Fuel would add
another $1.3 billion per year, or $26 billion over 20 years. Combined lifecycle costs would
approach $100 billion, not including environmental damages. Natural gas fuel prices are also
expected to be higher in the future than they have in the past. The annual combined cost to the
owners of all the plants is estimated to range between $3.68 and $4.22 billion to generate 12.1
billion kilowatt-hours. This translates into a wholesale energy rate of 30.3 to 34.8 cents per
kilowatt-hour. The environmental damages range between 0.6 cents per kilowatt-hour to as
high as 4.4 cents per kilowatt-hour. While this is significantly lower than the existing plants’
environmental cost at 2.3 to 10.1 cents per kilowatt-hour, achieving this reduced environmental
damage results in much higher cost of electricity. Thus, building newer plants could be
interpreted as internalizing the environmental costs of the aging plants, especially since the
environmental damage is a major factor for considering replacement in the first place. However,
the new plants would also incur continuing external costs, particularly for carbon. All these
figures assume that the replacement plant operates in a similar manner to the current plant.
However, this may not be true since power plants have a strong motive to try to sell more
electricity. If this is the case, then operation, maintenance, and fuel costs will increase and
environmental damage may be much greater. These could rise to where the replacement plants
would have more carbon and other air emissions than the current plants that they would
replace. This is an important risk if new natural gas plants are built.
Response:
Staff recognizes that additional costs will certainly be imposed by this policy. However, staff
does not believe that all older plants will be replaced and with fewer potential plants operating at
higher efficiencies and rates, actual costs per kilowatt-hour may be lower than projected by this
model.
Comment 28.09:
At 17 to 29 cents per megawatt hour, efficiency and renewables are a cost effective OTC
replacement strategy. These include accomplishing greater energy efficiency improvements,
increasing renewable energy, and implementing programs for reducing peak demand. Certain
functions of the aging plants — such as voltage regulation and the ability to modify generation
over the course of the day — might have to be met with other technologies. However, such
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resources are not entirely lacking in California. There are currently 41,499 MW of natural gas
power plants in California. If all of the 15,400 MW of aging plants retired by 2012, the state will
still continue to operate 26,000 MW of existing natural gas plants. In addition, nearly 2,000 more
megawatts of natural gas plants are currently under construction and due to come on-line by the
end of 2010. Another 18,000 MW of power can be imported over existing transmission wires,
and more transmission capacity is likely to be built in the future. There is also some capacity to
vary the electric generation from hydroelectric plants, especially the 4,100 MW of pumped
storage that is specifically designed to meet peak demand. One important function of the aging
plants is to meet local reliability needs. Retiring these plants will require replacing this capacity
as well. Local resources, such as solar built on rooftops or at substations, and energy efficiency
measures, can help. And there are thousands of megawatts of natural gas peaking capacity that
is already in place that can also meet local needs. Another issue is the increasing demand for
electricity. At this point the state does not even have to meet all of its renewable targets to
erase demand growth. The OPC report examined the option of retiring the natural gas plants,
and concluded that the cost and resources necessary to assure grid reliability depended heavily
on the timing of retirement. If retirement is staggered to 2015, and the nuclear plants are
assumed to still be on-line, then no new electric generation would be needed, and only some
relatively minor transmission upgrades. This represented the low range of cost, as the State
Water Board states, “as little as $135 million in modest, low-impact transmission upgrades in the
still unlikely event that all but the nuclear plants are retired in 2015.” As retirement of the 4,472
MW of in-state nuclear is not likely until the mid-2020s due to long term contracts, this is a
viable scenario. Photovoltaics, solar thermal power, and peak demand reduction should be
able to allow retirement of all the aging natural gas power plants, allow for population growth,
and dramatically reduce other fossil fuel energy. 3,000 MW of new photovoltaic capacity is
planned in California by 2017 under the California Solar Initiative, with $3 billion n rebates
committed toward this goal. An onsite solar system avoids the energy losses inherent in the
transmission and distribution system, which can be 10% or higher on hot summer days. In 2009,
RETI projected a range of 22 to 30 cents per kilowatt-hour. Other projections demonstrate that
the cost of thin-film solar promises to dramatically change the equation. According to some
industry projections, thin film solar may soon cost as low as 11.4 cents per kilowatt hour. Solar
thermal generators use mirrors to focus the heat of the sun on to long tubes that carry a heat
transfer fluid. The fluid boils water to steam which powers a turbine and generates electricity.
Nearly 360 MW of solar thermal plants have operated for 20 years or more in the desert,
providing reliable power to the grid. Steam turbines powered by solar thermal technology
provide energy during the day. If this system is supplemented with storage or backup fuel
supply, then reliability can virtually match that of a natural gas power plant. The CEC estimates
that the cost of electricity from solar thermal power plants is about 28 cents per kilowatt-hour for
a merchant power plant, and below 20 cents per kilowatt-hour for a publicly owned and financed
facility. Several utility companies have committed to buying power from Concentrating Solar
Power (CSP) installations with large megawatt capacities by 2014. Reducing peak demand with
voluntary curtailments under conditions of stress in the electric system is a valuable and local
resource. Like photovoltaic’s, it does not require transmission, and the infrastructure blends into
existing buildings with minimal footprint. Investor-owned utility companies are required by state
regulators to get 5% of their power capacity needs, equivalent to at least 2,000 MW, from
demand response programs. In 2002, the CEC projected cost curves for market based demand
response resources and found them to be equivalent to operation of combustion peakers. At
this point, demand response programs should be decisively cheaper than building a new natural
gas plant to serve the same purpose. The CEC has also indicated that demand reduction
programs may actually better meet the needs of grid reliability from a technical as well as a
policy standpoint.
Response:
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Comment noted. Staff recognizes that efficiency programs and renewable energy strategies
may be more cost effective than retrofitting or repowering the existing OTC power plants. The
policy cannot mandate, but does not preclude this response. Please see the response to
Comment 28.03.
Comment 28.10:
While California has aggressive energy efficiency programs, there has been only limited
targeting of the primary driver of peak demand: air conditioning. Groundsource heat pumps,
better home insulation and shade trees could go far toward reducing summer demand. A US
Forest Service study showed that planting shade trees has the potential to avoid the need for
over 700 MW of power plants in this state. These resources can be cost effective if programs
are well run. California is investing $1 billion per year in energy efficiency improvements, and
state regulators are planning for over 4,500 MW of capacity savings by 2020 relative to baseline
growth assumptions. CPUC staff has estimated that the average cost of energy efficiency
under the state’s programs is between four and six cents per kilowatt-hour, which is significantly
less than the average cost of generating electricity in California, and a small fraction of the cost
of peak electric power that is supplied by the aging plants.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff recognizes that efficiency programs and renewable energy strategies
may be more cost effective than retrofitting or repowering the existing OTC power plants. The
policy cannot mandate, but does not preclude this response. Please see the response to
Comment 28.03.
Comment 28.11:
Assembling a portfolio of options for replacing the aging plants and avoiding new ones would
make the most sense. Because a green energy system includes demand reduction it does not
require as much power plant infrastructure. In general, the energy efficiency and peak demand
reduction programs are defined to be cost effective resources. In other words, the energy they
save is worth more than the cost of the measures. Thus, they do not have a net cost. At worst
they are zero net cost or—more typically—a net savings. Utility programs for energy efficiency
have been measured and found to have a benefit to cost ratio that is better than one overall,
thus verifying the assumption of zero net cost. Also, there is significant potential to improve the
performance of the state’s efficiency programs. California has allocated a regular budget of
about $1 billion annually to achieve its energy efficiency goals. The combined efficiency and
demand reduction program targets are 4,500 and 2,000 MWs respectively, for a combined
savings of 6,500 MW. Assuming a program shortfall of 25%, results in a savings of 4,875 MW.
Because this program is on the demand side it avoids transmission and distribution system
losses, which can be 10% or higher on hot summer days when the current aging plants are
most called upon. Thus the 4,875 MW of savings is worth about 5,300 MW. This portfolio is
approximately equivalent to the load carrying capacity of the aging plants. However, if the state
actually implements a requirement to build 33% renewables by 2020 that would create a larger
reduction in need for replacement plants than what is proposed here. The efficiency component
is effective in lowering the average cost per kilowatt-hour from 27.4 cents to 21.2 cents.
Response:
Staff recognizes that this is one path to meeting the requirements of this policy.

Comment 28.13:
Significant quantities of green resources can be deployed into the regions where they are
needed for grid reliability. Clean energy plans for San Francisco, San Diego and the LA Basin
have shown that there is a path to the future other than total reliance on new fossil fuel power
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plants. Resource decisions are made at the CPUC, and by the utility companies, according to a
“least cost” criteria. For example, when energy efficiency measures are evaluated, they are
compared to the cost of generating comparable amounts of electricity. If the efficiency measure
is less costly, then it will be prioritized. The same is true of contracts for renewable energy.
Contracts are signed and power plants are “dispatched” according to the cost ranking. If full and
realistic costs are imposed on environmentally destructive practices, like OTC and carbon
emissions, then priority will shift toward resources that are less destructive. Thus policymakers
do not need to wait passively for an abstract “market” to take the lead on energy decisions,
particularly when that market has not internalized the proper costs into its assessments.
Response:
Comment noted.
Comment 28.14:
We recommend projecting appropriate internal and environmental costs onto the power plant,
rather than on future ratepayers, those who pay for loss of health, or on the natural
environment. A single fixed projection does not give a correct picture of the future cost of
natural gas; thus the market price referent should be replaced with alternatives that better
characterize risk. Market based assessments of environmental cost should be supplemented
by econometric projections of future climate damages that account for the ethical implications of
our choices.
Response:
Comment noted.
Comment 28.16:
The cost of the Green Energy Replacement scenario, using solar power, ranges from 22 to 29
per kilowatt-hour. If efficiency savings are included in the portfolio accounting, the average cost
of green electricity is estimated to go down to about 17 to 21 cents per kilowatt-hour. This
assumes that the cost of efficiency is zero. However, the state’s efficiency program is more
likely to result in a net savings in which case the cost of efficiency will actually be less than
zero—it will generate a profit. The proposed Green Energy Scenario for aging power plants
eliminates the prime externalities: damages to marine life, public health, and the global climate.
Thus, the full cost of a portfolio of the Green Energy Scenario may be less than half that of new
natural gas power plants.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff recognizes that efficiency programs and renewable energy strategies
may be more cost effective than retrofitting or repowering the existing OTC power plants. The
policy cannot mandate, but does not preclude this response. Please see the response to
Comment 28.03.
Comment 29.18:
The SED’s economic analysis clearly states that closed cycle cooling are more favorable when
part of a new facility’s initial construction or a repower of an existing facility and we agree with
this position. Retrofits present significant economic and operational challenges at existing
facilities. Further, the Jones and Stokes low-end estimate of $100 million to develop
transmission and generation solutions in the event all of the OTC plants are eliminated has
absolutely no credibility. This report cannot be relied on to develop a reasonable approach or
cost estimate of policy implementation. PG&E commissioned a more detailed report from
Enercon Services, Inc. and requests that the economic analysis be modified to reflect the
additional detailed cost information developed by Enercon. PG&E estimates that a retrofit would
raise rates by more than 10% during an estimated 17-month outage and up to 6% over a twenty
year period. These are significant increases, especially when considered cumulatively with other
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large maintenance and construction projects undertaken to strengthen grid reliability and deliver
renewable power.
Response:
Staff recognizes that there are many costs that are difficult to estimate and may be higher or
lower than the SED economic analysis provides. The projected change in costs, while
important, will not change the policy provisions and requirements. It is not clear that all plants
will be required to retrofit and that there are several possible paths to meeting the requirements
of this policy.
Comment 31.05:
RRI is committed to the California electric market and has no plans to retire Mandalay or
Ormond Beach. RRI is environmentally responsible and will make economically rational
investments to minimize the impact of OTC at its facilities. RRI is (1) planning to retrofit the
Ormond Beach exclusion devices in a manner that would comply with the Draft Policy, (2)
evaluating variable speed drives and others measures to reduce the volume of pumping at
various operating levels without impacting the ability of the stations to operate when required,
and (3) evaluating the seasonal nature of ecological sensitivity to determine whether some
change in operations might significantly reduce the small residual impacts of operating these
plants. RRI's two OTC plants currently operate as peaking facilities with low capacity utilization
rates. As a result, heat treatments have been greatly curtailed and are conducted, at most, once
a year. Both facilities minimize the use of circulating water pumps during non-generation
periods, further reducing IMIE impacts. RRI's two OTC plants cause less than half of 1% of the
impingement and entrainment impacts at all of the OTC plants, and an experienced
independent biologist has found that the operation of RRI's two plants does not negatively
impact fish or the aquatic environment in the areas they are located. Furthermore, the use of
once through cooling at these facilities does not affect any endangered species. Yet this Draft
Policy would force RRI to spend over $200 million to install cooling towers (if the space were
even available) at an effective cost of $3,000 per saved fish. Also, a cost-benefit study
performed by NERA found that costs to install wet cooling towers at RRI's plants exceeded
benefits by a factor of 533 to 1. A policy that would require expenditures of this magnitude,
when the benefits are so meager, is totally unreasonable and must be changed.
RRI believes that the intake flows at both plants can be reduced by nearly 50% from current
levels under the current operating regime at a fraction of the cost of installing cooling towers,
and that total annual pumping volume can be reduced to a small fraction of design flow at each
unit without materially impacting the benefits to the California electric grid currently provided by
these stations. If the changes RRI recommends are put into a final policy, then these two
facilities are expected be able to make the necessary investments to minimize adverse
environmental impacts in compliance with the policy and remain operational.
Response:
Staff commends RRI for its current and future planned efforts to minimize the impact of OTC at
its facilities. Staff has considered the comments regarding removing the “feasibility” test under
“Compliance Alternatives” and agrees that an owner/operator should be able to freely choose
whether to meet Track 1 or Track 2 Policy requirements. Staff has therefore changed the
proposed Policy accordingly.
Comment 31.54:
Section 4.10 of the SED relies on the Jones and Stokes report alone. The State Water Board
should confirm that analyses performed by the Energy Agencies, and in particular the CAISO,
support the conclusions in Section 4.10 of the SED. In some cases, the statements from this
section beg additional analysis by the Energy Agencies. For instance, the SED states that
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modeling shows that the electric industry could compensate for mass OTC retirement at
"relatively modest costs to the ratepayer." However, Tetra Tech numbers from Table 2 show
wholesale costs would need to go up 24%-30% which by any reasonable standard is a
significant change. The SED also states that under all but the most extreme scenarios, more
than enough power plants are expect to be operating to more than compensate for any or all
OTC plant retirements. This is inconsistent with the Energy Agencies' Joint Proposal, which
makes clear that no facilities can be retired without some additional transmission or generation
infrastructure. The Joint Proposal also lays out a comprehensive process and schedule for
additional study that the SED ignores. The SED also states that the state seems well-poised to
compensate for most OTC plant retirements in the 2012 and beyond time period by constructing
transmission upgrades to tap into the excess generating capacity projected to occur then. The
CAISO has estimated that the cost of transmission upgrades for the L.A. Basin alone may be
$4.45 billion or more and SCE estimated that replacing OTC capacity would likely take
"decades" rather than seven to nine years as assumed in the draft policy. At the public hearing,
the CPUC representative, Robert Strauss recommended that the State Water Board consider
the cost impact of the Draft Policy, noting that replacing cooling systems will be "very
expensive" and that the cost and environmental impacts of alternative power supplies may be
high - meaning that the policy may impose billions of dollars of costs on customers. These are
not "modest" costs, and a much more complete analysis of the cost impacts on electric
customers and whether the benefits of the policy justify such enormous costs must be
completed to comply with the economic analysis requirements of CEQA.
Response:
Staff is aware of the many constraints upon the industry and has worked closely with the
California energy agencies responsible for managing the electricity grid (CALISO, CPUC, CEC)
to incorporate these concerns into the policy deadlines to the maximum extent possible while
being consistent with our duty to protect water quality.
Comment 31.56:
Section 5.0 of the SED states that the cost of compliance is 0.45 c/kWh based on collective
generating capacity. That is a nonsensical calculation that assumes 100% operation. The
annual cost of compliance divided by 2006 annual generation averages 1.13 c/kWh and ranges
from 0.2 c/kWh at the combined cycle units to almost 7 c/kWh at one of the steam units. One
should then compare the correct compliance cost to the wholesale price, to determine whether
the cost are reasonably borne, because that is the price these units receive. That price was 4.7
c/kWh in 2006, making compliance cost 24% of price on average and a good deal more than
that for the conventional steam boiler units. Ultimately what really matters for the wholesale
industry is not the wholesale price, but revenues after fuel costs. These are the net revenues
that are available to cover operations and maintenance expense, capital additions, and a return
of and on capital. Using Tetra Tech's own numbers for gross revenues, compliance costs, and
fuel prices, and using official fuel burns from EIA, a more relevant picture emerges. Thus, the
cost of compliance amounts to 83% of revenues after fuel costs for almost 9 out of 10 OTC
units. The 17% net revenue remaining does not leave enough money to cover operations and
maintenance expense, much less continued investment or recovery of depreciation or profit. In
short, when 9 out of 10 units cannot cover their operating expense based on the installation cost
of a mitigating technology, that technology cannot be considered available under the CW A.
Response:
Staff does not believe industry would actually replace all the existing OTC plants and operate
them at their current utilization rates. Certainly some plants will be repowered and operated at
higher rates and others perhaps abandoned. Eventual cost of compliance will not equal 24% to
83% of revenues.
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Comment 37.03:
The State Water Board should perform a statewide economic analysis of the Policy to evaluate
whether a statewide policy would result in costs that are wholly disproportionate to its benefits
as required by California law. California law requires the State Water Board to balance the
environmental benefits against economic factors to determine the reasonableness of the policy.
Balancing economics requires more than a mere awareness of the potential costs of the Policy;
at a minimum, it requires the Board to determine whether the Policy is reasonable when its
economic costs are weighed against environmental and other factors. SCE believes the Policy
fails this reasonableness standard. The two-page economic analysis provided in the SED does
not adequately describe or evaluate the costs (both economic and noneconomic) of the Policy
and a sufficient balancing of costs and benefits is not provided. The SED’s concerns regarding a
detailed economic analysis that compares costs against benefits are misplaced. The "economic
analysis" in the SED is inadequate and lacks context.
NERA's cost-benefit analysis of the Policy, commissioned by CCEEB, provides a starting point
for complying with California law, which the State Water Board should find helpful in evaluating
and further refining the Policy. The NERA report draws on guidance from federal and California
agencies on methods to develop detailed cost-benefit assessments for the Policy at the affected
facilities. The report provides illustrative estimates of the Policy's costs and benefits statewide. It
also provides estimates of the Policy's cost and benefit at a single facility, SONGS, as an
example of how to implement the site-specific alternative provided in the Policy. The primary
source for cooling technology costs was the recent study by Tetra Tech for the OPC on
alternative cooling systems at California's coastal power plants (Tetra Tech 2008). In addition,
NERA estimated the costs of replacing power lost during construction of the cooling towers and
as a result of lower net generating capacities with the towers. NERA also estimated the costs
associated with changes in emissions of CO2 and other pollutants based on projected
allowance prices. NERA based its benefits assessment on the methodology established by EPA
for its Phase II rule to reduce impingement and entrainment from large existing power plants
under Section 316(b). The primary sources for the benefits were SONGS biological studies and
summary data from the SED on California's other coastal power plants. NERA also relied on
species-specific information on the commercial and recreational values of fish impinged and
entrained at California's coastal power plants. NERA used these values to express the potential
benefits of the Policy in dollar terms. NERA made several conservative assumptions to avoid
overstating the costs or understating the benefits of the Policy. It assessed whether the costs
and benefits that were not monetized would likely affect the overall conclusions.
NERA's analysis shows that the statewide present-value costs of the Policy would be about
$3.12 billion for only $34 million in benefits, and for SONGS about $1.7 billion in costs for only
$12 million in benefits. As a result, substantial evidence suggests that if a statewide economic
analysis were prepared that balanced costs against benefits, it would show that the Policy
results in costs that are unreasonable and wholly disproportionate to the benefits provided. It is
not good public policy to adopt a regulation with a cost that disproportionately outweighs its
potential benefit. To do so puts the Board in the position of advocating that protection of marine
organisms is necessary no matter what the cost, a position rejected by the Supreme Court as
unreasonable.
Response:
Staff does not feel there should be any benefit/cost requirement in the policy. Estimated cost is
just one of the factors to be considered in evaluating compliance with this policy. Staff and
consultants have spent considerable time and effort to evaluate the potential costs imposed by
this Policy. The decision to evaluate construction options to reduce IM/E by utilizing wet cooling
towers was done to create a baseline cost analysis that is technologically feasible. It will not be
possible for staff to calculate all the foreseeable technological options that companies must
make for each individual generating unit and plant (See also response to Comment 11.44). In
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addition, the State Water Board is not legally compelled to do a cost benefit assessment for
adopting the Policy. Previous attempts to do such cost benefit assessments have monetized the
benefits in terms of commercial fishing values. Staff strongly disagrees with that approach.
Monetizing based on commercial fishery values does not take into account the ecological value
of organisms lost through IM/E. Staff believes the ecological value to be of paramount
importance in terms of environmental protection, and there are currently no means for providing
monetary values to marine life in that context (Please also see response to Comment 20.04).
Comment 37.13:
The NERA analysis assumes that it is feasible to switch to closed-cycle cooling at SONGS,
ignoring the conclusion that insuperable physical, practical, and regulatory barriers discussed
above make the installation of cooling towers at SONGS infeasible. It would be important to
expand the cost-benefit assessment for SONGS to include evaluations of the costs and benefits
of other technologies that could reduce impingement and entrainment.
Response:
Please see response to Comment #37.03.
Comment 37.14:
The SED suggests that the owners of some plants may choose to repower plants in
configurations that include closed-cycle cooling. This analysis is conflict with statements in the
draft staff paper issued jointly by the CEC, CAISO, and CPUC indicating that "it is possible that
the majority of power plant operators will retire their existing facilities rather than invest money
to refit old technologies to meet the proposed State Water Board requirements. To the extent
generators decide that it would be less costly for them, on net, to comply with the Policy by
proposing to repower or simply shutting down, the incremental net cost of repowering or
shutting down must be analyzed.
Response:
Please see response to Comment 37.03.

F.
1.

GENERAL COMMENTS
Process

Comments 3.02 and 24.01:
We thank the State Water Board and staff for their dedication to this important issue. Staff has
done a commendable job of coordinating with the CEC, CAISO, the Ocean Protection Council
(“OPC”) and its member agencies, and other agencies in the continued development of this
policy. Multiple federal and state agencies have recognized that OTC causes significant,
ongoing devastation to our valuable marine resources.
Response:
Staff appreciates the comment and the support for the Draft Policy. Staff also appreciates the
submission of suggestions for possible improvement of the Policy and the SED. We have
responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in further detail in the commenter’s
submission. Staff agrees that OTC has major impacts to the State’s marine resources, and
believe that the Policy, when implemented, should significantly reduce these harmful IM/E
impacts of OTC on marine life. The Policy was developed with input from many agencies and
the public, which has considerably strengthened and improved the Policy. Staff looks forward to
the continuing support and advice from many agencies through SACCWIS, the Review
Committee, and other avenues during the implementation phase of the Policy.
Comment 6.01:
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Staff has done a remarkable job of working with the various stakeholder groups in the
development of this draft policy and incorporating many of the concerns of the OPC, on which I
serve.
Response:
Staff appreciates the comment.
Comment 11.13:
The State Water Board failed to properly notice the completion of the SED and include the
requisite information. The State Water Board also failed to provide public notice that the
September 16, 2009 hearing would include an environmental review. Under CEQA, a public
notice of the availability of a draft EIR must specify the period during which comments will be
received, the date, time, and place or any public meetings or hearings on the proposed project,
the significant effects on the environment, if any, anticipated as a result of the project, a brief
description of the project, and the address where copies of the draft EIR are available (14 CCR
§ lS087(c)). The Board needs to remedy this failure before the hearing at which they will
consider adopting the Policy.
Response:
Title 23, Cal. Code of Regulations, §3777 requires that for a certified exempt regulatory
program, any plan proposed for board approval must be accompanied by a completed
Environmental Checklist and a written report, containing a brief description of the proposed
activity, reasonable alternatives to the proposed activity and mitigation measures to minimize
any significant adverse environmental impacts of the proposed activity. The draft SED
described the proposal and included sections exploring issues and alternatives as well as
environmental effects and mitigation. The draft SED was posted on the State Water Board’s
website on July 15, 2009, and notification of its availability was circulated to interested parties
on that date. The Notice of Public Hearing, circulated on July 9, 2009, stated the anticipated
date of the draft SED availability. Although not required for a certified exempt regulatory
program, the State Water Board also submitted a Notice of Completion and Environmental
Document Transmittal for the SED to the State Clearinghouse and Planning Unit, which
coordinates the state-level review of environmental documents pursuant to CEQA.
Comment 11.41:
The Board must prepare written responses to written comments raising significant
environmental points received at least fifteen days "before the date the board intends to take
action on the proposed activity. If written comments are received later than fifteen days before,
the Board should prepare written responses if feasible; otherwise, the Board must respond
orally to those late written comments and to any oral comments received at the Board meeting.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff is required to follow these requirements.
Comment 12.15:
Given the significance of the OTC Policy, it is critical that the State Water Board thoroughly
consider all relevant factors in the development of the Policy. Although the State Water Board
has been discussing and evaluating a Section 316(b) Policy for some time now, the current
version of the Policy and SED were released just over two months ago. The owners and
operators of the facilities affected by the Policy have not had adequate time to evaluate the
Policy and SED and comment on those documents. Under these circumstances, it would be
reasonable and appropriate for the State Water Board to provide the affected parties additional
time to review, analyze and comment on the Policy and the SED. We are recommending and
requesting an additional 30 days. RRI will use this additional time to prepare and provide
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specific comments on the SED and recommendations for amendments and revisions to the
proposed Policy.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff agrees that it is critical that the State Water Board thoroughly consider all
relevant factors in the development of the Policy, but disagrees with the statement that the
owners and operators of the facilities affected by the Policy have not had adequate time to
evaluate the Policy and SED and comment on those documents. The public is required to be
given at least 45 days to review and respond to a new Policy. The public was given 90 days to
submit comments on the OTC Draft Policy and SED, and an informal workshop and a Hearing
was held during this period to allow the public further opportunities to ask questions and provide
comment.
Comment 26.01:
Coastkeeper commends the State Water Board’s commitment to increasing the water quality of
south Orange County and sincerely hope to continue our partnership in making this coastal
environment sustainable. We appreciate the amount of hard work and dedication the creation
of a Draft SED and Draft Policy demands and hope our comments and recommendations are
considered in the light they are delivered. Additionally, staff has done a commendable job of
coordinating with the CEC, CAISO, the OPC and its member agencies, and other agencies in
the continued development of this policy.
Response:
Staff appreciates the comment. Please see the response to Comment 3.02.
Comment 31.22:
The Board failed to properly notice the availability of the SED. Under the Board's own CEQA
regulations, any standard, rule, regulation or plan proposed for Board approval or adoption must
be accompanied by a written report analyzing the environmental impacts of the proposed
activity, alternatives and mitigation measures. Upon completion of the report, the Board shall
provide a Notice of Filing of the report to the public, which must specify the significant effects on
the environment, if any, that are anticipated to result from the proposed activity. The notice
dated July 9, 2009, states that the "proposed Policy and supporting documents* are available
on the State Water Board website." The asterisk referred to a statement at the bottom of the
page: "The Substitute Environmental Document that supports the policy is projected to be
available by July 15, 2009." Upon completion of the SED, the Board did not notice its availability
nor specify the anticipated significant effects on the environment.
Response:
Please see response to Comment 11.13.
Comment 31.23:
The Board failed to give adequate notice that the hearing on September 16, 2009 was to include
environmental review. If an agency provides a public hearing on the project, environmental
review should be expressly identified as one of the subjects for the hearing. The State Water
Board provided notice that the September 16, 2009 hearing was to be held to "receive
comments on a proposed statewide policy on the use of coastal and estuarine waters for power
plant cooling." The notice, however, gave no indication that the hearing also included comments
on the SED.
Response:
Please see response to Comment 11.13.
Comment 31.24:
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The Board is required to submit the scientific portions of the proposed Draft Policy and SED, to
the extent they support the conclusions and assumptions contained in the Draft Policy, to
external scientific peer review. A prior version of the Draft Policy was submitted for peer review,
but the SED was not. The proposed Draft Policy and SED were not re-submitted to peer review
follow substantial changes to the Draft Policy, and therefore the Board cannot take any action or
adopt the final version until they are evaluated by external peer reviewers.
Response:
The Draft Policy does not rely on any scientific data that need to be peer reviewed.
Comment 39.03:
USEPA has not yet promulgated national regulations for cooling water intake structures at
existing power plants, and a definite schedule for final rule adoption is not yet in place. If the
State Water Board adopts this policy on schedule, USEPA Region 9 Water Division is
committed to working with the regulatory development team in Washington to coordinate EPA
rulemaking with the California policy. We are hopeful the State Water Resources Control Board
can adopt a final policy in December, and that the final Policy will serve to inform the national
efforts to minimize the impacts of cooling water intakes on the environment.
Response:
Staff is working diligently toward bringing this policy to the State Water Board for consideration
as soon as possible. Staff sincerely hopes that this Policy will serve to inform USEPA’s national
efforts on OTC, and appreciates USEPA Region 9 Water Division’s support of the Draft Policy.
Comment 47.03:
The elimination of the "wholly disproportionate" test and the new definition of "feasibility" to
exclude cost considerations are not minor, non-substantive language revisions. On the contrary,
these changes have major consequences by potentially forcing more facilities into premature
retirement, with attendant environmental impacts. In summary, the SED's one-page CEQA
analysis of indirect and cumulative impacts is far more abbreviated than CEQA allows. The SED
does acknowledge, albeit cursorily, that the OTC Policy foreseeable could result in increased
infrastructure construction. By eliminating the "wholly disproportionate" test and narrowing the
definition of "feasibility" to exclude cost, the revised Policy risks forcing additional facilities into
potential retirement. The Revised Policy thus foreseeably could result in further increased
infrastructure construction and attendant cumulative impacts. When project changes result in
new or substantially more severe environmental impacts that were not analyzed in the initial
draft CEQA document, the document must be revised and recirculated for additional public
review and comment. CEQA Guidelines, § lS088.S(a). Accordingly, recirculation of the SED is
essential in this instance.
Response:
Comment noted. The WDD previously included was available only to nuclear-fueled facilities
and those having previously installed more efficient technology. New provisions allowing for
alternative requirements for these facilities are now included. Thus, elimination of the WDD is
not a major change because it does not alter the manner in which compliance will be required
for most of the facilities and does not significantly alter the implementation provisions for nuclear
facilities and those having previously installed combined-cycle technology. Feasibility (or
infeasibility) is no longer defined in the proposed Policy, and a showing of infeasibility is no
longer required for Track 2.
Staff believes that the SED is adequate and meets legal requirements. Recirculation of an
environmental document is required only when “significant new information” is added. New
information is not “significant” unless the environmental document is changed in a way that
deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse
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environmental effect of the project or a feasible way to mitigation or avoid such an effect that the
project’s proponents have declined to implement. Minor modifications to cost considerations for
subsequent compliance determinations for the nuclear facilities and allowances for previouslyinstalled combined-cycle technologies do not come within the meaning of significant new
information requiring recirculation.
Comment 54.04:
The development of the State’s Section 316(b) policy is an iterative process. We encourage the
State Water Board to circulate an associated revision to the November 23rd draft, providing
more notice and time to which to comment.
Response:
Staff agrees that developing a solid Policy requires an iterative approach. Based on public
comments, Staff has revised the November 23rd version of the Draft Policy and releasing it for
public review and comment.
2.

Incorporation of comments by reference

Comment 1.05:
We hereby incorporate by reference the comments submitted by CCEEB, SCE, LADWP,
Dynegy, RRI, and NRG Energy.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in further
detail in the commenter’s submission. Staff has drafted separate responses to specific issues
raised by other interested persons.
Comment 3.01:
We incorporate by reference our previous two comment letters on this topic, dated May 20,
2008 and September 15, 2006, which are attached separately. We also include and incorporate
by reference testimony that California Coastkeeper Alliance provided to the Assembly
Committees on Natural Resources and Utilities and Commerce at their joint hearing regarding
OTC on March 2, 2009.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in further
detail in the commenter’s submission. Staff has considered comments received in response to
earlier drafts, and the current proposal reflects changes based in part on earlier input. Staff
cannot determine which of the many comments made by the commenter have been adequately
satisfied through the process of consideration and reconsideration by the State Water Board,
and which have not. Without specific information and explanation of the remaining issues
applicable to the current proposal, staff does not have a fair opportunity to address these
concerns. Comments directed to the legislative process must identify specific issues within the
State Water Board’s authority and relevant to the current proposal. The commenter has not
provided such information.
Comment 4.15:
CCEEB appreciates that other commenters have focused more time on the shortcomings of the
SED than has been the case with this letter and incorporates those comments by reference.
Response:
Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in further detail in the
commenter’s submission. Staff has drafted separate responses to specific issues raised by
other interested persons.
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Comment 8.02:
We have reviewed and support the comments submitted by the Environmental Law and Justice
Clinic at Golden Gate University School of Law on behalf of Bayview Hunters Point Community
Advocates and Communities for a Better Environment.
Response:
Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in the commenter’s
submission. Staff has drafted separate responses to specific issues raised by other interested
persons.
Comment 29.02:
We incorporate our prior comments submitted in 2006 and 2008 by reference, which should
already be a part of the administrative record in this proceeding.
Response:
Staff has considered comments received in response to earlier drafts, and the current proposal
reflects changes based in part on earlier input.
Comment 33.01:
On behalf of San Francisco Baykeeper and our members, I would like to thank you for this
opportunity to provide input on the State Water Board’s proposed OTC policy. We fully support
and integrate by reference the letter submitted on September 30, 2009 by the California
Coastkeeper Alliance (“CCKA”).
Response:
Comment noted. Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in further
detail in the commenter’s submission. Staff has drafted separate responses to specific issues
raised by the California Coastkeeper Alliance.
Comment 37.01:
Southern California Edison (SCE) respectfully requests that the Board include all prior
comments (written and oral) and attachments thereto, on the Policy or prior versions of the
Policy, or scoping documents, to be included in the administrative record of this Policy. We have
attached SCE's prior comments as Exhibits A, B, and C. SCE incorporates the contents of those
letters by reference.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff has responded to issues and concerns specifically identified in further
detail in the commenter’s submission. Staff has considered comments received in response to
earlier drafts, and the current proposal reflects changes based in part on earlier input. Staff
cannot determine which of the many comments made by the commenter have been adequately
satisfied through the process of consideration and reconsideration by the State Water Board,
and which have no, and can therefore not address these concerns.
3.

Submitted presentations

Comments 17.01, 21.01a, 30b, 38.01:
Presentation submitted for the September 16, 2009 Public Hearing in Sacramento.
Response:
These comments were responded to at the September 16, 2009 Hearing.
4.

Identified discrepancies and errors

Comment 9.04:
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The lack of reasonable expectation that OTC would be phased out by compliance dates listed in
the policy is due to its failure to define such key terms as “demonstrate”, "wholly
disproportionate," “necessary for operations,” "feasible," "cost-benefit," "alternative, less
stringent requirements," "any relevant information" and "to the extent practicable." We are at a
loss to understand how the policy could be enforced without such terms being defined and their
proper application being explained. Such vague nomenclature has caused substantial
uncertainty and controversy over statutory requirements, which have been--and continue to
be--dealt with by the courts and other state and federal agencies. The State Water Board must
recognize and learn from this, requiring staff to draft a clear and unambiguous policy, providing
guidance as to what is meant or not meant by these terms that will be straightforward to
implement and thereby avoid further legal disputes.
Response:
Staff has strived to write a policy that is as clear as possible, recognizing that it is also possible
to be overly prescriptive and not allowing enough flexibility for the permit writers at the Regional
Water Boards to address site-specific conditions. The commenter does not mention where in
the Policy the terms that need defining are located; several of these terms are used in various
places in the Policy. Based on public comments, staff has removed the “feasibility” test from
Track 2 and the section on the “wholly disproportionate demonstration”, which had included the
words "wholly disproportionate”, “demonstrating”, "alternative, less stringent requirements", "any
relevant information", and "to the extent practicable. " Cost-benefit” was not used as a term, but
was described in this section, which has now been removed. “Necessary for operations” is
found in the section describing “Immediate and Interim Requirements”. Staff believes that this
term is sufficiently clear when read in context.
Comment 9.06:
The data on plant intake flows in the SED, which may be used to determine enforcement, are
sometimes outdated, invalid and inappropriate in the use of baseline figures from years past,
given the significant changes that have occurred at plants in those respects over the past five to
six years. For instance, Table 4 shows the design flow for Morro Bay Power Plant for the four
original units (i.e., 668 mgd). This number should be reduced to reflect the flow for the two units
currently operating since the other two have been permanently taken off line.
Response:
Although two of the original four units at the Morro Bay Power Plant have been taken off line,
the original design structure of the seawater intake is 668 mgd. The actual use by the two
remaining units is expressed in Table 35 as an average flow of 257 mgd. The actual use does
not change the design flow. Staff used the most recent data available for the preparation of the
SED, site specific information will need to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis for each facility
as it determines how it will comply with the Policy. The SED evaluates the broad potential
environmental impacts of the Policy, while project specific environmental review will be required
for each facility as it comes into compliance.
Comment 9.16:
Using data based on historically permitted use instead of actual current capacity to determine
how to phase out old plants overstates the amount of generation lost by the plants being phased
out and distorts the need for the energy they produce.
Response:
Staff used the best historical data available at the time of developing this policy. We realize that
there can always be better data made available in the future but we are unwilling to wait for that
data in order to proceed. In addition, State Water Board staff are not energy experts and
therefore are relying largely on the energy agencies on the IAWG to inform the implementation
schedule.
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Comment 9.24:
The Capacity Utilization figures listed in the draft SED are for the years 2001 to 2006. More
recent data should be used to give a more accurate picture of the current situation. This
includes dependable capacity as well as all utilization and operational realities, given the
significant changes that have occurred at the plant in those respects over the past five to six
years. For instance, though the design capacity of these two remaining units of Morro Bay
Power Plant is 600 MW combined (not the 1002 MW listed for the four original units), the
dependable capacity is far less than this because the plant cannot run anywhere near full
capacity without exceeding air pollution limits. Furthermore, Table 13 on page 62 uses a
different set of years than the Capacity Utilization chart on page 35, showing years 2000 to
2005 instead of 2001 to 2006. Again, data from more recent years AND data for the same years
or time period should be used.
Response:
Capacity utilization rates (CURs) are provided in Tables 4 and 11. Table 13 provides flow
information, but not CURs. Table 4 shows CUR information from 2001-2006 while Table 11
shows similar CUR information but for 2000-2005. Staff used the most recent data that were
available at the time of report preparation. A cutoff date had to be made to analyze the data and
write the report. The most recent data available at the time of information collection were used
and included in the SED. The SED uses the most available data from the CEC and USEPA.
While data from more recent years may be desirable, staff does not believe it would be
appreciably different from the data presented, nor would it change anything in the analysis of
the Policy.
Comment 15.01:
Several critical terms, “wholly disproportionate”, “feasible”, “cost/benefit” are left undefined.
These concepts have been the subject of discussion in the courts. The State Water Board has
an obligation to provide guidance as to what is meant or not meant by these terms in order to
avoid an endless re-hash of the decisions dealt with by the courts.
Response:
Comment noted. Based upon comments, Staff is proposing to eliminate the “WDD” provisions,
and thus there is no longer a need to define “wholly disproportionate” or “cost/benefit”. Staff
defined “infeasible” in the November 23, 2009 version of the Draft Policy, but based on
comments it was decided that operator/owners should be allowed to choose between Track 1
and 2 equally without having to prove that Track 1 was infeasible. Thus there is no longer a
need for defining “feasible”.
Comment 15.03:
Why are outdated data used in the document? The information on the Morro Bay power plant is
so incorrect as to be misleading. The Design Flow was for four units, two of which have been
mothballed, so the Dependable Capacity for the remaining two units is not 300 MW per unit,
particularly as the plant cannot run that much without exceeding air pollution limits. The
Capacity Utilization figures listed are for 2001-2006; more recent years should have been used
to give a more accurate picture of the current situation. Again, in Table 10, the Capacity is listed
as 1002 MW, which was for the four original units, not the two remaining ones. In Table 13 a
different set of years is used, 2000-2005, again not for the most recent years, and again listing
the no longer valid Design Intake Flow of 668 which was for the original four units. The intent of
the State Water Board policy presumably is to phase out aging, dysfunctional coastal plants as
per the California Energy Action Plan; therefore the policy should provide the actual current
capacity. That is what should be used as the baseline for phasing out old plants. To do
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otherwise would overstate the amount of generation lost by the phasing out process. If the
information on other plants is similarly outdated this should also be corrected.
Response:
A cutoff date had to be made to collect and analyze the data and write the report. The most
recent data available at the time of information collection were used and included in the SED.
Comment 20.06:
Staff has misrepresented the cumulative impacts analysis performed by MBC and Tenera
(2005). We object to the use of this data out of context from its original presentation. The SED
states that MBC and Tenera (2005) “estimated that, for 12 coastal power plants in the Southern
California Bight, there is an overall cumulative entrainment mortality of 1.4 percent of the larval
fishes in the Bight.” The 1.4 percent mortality was not based on empirical biological data, but
several assumptions, including an assumed source water and maximum cooling water flow at
the power plants. As shown in the draft SED, actual statewide cooling water flows are only
about one-half of the permitted maximum. Another assumption included a relatively long larval
duration (exposure to entrainment) of 40 days. Also cited is MBC and Tenera’s estimation of
Bight-wide impingement, which was required by the CEC . It is unclear why these estimations
from 2005 are cited since there is now empirical impingement data for every power plant in
southern California (see Table 3 of the draft SED). The comparison of impingement and
recreational fish landings is also reported out of context, since there is a large disparity between
the fish species impinged and those targeted by recreational anglers.
Response:
Staff disagrees. We correctly understood that the cumulative mortality figure was based on
certain assumptions, and we clearly represented in the SED that the cumulative entrainment of
1.4% was an estimate. While the estimate is based on permitted maximum flow, this information
is intended to give a cumulative worst case scenario for the Southern California Bight based on
current permit limits. Regarding inclusion of the cumulative impingement estimate, again this
was intended to present a worst case scenario based on permitted lows. The impingement data
(in Table 3) currently available still does not include comprehensive numbers of fish impinged at
design flows for four southern CA power plants. The cumulative impingement estimate
presented in terms of % of recreational catch was intended only as a comparison with another
form of pressure on fish. Please see the response to Comment 20.09.
Comment 20.10:
The relationship between cooling water flow and power generation are plotted in Figure 10, but
there are only six data points. The statement is made that cooling water flow and power
production are linearly correlated. It is unclear why there are only six data points in this graph.
Response:
Each data point in Figure 10 represents one of the years from 2000–2005, the period of study
that was available when the study was being conducted. Although there are only six data points
in Figure 10, each data point shows the combined annual cooling water flows of ALL power
plants versus power generation by ALL power plants for that year. The power generated by all
OTC power plants in each of the six years is represented by a point on the Y-axis in Figure 10.
This is the same value that is shown in Table 10 under the row heading of “Gross OTC Power
Produced (GW/h).” For example, the first point in Figure 10 corresponds to power generation in
2005.
Comment 20.11:
The titles for Tables 16 and 17 are incorrect, since many mammals and sea turtles are never
‘impinged’. It should be clarified that marine mammal and turtle “impingement” is rare. Instead,
animals are usually entrapped and subsequently removed from circulating water systems.
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Response:
Staff agrees that a better term would be “entrapped”. Entrapment of threatened, endangered
and otherwise legally protected species constitutes “take” as defined in federal and state law,
even in the case of ultimate survival.
Comment 20.12:
The title for Table 18, for example, is “Existing IM/E controls and Mitigation Efforts at the OTC
Facilities”. However, no mitigation information is listed.
Response:
Staff agrees and will edit the SED accordingly.
Comment 23.15:
The SED is misleading and flawed because its analysis of the Draft Policy relies on facility data
from 2000-2005. This period includes the 2001 energy crisis and is accordingly wholly
unrepresentative of current operating conditions. Operational data from the more recent and
more representative five-year period of 2004 through 2008 are readily available and provide a
much more accurate baseline against which to analyze the effects of the proposed Policy. For
example, Table 11 of the SED identifies Contra Costa PP Units 6-7 and Pittsburg PP Units 5-6
as having a capacity utilization rate of 28% and 29%, respectively, for the period of 2000-2005,
and notes further that, based on the capacity utilization rates, neither facility would be below the
15% capacity utilization threshold entrainment exemption provided in the Phase II Rule.
Similarly, Table 13 shows Contra Costa PP Units 6-7 and Pittsburg PP units 5-6 as having an
average flow of 257 mgd and 274 mgd, respectively. While these data are historically accurate,
they are irrelevant in that they do not accurately represent current and likely future operating
conditions. The capacity utilization rate for Pittsburg PP for the more recent five-year period of
2004-2008 is 8.8%, and the corresponding rate for the Contra Costa PP is 5.2%. Based on
these data, the Delta Plants clearly would be far below the 15% threshold in the Phase II Rule.
Annual average cooling water flows for the same period were 75 mgd at the Contra Costa PP
and 87 mgd at the Pittsburg PP, or roughly just a third of the level of flows assumed in the SED.
Thus, the operations of the Delta Plants are dramatically different than as documented in the
SED, rendering the SED's baseline and environmental setting inaccurate and misleading. The
SED should be revised to incorporate the readily available, more recent and representative
operational data, and its analysis should reflect this more accurate baseline and environmental
setting.
Response:
Comment noted. Staff appreciates the new data. However, at some point in developing the
SED, staff had to stop collecting and analyzing data and finalize the draft SED. The most recent
data available at the time of information collection were used and included in the SED. While it
would be more informative to include newer data, staff does not believe newer data would
substantially alter the conclusions reached in the SED.
Comment 29.31:
SED, Page 3, Table 1: There is no pending lawsuit regarding Diablo Canyon’s NPDES permit.
The administratively extended permit contains a finding that the cooling water intake structure
reflects best technology available. The Central Coast Board held a hearing regarding alleged
thermal discharge non-compliance in March 2000. This hearing was closed and a tentative
settlement reached, incorporating both thermal and Section 316(b) issues in October 2000. The
settlement was reviewed and approved by the Central Coast Board in March 2003. The parties
signed the document in June 2003. However, the Central Coast Board did not renew the
NPDES permit in July 2003, as contemplated in the settlement agreement. Thus, the permit
remains on administrative extension and the settlement is on hold.
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Response:
Water Board staff have no knowledge of a pending lawsuit at this time. In 2000, Central Coast
Water Board staff brought an enforcement action against PG&E for alleged permit violations
regarding thermal effects. The Central Coast Water Board heard all the evidence and
postponed their decision to a future meeting to allow staff and PG&E the opportunity to propose
a settlement. Staff tentatively agreed to a settlement that incorporated both thermal effects and
Section 316(b) issues (although staff did not allege any violations regarding Section 316(b)),
and the Board members at that time agreed to consider the settlement during an NPDES permit
renewal hearing at a public meeting. Staff then brought a draft NPDES permit with the tentative
settlement to the Board in 2003, and the Board (with new Board members) did not accept the
settlement and therefore did not adopt a new NPDES permit. Instead, the Central Coast Water
Board directed staff to provide more information on additional mitigation alternatives, and staff
completed this assignment. Since the Central Coast Water Board has not officially adopted a
settlement, staff's enforcement action against PG&E regarding alleged thermal effects is still
pending. Staff and the Central Coast Water Board have determined that it is best to hold this
matter in abeyance pending the resolution of the federal court cases regarding Section 316(b),
and wait until the State Water Board adopted its proposed OTC policy, and then negotiate a
global settlement with PG&E and bring a new NPDES permit to the Board. In the meantime, the
permit is on administrative extension. It is Central Coast Water Board staff's opinion that PG&E
is in violation of its permit regarding thermal effects.
Comment 29.32:
SED, Page 85, Table 20: The salt water cooling tower facility list includes a facility that identifies
PG&E as the project owner. This is Pittsburg Unit 7 and Mirant is the current owner.
Response:
The commenter is correct: Mirant Services LLC acquired the Pittsburgh plant in 1999.
Comment 29.33:
SED, Page 108: Gateway is a combined-cycle dry cooled facility. It has been operational since
2008.
Response:
The commenter is correct: PG&E's Gateway Generating Station is a combined-cycle dry-cooled
facility.
Comment 31.25:
At page 13, the SED mischaracterizes the Draft Policy when it states, "In limited circumstances,
a facility may request alternative requirements if it demonstrates that the costs of compliance
under Track 1 or Track 2 would be wholly disproportionate to the benefits to be gained." There
are no circumstances in which the vast majority of the affected facilities can request alternative
requirements under the Draft Policy. While the Draft Policy should be changed, this statement
should be changed to accurately describe the Policy as proposed - only a very limited number of
facilities may seek such alternate requirements based on criteria that have nothing to do with
water quality or impacts on marine life.
Response:
Based on public comments, Staff is proposing to eliminate the wholly disproportionate
provisions, and has revised the SED accordingly. However, staff believes that the words
“limited circumstances” accurately described the Policy as proposed – i.e., that only a limited
number of facilities could apply for the WDD.
Comment 49.03:
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The statement “The State Water Board recognizes it is necessary to develop replacement
"infrastructure to maintain electric reliability in order to implement this Policy” implies that it is
the State Water Board's responsibility to ensure that replacement energy generation is
developed. This should be removed or clarified to make clear that it is the Board's statutory
obligation to protect water resources first and foremost.
Response:
The STATE WATER BOARD is not attempting to use this Policy to implement a state energy
policy. As stated in the draft SED, the goals of the proposed OTC policy is to: (1) reduce IM/E
impacts from OTC facilities; (2) implement Section 316(b); (3) provide clear standards and
guidance to permit writers to ensure consistent implementation across Regional Water Boards;
(4) coordinate implementation at the state level to address cross-jurisdictional concerns such as
air emissions impacts and grid stability; and (5) reduce the resource burden on the Regional
Water Boards that would continue under the existing BPJ-permitting approach.
Comment 61.08:
Under Section 1.3.2 of the SED, it would be useful to indicate that Track 1 and 2 are options
under the Phase I Rule, so there isn't any confusion with the use of Track 1 and 2 under the
proposed policy.
Response:
Staff believes this is clear in the SED, which states: “The Phase I rule is based on USEPA’s
determination that, for new facilities, the Section 316(b) best technology available (BTA)
performance standard is achieved by reducing the facility’s intake flow to a level commensurate
with a closed-cycle wet cooling system, and reducing the through screen intake velocity to 0.5
foot per second (ft/sec) or less. Notably, Phase I does not require a facility to adopt closedcycle cooling in order to comply but instead contains a two track approach that acknowledges
the ability of different technology options to achieve reductions that are substantially similar to
closed-cycle wet cooling. The decision to follow Track 1 or Track 2 is left to the facility.”
Comment 61.09:
SED, pg. 7 par. 4: Does not include industrial use as one f the beneficial uses listed under
Porter-Cologne.
Response:
The SED previously simply referred to “other beneficial uses” but staff has added “industrial
water supply” to the text.
Comment 61.10:
SED, pg. 8 par. 5: This text implies that the EPA draft guidance for evaluating Section 316(b) is
out of date due to "the more accurate methods available to quantify the true nature of these
impacts." In contrast to this statement, the methods and analyses used to quantify the effects of
CWIS on marine organisms have actually changed very little over the decades since the first
studies were conducted in the 1970s. The guidance actually lays out a methodology for a very
thorough assessment of the potential for AEI that was used recently in assessing the effects of
the LADWP facilities in southern California. The problem was the inconsistent quality of some of
the earlier studies, not the guidance.
Response:
To avoid confusion staff is removing the clause “nor the more accurate methods available to
quantify the true nature of these impacts.”
Comment 61.15:
SED, pg. 30, par. 3: The estimates of impingement for South Bay Power Plant are not correct.
The estimate using design flow was 350,000 fishes not 390,000. The impingement and
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entrainment estimates presented for this plant are the design flow estimates even though the
plant has a low capacity factor resulting in low average daily flow rates.
Response:
Staff was simply using the previous operator’s (Duke Energy) Proposal for Information
Collection dated November 8, 2005. That report is clearly referenced in the SED. However
staff is also adding a statement to that paragraph referring to the more recent estimates for that
plant, which is provided elsewhere in the SED.
Comment 61.17:
SED, pg. 42, Sec. 3.1: States that the USEPA has not provided any clear indication "as to its
intent to revise or reissue the suspended Phase II Rule ..." In fact, the USEPA has notified EPRl
and other stakeholders of its intent to reissue the rule.
Response:
Staff stands by its statement in the SED. In its letter of September 30, 2009 to the STATE
WATER BOARD, the USEPA states that it has not yet promulgated regulations and a definite
schedule is not in place.
Comment 61.23:
SED, pg. 81, par. 2: Incomplete sentence.
Response:
Staff is unclear on this comment; the incomplete sentence was not discovered on p.81 par.2.
Comment 61.24:
SED, pg. 81, par. 3: Paragraph repeated on Page 82.
Response:
Typo corrected.
Comment 61.25:
SED, pg. 81, par. 4: Table number missing.
Response:
Typo (formatting error) corrected.
______________________________________________________________________
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III.

DRAFT RESPONSE TO COMMENTS SUBMITTED BY THE APRIL13, 2010
DEADLINE ON PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE NOVEMBER 23, 2009 DRAFT
OTC POLICY

Change
Overall Policy

Process

Comment Letter
and position

Response

Letters # 67, 89, 96,
and100 in support of
the Policy

Staff appreciates the support for the Policy.

Letters # 63, 66, 75,
84, 85, 86, 101, 102,
103, 104, 106, 112,
118, 119, 126, and
127 mostly in support
of the Policy if minor
modifications are
made

While staff acknowledges that the proposed changes
may the readability of the Policy, the alterations
would not change the meaning and are therefore not
required for purposes of clarity.

Letters #64, 65, 68,
70, 72, 73, 76, 77,
78, 79, 80, 81, 82,
83, 88, 91, 92, 93,
94, 95, 97, 98, 105,
107, 108, 110, 111,
113, 114, 115, 117,
120, 121, 122, 123,
and 128 et al. against
adopting the Policy
without major
modifications

While staff appreciates the submitted suggestions for
improvement to the Policy, staff believes that the
proposed changes to the November 23, 2009 Draft
Policy are minor and have improved the clarity and
readability of the Policy. In staff’s opinion, the
suggested modifications have been addressed earlier
or do not improve the Policy.

Letters #87, 90, and
109 against
adopting the Policy

Comment noted.

Letters #126 and 115 Staff appreciates the comment.
believes the process
has been open and
resulted in
improvements
Letters #64 and 115
believes more time is
needed for
stakeholder review
and input
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Change

Comment Letter
and position

Response

Letters #65, 75, 121
believes that the
State Water Board
should provide
written responses to
public comments at
least 15 days before
an adoption meeting.

Title 23 of the California Code of Regulations,
Section 3779, subsection (a), provides that the Board
shall prepare written responses to comments
containing significant environmental points raised, if
such comments are received at least fifteen days
before the date the Board intends to take action.
Copies of such written responses are to be available
at the Board meeting. For comments received less
than fifteen days prior, the Board should prepare
written responses to the extent feasible. There is no
legal requirement for public review of the staff
response to comments for any specified period
before the Board intends to act. However, staff
responses to comments are generally circulated for
public review some days before an adoption meeting
as a courtesy, to provide information to the public.

Letters # 65, 73, 75,
92, 116, and 122
believes that
changes to the Policy
are not supported in
the SED

Staff disagrees that the SED does not adequately
support the Policy. The SED was modified to
incorporate the latest changes to the Policy.
Because these changes are minor and clarifying, the
SED was accordingly only changed slightly.

Letters #101 in favor
but suggest
modifications for
better clarity

While staff acknowledges that the proposed change
may make the SED more readable, the alteration
would not change the meaning and is therefore not
required for purposes of clarity.

Section 1.G
modified

Letter # 92 against

Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
clarify that costs were considered when developing
the Policy.

Section 1.L
added

Letters # 115, 122,
123 against

Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
address greenhouse gas emissions from nuclear
power plants.

Letters #121 in favor

Staff agrees.

Letters # 99 in favor
but suggest
modifications for
better clarity

While staff acknowledges that the proposed change
may be more readable, the alteration would not
change the meaning and is therefore not required for
purposes of clarity.

Letters # 74 in favor

Staff agrees. The purpose of this change was to
clarify that the Policy does not limit Regional Water
Boards from regulating discharges of wastes from
power plants. The Policy was never intended to
address discharges from power plants.

CEQA

Section 1.N
added
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Change

Sections 2.A
and 2.A.(2)
modified
Section 5
modified

Sections 2.A.(2)
and 2.A.(2)(a-b)
modified

Comment Letter
and position

Response

Letters # 92 in favor
but suggest
modifications for
better clarity

While staff acknowledges that the proposed change
may be more readable, the alteration would not
change the meaning and is therefore not required for
purposes of clarity.

Letters # 64, 65, 75,
and 120 against

Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
allow the owner or operator of an existing power plant
the flexibility of choosing either Track 1 or Track 2 as
compliance alternatives. Since Track 1 and Track 2
have comparable level of protection there is no need
to impose a feasibility test. The removal of the
feasibility test alleviates additional Regional Water
Board workload and the potential for inconsistent
application between Regional Water Boards.

Letters # 122 in favor
but suggest
modifications for
better clarity

While staff acknowledges that the proposed change
may be more readable, the alteration would not
change the meaning and is therefore not required for
purposes of clarity.

Letter # 65 against

Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
provide clarity on how compliance will be measured
for entrainment and impingement under alternate
approaches. Track 2 is meant to allow for alternate
approaches to achieve compliance. Power plants
relying solely on reductions in flow and velocity for
compliance will not be allowed a 10% allowance for
uncertainty in the performance and measurement of
unproven technology and must report monthly.
Plants relying on other control technologies must
monitor as specified in Section 4 of the Policy. If
screens are used, the Policy now specifies that
compliance will be based on ichthyoplankton and on
the crustacean phyllosoma and megalops larvae and
squid paralarvae fractions of meroplankton.

Letters # 73, 122,
and 126 in favor but
suggest modifications
for better clarity

While staff acknowledges that the proposed change
may be more readable, the alteration would not
change the meaning and is therefore not required for
purposes of clarity.

Letters # 92 and 115
suggest substantive
modifications

While staff appreciates the submitted suggestions for
improvement to the Policy, staff believes that the
proposed changes to the November 23, 2009 Draft
Policy are minor and has improved the clarity and
readability of the Policy. In staff’s opinion, the
suggested modifications do not improve the Policy.
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Change
Section
2.A.(2)(d)
modified

Comment Letter
and position

Response

Letters # 117 and
122 against

Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
provide clarity on compliance options for facilities with
combined-cycle power-generating units. The
previous version of the policy stated that reductions
in entrainment and impingement resulting from the
prior installation of combined-cycle power-generating
units could be counted towards meeting Track 2
requirements for the entire facility, but did not
describe the method that would be used. Previously
mitigated discharges may now also be counted
towards meeting Track 2 requirements for the entire
facility. The policy now also specifies, as a
compliance alternative, that existing combined-cycle
power-generating units that meet through-screen
intake velocity of 0.5 foot per second and comply with
the interim requirements of the policy may be
deemed in compliance for those units only.

Letter # 67 in favor

Staff agrees.

Letters # 73 and 119
in favor but suggest
modifications for
better clarity

While staff acknowledges that the proposed change
may be more readable, the alteration would not
change the meaning and is therefore not required for
purposes of clarity.

Letters # 66 and 116, While staff appreciates the submitted suggestions for
suggest substantive improvement to the Policy, staff believes that the
modifications
proposed changes to the November 23, 2009 Draft
Policy are minor and have improved the clarity and
readability of the Policy. In staff’s opinion, the
suggested modifications do not improve the Policy.
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Change

Comment Letter
and position

Response

Letters #65, 70, 74,
75, 117 and 123
against

Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
allow for the suspension of a final compliance date
specified in the policy because of unforeseen
circumstances in order to maintain reliability in the
electric system. The proposed modification lays out
the method for how changes to the schedule that
have a short lead time will be addressed and clarifies
the roles and responsibilities of the different
agencies. For plants within the California
Independent System Operator (CAISO)’s balancing
authority, suspension of less than 90 days would be
effective upon receipt of written notification by the
CAISO, absent objection from the energy agencies.
Suspensions of greater than 90 days require the
State Water Board to conduct a hearing within 90
days to consider modification to the schedule. For
plants within LADWP’s balancing authority,
suspensions require the State Water Board to
conduct a hearing within 45 days to consider
modification to the schedule.

Letters # 67, 69, 119
and 122 suggest
modifications for
better clarity

While staff acknowledges that the proposed change
may be more readable, the alteration would not
change the meaning and is therefore not required for
purposes of clarity.

Section
2.C.(3)(b)
modified and
Section
2.C.(3)(e) added

Letters # 64 and 119
suggest substantive
modifications

The purpose of this change was to identify the
California Coastal Conservancy, working with the
California Ocean Protection Council as the preferred
third party to manage mitigation projects, preferably
directed toward the implementation, monitoring,
maintenance and management of the State’s Marine
Protected Areas. Staff agrees that funding used for
monitoring, maintenance and management does not
mitigate for identified impacts. However, monitoring,
maintenance and management are elements of a
mitigation project and therefore also need to be
funded.

Sections
2.C.(3)(a-d)
modified

Letter # 70 against

Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
ensure consistent and comparable application of the
mitigation requirement across the State, the State
Water Board Division of Water Quality is now
identified as the body to approve mitigation projects
and alternate methods for determining the type and
amount of habitat to be mitigated, rather than the
Regional Water Boards.

Section 2.B.(2)
replaced with
sections
2.B.(2)(a-d)
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Change

Comment Letter
and position

Response

Section 2.D.
modified

Letter #65 against

Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
clarify that the State Water Board does not propose
to adopt and enforce any requirements that are in
conflict with requirements of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, which has responsibility for issues
involving safety and environmental protection at
nuclear power plants. A sentence was also added to
refer to the section of the Policy involving the special
studies for nuclear facilities.

Section 3.B.(3)
added

Letters # 67 and115
in favor but suggest
modifications for
better clarity

The purpose of this change was to specify that
CAISO and LADWP must each submit a grid
reliability study to the SACCWIS by December 31
each year, in order to assure that SACCWIS can
provide annual reports to the State Water Board by
March 31. While staff acknowledges that the
proposed change may be more readable, the
alteration would not change the meaning and is
therefore not required for purposes of clarity.

Section 3.B.(4)
modified
Section 3.E.:
Table 1
modified

Letter #115 in favor
but suggest
substantive
modifications

Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
require SACCWIS to provide annual reports to the
State Water Board, beginning in 2012.

Section 3.B.(5)
modified

Letters #66, 70, and
75 against

Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
clarify that if energy agencies make a unanimous
recommendation for implementation schedule
modification based on grid reliability, the State Water
Board will implement this recommendation unless the
State Water Board finds that there is compelling
evidence not to do so.

Letters # 67 and 115
in favor but suggest
modifications for
better clarity

While staff acknowledges that the proposed change
may be more readable, the alteration would not
change the meaning and is therefore not required for
purposes of clarity.
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Change

Comment Letter
and position

Response

Letters # 65, 69, and
75 against with or
without modifications

Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
clarify that if a plant owner/operator is unable to
comply with a final compliance deadline because of
an inability to obtain permits required for an upgrade,
and the State Water Board finds that the owner or
operator used best efforts to obtain the required
permits, then the State Water Board shall suspend a
final compliance date specified in this policy for a
period not to exceed two years.

Letters #115 in favor
but suggest
substantive
modifications

Staff does not believe that compliance deadlines
should be suspended for longer than two years for
any reasons.

Section 3.C.(1)
modified

Letter # 65 against
with or without
modifications

Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
remove the ability of the Regional Water Board to
require a shorter compliance schedule than is
contained in the policy’s implementation schedule.
The schedule contained in the policy is based on
statewide and local grid reliability. It is therefore
inappropriate for a Regional Water Board to require a
shorter compliance schedule in the relevant NPDES
permit.

Section 3.C.(4)
added

Letter # 65 against

Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
clarify that permits issued by the Regional Water
Boards to OTC power plants shall include appropriate
permit provisions to implement authorized
suspensions of final compliance dates and
modifications to final compliance dates, without
reopening the permits.

Section 3.D.(7)
modified and
sections
3.D.(7)(a-d)
added

Letters # 65, 122,
Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
123, and 125 against delineate the factors that the State Water Board will
use to evaluate the need to modify the policy with
respect to the nuclear-fueled power plants based on
the results of the special studies. These factors
include costs of the compliance, the ability to comply,
and environmental impacts of compliance.

Section 3.B.(5)
modified

Letter # 66 in favor
but suggest
modifications for
better clarity
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Change
Section 3.D.(8)
added

Section 3.D.(9)
added

Comment Letter
and position

Response

Letters # 65 and 123
against with or
without modifications

Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
clarify how estimated compliance costs for a nuclear
facility will influence a decision of the State Water
Board to establish alternate requirements for that
facility. If the special studies determine that the costs
to implement Track 1 or Track 2, considering all the
factors set forth in paragraph 3.D.(7), are wholly out
of proportion to the costs considered by the State
Water Board in establishing Track 1, then the State
Water Board shall establish alternate requirements
for that facility no less stringent than can be justified
by the results of the special studies.

Letters # 121 and
125 in favor but
suggest minor
modifications for
better clarity

While staff acknowledges that the proposed change
may be more readable, the alteration would not
change the meaning and is therefore not required for
purposes of clarity.

Letters #65 and 123
against

Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
clarify that the difference in impacts to marine life
resulting from any alternative less stringent
requirements for nuclear-fueled power plants shall be
fully mitigated by funding a mitigation project directed
toward the implementation, monitoring, maintenance
and management of the State’s Marine Protected
Areas.

Letters #119 and 121 Staff agrees.
in favor

Section 3.E.,
Milestones 18,
24, and 26,
modified

Letter # 125 in favor
but suggest
substantive
modifications

While staff appreciates the submitted suggestions for
improvement to the Policy, staff believes that the
proposed changes to the November 23, 2009 Draft
Policy are minor and has improved the clarity and
readability of the Policy. In staff’s opinion, the
suggested modifications do not improve the Policy.

Letter # 115 in favor

Staff agrees. The purpose of this change was to
modify the compliance dates for the three LAWDP
plants (Haynes, Harbor, and Scattergood). The
original compliance dates for the three plants were
based on staff understanding of LADWP plans for
upgrading the facilities. Subsequent information from
LADWP indicates that the schedule needed to be
revised.
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Change
Sections
4.(B)(1) and
4.(B)(2)
modified

Section 5
modified

Comment Letter
and position

Response

Letters #115 and 116 Staff disagrees. The purpose of this change was to
against with or
clarify how the monitoring of entrainment impacts and
without modifications reductions should be conducted, and language was
added concerning the use of a 200 micron mesh net
and the timing of the sampling.
Letter #119 in favor

Staff agrees.

Letter #73, 122, and
126 in favor but
suggest modifications
for better clarity

While staff acknowledges that the proposed change
may be more readable, the alteration would not
change the meaning and is therefore not required for
purposes of clarity.

Letter # 66 in favor
but suggest
substantive
modifications

While staff appreciates the submitted suggestions for
improvement to the Policy, staff believes that the
proposed changes to the November 23, 2009 Draft
Policy are minor and have improved the clarity and
readability of the Policy. In staff’s opinion, the
suggested modifications do not improve the Policy.

Letters # 73, 115,
and 126 in favor but
suggest modifications
for better clarity

For clarification purposes, definitions were added for
Critical System Maintenance, Mitigation Project, and
Offshore Intake. The definitions for Closed-Cycle
Wet Cooling System, Combined-Cycle PowerGenerating Units, Habitat Production Foregone,
Meroplankton, and Proportional Mortality were
modified slightly. While staff acknowledges that the
proposed changes may be more readable, the
alterations would not change the meaning and are
therefore not required for purposes of clarity.

Letter #66 in favor
but suggest
substantive
modifications

While staff appreciates the submitted suggestions for
improvement to the Policy, staff believes that the
proposed changes to the November 23, 2009 Draft
Policy are minor and have improved the clarity and
readability of the Policy. In staff’s opinion, the
suggested modifications do not improve the Policy.

Comments #128-XXXX (>8000): (Form letter)
Power plants using OTC are currently allowed to withdraw more than 16 billion gallons of ocean
and Delta water every day, killing aquatic life from all levels of the food chain. Larvae and small
fish get sucked into the plants and die in the turbines. Larger fish (including the endangered
Chinook salmon), turtles, and marine mammals get trapped by the force of the rushing water
and die on the intake screens. All told, an estimated 79 billion fish and other marine life are
killed every year by OTC.
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The CWA called for the phase-out of this destructive practice almost four decades ago. We
appreciate your past efforts to develop a state policy that would protect California's ecosystems
from OTC. However, the recent, major changes to the latest draft of the OTC policy meet
neither the letter nor the intent of the CWA to phase out these antiquated, inefficient,
environmentally harmful cooling systems.
I urge the State Water Board to reject recently-proposed OTC policy amendments that move the
state away from a path to phase out once-through cooling systems. The OTC policy needs to
be strengthened significantly to reinforce the state's commitment to ensuring that these facilities
adopt the "best technology available" based on swift, certain timeframes.
Prior, stronger versions of the policy were described by the state's top three power agencies as
providing a "workable schedule" that "maintain[s] reliable operation of the electric grid." The
electrical grid oversight agency itself found that many older power plants also have "higher
greenhouse gas emission rates and other pollutants than new generation sources." Oncethrough cooling enables inefficient power plants to operate at the expense of the environment
and undermines state goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
California has invested significant attention and dollars to restoring and maintaining our marine,
coastal and Delta habitats. A protective OTC policy that meets the letter and intent of the law is
essential to maintain these ongoing investments in healthy ecosystems. Please reject proposed
amendments that move us backwards from this goal.
Response:
Staff agrees that the use of OTC at the coastal power plants has major impacts to the State’s
marine and estuarine life, including listed and protected species. Staff appreciates the support
for the proposed OTC Policy, which should significantly reduce harmful impacts due to
entrainment and impingement of marine and estuarine life at OTC power plants.
The Policy is intended to comply with CWA section 316(b), which requires that the location,
design, construction, and capacity of cooling water intake structures reflect the best technology
available (BTA) for minimizing adverse environmental impact. Note that Section 316(b) does
NOT require the phasing out or complete cessation of OTC. The primary goal of the Policy is
therefore to establish a BTA for cooling water intake structures at existing coastal and estuarine
power plants to reduce IM/E impacts to acceptable levels, rather than the phasing out of OTC at
coastal power plants. This goal is clearly stated in both the Policy itself and the supporting
SED.
The commenter does not specify which of the latest changes to the OTC Policy amendments
that the commenter believes will “move the state away from a path to phase out once-through
cooling systems.” Staff can therefore not address these concerns other than noting that it was
never the State Water Board’s stated goal to phase out OTC at coastal power plants.
The commenter also states that the “OTC policy needs to be strengthened significantly to
reinforce the state's commitment to ensuring that these facilities adopt the "best technology
available" based on swift, certain timeframes.” Again, the commenter does not specify how the
policy could be strengthened further. Without specific explanation of the commenter’s concerns,
staff cannot address them.
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Staff agrees with the commenter’s statement that many older power plants have "higher
greenhouse gas emission rates and other pollutants than new generation sources." However, it
is not within the State Water Board’s authority and expertise to establish an energy policy for the
State. Again, the purpose of the proposed OTC Policy is to establish a BTA for cooling water
intake structures at existing coastal and estuarine power plants to reduce IM/E impacts to
acceptable levels.
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